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THE AUTHOR.

PREFACE.
THE religious systems of

all ages-paganism

rudest form perhaps excepted-have

in its

undergone changes

and modifications which, if not materially affecting their
principles, have at least exercised a certain influence
upon their development. Buddhism may be considered
a remarkable illustration of thia; for not only have

the rites suffered notable changes, but even the dogma

themselves have, in the course of time, become much
altered. Although plain and simple in the earlier stages
of its existence, it was in time greatly modified by
the successive introduction of new doctrines, laws, and
rites; so-called reformers arose, who sssembled around
them a greater or less number of followers; and these
by degrees formed schools, which by-and-by developed
into sects. The shifting of ita original wit also exercised a coneiderable influence: the difference between a
tropical and a cold and desert region, and between. the
physical character of tribes separated by the distinctive
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marks of the Arian and Turanian races, had to be smoothed
over, partly at least, and obliterated by the influence of
time.
The present work has for its object the description of
Buddhism as we now find it in Tibet, after an existence
in this country of upwards of twelve centuries.
The information obtained by my brothers Hermann,
Adolphe, and Robert de Schlagintweit, when on the scientific mission undertaken between the years 1854-58, which
gave them the opportunity of visiting various parts of
Tibet and of the Buddhist countries in the Himdaya, has
been the chief source on which I have drawn for my
remarks and descriptions. The reports of former travellers
have also been consulted and compared with the contributions received from my brothers. Not less important for
my subject, as enabling one to judge of the fundamental
laws of Buddhism, and their subsequent modifications,
were the researches of the oriental philologists and intelligent writers on Buddhist doctrines, amongst whom
Hodgson and Burnouf have so successfully led the way
to the analysis of the original native works.

.

For the greater part of the objects here treated of
and for most of the native explanatory remarks, I arn
indebted to my brother Hermann.

He had engaged in

Sikkim the services of Chibu Lama, a very intelligent
Lepcha; then a political agent of the R&ja of Sikkim
at Darjiling.

Through this personage he was enabled to
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obtaiu numerous objects which had come from Lhbsa,
the centre of the Buddhist faith in Tibet. Mr. Hodgson
and Dr. Campbell, besides giving him much valuable information, were also so kind as to present him with
various articles of interest for this subject.

In Western

Tibet, it was particularly a t the monastery of Himis and
in Leh, the capital of LadBk, that Hemann's wishes were
the most readily accomplished.

In GnBri Kh6rsum

Adolphe, who was at that time accompanied by Robert,
succeeded in persuading the Lamas of G y h g u l and
Mkgnang to sell him even objects which he had seen
treated with the greatest respect and awe.
The folio atlas of twenty plates, two feet high and
one and a half broad, contains facsimiles of representations of deities and of objects used for keeping off
evil spirits. The originals were reproduced by means
of transfer-paper, a method which has the great advantage that the alterations are entirely avoided which the
artists are but too willing to make. The drawings being
nlechanically copied, retaiu entirely the stamp of foreign
art.

The details in reference to the method employed

for the reproduction are given in the introduction to the
atlas. The plates have been printed in the lithographic
establishment of Dr. C. Wolf and Son at Munich.
For the illustrations accompanying the text I selected
those of a more scientific nature in preference to those
of a descriptive character. They consist of copies taken
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from original woodcuts, and of prints in Tibetan characte1-s
of the texts translated. These tables have been executed
in the imperial printing office at Vienna. Their correct
execution was kindly undertaken by Mr. de Auer, the
director of this institution, so well known for its excellence in typographical and artistical reproductions.
In my studies of Tibetan I have been greatly assisted
by Mr. A. Schiefner at St. Petersburg, to whose publications I shall often have occasion to allude. This gentleman also afforded me the welcome opportunity of layhg
t,he verbal explanatory details of the priests in loco a
second time before a Lama, the Buriat Galsang Gombojew,
who is engaged a t St. Petersburg as teacher of Mongolian; he made for me, besides, various abstracts from
books contained in the imperial oriental libraries having
a bearing upon these objects.

I may be allowed to mention that I had the honour
of presenting to the Royal Academy of Munich the Address
to the Buddhas of Confession (contained in Chapter XI.), rr
sacred imploration, of which a translation in German was
inserted in the Proceedings of this Institution (February,
1863).

ALPHABET USED FOR TRANSCRIPTION.

a), ii; b ; ch; chh; d ; e (G 6 6); f ; g ; h; i (I I);
j; k; 1; m; n; o (6 d), 0 ; p; r; s; sh; t; ts (tdh);
u (u a), ii; v ; y; z ; zh.'
a (2 6

1. RULES FOR PRONOUNCIATION.

Vowels.
1 . a, e, i, o, u, as in German and Italian.
2. 6, ii, il, as in German.

3. Diphthongs give the sound of the two component

vowels combined.

Consonants.
1. b, d , f , g, h,

k, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, are pronounced

as in (fermaa and English.
This is the name that hae been adopted by my brothern in their "Resulta
of a scientific Mimion to India and High Aaia;" for details see Vol. I., pp. Gci
to 70 ; Vol. III., pp. 148-160.
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2. h, after a consonant is an audible aspiration es-

cept in ch, sk, zh. I n t i h it is separated from ts by
the Greek spiritus mper ' , in order to prevent this letter
from being pronounced as t and sh.
3. ch, as in English (church).
4. sh, as in English (shade).

5. j, as in English (just).
6 . v, as the w in German (Wasser), being difl'erent
from v in ziery, and w in water.

7. y, as y in the English word yes, arid j in the
German ja.
8. t, soft its in English (zeal).
9. zh, sounds like the French j in jwr.

1.

-

over a vowel indicates that it is long.

2. ' this, the sign of imperfect formattion (= u
in but, e in herd) placed over n and e, I had no
occasion to use in Tibetan and Sanskrit termi~iology:
it occurs, however, in modern geographical names, as
e. g. UQrma.
3.

'

indicates a nasal ~ o u n dof the vowel.

4. ' marks the syllable on which the accent falls.
Accents have been, however, introduced in geographical
names only; in the other native words I have limited
myself to distinguishing the quantity of the syllables
which are long.
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5. ', the Greek spiritus lenis 1 used for rendering the
Tibetan soft aspirate; in this I followed the advice of
Prof. Lepsius, in his recent supplement to his well-known
" Standard Alphabet." '
2. DETAILED TRANSLITERATION OF THE

TIBETAN ALPHABET.

The thirty simple letters of the Tibetan language are
represented in Hornall characters in the following
manner :

qk; p k h ;

E.

j;

LIP;

q g ; qng;

.) ny;

5 t;

B

th;

1

4 b;

M

m;

;

1

; Schh;

7 d; 7
C

11;
C

b ts; S t d h ;

qdz; q v ; q z h ; 32; R'; Wy;
r

Q I;

-q sh;

N

s; 4 j h ;

W..

The point separating the syllables in Tibetan words
and sentences, is rendered by a small horizontal line.
The compound letters, seventy-four in number, and
Solaled by having another letter subjoined or surmounted,
are transliterated thus: the subjoined letter is written
behind the radical, as e. g.
is rendered by kr, -the

3

surrnou~itingprecedes the radicnl letter, as e. g. Ql lh.

7

' "Ueber Chinesische und Tibetanisrhe I~autvrrhiiltnisse. und iibcr die
Umschrift jener Sprachen." Ahl~andlungcrl der Akademie der \Visscl~schaften
von Berlin, 1861, p. 479.
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ALPHABET USED FOR TRANSCRIPTION.

The letters which according to grammatical rules
ought to be silent, are printed with Italics, as e. g. r k
is printed rk.
In order to facilitate the reading, I have spelt the
Tibetan terms as they sound (with the omission of the
mute letters); the reprinting in Tibetar1 letters is also
left out in the text, but an alphabetical Glossary of
Tibetan 'terms has been added at the end of the volume,
in which the native spelling of every word and the
detailed transliteration are given.
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PART I.
THE VARIOU8 8YSTEMS OF BUDDHI8M.

S E C T I O S 1.

INDIAN BUDDHISM.

SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF SAKYAMUNI, THE
FOUSDER OF BUDDHISM,

ALTHOUGH
tllil ~i~ii~ierous
legends regpecting the life
i i ~ t lworks of Sakyamuni, the reputed founder of the
Buddhist faith, contain much that is fabulous, yet most
of the incidents mentioned therein, when deprived of the
lnarvellous garb with which early historians invariably
used to embellish their tales, seem to be based on matters
of fact. A t present scientific researches have put Sakyamuni's real existence beyond a doubt;' but the period in
which he lived will ever remain somewhat vaguely definetl.
1 See for details the biographies published by Csomn de Kijriis, "Notices
of the life of Shakya," in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. XX., pp. 285-318;
Hardy, ''hianurl of Buddhism," pp. 138-359; Schiefner, L'Eine tibetrrnische
hbensbeeclireibung Sikynmuni's," in the "N6moires des Savants btrnnger~,"
Vol. VI., pp. 231-332. For Tibetan nnd Singhalese tmclitions about the
Sdryn mcc, see Foe kooe ki, English trnnslation, Cnlcutta, 1848, 1). 203.
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LIFE OF SXKTAMUNI.

8iikyamnni wa,s born at Kapilavastu in Gosakhpur.
l'lie legends tell us that his father, the king Sudtlliodana (in Tibetan Zastrtng), requested one hundred
i111il eight learned Bra.hmans to inform him of his son's
destiny; the Brahmans, the legends say, after a caref111
examination of the prince's body, expressed their conviction that, "if he remained a layman during his lifetime, he would become a powerful monarch of vast
territories; but in the event of his turning recluse, he
would enter the state of a supreme Buddha or wise man:
a,nd in solemn assembly they declared thnt this prince
would hereafter prove a blessing to the world, and that
lle himself would also enjoy great prosperity." It was
in consequence of this answer, that the prince received
the name of Siddhiirtha, "the establisher."'
Siddhartha proved to be endowed with extraordinary
fa.culties, and the legends even go so far as to assert
that, when he was about to be taught his letters, he
could already distinguish them, and his eminent qualities
were manifest, not only in his mental, but also in bodily
perfection. It is added as particularly characteristic that
already in his youth he was inclined to retirement anti
1 In the sacred legend8 he is generally cl~aracterised by other names.
Those of Snkyamuni-in Tibetan Shakya Thub-pa, LLStikya,the niightyVGautama, or Srnm~naGautama, '&thenscetic of the Gnutamas," refer ilike to
his family and career. The names of Bhagavat, <'the fortunate," Sugnta,
&'thewelcome," Buddha, "the wise," designate his supreme perfection. A
name which is very frequently given to the Buddha8 in aacred books is
Tathigata, in Tibetan Dezhin, or Dezhin ahegpa, "he who has gone in the
manner of his predecessors." See Abel RBmuaat, "Note sur quelques Bpithktea
descriptives do Bouddha." Journ. des Savam, 1817, p. 70.2. nurnouf "In'loduction," p. i O et mq. BarthBlemy St. Ililaire, "Le Bouddhn ct sn Religion",
1 % 75.
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solitude: he abandoned his gay, playful comrades and
buried himself in the dark recesses of dense forests, where
he gave himself up to profound meditation. Suddhodana,
the father, however, wished his son to become rather a
powerful monarch, than a lonely ascetic. When, therefore, after a renewed consultation with the Brahmans,
he learned that Siddhiirtha would certainly leave his
magnificent palace and become an ascetic, in the event
of his seeing four things, viz. decrepitude, sickness, a
dead body, and a recluse, he placed guards on all sides
of the palace, in order that these dreaded objects might
not come near his beloved son. Moreover, in order to
weaken his love of solitude and meditation, he married
him to Gopii (in Tibetan Sa Tsoma), the daughter of
Dandapani, of the race of the Siikyas, and gave orders that
he should be provided with every kind of pleasure. But
all these premstiorls proved futile. ~iddbiirtha,thoilgb
living in the midst of festivities and in the enjoynlent of
all wodly pleasures, never ceased to reflect upon the pains
which arise from 'birth, sickness, decay, and death; upon
their causes, and upon the remedies to be used against
them. He found that existence is the real cause of these
pains, that desire produces existence, and that the
extinction of desire causes ces~latioll of existence. He
then determined-at3
he had already done s hundred
times before-to
lead human beings to salvation by
tea6hing them the practice of virtues and by detaching
then1 from the service of the world. Although he had
hitherto often hesitated, his resolution to rexiounce the
world and to beconle iLn ascetic was finally put into
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execution, when he happened, on his walk to a garden
in the vicinity of the palace, to meet a t four different
periods an old man, a leper, a dead body, and a man
in a religious garb. He had attained the age of twentynine years, when he left his palace, his wife, and the
infant son to whom she is said to have given birth a t
the very moment of her husband's meeting with the
recluse. '
Siddhgrtha began his ascetic life by assiduously studying the doctrines of the Brahmans and by becoming
the disciple of the most learned of them. Being, however,
dissatisfied with their theories and practices, which, he
declared, did not offer the true means of salvation, he
left them altogether, and gave himself up during the
next six years to earnest meditation and the exercise of
great austerities; the latter, however: he soon renounced,
perceiving from his own experience, that the mortifications practised by the Brahmans were not of a nature
to lead to the attainment of perfection. The six yearn
past, he proceeded to the holy spot B6dhimmda7 where
the Bodhisattvas become Buddhas; and it was here, that.
having seated himself upoil a couch of grass of the kusa
species, he arrived at Ljupreme perfection, which becarlie
manit'est by his remembering the exact circumshnces of
all human beings that had ever existed; by his obtain-

' It is more probable, says Waasiljew, in hi8 6iUuddhiblmu~,"p. 12, that
Sakyamuni was led to view existence as the cause of pain and sorrow in
conaequence of a war in which the Siikya tribe was defeated, and which
obliged him to wander about, rather than by his ticci~ig tlic four drcadcti
objects mentioned; for therr is a legend wliicl~ sags th~tthe Sakyi~race
was alnlost c~itirclycxterminsted during the lif'c of the Burltlll~.
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ing the &Cine eye, by the aid of which lie could see all
things within the space of the infinite worlds, and by his
receiving the knowledge that unfolds the causes of the
ever-recurring circle of existence.
Siikyamuni being now endowed wit11 all these wonderful and marvellous faculties, became the wisest man, the
most perfect Buddha. But having arrived a t this state
of perfection, he still hesitated whether lie slioi~ldmake
known his doctrines and propound them to men, his
principles being, in his opinion, opposccl to all those then
adhered to. He was, a t first, afraid of being exposed
to the insults of animated beings, who are unwise and
filled with evil designs. But, inoved by compassion, and
reflecting, that there would remain nevertheless inany
beings who would understand him and be delivered by
him from existence-the cause of pains and sorrows-tie
a t once resolved to teach the law that had been revealed
to him. '
Siikyamuili died, the books say, after having attained
an age of eighty years. The data contained in the
sacred books as the year of this event, differ considerably, the i~iost distant periods mentioned being the
years 2422 and 544 B.C. Lassen, in liis examination
of these materials, gives preference to the literature
of the southern Buddhists, which, places his death ill
544 or 543 u.c. Westergaard, however, in a recent
essay on this subject, believes even this epoch to be by
far too early, and calculates his deat'h to have take11

place in the period from 370 to 368 B.c., or about
one generation before Alexander the Great took the
throne. '

'

&.

Laasen .LIndischr .ilterthumakunde," Vol. II., p. 51.
Uelwr Buddha'~Todesjalir :" Gcrmon translation, p. 94.

\Vestergdand,

CHAPTER II.

GRADUAL RISE LYD PRESENT AREA OF THE
BUDDHIST RELIGION.
DEVELOPEMENT
AND DECLINE
IN INDIA.-EXTENSION
OVEBVARIOUS PART8 OPAYIA.COYPARISONOF THE XUXBEROF BUDDHISTS
WITH THAT OW CIIRIYTIANS.

SCARCELYhad S~kyamunibegun to teach his new religion in India, when he obtained a great many followers.
His system had an extraordinary success both on account
of its simplicity and of the abolition of castes; the
Buddha admits to the blessings of which he is the
dispenser the highest classes of man (Brahmansj as well
as the lowest. Already a t his death the number of
Buddhists seems to have been very considerable; and
about the middle of the third century KC., during the
reign of Asoka, Buddhism began to spread all over India.
I t then continued to flourish for eight hundred year*
(till the fifth century of our era), when a series of violent persecutions was commencecl (instituted by Brah1nanir.ii1 sectaries. particularly by the aclhcrents to the
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worzjhip of Siva) which almost caused the extirpation of
Ruddllism. Hiuen Thsang, a Chinese pilgrim who had
passed much of his life in India during extensive travels
between the years 629 and 645 A.D., mentions numerous
Buddhist temples, monasteries, and monuments, which in
liis time were already deserted, and even fallen into
ruins-buildings which, two centuries before, Fa Hian,
another Chirlese traveller, had found in the most prosperous condition. Nevertheless, in many parts of India,
Buddliists were still in existence,
in Beniires, now
again a centre of Brahmanism, t,hey are reported to
have been the prevalent sect until the eleventh century,
and in the northern parts of Gujriit even as late as the
twelth. After that period, Buddhism ceased to exist in
India, by reason of a combination of circumstances,
amongst \vliicli the jealousy of the various schools and.
the invasion of the Nutisalmans are to be mentsioned as
perhaps the lliost i-mportant.'
As present the area of Budrillism includes vast territ#osies, from Ceylon and the Indian Archipelago in the
south to the Baikal Lake in Central Asia, and from
the Caucasus eastward to J a l ~ a n ;and the number of i h
i~tlherentsmay be considered as being at least equal to,
if it does not exceetl, that of the followers of the
Christiisn religion, as will be seen fi-om t,he fbllowing
data.
Col~lyarcMoul~tstuartElpl~il~stone's
"IIistory of India," Vol. I., 1). 212.
Lassc~~,
"Ind. Altertl~umukundr,"Vol. IV., 1). SOT.
' Prof. Ncurnn~ll~of Mu~licl~llas co~nyutcd the 11u11lkr of Buddhists in
('hi~~tl,
Tibet, tllc Illdo-Chiucse cou~lt~.ics,
and Tartary at 369 nlillions. Ungcwittcr, 'LNer~rst~Erdbcs~hrribu~ig,"Vol. I., 1). 51, vstilnalrs thr t o t ~ 1 of

NUMBER O F BUDDHISTS.

The late Professor Dieterici, in his well-known compilation of the census of the globe,' estimates tlie population of China at four hundred millions, of Jnpan at thirtyfive; and for the Indo-Chinese Peninsula he gives fifteen
millions as the number of inhabitants in the independent
territories. The data for the Indian dependencies in tlie
l'eninsula are of great variety. Thornton's "Gazeteer"
gives for ArrakLn, 1'8p, and Te~iiisserima population of'
about one million; but in a note contained in Allens Indian Mail, 1861, the inhabitants of Pdgu alone are calculated to amount to one million. An average of two
millio~is for these three provinces is, perhaps, most
in accordance with their area when compared with the
remainder of the peninsula. "lie
inhabitants of the
Indo-Chinese Archipelago are set down by Dieterici i ~ t
eighty millions, of which twenty belong to the Dutch
and Spanish possessions. The population of C'eylo~r.
which is all Buddhist, exceeds, according to M'Carthey,
two millions.' In I d i a Prol~er tliere are scarcely any
Buddhists at all.
For these regions of Abia we obtain, therefore, ac-

Uuddhiste at 325 milliom. Colonel Sykes, whose accuracy in every branch
of science, especially, however, in statistics, is so well known, also considers it
certain that the Buddhists outnumber the followers of any other crecd: arc
his essay "On Indinn Characters." London 1859.

' "1)ic Bevolkerung dcr Erde," in Petermanu's "Geogrnphischc Mitthcilungq" 1859, p. 1.
a

Thoruton's "Gazeterr."

.illen's Indian Mail, 1861, p. 802.

",port
of the Proceedings of the fourth Session of tLc Iutcr~n~tiolial
Sbtietical Congress; London, 1861, p. 84. Cumpure Hnrdy, "I3asterri Monachis~tl," p. 310.
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cording to tliese calculations an approxix~litte total of
534 millions of inhabitants. A t least two-thirds of thin
population may be considered to be Buddhists; the
remainder- includes the followers of' Confucius and Lao-tw,
the adherents of religions prevalent among the inhabitants
of China Proper,' the Mussalmans (numerous in Chinese
Tartary), and the Pagan tribes of the Chinese peninsula
and the Archipelago; the numbers of the latter are comparatively small4 since in their districts the populnt'ion
is very thin. We may therefore estiillate the totnl oj'
Buddhists to amount to 340 millions.
The contribution, to this number fro111 otlier parts
of the globe is mmparatively small, but nevertheless it
seems to amount to more than a million. The eastern
provinces of the Russian Empire contain some 100,000
Buddhists, viz. 82,000 Kirghises and 119,162 Kali~iuks
inhabiting Europe,' and the Buriats (to the number of
about 190,000 souls) living in Sibiria; these are almost
all follo\yere of B u d d h i s m . ~ l i e r eare still to be added
for the Himhlaya and Western Tibet, independant of
China, the inhabitants of Bhutu~z, to the number of
145,200, the whole of them, according to Pemberton,
I For China, Giiklaff states the Lluddliists to I J "the
~
most popular N I I ~
numerous eect," adding iithat their religious establishrnente m y be estinlntc~d
a t two-tllids of the whole oT the religious edifices throughout China." R As.
Soc., \'ol. XVI., p. 89. Schott, "Buddhnismus," p. 23, was of the opinion
(in 1844) that the Buddhists were the minority.

Notices takcn fronu 1'. v. Kbppen's lnenloir "Ueber die Anfertigullg der
ethnographiachen Kalto des europaischen Husslnnds." Bulletin hist.-phil. dt:
I'dcadkn~ie do St. PCtersbourg, Vol. 1Y.. Tnble to face p. 335.
Latham, '*I)escriptive Ethnology," Vol. I., p
ine by tiu~~rboj+=w,
a Buriat of Sclrl~gil~sk.

:lo(;.

The snme was told

I~elonging to the Buddhist Fdith.' Thc l~opulation of'
Ss'kkim, together with tlie Buddhist inhabitants of Ney61,
which chiefly include those of l'ibehn origin, I estPimate
a t 500,000 to 550,000.'
The Buddhist province of
Spiti, under English protection, was found, according
to the census made by Major Hay in the year 1849, to
have a population of 1,607.3 Ladak, now a province of
the kingdom of Kashmir, is reported by Cunilingham to
be inhabited by 178,000 souls; the native population is
exclusively Buddhist, but since the annexation to
Kashmir some Hindu members of the administratio11
and some Mussalman merchants have settled there.
The total of this group would anlount even to
one million and n quarter.'
For the sake of comparison I add that Prof. Dieterici found the total number of Cxristians spread over

' Report on Bhutiln, p. 151. A recent estimate by Hughes, quoted by
the Allgemeiite Zeitulrg, Jan. lS(i2, gives 1,500,000 inhabitanta, a number
which appearn to be somewhat too large.
' Hughes estimates Kepi1 to contain 1,940,000 inhabitants, of which
500,000 Buddhists. This number will not appear too high, if we remember
that the actual professed Buddhists in Nep41 are divided into four sects,
and that Buddhist doctrines have passed to a great extent into the primitive creed of the various tribes of Tibetan origin inhabiting this kingdom.
See Hamilton, as quoted by Ritter. '(Asien," Vol. IIL, pp. 120, 123, 126,
129; Hodgson, "Languages," kc.; As. Res., VoL XVI., p. 436; the same ou
the Aborigines of the Sub-Himalayan in "Recoxla of the Ciovt of Bengal,"
p. 129.
"eport
on the vnlley of Spiti, in Journ. Aa Soc. Beng., Vol. XII.,
p. 497.
' Buddhism had also become knonu in Mexico by Chinese priesta in thr?
fifth century A.D, and had followers in that country until the thirteenth century; but the victorious Azteks, who took possession of Mexico in the
beginning of that century, put all end to Buddhism. See Laasen, "lnd.
Altprtl~.," Vnl. 1V.. pp. 549 r t ~ e q .
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thcl globe to be 335 millions, of which 170 illillions are
Hoinnn Catholics, 89 millions Protestants, and 76 millions
l ) ~ l o ~ itog tlie Cheek cliurch: tlieir numerical strength
appears therclforc t,o be five zllillions less than tlie average
cstimatc of Rndclhists given above.

CHAPTER 111,

THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM O F SAKYAMUNI,
THR FITNDAXENTAL
LAW.-T~R~
LEADINO TO SALVATION.

Q M O
A F TIIR

FOIXTRUTHS,A I D

THE

PATIIY

SAKYAMUNI,
altllough tllc founder of Buddhism, is, at
the present day, no longer considered to have beell the
first Buddha. Many most perfect Buddhas preceded liim
(so it is now believed), and many more shall appear 11ercafter; but they all teach the same law.'
The original religious system, as taught by Siikyitmuni himself, is plain in its principles, but characterizect
by bold, philosophical speculation; its firndamental dogn~tr
is the foll~wing:-~
All existence is an evil; for birth originates sorrow,
1 This theory seems to have been introduced into Buddhist mytholog).
already by the Sautriintika school. See Wassiljew, UDer Buddhismus," p. 314.
To this dogma also the name of Tathagata refers (see p. 4); for the philosophical explanation of this term with "thus gone," quoted by Hodgson from
original worka, see Burnouf, i'Introduction," p. 75.
See the valuable exposition of Koppen, "Die Religion des Buddha,"
Notices on the earliest dogma of Buddhism occur in numerous
pp. 213-26.
passages of Burnoufs iiIntroduction dans le Buddl~isnleIndien," and '&Lotus
de la Bonne Loi;" in IIardy's -.Eastern hIonachisni," and iAhIanualof Duddhism."
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pain. dt'ctiy, imd death. The present life is not the first
one; innumerable 1)irths have preceded it in previous ages.
The reproduction of a new existence is the consequence of'
the desire for existing objects, and of the works which
have been aggregated in an unbroken succession from the
commencement of existence. Proneness to the pleasures
of life p r o d u w the new being; the works of the former
~xisteiices fix the conditioii in which this new being is
to be born. If these \vorku have been good the being will
mine to existence in a state of happiness and distiuction:
l
if, on the contrary, they have been bad, the being ~ v i lbe
Imrn into a state of misery and degradation. The absolute
a~mihilation of the conditions and pains of existenceNirva-is
attained by the most perfect dominion over
passion, evil desire, and natural sensation.
Sakyamuni has explained this fundamental doctrine in
the theory of the four excellent truths: THE PAIN,THE
PBODUCTION,
THE CEFJSATIOS,
THE I'ATH; they are called
in Sanskrit Aryiini Satyani, and in Tibetan Phagpai
denpa zhi. Their meaning may be defined as follows:
1. Pain callnot be separated fkom existence.
2. Existence is produced by passions and evil desires.
3. Existence is brought to an end by the cessation
of evil desires.
4. Revelation of the path to this cessation.
In detailing the moral precepts of the fourtth truth
he has indicated eight good paths:
1. The right opinion or orthodoxy.
2. The right judgment, which ciissipahs every doubt
ltiid incertitucte.

I

Plate I.

THE FUNDAMENTAL DOGMA OF THE
BUDDHIST FAITH.
1. In Sanskrit, written with Tibetan characters.
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3. Tile right words, or perfect meditation.
3. The right mode of acting, or of keeping in view

in every action a pure and honest aim.
5. The right way of supporting life, or of gaining a
snbsistence by an honest profession unstained by sins.
(;.
The rightly directed intelligence, which leads to
final salvation ('lto the other side of the river").
7. The right memory, which enables man to impress
strongly in his mind what should not be forgotten.
8 . The right meditation, or tranquil mind, by which
alone steadiness in meditation m be attained,
undisturbed by any event whatever.
I t has been doubted with much reason, whether
Siikyamuni taught the four truths in this form; but as
he must have spoken about the means of arriving a t
final liberation, or salvation, I have added here these
eight classes of the path, which are suggested to him
already in very early Sutras.'
The theory of the four truths has been formulated
in a short sentence, which has been discovered on many ancient Buddhist images, and which is besides actually recited
as a kind of confession of faith, and added to religious
treatises. It runs thus: "Of all things proceeding from
cause, the cause of their procession hath the Tathiigata
explained. The great Sramana has likewise declared the
cause of the extinction of all things." Tathiigatha and
Concerning the four truths see: Csoma UNotica," in As. Res., Vol. XX.,
pp. 294, 30.3; Rurnouf'e "Introduction," pp. 290, 629, and "Le Lotus de la
Ronne Loi," App. V. Another series of eight classes, which is decidedly the
produce of the later schools, will be noticed in the next chapter.
l This sentence is also the conclusion in the address to the Buddha of
2
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Sramana are two epithets of Siikyamuni, as explained
before.
The ancient religious works apply to Siikyan~uni's
followers the title of Sriivakas LLlrearers,"a name also
having reference to their spiritual perfection. The
Buddhists of this period seen1 to have called themselves
Sramanas, "those who restrain their thoughts, the purely
acting," in allusion to their moral virtues as well as
their general conduct. '
confession, for which see Chapter XI.-In the translation of this sentence I
have followed Hodgson; see his 'LIllustrations," p. 158. Other trnnslations of
various madings have been publiahed hy Prinsep, Csoma, Mill, and recently
compared by Colonel Sykes. See his &'Miniature Chaityas and inscriptions
of the Buddhist religious dogma," in R. As. Soc., Vol. XVI., p. 37. The
Sanskrit text written with Tibetan chamrkrs, and the Tibetan version is
given in Plate I.
Wassiljew, "Der Buddhisinu~," p. 69.

CHAPTER I\'.

THE HBAYANA SYSTEN.
C~NTROVKRSIE~!
ABOUT SAKYAMUNI'B
LAWS.--'I'HEH~NAYANA
DOCTRINES.The
twelve Nidinas; character of the precepts; incitation to abstract meditation :
g r d ~ t i o n eof perfection.

AT t'he. time of Siikyamuni's death the inhabitants
of India were not yet so advanced in civilisation as
to have a literature, and the claims of the Buddhist
to scriptural documents of his law written down
during his life (as the Nepalese believe), or immediately after his death (which is the opinion of the
Chinese), are decidedly groundless. New researches have
made it very probable that the alphabets in which the
earliest historical records we know, the inscriptions of
king Asoka (about 250 B.c.), are written, were imitated
from the P h ~ n i c i a n alphabet, communicated to the
Indians by merchants of that nation as early perhaps as the fifth century B.c., a t which period already
Greek letters became known in the ancient distrids of
Gandhsra and Sindhu, t>he countries at the foot of the
Y*

HimBlaya dl*,zinecl by the Indus.' \Vc are now able
to assert that the words and doctrines attributed to
Sakyanl~ini were transmitted orally do~vu to the
first century before the Christian cra. The scriptural
record was undertaken by t,he southern and the
northern Buddhists independent,ly of each other. 111
Ceylon the priest8 wrote them down during the reign
of king Yartagamani, 88-76 ~ . d;. their northern brethern
brought them into a written forrn a t an assembly of
the priests, 01. synod, arranged by the Turuschka
king Kanishka, 10-40 A.D. The Singhalese cl~ose the
vernacular language, froin which the books were translated into the sacred Pali dialect a t the 1)eginning of
the fifth century A.D.; the nortlleril branch used the
Sanskrit.' Up to this periods, the religion had been
preserved orally, and although, according to Buddliist
history, Siikyamuni'~ words were brought into a welldefined a,nd precise form already in the year of his
tleatli, yet it is very do~bt~fiilwhether the natural
changes to which oral tradition is subject allowed his
original law to renlnin unaltered. Moreover, we have
a positive proof that arbitrary alterations and additions
have been purposely made, especially with reference to
t,hc historical details given in the earlier compilations.
A. Weber, Zfichr. d. d. Morgenl. Gee., Vol. X., p. 396. Westergaard,
"Ueber den nlteaten Zeitraunl der Indischen Geechichte," pp. Xr). seq. 80.
tvasailjew, "Der Buddhiamus," p. 30, is, however, of opinion that Buddhist
missionaries had become acquainted with Greek letters in the third century B.C. in Bnctria, and induced Asoka to model after then1 the alphabets
used in hie inscriptions.
~ h e Yn1. II., pp. 4x),
V'l'l~rnour,LLMahnv~nso,"
p. 207. I.nssen, L L I n d i ~Alt.,"
490. M'cstergnnrd, I. r., p. 41.

Such changes soon became numerous and assuuled an
importance not properly belonging to them, owing to
the claim set forth by each llew sect, that its peculiar
dogmas had been revealed by Sakyamuni. The orthodoxy of each new and dogmatic school is maintained
on the supposition, that the word of the Buddha is to
be taken in a double sense, as he liad often been
compelled, in consideration of the nieutal capabilities
of his hearers to give explanations about certain subjects quite at variance wit11 his real opinion, and the
new sects do not base their existence upon the rejection
of previous works rn spurious, but claim to have
discovered the true meaning.
During the first century after Slkynmuni's death t.here
was no controversy about his lawtr, but after this period
a numerous fraternity of monks (12,000 it is said) rtsserted
the validity of ten indulgencw. Their doctrine was rejected
by the assembled priests at the synod of Vaisali, a place
north of Patna (Pataliputra), on the enstern bank of the
GAndak river, and as they would not submit to the
judgment, the first schism took place.a ,4t this new
1

Burnouf, "Introduction," p. 219; \Yaasiljew, "Der Budcthistuus," pp. 7,

829.
Scc Turnour, l'ali Buddhisticd Annals. Journ. As. Soc. Beng. Vol.VL, p. 729.
I t wan at this synod that the following dogma was propounded: "That can only
pass as the true doctrine of the Buddha which is not in contradiction to sound
reason". The formation of various schools was the immediate consequence of
the acceptance of such a doctrine, and these schools, in their frequent attacks
on each other, essayed to prove the correctness of their dogmas in solemn
disputation before a great aeacmbly of prieste and laymen. In the earlier stagt.
of Buddhism, only the leaders of the antagonistic ~choolswere allowed tc,
engage in disputation, and tho vanquished controversialist was compelled
either to put an end to hie existence, to become the slave of his more
successful opponent, to adopt thc othor's creed, or, if in yossrssio~~
of wcalth.
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stage of Buddhism, in which the fundamental dogmas
of Ekkynmuni began to be interpreted from various
points of view, the ancient sects are called the Hinayana
system. ' The name means "little vehicle," and has
originated with the later Buddhists. The epithet LLlittle"
was given because the adherents of this system rest.rict
themelves to morality and to external observance only,
without making use of such an abstruse, refined, and
highly mystical theology, as did, a t a later period, the
Mahayha schools, or those of the "great vehicle."
Yana, vehicle, is a mystical expression, indicating, that
man may escape the troubles attendant upon birth and
death by practising the virtues inculcated by the Buddhas,
and finally attain sah-ation.
The following details may be quoted as particularly
characteristic of the fi-nayiina s y ~ t e m . ~
L It distinguishes itself from the Sravakas in the
mode of explaining the principle of Bucldhism: that t.he
world must be abandoned because it entails upon man
existence, pain and death. The source of existence is
no longer demonstbtcd from the four truths only, but
to relinquieh the same in favour of thc victor. But in later periods cntin,
monesterics took part in such disputntiong and the establishments of the
defeated party werc destroyed-a circumstance which propably explains in
many instances the radical disappearance of monasteries in India Waesiljew,
"Der Buddhismus," p. 72. Furthcr particulars about the ancient schools may
be found in the work of Vasnmitrs, a translation of which is added as an
appendix Lo Wansiljew's work, pp. 214-84.-About the geographical position
of Patalipatra and Vaisiili, see Foe koue ki, English tranelation, p. 259,
where an intereating note is added to the French original; compere also
Burnouf, LLIntroduction,"p. 86.
See Foe koue ki, p. 9. Kiippen, L61)icReligion dcs Buddha." VoL I.,
p. 417.
C~ncernillgih dugrnos see W'usiljew, pp. 97-128, 119.
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also from the twelve Nidanas (in Tibetan Tenbrol chugnyi),
which are based upon the four truths.
The Ni&nas, the theory of the causal connect.ion, or
concatenation of the causes of existence, are formulated
as follows: "On account of ignorance, merit and demerit
are produced; on account of merit and demerit, consciousness; on account of consciousness, body and mind;
on account of body and mind, the six organs of sense;
on account of the six organs of sense, touch (or contact); on account of contact, desire ; on account of desire,
sensation (of pleasure or pain); on account of sensation,
cleaving (or clinging) to existing objects; on account of
clinging to existing objects, renewed existence (or reproduction after death); on account of reproduction of
existence, birth; on account of birth, decay, death, sorrow,
pain, disgust, and passionate discontent. Thus is produced
the complete body of sorrow. From the complete separation from and cessation of ignorance, is the cessation
of merit and demerit; from the cessation of merit and
demerit is the cessation of consciousness; from the cesa t i o n of consciousness is the ceasation of (the exi~tence
of) body and mind; from the cessation of (the existence
of) body and mind is the cessation of (the production of)
the six organs; from the cessation of (the production of)
the six organs is the cessation of touch; from the cessation of touch is the cessation of desire; from the
cessation of desire is the cessation of (pleasurable or
painful) sensation; from the cessation of sensation is the
cessation of the cleaving to existing objects; from t.lie
cessation of cleaving to existing objects is the cessatiori
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of a rt~prod~ct~ion
of existence; from tlie cessation of a
reproduction of existence is the cessation of birth; from
the cessation of birth is the cessation of decay. Thus
the whole body of sorrow teams to exist."'
11. In the books of discipline attached to this system
we also meet ~ t a hvast accumulation of precepts and
rules intended to release its followers from the ties
binding them to the present and future states of existence, and to strengthen the111 in moral virtues. One
curious feature predominating throughout is worthy of
mention. The whole of the precepts (which are comprised in 250 articles) display a negative character; thus,
charity is inculcated, not by the command "to give," but
by the prohibition "to take." save when thc gift be
offered as alms.
Already this school had put forth the doctrine, that
perfection in abstract meditation is indispensable for final
salvation; this perfection gumantees an energy 11ot to bc
derived from the mere practice of simple virtuos. Nevertheless the idea is not carried so far as to assign to
mental speculation a higher value, than to virtues. Assiduity in undisturbed reflection was, however, found under
any circumstances to be a most difficult task; certain
l~reparatoryexercises are, therefore, recommended, in order
to finally lead the mind to abstraction from outward
(worldly) objects; but here already we meet in Buddhism
with decided extlxvagances in moral considerations. The
counting of inhalations arid exhaliltions is nanied as an

' Hardy's "Manual of Buddhism," 1,. 331. Bu~mouf, "l,o Lotus de la
Bonne Loill' Appc~~dix
No. YI.,LLI~~trduction,"
p. 623. E'uc koue ki, p. 291.

.
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excellent means for obtaining tranquillity of mind. Detestation of the world is said to result from meditating
upon tho attributes of the body: if, therefore, one begips
with regarding his body as an abscess, he will be convinced that the body contains nothing but misery and
decay, and he will then easily cast off all affection for
it, and will even end by considering food also as a mass
of putridity, with which he will become disgusted.'
111. Ae regards the degree of perfection which man
has attained in virtues and science, this system acknowledges several gradations, which are based upon the
following philosophical considerations. The comprehension
of the doct&es as taught by akyamuni is different
with different men. There are several degrees of comprehension. Those who have succeeded in arriving a t
the highest degree are superior to those of a lower one.
There are four paths to comprehension, and in order to
arrive a t final emancipation from re-birth, a t Nirvana,
it is indispeneable to have entered one of them a t least.
Emancipation takes place either instantaneously, on acmulit of the merit accumulated in previous existences,
or by assiduous attention to the various exercises
prescribed. To each of the four paths to colnprehension
are assigned particular faculties arising from its pursuit.
Those who have not yet entered any of the paths, art:
designated in the sacl.tul books by the name of "unwise
Such moral fanaticism does not seen4 l~uwcvcr,to havc had its tsxclusive origin in . Buddhism, for the Buddhists thcn~eelves state, that these
practices wurc known also to the Tirthiku, thc Brahmanical wetics, or the
p. YM). Burnuuf, "lotro.'unbelievers." See Hardy, LLfistcrnMo~~acLism,"
duction," p. BW).
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men," or those who live in the meshes of the cleaving
to existence, of evil desire, ignorance, and impurity.
p e s e unwise men have not availed themselves of the
means revealed by the Buddha to obtain freedom from
metempsychosis; "their minds are still obscure, slow,
incapable of clear comprehension; such beings are not
in the path securing final liberation, which is only
accorded to one of the paths of wisdom."
The gradually increasing importance of the four paths
is defined by the Buddhists as follows:-'
F i r s t path. This is attained by the Srotapatti, 01.
"the man who have entered the stream" 1to Nirvana, and have thus advanced one step towards salvation.
Nirvana is reached by rejecting the error which teaches
"I am," or itthis is mine," by not doubting the real
existence of the Buddhas, and by perceiving that the
practises and exercises ordained by them must be carefully attended to. From the time of entering this path
up to the attainment of Nirvana itself, there remain only
seven more births, but none can take place in any of
the four hells; such a mint constantly wandem about,
and according to Chinese notions, his migrations last,
80,000 kalpas, or periods of a mundane revolution.
Second p at l ~ . The graduate is here called Sakridagamin, "he who will receive birth once more." Such
a puiuate's mind is enlightened upon the subject of the
three doctrines understood by the SrGtapatti, and is,
Burnouf, h'Introduction," pp.
XXII. Each path is subdivided into two clesrrea, aad thus wc get the other system of eight paths,
to which l have already alluded. See p. 17.
1

See Foe koue ki, Engl. transl., p. 94.

288-98. Hardy, "Eastern Monachism," Chapter
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moreover, freed from the tlesire of cleaving to sensuous
objects, and of wishing evil to others. He may either
enter this path in the world of men and afterwards be
born in n world appropriated to gods, or he may enter
it in a world of gods, and afterwards be born in the
world of men. He h a still to wait 60,000 kalpas, before he arrives at Nirvana.
T h i r d path. Here the graduate, Anagamin, "he
who will not be born again," is free from the five
errors already cast off by the Sakridagamin, and also
from evil desire, ignorance, doubt of the precepts of the
sceptics, and hatred. He may enter, by the apparitional
birth, a world of gods, and from that world attain Nirvan$, for which, however, he has still to wait 40,000 kalpas.
Fourth path. This, the highest path to perfection,
is attained by the Arhats, Arhanta, or Archats, a title
meaning that they deserve to become members of the
assembly of the faithful6 (samgha). . In the earliest period
of Buddhism the name Arhat was given to every one who
l i d arrived at the comprehension of the four truths. But
such a steadiness of the mind, the Hinayiina followerti
say, can only be attained by those who have renounced
the world, viz. by the p'riests; and these alone consequently enjoy the advantages of entering the fourth
path, which consists in nothing lestl than the emancipation from re-birth, and the possession of five supernatural faculties, or the Abhijnb. To allege of any
one that he has "seen Nirvana," is the samc as saying,
that he h a become Arhat. The restriction of Nirvana
to the clergy cannot be ilriputed to Siikyamuni, who,
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on t l ~ e coiitl-aq, atlirlits all his followers to the full
blessings of his law.'
A t the early period of the Hinaytlila system the list
of the different gradations must have been closed with
the Arhats, the Buddha even not being originally called
by another name; but in the progressive developement
of this system the Arhat was superseded by the Yratyska
Buddhas, the Bijdl~isattvas,and the most perfect Buddhas.
Pratyeka Buddhas are those men who, though attaining by their own unaided exertions the BGdhi of the
supreme Buddhas, remain limited in their powers as well
as their intellects. They are unable to release any one
from the repetition of existence, as they only care for
their own salvation, without contributing in the least
towards that of other men. Pratyeka Buddhas are accordingly never said in the legends to have accomplished miraculous works similar to those of the supreme
Buddhas, and are further considered never to appear
when a real Buddha is living upon earth8
Bodhisattvas are the candidates for the Buddhaship,
or those men who, by assiduity in the practice of virtues
and meditation, have finally arrived a t the intelligence,
or Bodhi, of the supreme Buddha. Whoever strives to
attain this sublime rank, has to pass through count~less
phaea of existence, during which he gradually accurnuI sllall have occasion, in thc chapter on T i k b n prirathood, to reaunicthe admittance or uon-adrnittallce of this dogma by the various schools.About the Abhijnjs, scc Rurnoul: "LC Lotus dc la Bonnc Loi," p. 820.
Sec Foc kouc ki, Euglish L~xnslaLion,pp. 1 0 , 95, 158; Bul.nouf's "Inand "Manual," Index, toce Pafie
Lroductio~l." 11. A)7: Ilardy's "hIu~richic~~~,"
Buddha.

lates a greater degree of' merit; he @ins thereby tlie
favour of a Buddha of contem1)oraneous existence oil
earth, and by his assistance hc rises to one of the celestial regions above thtn eartl~,where lie awaits his next
birth as Sal-iour. Such candidates are not enunleratetl
in the sacred Hinayiina books amongst the companions
of the Buddha Sakyamuni, with whom indeed no B d h i sattva could be contemporaneons; nor are they bclievetl
to take an active part in tlie general welfare of man.
The title simply denotes the condition of those who shall
attain the Buddhaship a t their following birth.'
The nost perfet Buddhas (whose pluraliiy has bee11
promulgated by the Santriintika -Hinayam) are those
B6dhisattvss who, a t their last birth, have arrived at
the sublime wisdom which enables them to direct man
to the path leading to the cessation of existence. From
the moment of departure from earth they have left
behind them every kind of personality and form, and
dl connection with the world; they interfere with nothing
and leave it to man to seek salvation by his own energy.
This dogma was still further enlarged by some of the
Hinayana sects, the Mahbamghika school even going so
far as to discuss the infinity, eternity, and omnipotence
of the Buddha.
Burnouf'a iilntroduction," p. 110; Hardy, 1. c., Index,
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CHAPTER V.

THE MAHAYANA SYSTEMS.
N ~ B ~ B J U N A . - ~ H E FUNDAMENTAL
~ ~ A A ~ TPBINCIPLES.-THE
~ N A
CONTEMPLATIVE

M A H ~ Y A(NYAO G ~ C A ~ ESYSTEM.-THE
YA)
PRABANOA-MADEYAYIKA
SCHOOL.

Nagarjuna.

MOST of the sacred Tibetan writers consider Niigarjuna (in Tibetan Lugrub) as the founder of this system,
which means "great vehicle." Nagiirjuna is reported in
their books to have lived in the southern parts of India,
four hundred years after t,he death of the Buddha Sakyamuni or according to Westergaards calculation in the
first century A.D.; the sacred books of the Southern
Buddhists give the second century B.c.' The Tibetan
historiograph Tiiriiniitha? however, is of opinion, that the
most important Mahiiyana books had already appeared
See p. 7.-The Tibetans are decidedly wrong in coneideringNtigtirjuna aa the
author of the numerous Mahiyina writings; for the treatises which they refer to
him are mcribed in the Chinese translations to other authors. According
to Waseiljew's opinion he is most probably a mythological personage, without
any real existence; in which case we should have to regard Negtlrjuna as
the generic name of the various authors who wrote upon the Mahay.yBna
doctrine before the time of A r y ~ a n g a . See his '6 nuddhismus," pp. 140, 219.

in the Time of Sri Samhtl, or Rahulabhadm, who lived
shortly before N&girjuna.
According to some Tibetan legends, Niigarjunrt received the book Paramiirtha, according to others t,he
book Avatamsaka, from the Nagas, fabulous creatures
of the nature of serpents, who occupy a place among
the beings superior to man, and are regarded as protectors of the law of the Buddha.' To these spiritual
beings &kyamuni is said to have taught a more philosophical religious system than to men, who were not
sufficiently advanced to understand it a t the time
of his appearance. In a Chinese biography Nggfujuna
is described as an exceedingly clever man, who considered
his theory to be entirely different from that of Buddhism
in its contemporaneous form, until, after conversation
with the NZi@;as,he discovered an exactly similar doctrine
to have been taught by the Buddha Sakyarnuni himself.
Hence the biographer infers the system to contain the
same principles as those of genuine Buddhism, though it
is more sublime. This vindication of orthodoxy naturally leads to the conclusion, that Nag&rjunals followers .
were well aware of their being in opposition to the
fi-naysna schools, which they would have reproached
with heresy, had the latter not adopted some of the
principles established in the new system, and by doing so,
admitted the correctness of the innovations thus introduced.
The Hmsyiim system existed still for many centuries;
Hiuen Thaang, in his reports, frequently mentions that he has
met during hitl travels adherents of the "little vehicle."
Concerning the Nitgas aee, Foe koue ki, English tranelation, p. 1%.

none of the sacred booke treating on the Mahfiyaxla
system do we find a record of tlie historical development
of i h theories prior to the appearance of Aryiisanga (in
Tibetan Chagp:~ thogmed), a reformer who founded the
Yoglcharya school (in Tibetan, Nnljor chodpa).' It is
impossible, therefore, to indicate, with any approximation
to accnracy, either the origin, or the authors, of the
divergent theories to be clearly traced in the Mahayana
religious books, which were all of them written before
Ary~anga'stime. In the works relating to this system
two divisions essentially different are apparent: the first.
illnstrating the principles of Nagiirjuna, which have been
adopted by the Madhyamika schools (Tib. Bumapa); the
second, which is the more developed one, being ctppropriated
by the Yogfxharya school, or the contemplative Mahayana.
I shall treat these divisions separately as also the peculiarities that developed in the Prasanga branch, the most
important of the Madhyamika system.
111

The f u n d a m e n t a l Mahayana principles.
The leading principles of this doctrine are to be found
in the earliest works attributed to Niigarjuna, among
1 Aryfumnga is mid to have been taught l ~ i sdoctrine by the future
Buddha Maitreya, the president of the region Tushita, from whom he received
back the five short treatises in verse known in Tibet as '&thefive books of
Maitreye," or Champai chon nga. Ceoma places him in the seventh century,
but according to Wassiljew's researches @p. 2!25, 230) he must have lived
much sooner, as the biography of his younger brother, Vasubaudhu, was
tramlated by the celebrnted Tshin thi into Chinese under the dynasty Tshin,
who ruled between the years 557-588 A.D. Aho the the remarks of Wilson in
R. As. Soc., Vol. VL, p. 240, on the period when the principal works still extant
in h k r i t were written, may be quoted in prove of the period being an earlier
one. He believes it now "estnblished, that they have .been writtan at the latest,
from a century and n half l~eforeto as much after, the era of Chrintirnity."
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which may be specially mentioned : Samarlliirfijija, Buddhavatamsaka, and Ratnakutti.
I. The fundamental dogma is that of tlie emptiness,
or nothingness of things (in Tib. Tongpanyid, in Sanskrit
Siinyatii) ; it is also called PrajnB ParamiG (in Tib. Pharchin,
also Sherchin), "the supreme intelligence which arrives a t
the other side of the river."' This dogma, it is evident.?
is simply an enlargement and development of the prinis perishable, or partakes
cipal law of Buddhism:-All
of impermanence, misery, and unreality. The idea of
emptiness is referred both to single objects and also to
absolute existence in general. When relating to single
objects, the expression "void or ideal" signifies that
which we consider in any object as original, existing by
itself, and permanent; hence, even the Buddha is but
the product of judicious reflection and meditation. When
referred to absolute e-uietence, emptiness is the abstract
essence, existing in every thing without causal connexion, and comprising all though containing nothing.
Sakyamuni is said to have connected this dogma with
the consideration, ' L that no existing object has a nature,
Ngovonyid, whence it follows, that there is neither beginning nor end-that from time immemorial a l l has been
perfect quietude, Zodmanas zhiba (vie. nothing has manifested itself in any form), and is entirely immersed in
Nirvana." The Mahiiyana schools demonstrate the doctrine
of voidness by the dogma of the three characteristic
1 There is an interesting treatise on nothingness, called the Vajramandi
Dhirani, which containn a r
d of the ideas connected with this dogma.
It is tranelated by Burnouf, in his "Introduction," p. 543. Concerning the
dogmas of the Maliiiyiinna system ser l\'assiljew, I. c., pp. 128-43, 319-24, 330.
3

'

marks, and of the two trntllti; the three characteristic.
marks enumerating the properties of any existing object,
and the two truths sllowing how by the perfect nnderstanding of these properties clear comprellension shall I)t.
attained.
The three charact~ristic marks are the following :
Pnrikalpita (Tib. Kun tag), Paratantra (Tib. Zhan vang).
and Parinishpanna (Tib. Yong grub).
Padalpita is the supposition, or the error. Of this
kind ie the belief in absolute existence to which those
beings adhere who are iricapablo of understanding that
every thing is empty; of this kind is also whatever
exists in idea only, without specific quality; or, in other
words, whatever is attribllted by our reflections and
nleditations to ally object. The error can be two-fold:
some believing a thing existing which does not, as
e. g. the Non-ego; others assert tlie real existence of an
object which only exihts in the itlea. as e. g. all olltward
things.
Paratantra is whatever exists by n depentlent or calisal
connexion; it forms the basis of the error. Of this
kind are: the soul. tile sense. clomprehension, and also
imperfect philosopliical nledihtion. Every object exists
by concatenation. ancl has a specific nature; therefore, it
in called dependent, npon othen, Paratantra.
ParEn.ishpn~rna,"completely perfect." or simply "perfect," i~ the nncliangeable and unrtfisignable true existence.
which is alao tlir scope of the path, the sttmmum bnicnt, the abbol~lte. Of this kind can be only that which
cnkrs the niind c-lt~ar-ancl undarkened, as for instance,
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the emptiness, or the Non-ego. In order, therefore, that
his mind may become free from all that would in ally
way attract his attention, it is necessary that man view
every thing existing as ideal, because it is dependent upon
something else; then only-as a natural consequencohe arrives at a right understanding of the Non-ego, and
to a knowledge of how the voidness iti alone self-existent
and perfect. '
We now come to the two truths. They are: Samwitisatya (Tib. Kundzabchi denpa) and Yaram~rthasatya
(Tib. Dondampai denpa), or the relative truth and the
absoluh one. Pu'umerous are the definitions given of
these technical terms in the sacred books, hut the two
principal stand as follows :1. Samvriti is that which is supposed as the efficiency
of a name, or of a characteristic sign; Paramartha is
the opposite. A difference prevails between the Yogiicharyas and the Madhyamikas with reference to the interpretation of Paramartha; the former say that Paramiirtha is also what is dependent upon other things
(Paratantra); the latter say that it is limited to Parinishpanna, or to that which has the character of absolute perfection. In consequence, for the Yogacharyas Samvriti is
Parikalpita and Paratantma, for the Madhyamikas Parikalpita only.
2. Samvriti is that which is the origin of illusion,
but P a r a m a h a is the self-consciousnecisP of the saint in
1 These technical terms were introduced by the k'ogiichiirya school.-For
a
comparison of Nirviina with ,the wind, to illustrate the nature of Nirvana, see
Hardy's Eastern Monachism, p. 295.
a Sanskrit Svasamveilana, "the reflection which analyses itself."
3
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his self-meditation, which is able to dissipate illusions,
i. e., which is above all (parama) and contains the true
understanding (artha).
11. The world, or the Samsiira, must be renounced,
not because i t is a source of sorrow and pain, as Sgkyamnni himself and the Hinayana followers say, but on
account of its unreality, as it contains nothing which
can satisfy the mind.
111. Besides the cleaving to existing objects, even
thinking of any object or properties whatever, is sufficient to hinder final perfection, and the obtaining of the
intelligence (Bodhi) of a Buddha. Man must, therefore,
not only curb his passions and abstain from the pleaa~ires
of life, but it is not even permissible for him to allow
any notion to become the object of his meditation.
IV. Ordinary morality is not sufficient for deliverance
from metempsychosis. Those who really strive after fingl
emancipation, must assiduously practise the six transcendental, or cardinal virtues.
These cardinal virtues are :- '
1. Charity. 3. Patience.
5. Meditation.
2. Morality. 4. Industry, or earnest application. 6. Ingenuity.

V. The term "B~dhisat~tva"
has almost entirely lost.
itR original meaning, and is now used in a double
sense. In the one sense i t is applied to all those who
practise the six Paramitiia ; in the other to the perfect
beings who pass between the different worlds. We find
In numeroue religioue books four more virtuee are added: 1. Method,
or manner; 2. Wish, or prayer; 3. Fortitude; 4. Fore-knowledge, or knowledge. See Csoma, in Ae Res., Vol. XX., p. 399; Burnouf, "1.e Ilotue de
la Bonne Loi," p. 514.
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them in the legends contemporaneous with the Buddhas,
travelling with them, and listening to the words of
the Buddhas, who occasionally send them to remote
regions to deliver a message, or receive particular instructions. These Biklhieattvas are subdivided into several
classes, the most sublime among them being nearly equal
to the Buddhas, from whom also it is possible they may
have emanated; to some of thein indeed a rank seems
to have been assigned (though apparently without success)
which is superior even to that of the Buddhas. 'I'hey
have f u m e d all the conditions for the attainment of
the Buddhaship, and might immediately become most
perfect Buddhas, did they not prefer, from unlimited
charity towards animated beings, to remain still
subject to the law of metempsychosis, and to re-incorporate themselves in human shape for the benefit of
man. When once arrived a t the estate of a most perfect Buddha it would be beyond their power to contribute to man's salvation, the Buddhas caring no longer
for the .world when they have once left it.' In cases
of need, therefore, prayers for assistance are addressed
not to the Buddhas, but to the Mhisattvas, who have
shown themselves so friendly and w e l l ~ t o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i s ~ o
man. The addressing of prayers to the Buddhas residing in other regions, we must consider as only a further
development of MahgyBna Buddhism.
1 Cancerning this important dogma see Hardy "Eastern Monachism,"
p. 228

2 The dogma of celestial Bodhisattvm, the progeny of such Buddhas, has
been developed only in mysticism, and not in the gonuine M~hiiyanasystem.
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VI. The Mahay~na system does not exclude laymen
from Nirvsna; it admits every one, layman as well as
priest, to the condition of a supreme Buddha, and applies
this name to all who have attained Nirviina. With
regard to the nature of the Buddhas, their definition is
materially altered: they are no longer entirely deprived
of every personality, and are believed to have a, body
with certain qualities, and to possess various faculties.
By the Mahayiinas they have three different kinds of
bodies ascribed to them, and, on leaving the world to
return to the higher regions, are supposed to strip off
only the last and least sublime of these earthly encumbrances, called the Nirmrtnakaya. 'J'l~ese bodies are
styled :1. Nirmunakiiya (Tib. Prdyai ku), which is the Nirviiiia with the remains, or body in which the Bodhisattva
appeaiu upoil earth in order to teach man7 after entering
by the six Pttramih, the path, or career of the Buddhas.
2 . Sarnbhogakaya (Tib. Lollgchod dzogpai ku), or the
body of bliss and the rc~ward of fulfilling the three conditions of perfection.
3. Dharmahya (Tib. C%oti ku), or the Nirviina without
any remains. This ideal body (the most sublime one) is
obtained by the Buddha who abandons the world for
ever, and leaves behind everything that has any connexion with it.'
1 Schott, UBuddhai~rnus,'~11. 9; Ceoma, -LKoticcs"iu Journ. As. Soc. Bc~ig.,
Vol. VII., p. 142; Schmidt, b'ti~.undlehren,"in M8moiree de 11Acad8n~iedc St.
Petarabourg, Vol. I., pp. '124 et eeq. For the Tibetan terms, see A. Scl~iefner,
'.Bnddhietische Triglotte," leaf 4.

Tlic C o t l t e l u y l a t i v e J Z a j l i i y i % ~ ~( Y
a ~ga~hliryva)
system.
The coiitemplative system. is described in those works
which, in viewing the doctrine of the Paramitiis, have
started from the co~isideration that the three worlds
exist only in imagination (Tib. Semtsamo). Such works
are the Ghanavyuha (the Gnndavyiiha of Burnouf), the
Mahiiamaya, and certain othera. The saints Yande (TYb.
Gavo), Utarasena (Tib. Dampai de), a i d Sa111,vaksatya (Tit).
Yailgdag den), are prabably ariioiig the nuruber teaching
in this sense previous to Bryasanga; tlie latter, however,
must be considered as the real fouilder of t l ~ esystem.'
Like the preceding, the present system also rey~iires
abstinence from every kind of reflection, as interfering
with clear comprehension ; but the uiost important dogma
established by this tl~eoryis decidedly the pei-sonification
of the voidness, by tiuppsi~igthat a soul, dlaya (Tib.
'Cmng, also Syingpo), is the basis of every thing. This
soul exists froni time imniemorial, mid in every object;
"it reflects itself in every thing, like the moon in clear
and tranquil water." It was the loss of its original
purity that caused it to wander about in the various
spheres of existonce. The restoration of the B O U ~to itti
purity can be attained by the bame means as in the preceding sytikin; but now the motive a11c.I the success become
evident; ignorance is annihilated and the illusion that
~ 1ilis~ipatecl; lriall 11nde~~ti111d~
ilt
a~lythirlg car1 bt: 1 . ~ is
\Vassiljcw, 1. r., 1.p. 113 el s c q . ; 16.1, 171, 331-17.
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length clearly, that the three worlds are but ideal; he
gets rid of impurity, and returns to his original nature,
and it is thus that he becomes emancipated from metempsychosis. Of course, as with everything belonging t,o
trhe world, this nature also is only ideal; but the dogma
once established that an absolute pure nature exists,
Buddhism soon proceeded in the mystical school further
to endow it with the character of an all-embracing deity.'
A material modification of its original character was thus
established.
This idea of the soul, Blaya, i s the chief dogma of
the Yogiichgrya system, which is EO called because "he
who is strong in the Yoga (meditation) is able to introduce his soul by means of the Yoga into t'he true nature of existence." There occur, however, amongst the
Tibetans, several explanations of this term, as well as
other titles given to t,his school; but this name is
the most common, and the line of arguments already
instanced is ascribed to ki.yasanga. To the importance
which, from the very first, this school has attributed to
meditation, may be traced the germs which subsequently
led to its losing itself in mysticism.
Aryssanga and his successors managed to endow their
doctrines with such splendour, that the Niigiirjuna school
with the principles taught by it (which had been adopted by
the Madhyamikas, Tib. Bumapa) had sunk almost entirely
into oblivion for many centuries. It revived, however,
b

I Japanese Buddhim also speaks of n supreme Buddha, who sits throned
in the diamond world and hw created all the Buddhas. See Hoffmann,
"Buddha Pantheon von h'ippon," in v. Siel~old's "Btschreibung von Japan,"
Vol. 11.: p. 57.
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in the seventh century under the name of the Prasanga
branch; and this still remainti to be treated before concluding our notices of the Mahayana systems.
T h e P r a s a n g a - M a d h y a m i k a school.
This school,' in Tibetan probably called Thal gyurva.
was founded by Buddhapalita, and soon succeeded in
superseding all other schools of the Mahay~tnasystem,
notwithstanding the attacks made upon it by Rhavya,
the originator of the Svatantra-Madhyamika school. The
success attained by the Prasanga school is due, in a great
measure, to the excellent commentaries and introductory
works written in the eighth and ninth centuries by
C'handrakirti (Tib. Dava Dagpa) and other learned men.
These events coinciding with a numerous immigration of
Indian priests into Tibet, caused the Prasanga school to
be at prevent considered by the Tibetan Lamas as that
which aloiie taught and gave the true explanation of the
faith revealed by the Buddha.
The Prasanga school obtained its name from the peculiar mode which it adopted. of deducing the absurdity
and erroneousness of every esoteric opinion. "The Prasangas say that the two truths, Samvriti and Paramartha,
cannot be maintained as either identical or different; if
they were identical, we should strip off the Paramiirtha
together with Samvriti, and if they were dilferent, we
should not be able to become delivered from Samvriti.
\Vassiljew, "Der Buddhinmus," pp. 357; 357-67. Compare Csomas'
Soticcs, in Journ. As. Soc. Bcr~g.,Val. VII., p. 144.
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I n understanding by the term Non-ego all objects which
are compound, or exist in Samvriti, we attribute to it
a character identical with being existent and uncompounded (Paramsrtha); but if this is already the character of Famvriti, it denotes that the objects have
already a perfect existence; hence they have already
arrived a t salvation (Tib. Dolzin). From such and similar
hair-splitting considercttions the Prasaiigas deduce that
both truths have 'one and the same nature' (Tib.
Ngovo chig), but two distinct meanings (Tib. Togpa
nyi). These speculations are called Prasanga."
The Prasanga school maintains that the doctrines of the
Buddha establish two paths--one leading to tlie highest
regions of the universe, to the heaven, Sukhavati,' where
man enjoys perfect happiness but connected with personal
existence; the other conducting to entire elllallcipatior~
from the world, viz. to Nirvana. The Sower path is
attained by the practice of virtues, the latter by the
highest perfection of intelligence. They reckon eight
(according to some writers even eleven) peculiarities by
wliich their system distinguishes itself from all the others;
out of these eleven peculiarities. as give11 by the Tibetan
Jain yang shadpa, I select the fullowii~g as the most
characteristic, t,he others being but a repetitiou of geiieral Mahayana principles, or dednvtior~s contained in
their own.
1. 'I'lir priucipal d o p a is the nrgutiuu of existence
as \\.ell as 01' non-rsistt?nce: they admit neither >elft~xistence(absolute usistcncc). Pn1.;1rniil.tha. iior existence

' Sce for
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by causal connexion, Samvriti: in order not to fall into
extremes. For, not to say of what has never existed,
to be; and of the truly existing, not to be; this is
to take a middle way, Madhyama.' This dogma is
formulated as follows:-"By denying the extreme of existence is also denied, in consequence of conditional
appearance, the extreme of non-existence, which is not
in Paramiirtha." The arguments in proof of this thesis
are most circumstantial; the following most curious syllogisms occur in Jam yang shadpa's work:1. If the plant grew by its own specific nature, it
would not be a composition, Tenbrel; i t is demonstrated, howevctr, that it is a conlposition.
2. If anything in nature were self-existent, we should
certainly hear and see i t ; for the sellsation of
seeing and hearing would in this case be absolutely identical.
3. The quality of being ge~lcralwould not be pculiar to many things, because it would be an
indivisible unity, as such a unity we should be
obliged to take the ego, if' there were an e.90.
4. The plant would not be compelled to grew anew,
because it would continue to exist.
5. If any Skandha,' as sensation, were self-existellt,
1 They are also called, on accouiit of this theory, ''those who deny exi s t r ~ i r e(nature)," in Tibetan, Ngovonyid riiedpar mraba:
T l ~ eBuddliists enumerate five e s s e ~ ~ t i aproperties
l
of sentient existexrcr,
which are styled Skandhm, o r Silasknndhm, in Tihetan, Tsulkhrim kyi
phungpo, "the aggregates of morals." ' l h y are: 1. The organized body;
2. Sensation; 3. Perception ; 4. Discriminatiox~; 6. Consciou?rness. See Burnouf, Index, coce Skandlia; IIardy's Manual uf Buddhism, pp. :UU;, 3!)0-424.For the Tibetan designations of the tive Skaudhas sce L ' I ~ ~ i t l d l ~ ~ s t i s c h' c
Triglotte," by A. Schicfner, leaf 9.
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another Skandha, as e. g. the organized body, would
be also self-existent; but i t is impossible to produce by the self-existence of sensation that of the
organized body, because the plastic power and the
object to be formed are identical.
2. The Maya has an absolute eternal existence; those
treatises do not teach the right doctrine which attribuh
to it only a relative existence.
3. Not only the Arhats, but also simple men, if they
have entered the path, can arrive a t the rude comprehension of the sixteen kinds of the four truths by "very
evident (earnest) meditation" (Tib. Naljor ngonsum); but
those systems are considered wrong which pretend, as
the Hinayana, that the knowledge (Vishniina) derived
from such meditation (which is nothing but a manifestation of the Alaya) be not liable to errors (Sansk.
Vikalpa, Tib.Namtog). Even the Arhat goes to hell in
case he doubt anything. This reproach is meant to be
made to the schools by which the Arhata are admitted
to Nirviina under any condition.'
4. The three periods: the present, the past, and the
future, are compounds, correlative to each other. The
Buddha has declared: "A hamh word, uttered in past
times, is not lost ( l i t e d y destroyed), but returns again;"
and, therefore, the past time is the present time, as is also
the future, though as yet it has not come into existence.
5. The Buddha h a two kind8 of Nirvana: Nirvana
with remains and Nirvana wit.hout remains; the latter
The meanr of avoiding the error have been more fully developed by
myrticism in the exigencies of Vipaayana and Samathe. See p. 54.
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kind only is entire extinction of personality, or tlie state
where the notion of ego ceases, where the outward and
inward man is destroyed. In this state, the Buddha has
assumed the body Dharmakiiya, in which there is neither
beginning nor end; whilst in the Nirvana with remains
he has obtained only the Nirmanakaya body, in which,
though rendered impervious to outward impressions, he has
not yet thrown off habitunl errors (the influence of passions),
of which nothing remaim in the other kind of Nirvana.
The Prasangas admit as orthodox the greater part of
the hymns in the Tenjur, and those of the Siitras which
are contained in the Kanjur ; in these, they say, the true
meaning of the word of the Buddha (viz. the Madhyamika doctrine) is explained. There exist a large number
of such books, the most important of which are the
seventeen books of the Prajnapiiramitii, then the Akshayamatinirdesa, the Snrndhiriija, the Annvataptapnriprichchha,
Dharmasamgiti, the Sagarapariprichchha, the Manjusrivikridita, the first chapter of the Ratnakiita, and the
chapter of Kiisyapa, which is quoted by Nagarjuna and
his disciples in support of their dogmas.'
It is remarkable to see at what extravagances Buddhist
speculation has arrived by its tendency to follow abstract
ideas without the consideration of the limits prgsented
by bodily experience and the laws of nature. But the
case is rather not an isolated one; we meet instances of
analogous dreams in ancient and modern times.
Wassiljew in hie examination of the moat important &htiyiina S i i h ,
pp. 157-202, preeenta an analyeia of the Manjusrivikridits and the Ratnakiita.

'

CHAPTER VI.

THE SYSTEM OF MYSTICISM.

GENERAL CIIARACTRR.-TIIE

K~LA
&IAKRA SYBTBH;ITS ORIOIN

AND

DOGMAS.

THE contact of the Buddhists with their various
pagan neighbours gradually introduced into their creed
ideas foreign to Buddhism, and the consequence of this
wm the rise of a new system full of mystic modifications.
We see already in the later Mahiiyana schools, part.icularly in the Yogachiirya branch, a more general yielding
to the current superstitious notions; but the principles
of m y ~ t i ctheology such as we find them in the actual
Buddhism of the present day have chiefly been developed
in the most modern ~ystem,which originated independently of the earlier ones, in Central Asia. Its theories
were afterwards even engrafted upon later productions
by a subsequent incorporation, to such a degree, that
without a knowledge of this system, we should often

I,c almost a t n loss

1 1 0 ~ - to

nndrrstancl the RiahayZinn

sacred I)ooks.
European orientalists rise to apply to this third
system the name of Pogscharya; a i d if \vc bear in mind,
that Yoga nienlis in Sanskrit "abstract devotion, by
which supernatural faculties are acquired," l it becomes
evident that they were led to do so by the conformity
of the name with the system to which they applied it.
But Wassiljew has clearly proved in his work. that
Yoggchiirya is but a branch of the Mahay8na system,
and he therefore substituted the name of '.Mycrticism,"
which I have also adopted. This name was chosen
because this system places meditation, the recital of
certain prayers, and the practise of m y s t i d rites above
the observance of precept5 and even above moral
deportment.
Mysticism appears for the fimt time as a specific
system in the tenth century of our era; it is called in
the sacred books Dus kpi khorlo, in Sanskrit K d a Chakra,
'.the circle of time."' It is reported to have originated
in the fabulous country Sambhala (Tib. Dejung), "source
or origin of happiness." Caoma, from careful investigatiom.
places this country beyond the Sir Deriau (Yaxartes)
1,etween 4 5 " and 5 0 " north latitude. .It was first
known in India in the year 965 A.D.; and it was inWilson, 'LUlosspry of Judicial and Revenue Terms," see the articlo Yoga.
See Csoma, &'Onthe origin of the Kdn Chakra system,'' Journ. As. Sor.
Beng., Vol. II., p. 67. '&Grammnr,"192. 'LAnalysis," ke. Ree., Vol. XX.,
pp. 488, 564. Compare also Burnouf, "Introdoction," Section V. Hodgaon,
''h'otire on Buddhist Symbols," R. As. Soc., Vol. XVIII., p. 397. Wilson,
'LSketrli of the Religious Sects of the IIindaa," As. Res., Vol. XVIL, p. 216-29.

troduced, they go on to say, into Tibet from India vi8
Kashmir, in the year 1025 A.D. I cannot believe it
accidental that the beginning of the Tibetan era of
counting time, about which I shall have occaeion to say
some words in a later chapter, coincides with the introduction of this system. I am rather inclined to think
(though as far as I know, this has not yet been pointed
out as particularly important) that the readiness with
which this system was received made it appear a t once so
important, that events were dated from its introduction.
The principal rites and formulse of mysticism and
the theories about their efficacy bear an extraordinary
analogy to the Shamanism of the Siberiam, and are,
besides, h o s t identical with the Tantrika ritual of the
Hindus; for it promises endowment with supernatural
faculties far superior to the energy to be derived from
virtue and abstinence, and capable of leading to the uniorl
with the deity, to the man who keeps in mind that all
three worlds exist in the imagination only and regulates
his actions accordingly. Its theories are laid down in two
series of works, which are known iiiider the collective
titles of Dharanis (in Tibetan Zung), and T a n t m (in Tibetan Gyut). The Dhiirani formulae may be of considerable antiquity, and it is not unlikely that already
the Mahayana leaders took some of them into their
books. The Tantras are of a more modern date, especially those of them, in which the observance of magical
practices is carried to a point which is an extreme
even for mysticism in any form. Wilson believes Tantrikn notions to have originated in India in the early
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centuries of Christianity, but the present Hindu ritual
seems to him not to date back beyond the tenth century; about a t the same time the Tantras M-ere probably introduced also into the Buddhist sacred literature.
Their modern origin is proved by the statement of the
Tibetan autorities respecting the itppeemce of the Dus
kyi khorlo system, which makes the deliverance from
metempsychosis dependent upon the knowledge of the
Tantras. So at least says Padma Karpo, s Tibetan Lama,
who lived in the sixteenth century, in his description
of these doctrines. "He mho does not know the Tantrika principles and all such, is a wanderer in the
orb of transmigration and is out of t,he way (path)
of the supreme triumphator, Sanskrit Bhagavan Vajradhara."' Another and indirect proof of their recent
origin is the fact, that there are much fewer works on
Tantrika principles existing in the Chinese language ;
had the Chinae Buddhist pilgrims who travelled in India
still during the seventh century A.D. found such treatises
(had they existed at all, they would soon have become
acquainted with them), they would certainly have brought
them home in order to have them translated into the
Chinese language ; and then, also, in this particular branch
the Chinese Buddhist literature would be richer than the
Tibetan, whilst the reverse is actually the case. Besides,
it is also reported, that the most expert Indian magicians,
or Tantrists, did not exist till after the travels of the
The claim that Siikyamuni is their original author, is undoubtedly inadmissable, both on account of their style and contents, as well n~ of hietorical dates.
4

CXinese pilgrims in India, and that the most important
Tantras had been translated into Chinese during the
reign of the northern Song dynasty which ruled from
the years 960 to 1127 A.D.
Ksla Chakra is also the title of the principal work
of this system; it stands a t the head of the Gyut division of the Kanjur, as well as, the Tanjur, and was explained and repeatedly commented on by several learned
men who lived in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
centuries, of whom the most celebrated were Puton or
Buston, Khetup, and Padmo Karpo.
I have arranged the dogmas propounded by mysticism in four groups.
I. There is a first, chief Buddha, Adi Buddha, in
Tibetan Chogi dangpoi sangye, who is without beginning
or end; none of the human Buddhas have arrived at
the Buddhaship for the first time, and the Sambhogakaya,
or body of blissfulness of the Buddhas has existed from
all eternity and will never perish. This first of the
Buddhas is called in the Tantras Vajradhara (in Tibetan
Dorjechang or Dorjedzin), and Vajraaattva (in Tibetan
Dorjesempa).' As Vajradhara he is epitheted the supreme Buddha, the supreme triumphator, the lord of
all mysteries,' the prime minister of all Tathagatas, the
being who is without beginning or end, the being who
has the soul of a diamond (Vajrasattva)." It is he to
whom the subdued and conquered evil spirits swear that
I

Dorjechang nnd Do jedzin hare the same meaning, LLholding
the diamond
(Vajra)." Sempa (seme-pa) means "the aoal."
* Sangbai h g p o , "concealed lord," in Sanskrit Guhyapati.

.

they will no longer hinder the propagation of the faith
of the Buddha, nor in future do any mischief to man.
To Vajrasattva the epithete are given of "thq supreme
intelligence, the chief (Tsovo), the president of the five
Dhyani Buddhas."' But Vajradhara and Vajrasqttva are
alm considered as two different beings, as they occur in
several treatises both at the same time, the one putting
questions, the other answering them. Their respective
position may be explained the best by suppming V a j m
dhara to be too great a god and too much lost in
divine quietude to favour man's undertakings and works
with his assistance, and that he acts through the
god Vajrasattva, who would be to him in the relation
of a Dhyani Buddha to his human Buddha. This explanation is also supported by the epithet of "president of tho
Dhyiini Buddhas."
By the name of Dhyiini Buddha,* "Buddha of contemplation," or by the term Anupadaka, "without parents,"
celestial beings are designated corresponding to the human
Buddhas teaching upon earth, who are d e d "Miinushi
Buddhas." The Buddhists believe that each Buddha when
preaching the law to men, manifeets himself at the same
time in the three worlds which their cosmographical
system acknowledges. In the world of desire, the lowest
of the three to which the earth belongs, he appears in
See Csoma, Bk b.,
Vol., 20, pp. 496, 603, 649,5M). Jonrn. 1)5. Soc.
Beng., Vol. II., p. 57. Wwiljew, '&DerBuddhimuq" p. 205.
Rerpecting the theory of the Dhyani Buddhar see Schmidt, "Orundlehren," Mem. de 1'Acad. de Petemb., Vol. I, p. 104. Burnouf, LLIntroduction,"
pp. 116,221, 525, 627. ULotus de la Bonne Loi," p. 400. The more theistical
idens of the Nepalese about their origin are noknot wn to the Tibetan
Buddhists.

'
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human shape. In the world of jbrms he manifests
himself in a more snblime form as Dhyiini Buddha. In
the highest world, the one of toheincwpored b e i q s , he
has neit.her shape nor name. The Dhyani Buddhas have
the faculty of creating from themselves by virtue of
Dhyana, or abstract meditation, an eqwdly celestial son.
a L)hp&niBiidhisattva, who after the dwtll of a Miinushi
Buddha is charged with the continuance of the work
undertaken by the departed Buddha till the next epoch of
religion begins, when again a subsequent Mwushi Buddha
appears. ' Thus, to each human Buddha belongs a Dhyani
Buddha and a Dhyani BGdhisattva,' and the unlimited
number of the former also involves an equally uulimited
number of the latter.
Out of this vast number the five Buddhas of the
actual period of the universe are particularly worshipped.
Four of these Buddhas have already appeared; Sakyamuni
is the fourth and the last who has appeared till now;
his Dhyani Buddha is Amitiibha, in Tibetan Odpagmed;
his Dhyiini Bahisattva Avoltikiksvara, or Padmapiini,
in Tibet generally implored under the name of Chenrqsi.
To the Dhyani Buddhas of these five Manushi Buddhas
is added, as a sixth and the highest in rank, Vajrasattva.
To him or occasionally also to Amitiibha who then takes
his place, the Tibetans abtribute the function of the "God
The Buddhar are men and mbjected to the physid conditions establirhed for human creatuxw; it is in consequence of this principle that the
etay of every Buddha upon earth is limited by the laws which fix for the
period during which he appears, the life-time of man, which varies from
80,000 to 10 years. Rben this period had elapsed he dies, or as the Buddhiste
ray, he returns to Nirvnna
Iie has, besides, a female companion, a Sekti.

above all." One of these two divine persons is addressed
in such ceremonies as are believed to grant success to
undertakings, and the belief in the absolute necessity of
their assistance is so positive that a Lama told my
brother that Lbaceremony which does not include an
address to Dorjesempa (Vnjrawttva) is similar in efficacy
to a bird which, with its wings cut, tries to fly."'
of these divine
With reference to the repre~entat~ions
persons in drawings I am able to add the following
details.
4
, picture on canvas received by Adolphe from
Thding, in Gniri Khbrsum, represents Vajrasattva with
rosy complexion, holding the Dorje in his right hand aqd
a bell in his left; the latter, in Tibetan called Drilbu, is
identical in shape with those used in sacred choral
songs to mark the pauses. Vajrasattva is surrounded by
various groups of gods representir~g protectors of men
against evil spirits.-Amicbha
is represented in all the
images I have examined, with a vivid red complexion; in
a very nicety executed picture from MQngnang in Gmiri
Khbrsum were subjoined beneath the seat the seven
precious things, in Tibetan called Rinchen na dun.
They are :-Khorlo (Sanskr. Chakra), "the wheel ;" Norbu
(Sanskr. Mani), "the precious stone ;" Tsunpo, l Lthe royal
consort ;" Lonpo, " the best treasurer ;" Tachog, "the

A very powerful prayer is that which concludes the addrees to the
Buddhas of confession, see Plates V ct seq.-The fact of the frequent imploration
of the Dhyani Buddhas shows that the Tibetan Buddhists differ in this point
from those of Wepal, who believe the 1)hyani Buddhas to be absolutely
innctiva
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best horse ;" Langpo, "the elephant; " Maglon, LL the best
leader." '
II. WmMiy notions or phenomena dare not be
select& for contemplation; but from assiduous ineditation in which any religious object is analysed (Zhine
lhagthong, Sankr. Vipasyana), man acquires new faculties,
provided he most earnestly conantrates his thoughts
upon one object. Such a state of calmness and tranquillity, in Sanskrit Samatha, occasions, however, great
trouble, and it is considered as not a t all easy to concentrate the mind, this requiring long practice; but if
man has once succeeded, aided by preparatory exercises,*
in bringing himself to meditate with unmoved mind
upon the deepest religious abstractions in the four
degrees of meditation, Dhyana (in Tibetan San~tan),
he finally arrives at entire imperturbability, Samttpatti
(in Tibetan, Nyompa), which has also four gradations.
First of all, a perfect absence of all idea 'of individuality
is the result; then secrets and powers hitherto concealed
to him become a t once unveiled, and he has now entered "the path of seeing," Thonglam; by continued,
uninterrupted meditation on .the four truths, his mind
becomes supernaturally pure, and gradually rises to the
most perfect states, called the Top, Tsemo (in Sanskrit
Murdhan), patience, Zodpa (in Sanskrit Kshanti), and the
Rupreme in the world (in Sanskrit L~kottaradharrna).~-Compare about them I. J. Schmidt, uSsanaug Seetaen," p. 471.
A Tibetan modc of keeping the thoughts together, shall be noticed in
Chapter XV.
3 See Burnouf, 'ILe Lotus," pp. 348, HOO.
Iiardy, ''E8ster11Mo~iachisrn,"
1'. 270. Waseiljew, nLDerBuddhismus," p. 119.

This dogma is in decided contradiction to the Mahayana
principle that the meditation on any object whatever keeps
man back from arriving at the highest degree of perfection.'
ILI. The recital of mystical words and sentences, the
Dhiiranis (Tib. Zung), bestows upon man every kind of
bliss and obtains for him the assistance of the Buddhas
and Biklhisattvas. These Dh&ranisg have been decidedly
adopted from the generally felt want of incantations as
remedies against fear of danger, though the Buddhists
believe them to have been delivered by Siikyamuni, 01.
by those Buddhas, Bdhisattvas, and gods over whoirl
Dhiiranis. are supposed to exercise an influence. The
number of the formulae taught by these gods is described
in the sacred books as enormous, and each is considered as
equally efficacious. But Wassiljew is of opinion that
the great number alluded to most likely is to be referred to so many verses (Gathiis) or even single words
of the treatises which deeoribe their powers and the
ceremonies in the performance of which they are recited.
These formulae are either short sentences or even only a few
words, as e. g. the names and the epitheta of the Buddhas
and Eiijdhisattvas. There are some Dhiimks which are
equal to the practise of the Paramitgs, others subdue
gods and genii, or call for Buddhas and Bdhisattvas;
some impart longevity or accomplish every wish; others
cure diseases, &c. It is even assumed, that by a mere
See p. 36.
Conlp~reBurnouf, "Introduction," pp. 6Z-74.
193.

Wassiljew, 1. c., pp. 153,
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uttering of the letters of which the Dharani is composednay even by their aspect alone-power may be gained
over those beings of which they treat, or for such
purposes for which they are supposed to grant help.
They dare not be altered when recited or written,
as each letter has its own magical power, and it is
owing to this belief that they have not been translated
into Tibetan, and that the Tibetan alphabet has been
adapted to the exact rendering of every Sanskrit letter.'
The magical influence of words is deduced from the
unreality of all existing objects: all existence being but
ideal, the name is just as much as the object itself;
consequently, if a man holds sway over a war$ expressive of anything, he dso disposes of the thing itself. The
rjame influence is also attributed to conventional signs
formed by a certain placing of the fingers, Chakja, in
Sanskrit XudrtE. All objects being identical with rcference to their nature, signs which symbolize the attributes of a god produce the same effect as words and
offerings.
IV. The reciting of Dhiiranis, if combined with the
practise of magical rites and supported by morality
and contemplntion, leads to superhuman faculties (in
Sanskrit Siddhifinay, even to the union with the deity.
This is a doctrine which, in all probabilitity, has
1 The Sannkrit nauiee of tlic Buddhm illld Bodhistlttvtlo have been,
however, tranlrlated into Tibetan, but these lar rues are rendered as literally
as possible. I quote 8e examples AmiUbha and Odpagmed; Manjusri and
Jan~jang; Avalokita nnd Chenresi ; Vajlas~ttvaand Dorjeecmpa; Vajradhartl
and 1)orjechang-For the alphabetical achcnle of the Sanskrit langtvage wllc11
writtc~l with Tibetan characters see Csoma's Grammar, p. 20.

grown up very recently. The wmpenclious 1)ooks Tiilltra treat of this dogma and say, that by magical arts
either worldly purposes can be attained, as longevity
and riches, or also religious ones, as dominion over
maligriarit spirits, the aid of a Buddha or &dhisattva,
o r the removal by him of any doubt o r uncertainty with
regard to my of the dogmas. But the chief aim is to
obtain firla1 emancipation frorri metempsychosis, and acquire
re-birth in Amikbha's celestial mnan~ion,which latter, by
means of such magical ceremonies, can be obtained already in one existence, instead of being the reward
of u n i n t e ~ ~ u p t e dpiivationls in an urilirnited series of
existences. '
The observances in conncxion with such magical arb, and the dewril~tion
of magical ritea, kc., is given in Chapter XV.

S E C T I O N 11.

TIBETAN BUDDHISM.

CHAPTER VII.

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE INTRODCCTION
OF BUDDHISM INTO T~BET.
EARLIEST
~ U Q I O N OF TEE TIBBTANB.-INTBODUCTIOI
OF BLJDDHIST
DOOMAS
INTO E ~ s m n
T~xT.-Era of King S r o n g b h m p o and King Thisrong
de ban.-The
reforme of the Lama Teonkhapa-P~OPAOAT~
OP
HUDDRISX INTO CHINA, LADk AND EASTXEM H I M ~ Y A .

BEFOREthe propagation of Buddhist doctrines in Tibet
the religion of the inhabitanfs of this country was most
probably a kind of worship differing but little from that
prevalent among all rude nations, viz. a mingled system
of idolatry and sorcery administered by priests enjoying
great . reputation and power, in collsequence of their
supposed intercourse with the Gods, and presumed knowledge of the means whereby the divine favour and assistance can be obtained. The first attempt of Buddhist
followers to extend their creed to Tibet doubtless met
with general oppositibn at the hands of both priesthood
and people. The latter indeed must have found it far
less troublesome to pay a clerical class to obtain a
sensual prosperity for them, than by painful di~cipline,

t

combined with profound meditation, to seek salvation
and eternal welfare in a future re-birth and final emancipation from metempsychosis. In order to attain success
and the more readily impose upon the tribes they were
about to convert t o a new religion, the first teachers of
Buddhism in Tibet were most probably induced to ascribe
to themselves supernatural qualities, and to yield, in
minor points of discipline, to. some of the ideas of
their neophytes. Many suggestions to this effect are to
be found in the sacred Tibetan books, as in .the Bodhimor,
and in the history of Ssanang Ssetsen, which teems with
the miraculous and wonderful works performed by early
Buddhist priests. Again, it is related that Padma Sambhava's first labour was the subduing of the dreadful
demon who rose up in opposition to prevent his entering Tibet. His scholars are said to have derived from
the instructions he gave them on the proper employment of charms, the power of performing most extraordinary deeds.' Thus, they caused good harvests, and
similar prosperous events, taught the Tibefans some of
the arts and sciences which were then practised in the
more advanced civilization of China and India (whence
they came), but were discreet enough, aftor a while, t o
attribute all their successes to the worship of the images
and relics of Sttkyamuni.
With regard to the introduction of Buddhism into the
Eastern part of Tibet we are now in posseljvion of many
positive data, though here also the early history is in-

' Schmidt, fLSaanangSaeteen's Geschichte der Oatmongolen," pp. 41, 43,
355. Compare ~Forschungen,"p. 1%.
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volved in darkness and myth. The first attetnpts apparently led to very unsatisfactory results; at least, the
monastery which is reported to have been erected in
the year 137 B.C. on the slopes of the Kailh range
seems to have been soon abandoned and to have fallen
into ruins.' The legends attribute the conversion of the
Tibetans to Buddhism to the Dhyani Bodhisattva AvolokiGsvara, the celestial son of Amit&bha, whose chosen
land is Tibet; many of the' rulers and priests who took
an active part in the consolidation of Buddhist faith in
this country were regarded by its inhabitants as incarnations of these two sacred persons.
We here give the following as a narrative of some
historical facts intimately connected with Buddhism.
In the year 371 A.D. there suddenly appeared five
foreigners before the king Thothori Nyan ban, who instructed him, how he might use for the
welfare
Lossen, "Ind. Alterthumskunde," Vol. II., p. 1072.
See Csoma's Chronological Table, extracted from an historical book
written by Tisri, the regent at Lhease, in the year 1686 A.D.; in the notes,
Csoma adds furthcr details from other originti1 books. See his "Gremmar,"
pp. 181-98.-Ssanang
Seetsen, L'Qcschichte der Ostmongolen," aus dem
Mongoliechen iibernetzt von I. J. Schmidt; Chapter III., treata of the hietory
of Tibet from the years 407 to 1054 A.D. The tinnotations to Sesnting Saetaen
contain translations from the Bodhimor, and other Mongolian hoke. LLChro*~iologie Bouddhique, traduite du Mongol," par Klaproth. Fragments
Bouddhiques = Nouveau Journal Asiatique, 1831.-The data of these three
authore d a e r as far as the eleventh century, from which period Cmma's and
Klaproth's lists agree, saving a constant diversity of two years, which results
from the circumstance that the one counts from the Tibetan era, whilst the
&her brings the data in accordRnce with the Chineee yearn (see Chapter XVI.).
In the text I have adopted Csoma's dates, with the single exception of the
time of Srongtan Gampo's birth, which, i t is more probable, took place in the
gear 617 A.D. (Klaproth and Yeannng Ssetaen), instssd of the year 6'17. See
Kiippen, "Die Religion dca Buddha," Vol. II., p. Irl. In the notee I have
added the dates given by Ssanang Yselae~iand Klaproth.
1

of Tibet four objects. which, in the year 331 A.D.,' had
fallen from heaven, enclosed in a precious chest, but of
the intrinsic value of which no one had hitherto entertained any adequate idea. These instructions being given,
the five foreigners at once disappeared. The four precious
objects were :1. Two hands folded in prayer.
2. A small Chorten.'
3. A gem with an inscription of the prayer: On1
mani padme hum.
4. The r e l i ~ o u swork Zamatog, "construafed vessel,"
a work on moral subjects forming part of the
Kanjur.
The king Thothori strictly obeyed the advice received
from the five foreigners, and paid p t reverence to the
said four objecta; by their blessing and powerful influence
he contrived to live one hundred and nineteen yeam,
during which time universal prosperity and welfare
prevailed throughout the kingdom.
Seanang Ssetsen connects the introduction of Buddhism
with. the date of this event; but according to Tibetan
historians "the earliest period of the propagation of
Buddhism," which reached down till the end of the tenth
Snanang &etaen, anno 367, calls thin king Lhatotori; Csoms'e authoritiee
have Thothori Nyan ban. The above in the version according to Sslrnang
Beetsen ; Ceoma, p. 194, relatea 'that a voice was heard from heaven, saying,
that &r M) many generatione (in the seventh century), the oontellte of the
book should be made known'.-It is not stated whence these five men procaeded, but I believe them, for repsons which will hereafter become apparent,
to have been Chinese Buddhiet priests. See p. 68.
About Chortens, 8ce C'hapkr )ilII.
a See Chapter X.
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century A.D., begins with Icing Srongtsan Gampo, who
was born in the year 617 A.D. and died 698.' This
king is highly extolled by them on account of his successful efforts in propagating Buddhism. Iie even went
so far as to send to India, in the year 632 A.D., his primeminister, Thumi Sambhota, with sixteen companions, who
had orders to study carefully the sacred Buddhist books and
the Indian language; the members of this mission were
also instructed to bring back to Tibet a complete system
of the alphabet as used in India, with a view to its being
hereafter adapted to the Tibetan language? After the
safe return of the party from a journey which is described
as fraught with incredible difficulties, Thumi Sambhota
constructed the Tibetan letters from the Devaniigari
alphabet, whereupon King Srongtsan Gampo ordered
the sacred Indian books treating on Buddhists doctrines
to the translated into Tibetan. V t the same time he
1 Respecting this distinction of the two periods see Csoma's Gramm~r,
p. 196, Note 18.-The year of Srongtsan's death is given on the authority of
h d m g and Klaproth; in Csoma's list it is not mentioned.
8 A previous mission is said to have been compelled by the malignant
spirib to return, after reaching the frontier. For Tibetan accounts of the
attempts of Srongtsan to form a Tibetan alphabet, see Schmidt's notes to
"Ssanang Ssehn," p. 3'8.
Respecting the striking resemblance of the Tibetan capital letters to
the ancient Devnnigari characters much interesting information is furnished
in the comparntive tablea given by Hodgaon in his LLNoticea,"As. Res.,
Vol. XVI., p. 420. Schmidt, "Ueber den Ursprung der tib. Schri$" MBm.
de llAcad. de Pet, Vol. I., p. 41. Ceoma, LLGrammar,"p. 204.-Thumi Sambhota is said to be an incarnation of the Bodhisattva Mnnjusri. This divine
person, in Tibetan called Jamjang, is to be viewed in n double sense. He
appears to be en historiml personage who taught Buddhiet doctrines in NPpal
in the 8th or 9th century A.D.; hut he is also worshipped as n mythological person
of the divine nature of n R6dhieattvn (his Snkti is Samvati, Tib. Ngagi lhamo),
who is I~elievedto hnve inspired with his :divine intelligence many a person
who has mnch contril)uted to tile propagation of Buddhist theories. lie is

2

issued severe laws with the intent of abolishing once
and for ever some of the rude manners of his subjectr;.
In all these praiseworthy actions King Srongtsan
Gampo was most energetically supported by his two
wives, one of whom was a Nepalese the other a Chinese
princess; both of them, who throughout their life-time
proved most faithful votaries to t,he faith of Buddha,
are worshipped either under the general name of Dolma
(in Sanskrit Tiirii), or under the respective names of
Dolkar and Doljang. These princesses are said to have
brought with them to Tibet a variety of valuable religious books, with wonderful miracle-working images,
and relics of S~kyamuni, besides building numerous
temples and colleges.' Attracted by these acts of benevolence, which soon became widely known, many foreign
priests settled in T%et during the lifetime of these
the God of wisdom, swinging the "eword of wisdom" (Tib. Shesrab ralgri)
with a flamed point to dissipate the darkness among men. Chinese books
say of his faculties: "When he preaches the great law, every demon is
rubjugated, every error that may deceive man h dissipated, and there is not
a heretic but returns to hie duty." Manjueri is also "the ruler of the year,"
which epithet refera to the first day of the year being coneecrated to him.
Foe koue ki, p. 116. Compare Hodgeon, "Claseificstion of the Nevare," in
Journ. Ae. Soc Beng., Vol. XIL, p. 216. Burnouf, ILLe Lotua," pp. 4!)8-511.
Lassen, LLIndiecheAlterthumskunde," Vol. III., p, 777.
1 In pictures they w e both represented in identiml attitudes, the right foot
hanging down over the throne, the right hand holding the blue lotus Utpnla
(~eiu&biums p e c i o m , LLEncyclopmdia
of India," by Balfour, p. 1291, a
which occurs in Kaehmir and Persia). But the complexion is different;
Dolkar is of white colour, Doljang of green colour. Doljang is also implored
by women for fecundity, and it is in allusion to this virtue that in a picturr
of ours a flat dish in which apples are heaped up, is drawn at their feet.
The fullest Tibetan nccount of the legends conoerning these deities is found
in the Mani Kambum (see p. 84) and in a book mentioned to Adolph to be
entitled, LLaclear mirror of royal pedigree." A hymn addressed to Doljang
i u given 11). Klnproth, "Rrisc in den Kaukasus," Vol. I., p. 215.
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princesses, and thus contril~ntedto a more genoml knowledge of Buddhism.
Under the successors of King Srougtsan 'Gampo the
religion did not greatly flourish, but under one of them,
Thisrong de tsan, who lived in the years 728-786 A.D.'
Buddhism began to revive, owing to the useful
regulations proclaimed by this king. He it was who
snccessfully crushed an attempt made by the chiefs
during his minority to suppress the new creed, and it
is principally due to him that the Buddhist faith became
henceforth permanently established. He induced the
learned Pandit Santa Rakshita (Tib. Zhiva tso), commonly
called Mhisattva, to leave Bengd and settle in Tr'bet;
and a t his recommendation t.he great Guru Padma
Sambhava (in Tibetan Padma jungne, or Urgyen) from
Ksfiristhn (Udyiina), who was famed far and wide for his
extraordinary knowledge of Dhiiranis and their application and rites, also changed his residence to become a
Tibetan subject. The Indian sages who were now induced
to settle in Tibet for ever superseded the influence of
the Chinese priests and the doctrines propounded by
them. The latter had been t,he first Buddhist missionaries in %bet, and seem to have taught the principles
of Niig&rjuna with the modifications established by the
Yogiichiirya school; for we learn from the history of Buddhism of the Tibetan Puton or ~ u s t o n ,who wrote in the
fourteenth century, t'hat in t'heir system man is not allowed
to make any notion the object of his meditation. Padma
A

'

Sambhava and subsequent Iildiiixl pric\hts, howevc!r, csplained the law in the sense of the 3tadhynmikn school,
which in India at this period had just. gained influence
over the Yogacharyrt system; tlley insisted upon assiduitr in undisturbed meditation. But King Thisrong
do tsan, \\rho did not wish two opposing doctrines to
be taught, ordered a disputation to take place between
t,he Chinese Mahsyiina (a name evidently symbolical of
the system he defended) and the Hindu I<amalasila.
Mahajana was defeated and obliged to leave Tibet, and
since this period Indian priests only were called and
Madhyamika doctrines taught.' King Thisrong built the
large inonastcry and temple of Bima at S a q i . , and
ordered the translation of the sacred books int,o the
Tibetan language to be carried on energetically.
A lat,er ruler of the name of Langdar, or Langdharma, again tried to abolish Buddhist doctrines. He
commanded all temples and monasteries to be demolished,
the images to be dest,royed, aud the sacred booka to be
burnt; but so intense was the indignation excited by these
acts of sacrilege, that he was murdered, in the year
900 A.D.' Langdar's son and successor is also said to
have died in his 64th year "witshout religion." Bilamgur
Tsan, LangMarma's gra,ndson, proved, on t,he other hand,
See p. 54.-Wassiljew, ILDer Uuddhismus," p. 350; comp. pp. 324, 3%.
Rbn~usnt, Nouv. Journ. Ae. 1832, p. 44. Thc Rhodim6r designates the two
doctrines xTonn~innnd Tsemin; Georgi, lLAlphal). Tibet," p. 222, by Dote
(from the mDo or SBtms) nnd Gyute (From the Gyut or Tantras); these
names imply thnt Tantrikn principles had gmdunlly crept into the Madhyamika
systems.
Ssauang Ssctsen post-dates this event to the year 926. Langdhnrmn was
born, orcording to Csomn, in 861 ; Ssanang Ssrtsen says %3 nnd Iilnprotl~901.
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favourably inclined to Buddhism; he re-built eight
temples, and died after a glorioils reign of eighteen years.
With this period we have to connect L'thc second propagation of Buddhism;" it received, especially from the
year 971, i b powerful impetus from the joint endeavours
of the returned Tibetan priesh (who had fled the country
under the preceding kings), and of the learned Indian
priest Pandita Atisha, and his pupil Bromston. Shortly
before Atishtt came to Tibet, 1041 A.D.,the Kala Chakra
doctrine, or Tantrika mysticism, was introduced into Tibet,
and in the twelth and thirteenth centuries, many Indian
refugees settled in the country, who greatly assisted the
Tibetans in the translation of Sanskrit books.
Three hundred yealw from the time of Atisha'e death
bring us to the period of Tsonkhapa, the extraordinary reformer, who was born in the year 1355 A.D.,
in the district of Amdo, where is now the famous
monastery of Kunbum. Tsonkhapa had imposed upon
himself the difficult task of uniting and reconciling
the dialectical and mystical khools which Tibetan
Buddhism had brought forth, and also of eradicating
the abuses gradually introduced by the priests, who had
returned to the ordinary t&ks and pretended miracles
of charlatanism, in order to prove to the crowd their
extraordinary mission. Taonkhapa strictly prohibited
such proceedings, and enforced a rigid observance of
the laws binding upon the priests; he also distinguished
himeelf by publishing most comprehensive works, in
which the principles of the faith of the Buddha are
explained from his particular point of view.- tradition^

report him to have had some intercourse with a stringer
from the west who was remarkable for a long nose.
Huc believes this stranger to have been a European missionary, and connects the resemblance of the religious
service in Tibet to the Roman Catholic ritual with the
informations which Tsonkhapa might have received from
this Roman Catholic priest. We are not yet able to
decide the question as to how far Buddhiem may have
borrowed h m Christianity; but the rites of the Buddhists enumerated by the French missionary can for the
most part either be traced back to institutions peculiar to
Buddhism, or they have sprung up in periods posterior
to Tsonkhapa. '
Though all the innovations introduced by Tsonkhapa,
were never universally acknowledged, yet he obtained
numerous followers,whose numbers rapidly increased during
the next two centuries, until they.predominated in Tibet
and High Asia. The rigour of his ordinances against the
priests has been, however, consideixbly relaxed, and how
widely the practice uow diffem from theory, we may
infer from the f'act, that the entrance into the clerical
profession is an object of general ambition, and that u
considerable part of the priestly revenues is derived froill
ritm of an emphatically shaman character, performed at the
request of t.he lay population to drive off the evil spirita.
aornu, Journ. As. Soc. Bung., Vol. VII., y. 145. IIuc, "Christi~nityin
China, Tartary and Thihct," Vol. II., p. 10. Wassiljew, "Notice8 sur Ica
ouvrages en lailgue de I'hie orienllc," kc., Bull. hiat.-phil. dc St. Pet..
Vol. YIII., py. 23.3, 342. Kippcn, “Die Rcligioti dcs Buddllg" VoL IL,
p. 117. About thc 111ir;rclcs escuutcd by Buddhist pricat, previouu to
Teonkhupi~,scc Yursden "The travrls of ,Ma~.coPolo," 1,. 169.

With reference to the introduction of Buddhism into
China Proper, I will only add, that as early as the year
2 17 B.C. an Indian missionary is said to have preached
in that country, but the Emperor sent him away, and
Buddhism in China did not become fully established till the
year 65 A.D.,when it was received with universal pleasure. '
According to Chnningham, ' Buddhism was introduced
into k a X k about the year 240 B.c., but its final clomestication in the country, seems not to have been anterior
to the first century before the Christian era. The historical books concerning the early history of Ladak are
said' to have been destroyed about a t tho end of the
sixtsent.h century by the fanatic Musmlmans of Skirdo
who invaded the country, burned the monasteries, temples, and religious monuments, and threw the contents
of the various libraries into the river Indus. But the
reign of t.he Mussalmans was of but short duration, and
the Buddhists have not been oppressed since thix period.
In the Eastern Himiilaya, in Bi~utdn n ~ dS'ikkim,
the conversion of the inhabitantx to Buddhism was
elfected a t a comparatively modern date, naniely about
the ~ixteenth century of the Christian e r n . V l i e cir1 Lamen, "Indische Alterthumskunde," Vol. II., p. 1078, Vol. IV., p. 741.
W. Schott, " U e k r den Buddhaieruus in Hochanien," p. 18. About the fate
of Buddbism in China see "Nouveau Journal Asiatique," 1856, pp. I N , 137,
139. C. Giitzlaff, R As. Soc., Vol. XVI., p. i 3 .
Cunningham, "Ladtik," p. 317. When at Leh, my brothers came into
posaeaniou of several large historic:tl books. A particular value was l ~ i d
upon two books entitled Ciyelrep salvai lllelong "a true mirror of the (iyelra~~,"
o r tho gcnculogy of thc fijaa of Ladak, which r e r c obtained from Chipnet
Choiki Senge, a descendant of thc former h j a s .
IIooker, "Hin~alayau Juuri~als," Vul. I., 11. 127. K(il~l,en,'' L)ie Religion
des Buddha," Yol. II., 1). 3(;0.

.

cumstances attending the introduction of the new religion are well known to the lamas of these countries,
who are still in possession of many historical books
treating of this interesting subject. Of works of this
class we have, in our own private library, a manuscript
account of "The first arrival of the Lamas in Sikkim," in
twelve leaves, written with small characters; besides a
printed, <'History of the Erection of Colleges," consisting
of no less than three hundred and seventy-five leaves.
Both of these books were originally contained in the
library of Pemibngchi, and were obtained in Sikkim by
my brother Hermann.
B u d d h i s t sects i n Tibet.

Sects did not exist in Tibet previous to the
eleventh century; nine are still existing and are considered orthodox, we know, however, but few details
about them. The sect founded by Tsonkhapa and its
later subdivisions have chosen the yellow colour for
their dress; the others wear in preference a red garb.
The sects are :
1. The Nyigmapa seat is the mast anaient, to
which the Lamas of Bhuthn, Gniiri Kh6rswn and Ladak
belong. This sect adheres strictly to the ancient rites
and ceremonies in the manner probably taught by
the earliest Chinese priests, and possesses some pel See CQom'e (;hronologial bble, N o b 18 in hie 'LC;ramn~ar,'y
p. 197:
Colloquial phrases, ibid. p. 175; Noticee, Journ. Ae. Soc. Bengal., Vol. VII.,
p. 116; Cunningham, "Ladiik," pp. 367-72; KGppcn, "Die Religion des
Uuddha," Index.
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culiar symbolical works wllich have not been embodied
in the large compilationu of the Kanjur ancl Tanjur
works.
2. The Uryyetzpa sect (disciples of Urgyen, or Padma
Sarnbhava) is also one of the most ancient, and has its
adherents especially in those parts of Tibet which border
on Nep61 and the Himalayan provinces of India; butnthe
principal monastery of thi8 sect is a t Samy6, in Eastern
Tibet. The Urgyenpas differ from the Nyigmapas in
the worship of the incarnation of Amitiibha as Padma
Sambhava.
3. The Kadampa sect, founded t)y Bromston (born
in the year 1002 A.D.), limits itself to the observance of
the "precepb" (bka'). and does not care for the acquirement of the higher branches of transcendental wisdom.
The followers of this sect wear red dresses.
4. Respecting the sect Snkyapa, nothing is known,
except that its followers wear a red cpstume.
5. The Gelwkpa, or Galdanpa and Geldanpa sect, a
name derived from its principal monastery, called Giildan,
at Lhhsa, which had been erected by Tsonkhapa: this
sect adheres to his doctrines and institutions. Its members
wear a yellow costume, and are now the most numerous
sect in Tibet.
6. The adherents of the Knrgyutpa sect, "the believers in the succession of precepts," are satisfied with
the observance of the Do (Sutras or aphorisms), and do
not care either for the attainment of the esoteric doctrines of the l'x%jnn Ptrramnitii, or for the trnnscenderltal
wisdoni.

7. The Karmapa sect, "the believers in the efficacy
of works," seems to be nearly identical with the &rmika sect of Nephl.'
8. The Bdkungpa sect derives its name from the
monastery Brikung in Eastern Tiht. This sect, as well
as the two preceding ones (the Kargyutpa and Karmapa),
are offshoots of the Gelukpa sect: and also adhere to
.their rule of dressing in yellow.
9. The W p a (also Dugpa or Dad Dugpa) sect has
established a particular worship of the Dorje (Vajra,
or thunderbolt), which descended from heaven and fell
upon the earth at S6ra in Eastern Tibet. This sect
seems, moreover, to be particularly addicted to the
Tantrika mysticism, .in which the Dorje is considered as
a very important and powerful instrument.
To these nine sects must be still added the Bon
religion, which has many followers called Bonpcas, and
numerous and wealthy monasteries in Eastern Tibet.
As yet little ie known about the Bon religion. Judging
from the way in which Tibetan books speak of the
followem of this sect, it is probable that the name
Ronpa was restricted to those who neglected to e m b m
Buddhism upon its fimt introduction. By degrees they
have, however, adopted Buddhist principles, still rigorously
preserving iaa far as we are able to infer from the meagre
information hitherto known about them, the ancient
supemtitious ideas and rites of the primitive inliabiGu1ts
of Tibet. This opinion is also that of Csoma anti is
About these see Hodgaou. "llluet~lioua," pp. 82, 112.

.
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later supported by H o d p n , who has recently published
several engravings of their deities; it is further corroborated by the important f x t , that to the exorcists of
some of the ruder Hidlayan tribes, as the Mumis and
Sunvars, the name of " b n p a " is applied even to the
present day. '
The Bodhimor m Ssanang h t s e n ' s history, pp. 351, 367. Csornn,
uGeographical Notiw of Tibet," in 'iJourn. As. Soc, Beng.," Vol. I., p. 124;
L'Dictionary of the Tibetan language," p. 94. B. H. Iiodgson, "Notice on
Baddhist symbols," in Royal As. Soc, Vol. XVIII., p. 3%. The identity of
them Bonpa imager with thore met with in thc temples of the orthodox
Buddhists (the only difference existing in the name) is a further corroboration
of tbe clmo alliancc (already examined p 48) of the Buddhiet faith with
pagan rituals and ideals.

,

CHAPTER VIII.

THE SACRED LITERATURE.
WORKSTBANSLATED FROM SANSKB~T,
AND WORKSWRITTEN IN TIBETAU.THE TWO COMPILATIONS
KANJUBM D TANJUIL-TIBETAHLITERATURE
IN
E~BOPE.-ANALY
O F~ ~
THB
~ MANXI(AMBM.-NAMESAND ~ B ~ S B N T A T ~
O F PADPAP~NI.

THE earlier religious books published in Tibetan arc
simply translations from the Sanskrit, undertaken by
Indian priests, Tibetan translators (Lotsavas), and also
Chinese. The work of translation was carried on with
remarkable zeal and energy; for the sake of uniformity
a vocabulary of the Sanskrit proper names, and of tho
technical and philosophical terms occurring in the original
texts, was prepared, and the latter was ordered to be
adhered to.' But it is to be regretted that the trans-

'

Tho first steps of this undertaking datc perhaps from the times of
Srongtsan Gampo and Thumi Sambhota. This vocabulary still exists in threc
editions, varying according to the greater or smaller number of tern18 coutained in them; that of middle aiee was composed in the time of RaI~)nchen,
or Khiral, who ruled in the ninth ccutury: it in comprised ill the Tanjur.
Wilson, &'Note on tho likrature of Tibct." Clcanings in sciencc, Vol. III.,
p. 247. Compare also Iiodgsou, As. Rcs., Vol. XVI., 11. 431.-For many books
thc narncs of thc translators have bccn prcscrvcd to us.
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lators, instead of supplying us with correct versions, have
Interwoven t,liem with their own commentaries, for t,he
purpose of justifying the dogmas of their several schools.
To these alterations of the genuine text is chiefly owing
the obscurity that has so long shrouded t,he subject and
prevented a clear understanding of the principles of the
original Buddhism and its subsequent divisions.
Simultaneously with the formation of a Tibetan olphabet, books were also written in the native tongue. The
Mani Kambum, which is an historical work attributed
to Srongtsan Gampo, is the production of a Tibetan; and,
besides this, the "Grammatical Introduction," and the
"Characteristic Letters" of Thumi Sambhota, as well as
the historical works on Tibet written by the ancient
Tibetan translators, appear to have been composed in
the vernacular tongue. ' From the fourteenth century,
beginning with Taonkhapa, native literature developed
itself on a large scale. Tsonkhapa himself published
systematic works of a most voluminous character; his
principal works are the Bodhi-mur, the Tarnim-mur, the
Altanerike, and the Lamrim "a degree to advance," a t.itle
which has also been employed by other writers. Many
learned Tibetans also used the vernacular in composing their
numerous commentaries on Buddhist dogmas and history;
and in writing in Tibetan they were followed even by the
Mongolians, who were obhged to learn l'ibetan because it
formed (then, as now) t,he sacred language of divine service.
,

Also Ceoma, in hie paper on historical and grammatical marks in Tibet,
does not mention Snnskrit titles for theee books, aa he otherwise neu:~llydoes
when treating of aorke tmnelated from Sanskrit.
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All the Sanskrit translations were again collected,
in the form of compilationr;, in two large and voluminous
works, which contain irrespectively the sacred and the
profane publications of different periods. These compilations bear the titles of Kanjur, "translation of the commandments (of the Buddha)," and Tanjur, LL translation of
the doctrine." The Kanjur consists of one hundred and
eight large volumes, which are classed under the following
seven principal divisions:1. Dulva, or "discipline."
2. Sherchin, or lLtranscendental wisdom."
3. Palchen, or "astssociation of Buddhas."
. 4. Kontseg, or LLjewel
peak."
5. DO, Sfitras, or LLaphorims."
6. Myangdas, treating on the doctrine of "deliveranw
f h m emancipation from existence."
7. Gyut, "Tantra," treating on mysticism.
Each of these divisions is composed of a greater or
smaller number of treatises. The Kanjur is reputed to
contain the "word of the Buddha," its principal contents
being the moral and religious doctrines originally taught
by Sakyamuni and his disciples. The Tanjur comprises 225
volumes, which are divided into two great classes: Gyut
and Do, Its content is of a more miscellaneous character; there are also treatises on the different philosophical schools, besides various works on logic, rhetoric,
and Sanskrit grammar. In several volumes the subject
is the same as in the Kanjur.
The principal works in these collections were translated about in the. iiinth century, and other articles,
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especially those in the Gyut division, even much later.
For instance, the Kala Chnkra, or Dus kyi khorlo,
which is contained in the latter, was not introduced into
Tibet previous to the eleventh century; also the translation of the Do class of the Tanjur occupied no doubt
a longer period on account of the greater variety of it,s
contents.
Although it still remains impossible to determine
exactly the time when these two collections were first
compiled yet it is very likely, that the present arrangement
of the volumes is not previous to the beginning of the
last century; similar compilations may have existed in
earlier times, but it is not very probable that they
were exactly the same. We owe an abstract of the
contents of the E j u r and Tanjur to Csoma de Koriis,.
whose analysis has been abridged by Wileon. An Index
to the Kanjur ww edited by the Imperial Russian
Academy of St. Petersburgh in the year 1845, with a
preface by I. J. Schmidt; a memoir by Schiefner treats
of the logical and grammatical works embodied in the
Tanjnr. '
These collections were printed by order of Mivang,
regent of L h k , in the years 1728-46; the first edition
bcing prepared at N a h a n g , a town near Tashilhlinpo,
s t . 4 celebrated for its typographical productions. At the
present day they are printed in many of the monasteries;
See &bouttheee collectione H. H. Wilson, LLNote
on the literature of Tibet; "
Gleanings in science, Vol. III., p. 243. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. I. Csoma,
LLAnalysis,"As. Ree., Vol. XX. A. Schiefner, Bull. hist. phil. de St. Pet,
Vol. IV., No. 18. Wwiljew, "Notices sur lea ouvrages en langue de 1'Asie
orientale." Bullet. VoL XIII. Nos. 13. 14.
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but the paper as well as the impressions of those copies
at least which are sold at Pekin, are for the greater
port so bad, and the text is so full of errors, that a1toget,her they are scarcely legible.
For printing Tibetan only capital letters (Tib. Vuchan)
are used, as far as I know; for manuscripts small
letters (Vumed) are frequently employed, which, for the
requirements of running-hand, are often somewhat modified.
When Indian letters are employed for Sanskrit sentences,
the h n j i i alphabet, called by the Tibetans Lantsa, is used
in which also most of the ancient San~kritworks discovered
in Nepal are mitten; this Ranjii, or Lantsa, alphabet is s
variety of the Devaniigari alphabet, and is particularly employed for writing the mystical Sanskrit sentences, the Dha.ranis, which must be written without any alteration in order
to the preservation of their efficacy; and though the Tibetan
letters have been adapted to their exact transliteration, yet
we see the Ranja alphabet preferred in many instances.'
Tibetan books are spread all over Central Asia,
owing to the great reputation enjoyed by everything
that has its origin in Tibet, the chosen land of Padmapiini. The art of printing, long-known to the Tibetans,
and for which they employ engraved wooden blocks, must,
also have greatly favoured their dissemination. There i~
no Buddhist monastery which does not contain a series
of works in the Tibetan language, and the sums which
the Buriats and Kalmuks occasionally pay for the most
Compare: IIodgeon, "Illuet~ations,"p. 171 ; Schmidt, MPm. de 1'Acad.
des Sciencee, Tom. I., p. 41.-Concerning the Tibetan mode of printing, and
the technical terms for printing, printers' ink, &c, see IIodgson, As. Res,
Val. XVI., p. 421; Cunningham, LLLadak,"
p. 393.
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sacred of them, as e. g. the Kanjur and Tanjur, have
amounted in some cases to nearly $2,000.
A great many Tibetan books, as well origmd as translations from the Sanskrit, have reached Europe and Calcutta through the zealous exertions of Csoma, Schilling
von Cannstadt, Hodgson, some English gentlemen residing at the Hill Stations, and the members of the Russian
embassy at Pekin. The library and the museum of the
India Office, so richly supplied in every branch of scientific and practical objects referring to oriental life, possessea also a great number of important Tibetan works,
of which, however, till now no catalogue has been
published. The whole of the Kanjur and Tanjur are to
be found there. Another copy of the two collections exist
in the library of St. Petemburgh, which has, besides,
obtained the greatest number of important works on
Buddhism written in Tibetan, Mongolian and Chinese. The
Imp. library at Paris haa the Kanjur only. The Asiatic
Society of Bengal has likewise a complete copy of the
Kanjur; its copy of the Tanjur is incomplete, or at least
was so in 1831. An index of the Tibetan books in the
Asiatic Mweum of the Imperial Academy at St. Petersburgh, including the works it contained up to the yeas
1847, was published by I. J. Schmidt and 0. Boehtlingk ;
an appendix by Schiefner registers also the later works
sent from Pekin.' A new and detailed catalogue is now
in progress of publication, and d,
no doubt, furnish
Bulletin hist.-phil. de St. Petersb., Vol. IV.; M.-Colicerning the
astonishing number of important works so liberally presented by B. H. Hodgson
to London and Paris, see Wilson, "Buddha and Buddhim!' R As. Soc,
Vol. XVI, p. 234.
(i

.
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many interesting facts connecteci wit,h Buddhism, and
greatly enlarge our knowledge of Tibetan literature in
general. Of the Tibetan books contained in the library
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Csoma de Kijros had
begun to compile a detailed catalogue, when the undertaking was stopped by his death, and has not, I believe,
been cont,inued.
T h e T i b e t a n lalzguage has hcorne known in Europe
only of late years, the claims to a detailed and scientific
acquaintance put forward by Founnont, Miiller, and
Georgi being very exaggerated. The first inquirer who
placed the Tibetan language within the reach of European students, waq Csoma de Koriis, a zealous and
indefatigable Hungarian from Transylvania, who had
made it the principal object of his long and laborious
researches to discover the original seats of the Hungarians
(in German Hulaen), whose native land he expected to
find in Asia. Having failed in his attempts in Western
Asia, he retired, in 1827, for some months to the
monasteries of Zankliar, where he devoted himself to the
study of Tibetan literature, and succeeded in nearly completing-though
he had to undergo many hardships-a
dictionary and grammar of the Tibetan language, 9-hich
were published (in English) at Calcutta in the year 1832.'
Later, in 1839 and 1841, I. J. Schmidt published another
See some interesting remarks on his opinions, and an account of his
death in the Jonrn. of the As. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. XI., p. 303; Vol. XIV.,
p. 323, by Dr. Campbell.-There are two tribes in the mountains who h ~ v e
preserved the designation of LLHuns;"the one reeiding in GnHri IChbrsurn,
who d l themselves "IIunia;" the other being the Limbu in NepHl and
Sikkim, a lnrge division of whom goes by the name of the "Iiungs." Comp.
Campbell, J O U ~ IAs.
I . Soc. Ileng., Vol. IX., p. 599.
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Tibetan grammar and dictionary in German, which is likewise based upon original works and Tibetan-MongolianManju dictionaries. The contents of Schmidt's dictionary
exceed that of Csoma by about 5,000 words and terms.
Further notices on Tibetan grammar have been published by
Schiefner in the Bdletina of the St. Pebrsburgh Academy,
and more recently by Foucaux in his Gra,mm.zireTibttaine. In
theyear 1845 Schmidt published the translation of the large
Tibetan treatisc? ])sang-lun, "the wise and the unwise,"
together with the original text.' Foucaux next followed
with a translation of the R y p chher rol pa. In addition
to these publications I must still allude to the numerous
important t,ranslations by Schiefner and Wassiljew.
In 'connexion with my inquiries about a pictiire of the
goddess Doljang (see p. 66), I dso obtained from the Buriat
Lama Gombojew an abstract of the Mani Kambum, an
ancient historical work the aut4horshipof which is attributed
to king Sronghan Gampo. Schmidt had already drawn
attention to the great reputation of this work among
the Buddhisb of High Asia; he was not, however, so
fortunate (in 1829) as to procure for himself the Mani
Kambum, which has but recently reached St. Petemburgh.
As a t present we have nothing but an abstract of the
first chapter, by Jiihring, the interpreter of Pallas, I give
here Gombojew's cursory note on the general contonts
of this important work, which, short though it is, will
at least furnish an idea concerning one of the most
ancient historical books of Tibetan literature.
Additions ancl emcndntiona to Schmidt's edition were publisher1 Ijy
Schiefner in 1852.
ti *
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A n a l y s i s of t h e b o o k M a n i K a m b u m .
The book Mani Kambum (a name also softened into
Rfani Oambum), or literally Mani bka' 'bum, "a hundred
thousand precious commandments," contains in twelve
chapters a most detailed account of the numerous legendary tales respecting Padmapiids merits as the propagator of Buddhism in Tibet,. and a statement of the
origin and application of the sacred formula, "Om mani
padme hum." Some historical events are further added
with reference to Srongtsan Gampo (who lived from 617
to 698 A.D.) and his wives, as also a general explanation
of the leading doctrines , of Buddhism.
Chapter I. begins with a description of the wonderful
region Sukhavati (Tib. Devachan),' where Amitabha (Tib.
Odpagmed) sits enthroned, and wherein those are received,
who have merited the most perfect blissfulness of existence.
Once upon a time AmiGbha, after giving himself up
to earnest meditation, caused a red a ray of light to issue
fiom his right eye, which brought Padmapihi B6dhisattva
into existence; while from his left eye burst forth a blue
ray of light, which becoming incarnate in the virgins
Dolma (in Sanskrit Tara, the two wives of king Sronghn),
had power to enlighten the minds of living beings.
AmiGbha then blessed Padmapani Bodhisattva by laying
his hands upon him, when, by virtue of this benediction,
he brought forth the prayer "Om mani padme hum."
Padmapani moreover made ;I solemn vow to rescue all
See the following Chapter.
In Pallas' translation, p. 39G, this ray is of a whit. colour.
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living beings from existence, and to deliver all the
wretched souls in hell from their pains; and, in token of
his sincerity, he added the wish, that his head should split
into a thousand pieces, did he not succeed. To fulfil
his vow, he gave himself up to earnest meditation,
and after remaining absorbed in contemplation for some
time, he proceeded, full of wisdom, to look into the
various divisions of hell, expecting that its former inhabitante had ascended by virtue of his meditations to
the h h e r classes of beings which indeed had taken
place. But who can describe his amazement on seeing
the compartments of hell again as full as ever, the places
of the outgoing tenants being supplied by an equal number
of new-comers. This sight,, so dreadful and overpowering, proved too much for the unfortunate B6dhisattva,
who considered the cause of this apparent failure to lie
in the weakness of hi8 meditations. His head instantly
split into s thousand pieces, he fainted, and fell heavily to
t:he ground. Amitabha, deeply moved by the pains of
his unfortunate son, hastened to his assistance. He formed
the thousand pieces into ten heads, and assured him,
for his consolation, as soon as he had recovered his
senses, that the time had not yet arrived to deliver a11
beings, but that his wish should yet be accomplished.
From this moment Padmapani red~ubledhis praiseworthy exertions.'
This legend is somewhat d 8 0 m t l y given in tho Mongolian work
Nom Gharchoi Todorchoi Tolli, translated by Schmidt, LLForschungen,"
pp. 202-206. Padmapiini had vowed not to return to Sukhavati until all
beings, and the Tibetans in particular, should be brought through him to
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Then succeeds a history of the creation of the universe and of the animal beings; the twelve acts, the
Dzadpa chzlgnyi, of Siikyamuni are enumerated,' and an
account of the erection of the palace on the top of the
mountain Yotala is given, followed by a sketch of the
propagation of Buddhism from its beginning till the
deat.h of Srongtvan Gampo.
Chapter I 1 gives instructions concerning the prayers
to be addressed to Padmapani, and enumerates the immen= advantages offered by the frequent perusal, and
recital of the prayer "Om mani padme hum." A disconme
on "voidness" forms the conclusion.
Cicapter III. gives the meaning of the prayer "Om
mani padme hum." Remarks are also made upon t'he
different reprelientations of Padmapani; it is also explained why he is sometimes represented with three
faces and eight hands, again with eighteen faces and
salvation; but when he eaw that but the hundredth part of tho Tibetans
had entered the patbe of salvation, the longing to return to Sukhavati, came
upon him; and it wan in consequence of this desire that his head clove
into ten pieces (not into a thouand pieces as the h i Kambum hae it)
and his body was divided into a thoueand pieces; Amitibhe afterwards
repaired the corporeal damages.
The Tibetan biographies of Sdtyamuni are divided into twelve chaptere,
taken from his twelve ade, which are au follows: Li 1. He dewended from
among the Gods; 2. he entered into the womb; 3. he was born; 4. he
displayed dl kinds of arts; 6. he wae married, or eqjoyed the pleasurea of
the conjugal state ; 6. he left hie house and took the religious character;
7. he performed penances; 8. he overcame the devil, or god of pleasures;
9. he arrived at supreme pkrfection, or became Buddha; 10. he turned the
wheel of the law, or published his doctrine; 11. he wee delivered from pain,
or died; 12. his remsins were deposited (in a Chorten)." Csoma, uNotices on
the life of Shiikys." A. R. Vol. XX., p. 285. Compare also Schmidt., Ssanang
Seeteen," p. 312. Schiefner, LiTib.Lcbensbeschreibung Sirkyamuni's." M6moires
des sav. Ctrang., Vol. VI., p. 232.
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eight hands, and occasionally even with 1,000 faces and
as many hands and feet. Next is related the manner
in which Srongtsan Gampo became acquainted with the
tenets of Buddhism; in conclusion, some particular fach
are given respecting the general propagation of Buddhism
in Tibet and the mission of Thumi Sambhota to India.
Chapters IV. to VIII. are full of information respecting the qualities of Sams&ra,and the ethics and religious
ordinances of Buddhism. The illiterate state of the Tibetans is lamented; and then follows a short biography
of Padmapani Bodhimttva during his existence as King
Srongtsan Gampo.
A discourse is reported, in which this King enunciates, in reply to a question respecting the faculties of
the mind, that happiness and salvation depend upon
a man's own energy and conduct, and if one wish to
break the fetters of Samsara he can effect this by
reciting the prayer "Om mani padme hum," the power
of which is irresistible. Srongtmn takes upon himself to
interpret this prayer: he teaches it to his parents and
wives, and explains the duties to be observed by those
who believe in the truth of the doctrines revealed by the
Buddha. These explanations are calculated for practical
use, ' and relate to such topics as ignorance, sins, virtues,
and their iufluence.
Chapters IX. and X. recount the legends which are
intimately connected with Buddhist doctrines.
Chapter XI. treats of the end of Srongtmn's life.
Concernu~gthe nuulber of preecriytions to be observed and dogmas to

Le klicved in by the lower clburses see p. 103-7.
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Chapter XI1 speaks of the translation of the Sanskrit
books into Tibetan, as also of Thumi Sambhota's mission
to India, and of the alphabet he had formed from the
Devaniigari.
The &ni Kambum has been translated into Mongolian and into Dsungarian. The latter version was
executed, at the command of Dalai Khan, in the seventeenth century, by a Dsungarian Lama who had resided
for several years in Lhhw, and was distinguished, on
account of his translation, by the honourable title of
Pandit'.
The Dhyani BGdhisattva Pactmal~iini,or Avaliikitesvara, who is the subject of this work, is, of all the gods,
t,lie one most frequently implored, on account of his
being the representative of Siikyamuni and the guardian
and propagator of his faith until the appearance of the
future Buddha Maitreya, as well as on account of his
particular protection of Tibet.
In order to show the Tibetans the path to ultimate happiness, he has been pleased, they say, to manifest
himself, from age to age, in human shape. They believe
that his descent and incarnation in the Dalai Lama
takes place by the emission of a beam of light, and
t,liat he shall be finally born as most perfect Buddha
in %%t, instead of in India, where his predecessors had
appeared.
Padmapani has in the sacred books a great many
of names, and is represented under various figures.
Nost frequently he is addressed by the name of Chen-

m i , or more fully Chenresi vanchug, "tho powerful,
looking with the eyes," in Sanskrit Aval6kiti%varn.
To this name, as well as to that of Phagpa Chenresi,
in Sanskrit Ary&valGkita, or Chugchig zhal, "elevenfaced," correspond the representations of him with
eleven faces and eight hands. The eleven faces form
a pyramid, and are ranged in four rows. Each series of
heads has a particular complexion ; the three faces which
base upon tho neck are white, the three following yellow,
the next three red, the tenth is blue and the eleventh
(the face of Amitiibha) is red. Such is the arrangement
in all the Tibetan and Mongolian images I had occasion
to examine; but in the Japanese images presented in
the Nippon Pantheon the eleven faces are much smaller,
and are arranged similar to a crown; its centre is
formed by two entire figures: the lower one is sitting,
the other is standing above it; and tan smaller heads
are combined with these two figures in a kind of
radial arrangment; six are resting immediately on the
forehead, the four other, form the second row above
them.
Like Chagtong Khorlo, "the thousand-handed circle,"
or as Thugje chenpo chugchig zhal, "the great pitier with
eleven fsces," he has likewise eleven faces, but the number
of his hands amounts to a thousand. As Chag zhipa,
"foul:---armed," he is represented with one head and four
arms; two are folded, the third holds a lotus-flower,
the fourth tl rosary or a snare. As C h a h padma
karpo (in Sanskrit Padmaphi), "holding in the hand
a white lotus," he has two arms, one of which supports

.
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a lotus. He is called Chantong, "wit,h a thousand eyes,"
on account of having "the eye of wisdom" upon each
palm of his thousand hands. The name Jigten Gonpo
(in Sanskrit Lokapati, or Lokanatha), "lord of t,he
world, protector, saviour," is an allusion to his causing
deliverance from sins and protecting against all kinds
of evil.

VIEWS ON METEMPSYCHOSIS.
~ - s r a ~ a a . - ~ sOFmDELIVERANCE
FROM RE-BIBTH.-SUKHAVAT~,
THE ABODE
01 THE BLE~BED.

R e - births.

WEENtreating the developement of Buddhism, I had
repeated occasion to allude to metempsychosis, or the
migration of the souls of animated beings, as one of the
established laws of Buddhism, according to whlch man's
soul migrates as long as the causes of re-birth have not
been taken away from it. The forms under which any
living being may be re-born, are sixfold :- 1. The highest class are the Lha, "spirits, highest
beings, gods," Sanskr. Deva; they rank next to
the Buddhas, and inhabit the six celestial regions
(Sanskr. Devalokaa). Two of these regions belong to
the earth; but the four others, which are considered
as superior mansions! lie in the atmosphere, far
beyond the earth.
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2. The second class is formed by men, called Mi.
3. The third class are the Lhamayin, "the evil spirits"

literally, not a god (in Sanskrit Asuras). They are
the adversaries of the Devas, and the most powerful
of the evil spirits; they dwell in the regions below
the mountain Meru p b . Lhungpo).
4. The fourth class are the brutes (beasts), Dudo,
or Jolsong.
5. The fifth clam is formed by the Yidags, imaginary
monsters representing the state of a wretched
being (Sanskrit Pr6h). They do not receive food
or water, though greatly in want of both. Accordingly they ever remain in a state of extreme
hunger and thirst; their mouth hm the size of
a needle's eye, but their bodies are twelve miles
in height.
6. The sixth and lowest class of beings is composed
of the wretched inhabitants of the hell, Myalba
(Sanskrit Naraka), a place of dreadful punishment
for the wicked, who are tormented there most
cruelly.
Of the six classos, those of gods and men are styled
the good grades, the four others being called the bad
conditions. '
Respccting thcsc six ordcra of sentient existence sec Burnouf, "Lotus
dc la Bonnc Loi," p. 309; Pallas LLMongol.Viilkerachnftcn," Vol. II., p. 95;
Schmidt, "Uebcr dic dritte Welt der Buddhisten," Mk~n.do 1'Acnd. des sciences,
Vol. II., pp. 21-39. The Nongolian authorities place the Lhamayin before
man, degrading thc latter to the third class; but the works consulted by
Burnouf, RGmusat, Hardy, kc., classify them in tho order given in our text.
In many sacred books, howcvcr, only five claaeee arc cnumernted, the
Singhalcsc, for instancc, omitting the class of Aauras. IIardy's Manual,
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The class in which any animated being is to bc reborn depends upon the actions, or works, "Las,)' which
he has performed, either in the present life, or in a
previous existence ; they are the destiny (in Tibetan Kalba)
of the Buddhists, good works involving re-birth in one
of the superior classes, evil conduct in the bad states
of existence. The valuation of the works, viz. the determination of the moment in which the present existence
has to end, and of the class in which man has to be
reborn, is the particular business of Shinje, l L the Lord
of the dead," also called Choigyal (in Sanskrit Dharma
raja), "the king of the law." Shinje possesses a wonderful mirror, whlch shows him all the good and bad actions
of men; with a balance he weighs both the good and
he bad, and, if in this manner he finds that the present
existence of an individual has to cease, he orders one of
his servants, who are also styled Shinjes, to seize the
soul and bring it before him, in order that its future
may be announced. It not unfrequently happens, that
the messenger seizes a wrong soul by mistake, or in
some instances by design, being bought off by offerings.
The Lord of death, after revealing by his mirror that
the soul brought before him is the wrong one, then
dismisses it, and threatens his servant with severe punishment in the event of the mistake proving an intentiollal
one. At the same time, he orders another servant, to
bring him the right soul, which, pending the discovery,
p. 37; Burnonf, p. 377. For the deecription and divisione of hell see Foe
koue ki, Engl. Transl., p. 183; Hwdy'e Manual, pp. 2, 27; Pallae, Vol. II.,
P. 53-
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has remailled undist~lrbcdin the body. Hence it appears
that the life of a being can be lenghtened by propitiating
the servant of the Lord of death.'
M e a n s of d e l i v e r a n c e f r o m r e - b i r t h .
Re-birth is to be regarded in the light of an expiation of sins. The pains to be endured through
being subjected to migration are, however, considered
so terrible, that the Buddhist faith has offered its votaries the means of atoning, even during their lifetime,
for a portion a t least of the evil they have committed.
Emancipation may be obtained by subduing evil desires,
by the assiduous practise of virtues, of Dharanis, and
Tantras, and by confession. Already in the early history
of Buddhism me find confession of sins enjoined by
authority. Thus the novices had to perform this rite
before they were received into the congregation of the
faithful ; the predominant character of public worship, also,
when performed according to the prescriptions of the
book h t i m o k s h a , is decidedly that of a solemn confession (Poshadha) before the assembly of priests. This
renewal of priest'ly vows was, in fact, the original purport
1 Shinje answers to the god Yama of the liindus, about whom compare
Coleman, "Mythology of the Hindus," p. 112. The Diongolians call him Erlik
Khan, or Tnmantiika; Pallae, "Mongol. Volker." Vol. II., pp. 9661. "Voynges,"
Vol. I., p. %3. Pallee was told that the good and had actions are recorded
by two spirits, the one favourable, the other ill-natured. These, by order
of Shinje, bring the soul before him and mark the number of its good and
had actions by white and black pebblea, a proceeding which Shinje colltrols
by the book Realtan Tooli, in which the deeds of every individual are
registered.
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of confession; the dogma that it confers entire absolution
from sins ('(from the root, tsava nas") was esta1)lislicd
by the Mahiiyiina schools.'
Up to the present day this is also the character of
confession amongst the Tibetan Buddhists, who consider
it of the greatest influence for a happy metempiychosis
and the attainment of Nirvhna. The confession (in Tibetan Sobyong) always includes an open repentence .of
the sins and the promi* to commit no more. Also
the solicitation of the gods is indispensable, but various
are the modes which may accompany the avowal and
the prayers addressed to the deities for abolishment of
one's sins. As the most easy may be named the use
of the water which has been consecrated by the Lamas
in the divine ceremony Tuisol, "entreaties for ablution;"
but also the abstinence from food and the tiresome
reciting of prayers may be combined with it, a kind of
confession which bears the name of Nyungne, "to continue abstincn~e."~Such painful modes of getting rid
of sins are, however, not greatly in favour, and the less
as a simple address to the gods is considered to be
almost equally efficacious.
The gods who have the faculty of delivering
from sins, are for t.he greater part imaginary Buddhas
See Burnonf, LLIInroduction," p. 299. Caoma, LLAnalynie,*As. Rea.,
Vol. XX., p. jS. Waeeiljew, "Der Buddhismue," pp. 92, 100, 291. Prstimoksha ie a Manual containing the laws of the Buddhist priesthood. A
translation by the Rev. Gogerly appeared in the "Ceylon Friend," 1839;
an analysis is to be found in Caoma, 1. c., with whom compare Burnoufs
"Introdnction," p. 300. Hardy gives nnmerom extracts from its precepts.
a 'Rhmq "to be thoroughly washed;" gaol, "prayer, entreaty ;" enung,
"to reduce (in food);" gnaa, "to continue." For details I refer to Chapter XV.
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who are considered to have preceded Sakyamuni; otherw
are the holy spirits equal in power to the Buddhas, such
as the Herukas, Samvaras, &c. From all these deities
thirty-five Buddhas are considered the most effectual
in taking away sins, and to them accordingly the prayers
of the' contrite are most frequently addressed. These
Buddhas are styled Tungshakchi sangye soqp,' ;'the
thirty-five Buddhas of confession." Already in the two
highly esteemed Mahiiywa compilations, the Rrstnakiita
and Mahiisamaya, the adoration of these Buddhas is
strongly recommended ; and beautiful coloured images
of them adorn the interior of numerous monasteries,
where they take their places by the side of the most
celebrated Indian and Tibetan priests and gods. Prayers
to these Buddhas are also included in almost every Tibetan liturgy, or compilation of the daily prayers, such
as the Rabsal, "principal clearness," and Zundui, "collection
of c h a m . " The number of the Buddhas implored has
not been, however, limited to thirty-five; in one of
these petitionary addresses, the translation of which is
the object of Chapter XI, I found their number to be
fifty-one; also to the Buriata Tibetan treatises of this
kind are known in which more than the original number
of thirty-five Buddhas occurs.
One of these Buddhas is also Siikyamuni; he is called
in the address just mentioned by his Tibetan name,
Shakya Thub-pa, and is the twenty-seventh of the list; it
Ltung-bshags, Uconfeasion of sine;" kyi (chi) = the genitive case;
so-lnga "thirty-five."
Waesiljew, LLDerBuddhiamus," pp. 170, 1%.
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is said that "if a man once utter this name he shall be
purified from all sins committed in anterior existences."
In sacred images representing the Buddhas of confession
his figure is regularly the central and the most prominent
one, the other thirty-four Buddhas being sm~lleranci
ranged above his head. In a picture which had been
hung up in the temple of Gyungul, in Gnjri Khbrsum,
the images of various sacred persons are added to these
thirty-five Buddhas. Amongst the additional figures the
persons in the clerical garb of the ancient Indian priests
are the sixteen Netan (Sanskrit Shvirb), who are said
in the sacred books to have visited Ceylon, Kashmnir, and
the southern foot of the Kailba or Trans SQtlej range
already shortly after the first convocation of the Bikshus,
held immediately after Siikyamuni's death, and to have
spread in these countries Buddhist theories.' Six other
priests in Tibetan lamaic dress have each some words
written beneath them, viz. J e Tsonkhapa ; Prulku thongva
dondon; Khetup sangye; Jampaijang lhai thama shesrab
od; Khetub chakdor gyatso ; Grubchen tsulkhrim gyatso.
Tsonkhapa, the fanlous Lama, who was boru 1355 A.D.,
is honoured, by t'he title of reverence, j e ; Thongva
dondon (prulku, the word preceding his name, means
incarnation) was born in 1414 ; Khetup sangye is probably the Khetup pal-gyi senge of Csoma (born 1536) ;
1 See their Tibetan names in A. Schiefner's "Tibetrmische Lebensbeschretbnng Sfikyamuni's," Note 43. Caoma, As. Res, Vol. XX., p. 438, hns
for several of them other names. The Netane enjoy great reputation amongst
the TiheL?as, who have recited on various occasions a hymn in their honour,
eutitled Ketan chudrugi todpa "praisc of the sixteen Netan." The librarf
of the St. Petemburgh university has a copy of it.

"
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very perfect) is probably the
Tsulkhrim gyatso (grubchen tenth Dalai Lama, who ruled from 1817-35 ;' concerning
the other two Lamas I know no particulars.
An additional figure in Chinese dress haa the words
Genyen darma written a t his feet; Genyen (Sanskrit
Up-ka)
denotes him to be an adherent to the Buddhist
faith, Darma is most probably his proper name. He carries
a basket filled with the sheets of a religious book, probably the Priijna PBramita; this very ancient mode of
using n basket-case for the palm-leaves, which in former
times served aa paper, is said to be actually still in use
in !I!iiet, the single volumes of larger works being put
together into a common basket. Beneath the throne is
represented the goddess Lhamo (Sanskr. Kdiidevi), with
her attendants; Tsepqped (Sanskr. Amitiiyus), the god
of longevity; and the five great kings (in Tibetan Ku
nga gyalpo).

S u k h a v a t i , t h e a b o d e of t h e bleseed.
Complete deliverance from esistence, or from the
world in its most general meaning, is comprised under
the name of Nirvana (Tib. Xyangan las daspa, by contraction Nyangdas).' The essence of Nirvana is not clearly
pointed out in the sacred books; and tlus, indeed, is
See Csoma, "Grammar," pp. 181 eeq.
About Lhamo nee p. 112; concerning Tsepagmed see p. 129; about the
five great Kinge see Chnpter XILI.
Respecting the difference between the genuine idea of Nirvina, and
the Tibehn opinion, see Koppen, "Die Religion des Buddha," Vol. I..
p. 307.
3
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not possible in a philosophical system in which negation
of reality is the fundamental principle;' and the sacred
Buddhist books also declare a t every ocmion that it is
impossible positively to define the attributes and properties
of Nirvana.
The secondary kind of happiness, to which the Buddha
has likewise revealed the path,2 is the enjoyment of
Sukhavati, the abode of the blessed, into which ascend
those who have accumulated much merit by the practise
of virtues. Already the entering into Sukhavati involves
the deliverance from metemphsychosis, but not from absolute existence, nor is the perfection of the Buddhas
yet attained.
I n general, the Tibetans of the present day do not
properly distinguish between Nirvana and Sukhavati,
their highest ideal being attained by liberation from
rebirth and the reception into Sukhavati. My brothers
w h o have had frequent opportunity of consulting Tibetan
Lamas, learned that particular stress is now laid upon
the complete emancipation from metempsychosis. It is
believed, that then they have no feeling whatever about
their existence; a Lama once compared them to a
healthy man, who, though provided with a stomach,
lungs, a liver &c., experiences no feeling of their presence.
How greatly freedom from metempsychosis is prized,
appears from a conversation, which Hermann once held
wit& a Lama of Bhulkn. This nlan who had been at
Lhbsa during the residence there of the French miskioni See p. 33.

' Compare p. 42.
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aries, Huc and Gabet, had seen some coloured lithographs representing our Saviour Jesus Christ, and various
episodes of ~ i b l ehistory. The Lama alleged against the
creed of these missionaries, that it does not afford final
emancipation. According to the principles of their religion, he mid, the pious are rewarded with a re-birth
among the servants of the supreme God, when they are
obliged to pass an eternity in reciting hymns, psalms,
and prayers, in his glory and honour. Such beings, he
argued, are con~equent~ly
not yet freed from metempsychosis; for who can assert, that, in the event of their
relasing in the duty assigned them, they shall not be
expelled from the world where God resides, and in
punishment be re-bani in the habitation of the wretched. '
Buddhist doctrines, the Lama concluded, are certainly
preferable to this theory: they do not allow a man to
be deprived of the fruits of the good works performed
during life; and if once arrived at final perfection, he
is never again, under any circumstances, subjected to
metempsychosis, although, a t the same t.ime, if desiring
to benefit animated beings, he is at liberty to re-assume
the human form, whenever it pleases him, without.
being obliged to retain it or to suffer from any of its
disadvantages.
The ha.ppy region Sukhavati, where thrones Amitzibbha.,
lies towards the west.2 I11 Sanskrit it is called SukhaIn the prints seen by the Lama angels were doubtless depicted soaring
in the air and hovering round the chief figures of the picture. He must
have also heard of the expulsion of the bad nngels from heaver.
Genuine Buddhism rejects the idcn of a particular locality being appropriated to Xirvnna. In the remarkable treatise entitled Nilindn prnann,
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vsti, "abounding in pleasures ;" in Tibetall Devachan,

the happy; " the Chineses designate it Ngyan-lo, " pleas:
ure;" Kio-lo "the greatest pleasure;" Tsing-tu "pure or
glorious land;" and in sacred treatises it is denonli~lated~the
pure region, a kind of prosperity." We find an account,
of this glol-ious region of Amitabha in many religious
books.' Sukhavati is declared to be a large lake, the
surface of which is covered with lotus-flowers (Pndmas),
red and white, wit11 perfumes of rare odour. These
flowem form the couches for pious men, whose virtues
were the cause of their growth, while yet sojourners
upon earth. Such men, after being purified from their
sins, soar up into their lotus-flowers. The inl~abitant~s
of this pnr'dise are moved to earnest devotion by the
beautiful song of paradiviacal birds, and receive food and
clothes for the mere wishing, without any exertioil on
translated by Hardy in his works on Buddhism, the priest Nagasena (Nirwjuna),
is said to have replied to the King Milinda of Sangala (who ruled about 140 B.C. ;
see A. Weber, Indisehe Studien, Vol. III., p. 121), in answer to his inquiries about
the nature, essence, and locality of Nirvcina: "Nirvnna is nhcrever the precepts
can be observed; and there may be tho observance in Yawnna, China, Milita,
,4lasanda, Nikumba, Kibi, Kaeala, lihmira, Ghandhiira, (he summit of Mah%
M@N, or the Brahmelokns; it may be nnywhere; juet as he who hns two
eyes can see the sky from any or all of these places; or aa any of theso
places may have an eastern side." Eastern Monachiem, p. 300.
Some descriptions of this region werc translated from the Mongolian and
Chinese into European languages by Pallas, "Mongol. Viilker," Vol. 11. p. 63 (his
description, however, seems not to have been correctly be rendered from the
original text, see Schott); Schmidt, UGeschiehte Ssanang Ssetsens," p. 323
(from the Bodhimor) ; Kowalewsky in hia "Mongolian Chrestomathyn (in
Russian), VoL lI., p. 319. Schott, ILDerBuddhaismus in Hochasien," pp. 50-9.
Compare sleo the analysis of the Sukhavnti vyuhn in Burnoufs "Introduction," p. 99, and in Csoma's paper, As. Res., Vol. XX., p. 439. Amox~g
other Tibetnn books containi~~g
a description of it, are tho Mani Kambull~
and the Odpagmed kyi shing kod, 'Lconstruction of Amitiibha's land." The
library of St. Petersburgh has a copy of it in n Mongolian translation,
entitled: Abidn in orono dsokiyal.
- -

their part. They have not yet reached the estate of a
Buddha, but have entered the direct path which leads
to it; they are endowed with the faculty of assuming
human forms and descending upon earth; although when
doing so, they are not subjected to a repetition of births,
but rise again to the region they have left. Re-birth into
a Padmaflower of this paradise is obtained by invocations
of the Buddhas, and nlore particularly of Amitiiblia; a
form of devotion, according to the Tsing tu nen, translated by Schott, involving greater merit: thali that of
offerings and iuortificationr;.

CHAPTER X.

DETAILS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE RELIGION
OF THE PEOPLE,
AMOUNT
OF BBLIQIOUI KNOWLEDGE.-GODS,
GENIIA X D MALIONAFT
SPIEITS.
The epirib Lhnmayin and Dudpos. The legends about Lhamo, Tssngpe,
md Chakdor.-Paa~~ss.

A m o u n t of r e l i g i o u s knowledge.

IT is evident that a religion containing so much of
philosophical speculation and divided into many various
systems, schools and sects, cannot be known in its full
extent ,by the lower classes forming the bulk of the
population, but only by those of a certain degree of
education. Csoma, who paid great attention during
his personal intercourse to the general amount of
i*eligious knowledge amongst the various clarsses, gives
the following details in his "Notices :"I
"The systems Vaibhbhikq Sautrant,ika, Yogiicharya,
and Madhyamika, are well known to Inally of the learned
Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. VII., p. 14!L

in Tibet; but there are, 011 the other hand, many who
are acquainted with their names only. The works explanatory of the Yogacharya and Madhyamika theories
can be understood only by the learned, because they deal
with too many abstract terms and minute distinctions,
while the generality of the religious persons (or tho
clergy) prefer reading Tantrika works, and of the Kanjur,
the Dulva (or discipline), and some tracts of the Do (or
Siitra) class.'' He adds, that the Tibetans are tolerably
familiar with the dogma of the "three vehicles" (Tib.
Thegpasum, Sanskr. Triy~m). This dogma, which has
been taken &om the 3lahiiy8na schools, is explained in
detail in the Tibetan compendiums entitled Lamrim, or
t,he gradual way to perfection, of which the most celebrated was written by Tsonkhapa. The argumentations
of these books are taken from the consideration, that .
the dogmas of the Buddha are intended alike for the
lowest, the mean or middle, and the highest capacities;
as they contain low, or vulgar, middle, and high principles; thus, from the knodedge of each of these classes
a particular degree of perfection is deducible. They then
describe what a- man must believe according to his capacities, in the following terms:
1. "Men of vulgar capacities must believe, that there
is a, God, that there is a future life, and that
they shall earn the fruits of their works in this,
their worldly life.
2. Those that are in a middle degree of intellectual.
and moral capacity, hesicietj admitting the former
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positions, must know, that every compound thing
is periehable, that there is no reality in things;
that every imperfection is pain, and that deliverance from pain, or bodily existence, is final
happiness or beatitude.
3. Those of the highest capacities must know, in
addition to the above enumerated dogmas, that
from the body, or last object, to the supreme
soul, nothing is existent by itself; neither can it
be said that it will continue always or cease absolutely, but that every thing exists by a dependent, or causal connexion (or concatenation).
5. With respect to practice, those of vulgar capacity
are content with the exercise of the ten virtucs.
Those of a middle degree, besides fulfilling the
ten virtues, endeavour to excel in morality, meditation, and ingenuity, or wisdom Those of the
highest capacities, besides the former virtues, will
perfectly exercise the six transcendental virtues."
Also with reference to the summum bonum of beatitude or perfection, three degrees are distinguished. Some
are already content with a happy transmigration, and
limit their wishes to be re-born as gods, me11 or
Asuras. Others hope to be rewarded by a re-birth in
Sukhavati, and to be delivered from pain and bodily
existence. A t'hird class wishes not only to attain
Nirvana for themselves, but also to show otllers tho
paths leading to it in n future period as most perfect
Buddhas.
Such ;L l~owel-,howevcs, ci111 only be gained by those
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who enter the priesthood, or, aa the Lamas say, who
take the vows, Dom. There are many legends illustrating the merits to be acquired by entering the religious
order and inculcating the necessity of doing so.' The
idea a t last grew into an undisputable dogma, that
laymen cannot @in the Bodhi in their present existence,
but only in a future state; their actual religious occupations will secure the reward of re-birth in a happy
condition, or in Amitabha's celestial region, but, with
respect to the supreme rank of a Buddha, their attempts
are nothing but preparations.
Clear and intelligible as these principles are, they
have been found nevertheless, too learned for the lay
followers of Buddhism; and for a more general diffusion,
a code of eight specific duties was drawn up, forming a
practical summary of the laws of the Buddhist faith.
The contents of the popular code are given in Csoma's
paper as follows:
1. To take refuge only with Buddha.
2. To form in one's mind t,he resolution to strive t o
attain the highest degree of perfection, in order
to be united with the supreme intelligence.
3. To prostrate one'sself before the image of Buddha;
to adore him.
4. To bring offerings before him, such as are pleasing to any of the six senses: as, lights, flowers,
garlands, incenses, perfumes; all kinds of edible
and trinkable things (whether raw, or prepared);
See p. 27, 38.-I cite as an exainplc Schmidt, LLDaang-lun,
der Wcise
und der Tl~or,"p. 108.
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stuffs, cloths, &c. for garments and hanging
ornaments.
5. To make music, sing hymns, and utter the praises
of Buddha, respecting his person, doctrine, love
or mercy, peifectionu or attributes; and hit; acts.
or performances, for the benefit of all animal
beings.
(i.To co~lfessone's siris with contrite heart; to ask
forgiveness for them and to resolve sincerely riot
to commit the like hereafter.
7. To rejoice in tlie moral merits of all animal being^,
and to wish that they may thereby obtain final
emancipation or beatitude.
H. To pray and entreat all tllc Buddhas that arc
now in the ~vorlcl to turn the wheel of religion
(or to teach their doctrines), and not to leave
tlle world too soon, but to remain here for many
ages, or Kalpu.
Gods: g e n i i , a n d m a l i g n a n t s p i r i t s .
The Tibetan Buddhists believe well-being and misfortune alike to depend upon the action of gods,
geni~,and maligiarit 'spirits.' The gods are considered
to exist in large numbers; they derive their divine
nature from having received a particle of the supreme
intelligence, which possesses such 1)ower and is of such
JIany instances of this belief, comliion to all the Buddhist races of
Asia (Schmidt, ~ F o r a c l i u ~ ~ g p.
e ~ ~137;
, " " S s a n a r ~Ssetsen,"
~
1). S52; AIarsden,
"l'hc travels of .\Iarc.o 1'111f1."111~.I.?)!', lti3), will be found i l l tllc writers 011
'l'ibet

.
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illimitable extent as to allow of a division amongst any
number of beings. All gods are, therefore, embodiments
and multipliccttions of one and the same supreme wisdom,
created for the purpose of choosing the most suitable
way for the salvation of mankind from Samsara (the
world).' In the face of all these gods, the Lamas
emphatically maintain monotheism to be the real
character of Buddhism.
In Tibetan the collective name for deity (god and
genius) is Lha, an appellative similar to its Sanskrit
equivalent Deva, meaning a god, a divinity. The deities
have each their particular names, by which they are
worshipped, as also their definite spheros, beyond whicll
they cannot exercise any power, but within which t.hey
cannot be influenced by another god. They materially
assist man in his undertakings, and remove the dangers
with which they may be threatened from natural phenomena-acts
in which they feel great delight and pleasure
and which they perform in a state of calmness, Zliva.
There exist male as well as female deities, the latter
being either the wives of male deities, deriving from
the husband the same power of whicll he is the possessor, or they are endowed with special faculties of
their own. Of this kind are the Samvaras (in Tibetan
Dechog), and the Herukas, female genii equal in power
to the Buddhas, whose ilnages occur in niimerous religious
pictures. '
Schmidt, in MCm. de llAcad. de Pctersb., Vol. I., p. 119.
Csoma in his Analysis, As. Ree., Vol. SX., p. 489, considera these divine
beiugs as two gods or demons, and, ill an other passage, p. 491, he calla the
1Ii.ruka a deified sniut of thc character of Siva,nnd the Samvwd a Iliikini. He
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The malignant spirits are designated by names expressive of their hostility towards man, as Da, "enemy,"
Geg, "devil;" the most dreaded are the Lhamayin and
the Dudpos.
To the Lhamnyin, amongst which also man may
be re-born (see p. 92), the Yakshas, the N%g,zs, the
akshasas, and many other groups of illnatured spirits
are subjected; their particular adversaries are the four
Mahariijaa (Tib. Gyalchen zhi), who dwell upon the fourth
step of the mount MGru.' Amongst these evil spirits
those deserve a particular notice who cause the Dusmayinpar chi, or 'Guntimelydeath." According to the
belief of the Tibetans, that is considered an untimely
death, which, in opposition to the ordinary course of
nature, is accelerated by the evil spirits, such as Sringan,
Dechad, Jungpo, and others. As a consequence of premature decease, the "Bardo," is prolongated. This is the
middle state between the death and the new re-birth,
which does not follow immediately, but there exists an
interval, which is shorter for the good than for the
bad. The prolongation of this intermediate state is considered = a punishment caused by evil spirits who have
only power over sinful men. The soul exists during
this interval without any shape whatever, and the
also treab or both in the singular number; but Burnouf, uIntroduction," p. 538,
doubt8 whether Samvara be a proper name; and his opinion is supported by the
fact that various Samvaraa and Herukrre occur in picturee; aa well as by the
Tibetan treatise Dechogi gyut, in which numerous Samvaraa and H+3-~kaa
are
mentioned. The cnse appeara to be similar to that of Shinje, the judge of the
dead (see p. 93), whose assistante, the Dudpoq are likewise styled Shinjes.
See Burnouf, "Introduction," p. W3. Schmidt, in M6m. de 1'Amd. de
Petersb., Vol. II., 1). 33 et seq.
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wretched ones, who have been seized by the spirits,
make earnest efforts hut without success to get placed
within a body. At such moments they appear to men
as a raw, shapeless piece of meat, and such a vieion is
considered unlucky, boding illness and even death.
Dharanis and particular offerings are supposed to. keep
off such dreaded visions, and the wealthy have magical
sentences and treatise^ printed, of which the following
are the most frequently met with:' Choichi gyalpoi shed
dul, "to break the power of Choigyal," an epithet of
Shinje; Tamdin gyalpoi sri nanpa,
subdue the honourable King Tamdin"; Dragpo chinsreg, LLthefierce
sacrifice ;"' J i g grol gyi pavo L L the hero delivering from
the danger (of Bardo)."=
The Dudpos, the assistants of Shinje, the judge of'
the dead, and often likewise called Shinjes, inhabit the
region Paranirmita Vasavartin ("that exercises a power
over the metamorphoses produced by others"), the hlghest
in the world of desire. They try to hinder the depopulation of t<heworld by supporting man in evil desire,
and by keeping off the B6dhisattvas from attaining the
Bodhi; it is they who disturb the devoutness of assembled Buddhists, and put an end to steady meditation by
assuming the shape of a beautifill woman, or by suggestUntimely death is alao enumerated in a Tantra of the Kanjur nn~onget
the objects of fear against which protection is obtained by the 1)huranis
therein mentioned. Ceoma, bLAnalysis,"As. Res., Vol. XX., p. 519. Respecting the dogma of the Bardo, see Wassibew, &'DerBuddhismue," p. 110.
Chinsreg ia the Tibetan name for the burnt-offering, a description of
which is to be found in Chapter XV., No. 2; about T m d i n compare No. 5.
In full title: Bardo phrang grol gyi sol debjig grol gyi pavo zhechava
"a petition protecting from the rhaeln of Bardo, or a hero delivering from
the danger (of Bardo)."
J

,

ing ludicrous ideas, by asserting that those who do not
enjoy the pleasures of life shall be re-born in hell, with
many other tricks of a similar nature. But they are
also those spirits who, when the time of death has
arrived, seize the released ~ o u land bring it before
Shinje, their Ring, to be tried and sentenced according
to its works. The apparent contradiction of this function
with their tendency to induce man to abandon himself
to pleasure in existence, is to be explained from the
dogma, "that birth and decay cannot be separated;"
whence it results that the gods who cause existence
simultaneously bring into action the de~truct~ive
power.
which is the unavoidable consequence of existence.'.
To subdue the evil spirits, is one of the most important duties of the gods and genii, and they assume
a horrible aspect when fighting .with the evil spirits;
during these such dreadful encounters, they are supposed
to become highly inflamed with rage. Though any god
is at liberty to subdue any of the evil spirits, yet there
exist a particular class who have especially devoted
themselves to t,he extirpation of evil spirits, in the pursuance of which object they are further confirmed by an
awful oath deposited in the hands of the Buddha Vajradhara.
These gods are called Dragsheds, "the cruel
hangmen," and their anger against the evil spirits-so
Foe koue ki, Engl. transl., p. 248. Schmidt, M6m. dr 1'Acod. de
Petersb., Vol. IL, p. 24. LLSsenangSseben," p. 310.
See about him p. 50 et acq.
From dragpo, "cruel, wrathful," and gahed-ma a hangman." In Mongolia
out of this variety of Dragshed8 eight are particularly worshipped; they are
styled, according to Pallas, 'LJlongol.Viilker," Vol. II., p. 95, Naimen Dokahot.
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the legends relate-arose
in consr?quence of the innumerable tricks that had been played off upon them
by the latter. There are again subdivisions amongst
the Dragsheds themselves. The one called Yab yuin
chudpa, "the father embracing his mother," in addition
to his power of siiccessfully keeping off a legion of evil
spirits, is also able to deliver man from his sin^, if the
latter sincerely repent and confess them prostrate before
his image. These representations show them in a curious
position, with a female tenderly clasped round their
bodies.
As an addition to the number of the legendary tales
communicated by Pallas concerning the eight Dragsheds
whom the Mongolians predominantly imfilore, I insert
here the legends about Lhamo (Sanskr. Kaladevi), Tsangpa
(Sanskr. Brahma), and mChakdor or Chakna dorje (Sanskr.
Vajrapani), having become the adversaries of the evil spirits.
The legend about L h a m (Sanslir. Kdliidev~). The
goddess Lhamo' was married to Shinje, the king of the
Durlpos, who a t the time of the marriage had assumed
the form of the king of Ceylon. The goddess had made
a vow, either to soften her husband's notoriously wild
and wicked manners, and make him favourably disposed
towards the religion of Buddha, or, failing in her
praiseworthy endeavours, to extirpate a royal race so
In a prayer addresse'cl to this goddess, and which is printed on Plate
No. III., she is aleo invoked by the name of Rimate -The present legend is
related in the book Paldan Lha~noikang ehag, "to perform confession before
the venerated Lhamo," a treatise which is read when otferinga are presented
to this goddcss. A copy of this book in Tibetan and Mongolian is in the
library of the Petereburg11 university. Tl~nMongolian edition contains some
detnils i n Kalmuk, which are not met with in tllr Tilwhn.
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hostile to his creed by killing the children that might
issue from the marriage. Unfortunately it was beyond
her power to effect an improvement in the evil ways of
the king, and, accordingly, she determined to kill their
son, who was greatly beloved by his father because in
him he had hoped to put a complete end to Buddhism
in Ceylon. During a temporary absence of the king,
the goddess put her design in execution; she flayed her
son alive, drank the blood from out his skull, and even
ate his flesh. She then left the palace and set out for
her northern home, using her son's skin as a saddle for
the king's best horse. On his return, seeing what had
happened, the king a t once seized a bow, and, with a
terrible incantation, shot off a poisoned arrow after his
dreadful wife. The arrow pierced the horse's back, in
which it stuck fast; but the queen, neutralizing the efficacy of the imprecation, took out the deadly weapon and
uttered the following sentence: "May the wound of my
horse become an eye large enough to overlook the
twenty-four regions, and may I myself extirpate the race
of these malignant kings of Ceylon!" The goddess then
continued her journey towards the north, traversing in
great haste India, Tibet, Mongolia, and part of China,
and finally settling in the mountain Oikhan, in the
district Olgon, which is supposed to be situate in Eastern
Siberia. This mountain is said to be surrounded by
large, uninhabited deserts, and by the ocean Muliding.'
1 A portrait of Lhamo, who is identical with the goddess Okkin Tiingri of
the Mongolians, and with the Chammo or Lchnmu of Pallas (Mongol. V6lkerschaften, Vol. II., p. Y8), I found added to the picture of the thirty-five Buddhas

The legend about Tsangya (Urahma). Tsttngpa, a
follower of the Buddha, who had retired into the woods,
was on the point of discovering the secrets of the Buddha
cloctrille by extraordinary meditation and the practice of
virtues, when a Dudpo appeared before him in the shape of
a beautiful woman, who offered him exquisite delicacies.
Tsangpa incautiously partook of them, was soon drunk,
and in his phrensy killed.the ram upon which the demon
had ridden. By this savage act he lost the merits of the
good works which he had accumulated with so much
pain and perseverance, and attained no higher degree than
that of a common follower, or Upasaka (Tib. Genyen).'
Tsangpa was now filled with rage towards the evil
spirits, and took an awhl oath, in the hands of
of the Buddha Vajradhara, vowing to do his utmost to
extirpate the pernicious race through which he had lost
his position.
The legend about Chalidor (Vajrapirni).' Once upon
a, time the Buddhas all met together on the top of
Mount Meru, to deliberate upon the means of procuring
the water of life, Dntsi (Sanskr. Amritn), which lies
of confession described 1). 97. There is a similar rej)resentation of her in
Plate VI. of Pallas's work, beneath the central figure; in Fig. 5, Plate IX.,
she is represented without the staff and the skull-cup.
I have already stated that these are not virtually admitted to the rank
of a Buddha See pp. 28, 38, 106.
Thia legend inclines me to believe that Manjusri, a BBdhisattva, and
the god of wisdon~ (see p. 65), did not, when repelling the obnox~ous
Choichishalba, take the dreadful form of Yamantaka by order of Sikyamuni,
as Pallas waa informed (see his Mong. Volker., Vol. IL, p. 9G), but assumed
it of his own free will, and in consequence of a similar snare laid for him.
This legend is given in the book Ijrimed she1 phrrng, L6~potlrss
gnrlnnd
ot rrystnls." For an in~ngc. of V;?jmpini sre Plate 11.
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VqjrapU or Chakdor, the rubduer of the evil rpirik.
Bedoeed from the orlglnd, which L cut into a prayer-stone put upon a pragrr a n l l
in Sfkklm.
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concealed a t the bottom of the deep ocean. In their
benevolence, they intended, as soon as they obtained
possession of the water of life, to distribute it amongst
the human race as ,z powerful antidote agdnst the strong
poison Hala hala, which the evil demons, a t this period,
had been using with ~ u c h mischievous effect against
mankind.
In order to procure the antidote they determined to
chum the ocean with the mountain Mgru, and so muse
t h e water of life to rise to the surface of the sea. This
they did, and delivered the water of life to Vajrapani,
with orders to secure it safely until a future meeting,
when they would impart it to living beings. Rut the
monster R&hul (Tib. Dachan), a Lhamayin, happened to
hear of this precious discovery, and having carefully
watched Vajrap~ni's movements, seized an opportunity,
in the absence of the latter, to drink the water of life;
not ~atisfied with this act, he even voided his water
deliberahly into the vessel. He then hurried away as
fast as possible, and had already proceeded a great
distance, when Vajrapaui came home, and having perceived the theft, instantly set out in pursuit of the culprit.
In the course of his flight Rahu had passed the sun and
1 In his "Manual of Buddhism," p. 58, Hardy has extracted from Ginghalose b o o b the following mythic~lmeasurement6 of %huls hody: "RBhu is
76,000 miles high; 19,000 miles broad across the shoulders; his head is
14,500 miles round; his forehead is 4,800 miles broad; from eye brow to
eye-brow he measures 800 miles; his mouth is 3,200 miles in size, ~ n 4,800
d
miles deep; the palm of his hand is 6,600 miles in size; the joint of his
fingers 800 miles; the sole of his foot 12,000 miles; from liis elbow to the
tip of his fingers is 19,000 miles; and with one finger he cnn cover the sun
or moon, so as to obscure their light."
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the moon, whom he menaced with vengeance, should they
venture to betray him to Vajrapani. His searches proving fruitless, VajrapStni betook himself to the sun, and
asked him about Rahu. But the sun replied evasively,
saying, that he had certainly seen somebody passing a
long time ago, but had paid no particular attention as
to who it was. The moon, on the other hand, returned
a a n d i d answer, only requesting that Vajrapani would
not repeat it before Rahu. Upon this information R ~ h u
was shortly afterwards overtaken, when he got such a
terrible blow from VajrapStni7s sceptre that, besides rereceiving many wounds, his body was split into two
parts, the lower part of the body with the legs being
ent)irely blown off.
The Buddhas once more held a meeting, in which
they deliberated upon the best means of disposing of
Rahu's urine. To pour it out would have been most
da~igerous for living beings, as it contained a large
quantity of the poison Hala hala; they therefore determined, that Vajrapani should drink it, in just punishment for the carelessness through which the water of
life liad been lost. Accordingly he was forced to do
so, when his fair, yellow complexion was changed bjthe effects of this dangerous potion into a dark one.
Vajrapani conceived, from his transfiguration, a most
violent rage against all evil demons, and in particular
againet Rahu, who, notwithstanding his deadly wounds,
was prevented from dying by the water of life. This
powerful water, however, dropped from his wounds snd
fell all over the world, numerous medicinal herbs
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springing up on the spoh where it touched the soil. A
severe punishment was also inflicted upon Rahu by the
Buddhas themselves; they made a horrible monster of
him, replaced his legs by the tail of a dragon, formed
nine different heads from his broken one, the principal
wounds were made into an enormous throat, and the
lesser ones changed into so many eyes.
%hu, who had ever distinguished himself from his
felhw-boings by his wickedness-in their earliest youth
even th8 other gods had to suffer from his mlignitybecame, after this transformation, more dreadful than he
was before. His rage was turned especially towards the
sun and the moon, who had betrayed him. He is constantly trying to devour them, particularly the moon,
who displayed the most hostile disposition towards him.
He overshadows them whilst trying to devour them, and
thus muses eclipses; but owing to Vajrrrpiini's unceasing
rigdance, he cannot succeed in destroying them.'
Prayers.
Prayers, in the usual sense of the word, as addresses
to the deity imploring assistance, or in the form of
This legend decidedly derives its origin from the Hindus, from whose
tales it wan taken alniost without alteration. According to these, the water
of life, Amrita, was also procured by churning the ocean, and was distributed amongst the gods. R&u, a monster with a dragon's tail, disguised himself
like one of the gods, nnd received a portion of i t ; his fraud having been
discovered by tho sun and moon, Vishnu severed his head; but the nectarean
fluid secured his immortality. See Fr. Wilford, UOn Egypt and the Nile,"
As. Res., Vol. ILL, p. 331, 419; LIEssay on the Sacred Isles in the Went,"
ils. Rea., Yol. XI.,p. 141.
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thanksgivings and praises for mercies received,' are known
to genuine Buddhism only in the form of hymns for
honouring and glorifying tho Buddhas and Bodhisattvae,
for having pointed out to man, by word and example, the
right path leading to Nirvwa. But in the Mahayana
Buddhism man is not directed to perfection by information
only, but he may hope to be actually supported by divine
assistance; for t.he Bodhisattvas, instead of emulating the
quietness of the Buddhas, are supposed to wander about
in the world and to ensure by their powerful hsistance
man's attainment of eternal happiness. We here meet
with implorations which, in their first stage, however, do
not exhibit the character of ,petitions or thanks, but
only express the desires of the votary to attain the same
high faculties as the Bodhisattvas enjoy themselves.
Whenever, in the legends, any Buddhist is about to perform a meritorious work, he utters the words: "May I
become delivered from pains on account of this work,
and may I lead all beings to deliverance by my good
example and these works." But in the books belonging
to the later Mahiiyiina and the mystical schools, we see
such wishes very iloaely allied to the dogma of an unlimited charity of the Bodhisattvas towards man. As
an example of this I quote a Tantra, of the Kanjur, in
which seven imaginary Buddhas had each desired, when
they were practising a holy life in order to become
1 Schott, *'Uebcr den Buddhaismus in Hochseien," p. 58. Wassiljew, 1. c.,
pp. 136, 139, 166. Csoma, "Analysi:," As. Ree., Vol. XX., p. 508. Soe also
the Address to the Buddhaa of Confession in the followi~~g
ckaptcr.-Conccrning the Gcyse, or worke in metric form, to the glory of the Iluddhas
i~ndBGdhisattvas, scc Ijurnoufs I~~troduction,
1). 62.
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Buddhas, that all animal beings (or creatures) that were
suffering such m d such specified kinds of misery or
distress, might, at the time of their becoming Buddhas,
enjoy all sorts of prosperity and happiness. 111 tlie
sacred writings of these systems the mythological Buddhas residing in the various regions beyond the earth
are frequently addressed with prayers ill the strict sense
of the word, itnd the reciting of prayers is recommended
as a most successful expedient for annihilating sins and
for removing the impediments which hinder tho attainment of final emancipation.
In Tibet this is also the actual opiuion respecting
prayers (Till. Monlam). The general confidence of the
Tibetan Buddhists in their efficacy is more especially
due to their enjoying the character and possessing the
virtue of Dhiirani~;they are endowed with supernatural
powers and are considered to exercise an irreclistible
magical influence over the deity implored. That this is
the light in which they are viewed is clearly evident
f?om the form of many prayers, which are frequently
little more than mere incantations. Here, for instance, is an address to the goddess Lhamo, which runs
thus: "I summon thee hither from the north -eastern
region surroulided by the great ocean Muliding, by the
blue letter Hum, which is traced upon my heart,
spreading with its iron hook a beam of light;-thee,
the mighty and powerful mistress and queen Rimate and
thy attendants;" '
1 For the Tibetan text which Adolphe got written down by
Plate So. 111.

tr

Lama, eeo
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Other prayers are, according to their form, praises,
or hymns, or petitions in which the name of the god
addressed is mentioned, as in the prayer: Om Vajrapiini
hum; or is a t times omitted altogether, as in the
celebrated six- syllable prayer: Om mani padme hum,
0, the Jewel in the Lotus: Amen. This prayer is an
invocation of Padmapiini (see p. 88), who is believed to
have delivered it to the Tibetans; it is the most frequently repeated of all prayers, and has on this account
excited the curiosity of the earliest visitors to Tibet. Its
real meaning, however, was long involved in doubt, and
it is only by the most recent researches that a positive determination has been finally arrived at.' The
Lotus (Nymphea Nelurnbo, Linn.), is known to be the
symbol of highest perfection, and is here employed in
allusion to Padmapani's genesis from this flower. To
each syllable of the prayer is attributed a special magical
faculty,' and this theory has perhaps more favoured i&
general application than its supposed. divine origin.
In the plates this prayer occurs in No. N., which is
a print from an original wood-block. In a prayer cylinder
which I had the opportunity of opening, I found the
See Klaproth, LiFrngmenta Buuddtuques," p. 27 ; Schmidt, MBm. dc
llAcad. de Phtersb., Vol. I., p. 112; Foe koue ki, Engl. Translation, p. 116;
Hodgeon's LLIllostrations," p. 171; Schott, "Ueber den Buddhaiemus," p. 9;
Hofmnnn, in "Beclchreibung von Nippon," Vol. V, p. 175.
Schmidt, I' Fonchungen," p. 200 ; Pallae, biMongol. Volkerachaften,"
Vol. IL, p. W. The power of any sentence or book is incrwed by being
written in red, silver or gold. Red ink e.g. is coneidered to have exactly
108 times more power than black ink. Schilling de Canstadt, in Bull. hist.
phil. de Pet., Vol. IV., pp. 331, 333.
Further inforrnatio~~
about these curious instru~ne~its
rill be given in
a subsequent chapter.

Plate
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sentence printed in six lines and repeated innumerable
times upon a leaf 49 feet long and 4 inches broad.
When Baron Schilling de Canstadt paid a visit to the
temple Subulin in Siberia, the Lamas were just occupied
with preparing 100 millions of copies of this prayer
to be put into a prayer cylinder. His offer to have
the necessary number executed at St. Petersburg mas nnlst
readily accepted, and he was presented, in return for the
150 millions of copies he forwarded to them, with an
edition of the Kanjur, the sheets of which amount to
about 40,000.-When
adorning the head of reli,'~ ~ O U
books, or when engraved upon the slabs resting on
the prayer walls,' the letters of the above-mentioned
sentence are often so combined as to form an anagram.
The longitudinal lines occurring in the letters "mani
p a h e hum" are traced close to each other, and fo
the outer longitudinal line a t the left are appended the
curved lines. The letter "om" is replaced by a symbolical sign above the anagram, showing a half-moon
surmounM by a disk indicating the sun, from which issues
a flame. Such a combination of the letters is called in
Tibetan Nam chu vangdan, " the tell entirely powerful
(\+.characters, six of which are consonants, and four
vowels) ;" and the power of this sacred sentence is supposed
t o be increased by its being written in this form. This
kind of anagrams are always bordered by a pointed
frame indicating the leaf of a fig-tree.
See a b u t them Chapter XIII.

S

CHAPTER XI.

TRANSLATION OF -4N ADDRESS TO THE
BUDDHAS OF CONFESSION.

IN the chapter on 'LMetempsycliosis" I have already
alluded to the various mwns of purification from sins, a
very efficacious one, it will be remembered, consisting ill
the supplication of the deities. I have likewise there
referred to the addresses offered up to the Buddhas of
confession, which are contained in various compilations
of prayers. A =red treatise of this nature forms
the subject of tke present chapter. Tlio original I
found concealed in a Cliorten my brother Herrnann had
obtained from the Lama at Saimonbong, ill Sikkim;' it
is written in small characters (the V u m d ) on two sheets
1 The Chorkn stood on the altar in the Lall~a'spraying-room already
rhcll Uuokcr was there. See thc View of the irlkriur of the house of tlre
Lama at Yaimonb6ug in hie "Iiimalaym Jourmls."
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of unequal size. The larger is about four feet square,
its height being two feet four inches, its breadth one foot
nine inches; the smaller has the same breadth, but its
height is only six inches, giving a surface of '1, square foot.
These two sheets were lying one upon the other, but separated by
of barley interposed between them, They
were wound round a wooden four-sided obelisk which
filled the central part of the Chortep. The four sides
of this obelisk were covered with Dharani inscriptions.
As the size of the two sheets does not allow of my
reproducing here this invocation of the Buddhas of confession in the form of a facsimile, I preferred giving it
transcribed in the head characters in the ordinary form
of !hbetan books, a t the end of the chapter. The contents of the two parts are separated by a distance left
between them; the beginning of the lsecond part is
besides also marked in the Tibetan text by the recurrence of the initial sign.'
Its full title runs thus: Digpa thamchad shagpar
terchoi, "Repentance of all sins, doctrine of the hidden
treas~re."~The words ter-choi were illegible in the
sentence a t the head of the treatise, and it was only
through their occurring a t the foot of the larger leaf
in connexion with the rest of the phrase that the hiatus
could be filled up. Here also the other w o r h preceding
them had suffered considerable injury, but the general

w

In the English translation the words in parenthesis arc rather explanatory
paraphrases, than literal translations of the Tibetan.
Sdig-pa "sin, vice;" tharns-chad LLall;"b shags-pa "rcpcutant confession;" r, the sign of the locative, is often used in stead of the gcnetivo sign
(comp. Foucnux, Gram. Tib., y. 94); y tcr "a treasury;" chhos LLthedoctrine."
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context and the few letters still decipherable proved
sufficient to remove all doubt that the title had been
repeated. Another name for the petition, and one which
we several times meet with in the text, is Digshag ser chi
pugri, "the golden razor which takes away sins,"' thie
designation evidently sibpifying its extrilordinary efficacy
in delivering tlie sinner.
The larger leaf cornmeaces with a general laudation
of the Buddha~-past: present, and to come-who
are
considered to have approached nearest to perfection;
then fifty-one Buddhas are mentioned each by name;
of some the region is stated in which they dwell, to
others is added the number of their births from the
moment in which they entered the Buddha career
down to the time when t,hey obtained the Buddhaship.
Sins are said to be annihilated by reading or uttering
the names of these Buddhas, and the sins are specified
from which each Buddha has the power to purify. The
wickedness of the human race, which caused the destruction
of the universe, is alluded to, and the prophecy is made
that man shall have recourse to this treatise and derive
from it great advantages.
The second, smaller leaf, begins with the worda:
"Enshrined in the sacred box a t the time of the
uttering of benedictions," which refer to the usual inauguration ceremonies of religions buildings, as also
to the blessings pronounced on such solemn occasions.
Their effects upon the salvation of man, and the ad-

' Gser "gold;"
~RZOP!'

kyi, chi, ia the sign of the genitive case; spu-gri !'a
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vantages which the inhabitants of the monastery shall
derive from repeating them, are also again noticed. It
concludes with four Dharanis.
The address styles itself a Mahiiyikna Siitra (in Tibetan,
Thegpa chenpoi do), under which we should also have to
class it from the nature of its contents.' The addressing
of imaginary Buddhas and the admission of a magical
influence of prayers upon the deity implored is particularly
to be mentioned in evidence of its being written in this
period of mystic modification of Buddhism.? Wo may
also, with equal right, regard it as a translation from an
ancient Sanskrit work, on account of the occurring of
the title in Sanskrit.
The personal names of tho Buddhas, and the Tibetan terms explained in the notes, are given in exact
transliteration, and are not reprinted in the GLO~SARY
OF TIBETAN TERMS, APPEXDIXB., if they occur in
the text; the native spelling of the other words may
be looked for in this Glossary.
T r a ~ l s l a t i o n of t h e f i r s t p a r t .

.

"In the Sanekrit language3.. . lbverence be to the
For the characteristic signs of a MahePna Siitra, see Burnouf, 661ntroduction," p. 121.
The Siitrae Phal-po-chhe and Rim-pa-lnga which are referred to for
particulars concerning several Buddhas, are contained in the Kanjur.
8 My original ~LI injured in this place, and the Sanskrit hame cannot be
read. -It is a curious custom, differing from translations in European
inngurgee, that books which have been translated from the Sanskrit have frequently two titles, the Sanskrit and the Tibetan one. Some larger works of the
Kanjur also receive an additional title in the Tibetan dialect called Dulva
ehi, &'the basis of religious disciplinr." See Csoma, LLAnalysie,"As. Res.,
Val. XX., p. 44.

very spotless Buddhas, who all came in the azmc may.l
In Tibetan: Repentance of all sins" (or sdig-pa-thamschad-bshags-par).
"I adore the Tathiigatas of the three periods,' who
dwell in the ten quarters of the world,s the subduers of
the enemy, the ver$ pure and perfect Buddhas, (I adore)
1 In the original, Na-mo-sama-bi-ma-la-ta-tha-ga-ta-bud-dh; the words are
all Sankrit. Tathigata, in Tibetan De-bzhin, or more fully De-bzhin-phegs-pa,
an epithet of the Buddhas who have appeared upon earth, implying that
they have gone in the manner of their predeceaeore. Comp. pp. 4, 15.-In
the sequel I shall translate De-bzhin-gahegs-pa by its Sanskrit equivalent
Tathigata, the literal rendering of the passage making the phrase inconveniently long.
Similar sentences begin religion8 treatises; the Kanjur e. g. has in the
first page three images representing Sikyamuni, with his son on hie left,
and one of his chief disciples on the right, the following legende being
written reapectivcly under each: LLSalutationto the prince of the Munis;
salutation to the son of Shiiciki; salutation to Grachen dzin (Senskrit
Lihula)." The titlo-page of the work is followed by the Salutation to the
three holy ones. Caorna, L'Analyeis of the Dulva claas of the Kanjur," As.
Rea., Vol. XX., p. 45. Our hietorical document relating to the foundation
of the Himis monastery, an abreviated translation of a h i c e i s appended to
the chapter on monasteries, commences with the words: "Hail! praise and
salutation to the teachers!"

a The three periods arc the pest, the present and the future; the Buddhas
of the past are those who had preached the law and have now returned to
Nirvina; the Ruddhn of the present time is Sikyamuni, the last of thc
Buddhaa that have yet appeared; the Buddhas of the future timo are the
B6dhiaattvas1 the candidates for Buddhsehip. The Buddhas of the thvee
periods include all the Buddhas.

'

In Tibetan phgoge-bchu. These ten quarters of the world are: north;
north-east; east; south-east; south; south-west; acat; north-weat; the quarter
above the zenith; the quarter below the nadir. Each region is inhabited by
ita own Buddhas and gods, and to know their feelings t o w a d a particular
man is considered of the greatest importance. Compare for details Chapter XVII.
So. 2. -A totally different meaning must be attached to Sa-bchu-pa LLthe
ten earths," a term equivalent to the Sanskrit Dasabhiimi, referring to the
ten regions or degrees of perfection which a B6dhisattva has to pass in suceeesion in order to attain the Buddha perfection. Comp. Ceoma's bLDictionary,"
p. 89; "Analysis," As. Res., Vol. XX., p. 469; 405. BurnouE, 'LIntroduction,"
p. 438. l%'nssilje~\-,"Ikr Buddhismus," p. 4%.
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these illust'rious boings,' each and all. I offer to t h o n
and confess my sins."
''1 rejoice over tehe cause of virtue: I turn the whocl
of the doctrine,' I bclieve that the body of all the
Buddhas does not enter Nirviina.'
"The causes of virtue will grow to great perfection.
"1 adore teheTathiigata, the vanquisher of the enemy,5
the very pure, tehemost perfect6 Buddha Nam-ntkhn7-tipaldri-med-rdul-rab-tu-mdzes;
I adore the Tathltgat.a Yon-tan-tog-gi-'od-la-me-togpadma-vaidhurya'i -'od - zer- rin - po- chhe'i -gzugs, who has
the body of a god's son ;
"I adore the Tat'hiigata sPos-mchhog-dam-pas-tnchhodpa'i-sku-rnam-par-spras-shing-legs-par-rgyan-pa
;
In Tibetan dpal, a title applied to gods, saints, and great men.
? The Tibetan word in rtsa-va "root, &at calmo, origin"
of the phrase is a promise for the practise of virtues.

The meaning

Tlua is the technical term for teachifig and preaching the laws of the
Buddha, though it is also applied by analogy to the obsmntion of the precepts of the Buddha. Compare Foe koue ki, Engl. Transl., pp. 29, 171.

This sentence is to be explained by the dogma of the three bodies of
every Buddha, concerning which comp. p. 38. When a Buddha leaves the
earth, he loses the faculty of embodying himself again in human shape; the
Nirmiinakaya body (Tib. Prulpai ku) in which he has contributed to the
welfare and salvation of mankind in the periods preceding the attainment of the Buddha perfection, dies with him, and does not enter
h'irviina. The Tibetan gsol-ba-'debs had, therefore, to be translated by
"1 believe," though the dictionaries only give "to intreat, to beg" aa its
signification.
q n Tibetan dgra-bchom-pa, in Sanskrit Arhat (see p. 27).
In Tibetan Yang-dag-par-dzogs-pa, in Sanskrit Samyak e a m h u d h .
7 Thin and the following Tibetan t e r m are the personal names of the
respective Buddhas.

"I adore the T a t h ~ a t ~gTsug-tor-gyi-gtsug-nas-nyia
~na'i-'od-zer-dpag-med-zla-'od-smon-lam-ggis-rgyan-pa,
'LI adore t,he Tathsgah Rab-sprul-bkod-pa-chhen-pochhos - kyi - dbyings - las - mngon-par-'phags-pa-chhags-dangldan-zla-med-rin-chhen-'bpng-ldan,
" I adore the Tathsgah Chhu- zla'i-gzhon-nu- nyima'i - sgron - ma - zla-ba'i-me-tog-rin- chhen-padma-gser-gyi'du-ni -mkha', who has perfectly the body of a g d s
son,
"I adore the Tathiigata who is sitting in the ten
regions, 'Od - zer - rab - tu - 'gyed - ching -'jig - rten - gyi-nammkha'-kun-du-snang-bar-byed-pa,
"I adore the Tathiigata Sangs-rgyas-kyi-bkod-pa-thamschad-rab-tu-rgyas-par-mdzad-pa,
" I adore the Tathiigata Sangs- ~ g y a-skyi - rlgongs - pabsgrubs-pa,
"I adore the Tathsgata Dri-med-zla-ba'i-me-tog-gibkod-pa-mdzad,
':I adore the Tathagata Rin-chhen-mchhog-gis-me-toggrags-ldan,
('1 adore the Tath&gata 'Jigs-med-ram-par-gzigs,
" I adore the Tathagata 'Jigs-pa-dang-'bral-zhing-bag-

chhags-mimnga'-zhing-spu-zing-zhis-mi-byed-pa,
"I adore the Tathagah Seng-ge-sgra-dbyangs,
" I adore the Tathagata gSer-'od-gzi-l~rjid-kyi-rgyalPO.)'

"Whatever human being upon earth writes the names
of these Buddhas, or carries them with him, or r e d s
them, or makes n vow (to do so), will be blessed for
it: he will become clean from all darkening sins, and
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will be born in the region bDe-va-chan,' which is
towards the west."
"I adore the Tathagata Td he-dprtg-med2 who dwells
in the Buddha-region bDe-va-chan ;
"I adore the Tathagata rDo-rje-rab-tu-'dzin-pa, who
dwells in the Buddha-region Ngur-smrig-gi-rgyul-mts'han;
"I adore the Tathagata Pad-mo-shin-tu-rgyns-pa, who
dwells in the Buddha - region Phyir-mi-ldag-pa9i-'khorlo-lab-tu-sgrog-pa ;
"I adore the Tathagata Chhos-kyi-rgyal-mts' han, who
dwells in the Buddha-region rDul-lued-pa;
"I adore the Tathagata Seng-ge-sgra-dbyangs-rgyal-po,
who dwells in the Buddha-region sGron-la-bzang-po;
"I adore the Tathiigata r N a m - par - snang - mdzadrgyal - p, who dwells in the Buddha-region 'Od - zorb f J ~ q H -;' o
"I adore the Tathagata Chhos-kyi-'od-zer-gyi-sku-padmo-shin-tu-rgyas-pa, who dwells in the Buddha-region
'Da'-bar-dkd-ba ;
"I adore the Tathagah mNgon-par-mkhyen-pa-thamsIn Sanskrit Sukhavati. This word is the name of the happy m m i o n where
the Dhyfini Buddha Amitibha, or in Tibetan Odpagmed, site enthroned; it
L conaidered the greatest reward of a virtuous life to be re-born in this
world. See the description of this region p. 98.
In Sanekrit Amitfiyua. This is another name of Amitfibha (Bumouf
uIntroduction," p. 102) who is so styled when implored for longevity. In
irnagsa reforring to this power of the Buddha, he holds a vase-like v m e l
filled with the water of life, which he is believed to pour out over those
who address him.-Such a figure may he verp often seen in every kind of
religious representations, paintings an well M plastic objects.
In Sanskrit Viiir~jchana, the name of a fibnlooe Buddha, regarded
as the Dhykni Buddha of the first human Buddha who taught the law in
the ecturtl universe. See Burnoufe Introduction, p. 117.
9
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cliad-kyi-'od-zer, who tlwells in the Budtllin-region ~Gyaiitlang-ldan-pa ;
"1 adore the Tathagata 'Od-mi-'khrugs-pa, who dwells
in the Buddha-region Me -long - gi - dkyil -'klior - mdog'tlra ;
"I adore the illustrious sNying-110, who dwells in the
Buddha - region Patlmo, in that pure Buddha - region
where abides tho victorious, the Tathiigata who has
subdued his enemy, the very pure, perfect Buddha Ngan'gro - tllams - chad - rnnm -par - 'joms - pa - 'pliags-pa-gzi-6 jidsgra-chyangs-kyi-rgyal-po."
"All these (Buddhas' stories) are contained in the
Sutra Phal-po-clihe." '
"I likewise adore the Buddha Shiikgn-thub-pa, who
is known to have been born thirty millions of times;?
Comp. p. 125.-In Csoma's Analysis of it Vnir6chana (rNani-par-wangnrdzad) is the only Buddha mentioned.
2 An dlusion to the numerous descents of Shikya-thuh-pa, or Sikyamuni,
the founder of Buddhism, who, in common with all candidates for the Buddhaship previous to their final elevation, has passed through countless probationary
shges, during which period greater merit is accumulated by m o d extmordinary works. The life of the Buddhas in anterior existences is related
a t large in the sacred books styled Jiitaka~, not a few of these tales being
identical with the fahles of the Greek Aesop. Hardy, LLManualof Buddhism,"
1'. 100; Burnouf, "Introduction," pp. 61, 555. The previous re-births of
S~kyamuniare in most of the sacred books variously estimated from
to
5m. U p l ~ a n ~"History
,
and Doctrine of Buddhism," Vol. IIL, p. 296;
Foucaux, LLRgychher r01 pa," Vol. II., p. 34; Hardy, LIMonual," I, c. But there
are also many phrases to be met with tending to establish their infinity,
and the Buddhn himself is reported to hove said: "It is impossible
reckon the bodies I have possessed." Foe koue ki, pp. 67, 318; Ilodgson,
~~Illustrations,"p. 86. The number in the text is accordingly an instance
rather of the latter I~elief,nnd the term khrag might be an abreviation
from khrag-khrig,
hundred thousand millions," which is also used to
signify any indefinitely large number. Set= Csomx's Dictionary, roce Khr;lgkhrig.

.

.
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once uttering this name, shall purify from all sins committed in anterior existences.
"I adore the Buddha Mar-me-nadzd,' who has done
so eighteen thousand times. Once uttering this name
shall purify from the sins committed by pollution with
the properties of lower men.
"I adore the Buddha Rab-tu-'bar-ba, who is known
(to have been born) 16,000 times. Once uttering this
nanw shall confer absolution, and purify from all sins
committed against parents and teachers.
"I adore the Buddha sKar-rgyal, who has bqen born
ten million three thousand times. Once uttering this
name shall purify from all sins committed by polluting
one's self with sacred riches.
"I adore the Buddha Scla'i-rgyal-pol who has been
born eighteen thousand times. Once uttering this
name shall purify from all sins of theft, robbery, and
the like.
L61adore the Buddha Pdma-'phags-pa, who has been
born fifteen thousand times. Once uttering this name
shall purify from all sins committed by polluting one's
self with, and coveting, the riches belonging to Chortens.'
In Sanskrit Dipankara. Thie name,"the luminouq" in applied to an imaginary
Buddha who, according to T u n e r and Hardy, is said to have been the twentyfonrth teacher of the Buddha law previous to Sikyamuni, to whom he wee
the first to give a definite assurance of his future B u d d h h i p . Turner,
'LExtracta from the Attakata," Journ. Ae. Soc. Ueng., Vol. VIII., p. 789;
Hnrdy's Manual, p. 94. In Hodgson's list (Illustrations, p. 135), h o ~ ~ e v e r ,
he ie the first Buddha of the actual period and the ninth predecessor of
S&yamuni.-Hardy'e
texts allege him to have lived 100,000 yeare; the
Nippon Pantheon (by Hofmann in v. Siebold'e LLBeschreibungvon Japan,"
Vol. V., p. 77) says that hie skiy upon earth lasted f340 billions of yearn.
About Cbortens see Cbapbr XIII.
Y*
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"I adore the Buddha Ko'u -'din - ne'i -rigs, ' who has
been born ninety millions of times. Once uttering this
name shall purify all sins committed.. ..'
"I adore the Buddha,' who has been born ninety
thousand times.
"I adore the Buddha 'Od-bsrung,' who has been born
'
nine hundred thousand times.
"I adore the Buddha Bye-ba-phrag-ganga'i-klung-gibye-ma-snyed-kyi-grangs-dang-mnyam-pa-rnam.
"I adore the Buddha Kun - du - spas - pa - la - sogs -pa~ntdhan - tha- dad - pa, who has been born a thousand
times.
"I adore the Buddha 'Jam-bu-'dul-ra, who has been
born twenty thousand times.
"I adore the Buddha gSer-mdog-dri-med-'od-zer, who
has been born sixty-two thousand times.
"I adore the Buddha d Vang - po'i - rgyal - po'i - rgyal- four thousand
mtd han, who has been born eightmy
times.
"I adore the Buddha Nyi- ma'i- snying-po, who has
been born ten thousand five hundred times.
In Sanskrit Kiiundinya, one of the earlieat disciples of Sikyamuni, who
will teach the Buddha law at a very remote period. See Bnmouf, "Le Lotun
de la Bonne Loi," p. 126; Csoma, "Life of Si~kya," As. Res., Vol. XX,
p. 293.
In Tibetan follow the two words m o s , Uploughed," and bskol, "to boil
in oil or butter!'
As these two words have no apparent connexion, I have
omitted them in the text.
Here the Buddha is not called by name.

' In

8anskrit Kbyapa, who is viewed as the third Buddha of the actual
period, or the immediate predecaeror of Sikyamuni; particulam about his
nativity, race, age, disciples, &c., are to be found in Croma's 'LAnalysis,"As.
Rer., Vol. XX., p. 415, and Foe koue ki, p. 180.
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"I adore the Buddha Zhi-bar-mW-pa who has been
holm sixty- two thousaild times.
"I adore all these Buddhas, together with the assembly
of the Sriivakas,' and B6dhisattvas. a
"A11 these (Buddhas' stories) are colltained in the
treatise Rim-pa-hga" (a part of the Kanjur)?
"I adore the victorious, ' the T a t h ~ a t athe
, vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha Rinchhen - rgyal - po'i - mdzod. Once to utter this name
takes away tho sins which would cause one further
existence.
"I adore the victorious, the Tathiigata, the vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Bddlw. Rinchhen -'od - kyi - rgyal - po-me -'od - rab-tu-gsal-va. Once to
utter this name takes away the sins committed in one
existence by polluting one's self with tlie riches of the
clergy.
"I adore the victorious, the Tathagat., the vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha sPosdang - me - tog -la - dvang - ba - stobs- kyi - rgyal - po. Once to
In Tibetan nyon-thoe, bLauditor." By this word is designated in the
ancient religious books a disciple of Sokyamuni, as also an earlier adherent
to his law. In the luter sacred writings it is applied to Buddhists who had
abandoned the world and turned aecetlce. See pp. 18, 149.

In TiLctan byang -chhub-seme- dpa'. The Mahuyina books apply this
name to every follower of the Buddhist faith; the lay members are called
''Bodhisattvas who reside in their houses," the ascetics, "Bodhisattvaa who
have renounced the world."
-4s an example of the contents of such descriptive stories see Csoma's
Analysis, As. Res., Vol. XX, p. 415.

' In

Tibetan bChom-ldan-das, in Sanskrit Bhagavan.

In Tibetan dgo-'dun, also pronounced Gendun, a gencral name for the
Ucleqp," respecting whose institutions see Chapter XII.
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utter this name takes away the sins committed by
violation of the moral laws.
"I adore the victorious, the Tathiigata, the vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the: perfect Buddha Ganga'iklung - gi - bye - ma - snyed - bye - ba - phrag - brgya'i - grangs dang - tnnyam - par - des - pa. Once to utter this name
takes away the sin^ committed in one existence by
taking life.
"I adore tlie victorious, the Tathagt~ta,the vanquislies
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha Rinchhen - riio - rje - dpal- brtan - xhing-'dul-va-plm-rol-gyi-stobslab - tu -?oms- pa. Once to utter this name makes onc
equal in religious ~neritto him who has read over thc
royal precepts.'
"I adore trlle victorious, the Tathagah, the vancluisher
of the enemy, the very pure, tlie perfect Buddha gZibrjed - nges - par - ruam -par - gnon -pa. Once to utter this
name takes away the sins committed in one existence
by evil desire.
"I adore the victorious, the Tathagata, the vanquisher
of the enemy, t<he very pure, the perfect Buddha Rinchhen- zla -'od - skynbs - p a s - dam - pa - dgra - las - rnanl - parrgyal- ba. Once' to utter this name takes away the
sins which would cause the sufferings in the hell mNarined.
In Tybch~l Lko'. This word menm "precept," and ie here to be rcfcrrcd to the rulcb: enacted to the Lamae; the meaning of this reward accordingly is, that tho suppliants shall be counted aniongat thc priests and
cr~joythe I)lcssir~ysrcscrvcd to thcm. See p. 1.19.
mNw-nicd is the naruc of ollc of the moat dreadful divisions of hell
Csoma's aud Schmidt'e 1)ictiunarics. .lLuut the liclle scc p. 92.
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"I adore the victorious, the Tathagata, the vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha Rinchhen-gtsug-tor-clian. Once to utter this name removes
the danger of being born in any of the bad grades of
existence,' and the most perfect body of a god or man
shall be obtained.

"I adore the victorious, the Tathagata, the vanquisher
of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha rGyal-bargya-nbtd ho'i-ti hogs-dang-bchas-pa-rnam. It is said that
once to utter this name purifies from the sill of perjury,
and from all sins committed by the 111ind (bad feelings)
through lust, deceit, and the like.

"I adore the victorious, the Tathagata, the subduer of
his enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddha Ts hei-bumpa-'dzin-pa-rnam.
LLMaythese Buddhas, deliver all animal beings from

the horrors of untimely death.'

"I adore all the victorious, the Tathagatas, the vanquishers of the enemy, the very pure, the perfect Buddhas,
the past, the not arrived (future), and the present
Buddhas.

"I adore the protector of the creatures, IrLu-sgrubs,
t.1~
hero ; Guru Padma ; tipal Na-ro-vo ; dPal Bi-ma-la1 Tho Buddhists vouut eix classes 11f exiate~~ce.Tl~oliein hcll, the brute,
arc considered an bad existc~~cee;
those of man end god as
Asur, nnd Y*,
the good grades.

Sec

p. 109.

a An anatogoue phrrse to one occurri~~g
at the cornnicuce~l~cntof the
d d m e s ; its meaning wrts expleincd at p. 126.
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mitra; Pandita A-ti-sha,' h.;
together with the succession of holy Lamas.
"(This book) sDig - bshags - gser - kyis - spu -gri is able
to subdue, to burn, to destroy hell. It will be a
consolation to the animated beings in that period of
distress and misery,s when in the (places for ,the) representatives of the Buddha, of his precepts, and of his
1 These are Indian priests who were very celebrated for their zeal in the
propagation of Buddhism; with the exception of Logrub, the first of this
series, they all took an active part in spreading its doctrines throughout Tibet.
L u p b , in Sanskrit Nigfijuna, is regarded ns the founder of the Mahayiina
system. Sce p. 30. Guru Yadma is the famous teacher Psdma Sambhava,
who was sent for by king Thisrong de tam, and is said to have reached
Tibet A.D. 747. Bimala mitra also came to Tibet in accordance with an
invitation from this king. See Schmidt in "Ssanang Ssetsen," p. 356.
Na-ro-va, who is enumerated before Bimala mitra, must doubtless hnve
h e n contemporaneous with him and Padpla Sambhava. Pandita Stisha, the
last of the series, has a great reputation for re-establishing Buddhism aftcr
tho persecutions of ita followers under the reigns of Langdharma and his
succcseors (902-71).

a The Tibetan bla-ma-dnm-pa-brgyud, is an honorary title applied to the
priests with whom originated a speciflc system of Buddhism. In a aubequent sentence, and also in the document relating to the foundation of the
IIin~ismonastery, we ahall find them called LLFoundation-Lamas,"in Tibetan
rh-va'i-bla-ma.

In Tibetan bskal-be-wyig-ma. According to the notions of the Buddhists, se well as of tho Brahmans, the universe, which is without beginning or
end, is periodically destroyed and constructed again, these revolutions paesing
through four different periods, or Kalpae, viz.: the periods of formation, and
of the continuance of formation; and those of tho destruction, and dieappearance of the universe. Here the Kalpa of destruction is referred to,
and it is foretold that man shall obtain absolution from his sins by reading
this book. The uoivcrso is dissolved and consumed by thc powers of fire,
water, and wind, which effect its entire destruction in sixty-four attacks upon
ita substance. The mom1 condition of man previous to the several agencies
coming into notion i stated as follows: "Before the destruction by water,
cruelty or violcnce prevails in the world; before that by fire, licentiousness,
and before that by rind, ignorance. When licentiousoese haa prevnilcd, men
are cut off by discuse; when violence, by turning thcir weaponrt agaiust each
other, and wheu ignopanrc, by famine." IIardy, "Manual of Buddhism,"
pp. 28-35; Schmidt, N6m. de llAcad. dc Pctersb., Vol. II., pp. 58-68.
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mercy,' men shall cut stuffs woven of cotton, and work
it, when cut, to garments; when there they take meat;
when there they buy and trade with goods; when the
Gelongs2 break down inhabited places; when the astrologers' invoke good forfhne;' when the h n p o 5 carry
with them (listen to) the secret mystical sentencss
( D k r a n i s ) ; when the Qebshi are the commanders in
This phrase ie to be underntood as a sort of prediction that the temples
shall be desecrated by worldly negociatiom; for it is in the temples that are put
np the three representatives (Tibetan Tenaumni) of the Buddha, his precepts,
and his mercy.
The Buddha is fignred as a statue, a bas-relief, or a picture. Tho
pictures hang down from the cross-beama of the roof, or are traced on the
walls; the statues and bas-reliefs ahow him in a sitting attitude, and are
placed behind the altar in a receea The precepta which he bequeathed to
man after his departure from earth, are symbolized by a book, which lies
npon a lower step of the alter, or resin npon a shelf suspended from the
roof. His mercy, or unlimited charity, which enabled him to obtain the eublimo
rank of a Buddha, in order to lead man salvation, is signified by a Chorten,
a pyramidal chest containing relicq w ch always occupies a prominent place
upon the altar. See Caonia, UQrammar," p. 173, LLI)ictionary,"vocc rten;also Schmidt's Lezicon. For further detaila about images of gode see
Chapter XIV.; for bookq see p. 80; Chortena, Chapter X111. For tho place
which these objeeta occupy in temples, I may refer to the Chapter on the
temples, and to the view of the interior of the temple at Mangnhg, in
GI&+ Kh6reum, by my brother Adolphe in the Atlaa to the " R d t a of a
Scientific Mission."

$"

'

The term dge-slong ie applied to ordained priesta, who, however, are
generally called by thc more honourable title of Lama (bla-ma), a distinctio~l
strictly belonging only to the superiors of convente. The Gelongs must not
cam for riches or worldly prosperity; their breaking down inhabited places
may mean, perhaps, their fighting against other inonasterice or against rich
men in general.
In Tibetan sngaga-pa, one cerecd in charins.
In Tibetan gyang-'guge; a ceremony of this nature will l ~ cuoticcd iu
The allusion here is to thc abuse of it as a eubtitute
for prayera
4

a subsequent chapter.

Don-110 is the name of tho followcm of tho scct which adheren in the
closest manner to the superstitious ideaa transferred from the earlier Tibetan
creed; comp. p 74.

chief;' when the learned and poor '(= the priests) live in
and preside over the nunneries;' when the Zhanglons3
amuse themselves with their daught,ers-in-law; when
men destroy (eat) the meat destined for the manes of
tho dead; when the head Lanias eat the meat prepared
for offerings;' when men cut themselves off from the
vital principle (commit. suicide ') ; when bad actions
increase upoil earth; when the song Mani shall be
returned in
when the calves of the Dzo7 breed
shall devastatx (the fields); when men covet the goods
of others; when the saintsVrave1 and establish trade;
Uge-bshes, abreviated from dge-bai-bshes-gnyen,' in Sanskrit Kalyanamitra,
meanin@;a learned priest, a friend to virtue. It is hardly necessary to say that
the functions of a military chief do not agree very well with the clerical character.
a The priesta are not allowed to have intercouree with women, but the
violation of this precept is but too probable by their dwelling under the same
roof with nuns.
Zhang,
maternal-uncle;" blon, u a magistrate, an officer, a nobleman;"
tho two words in connexion designate a man of snperior rank.
' The Tibetan has ran, which is explained in the dictionaries as iLmeat,
a kind of thick potage, dough, or paste made of the meal or flour of parched
graina." As an instance of ita use for food in general ace the details in
llermann's SLGlossary," u. a. Zankhar, in Vol. III., of the UReaulb," kc, and
R. A. Soc., 1863.
' 1)eliverance from existence is only the consequence of good actions;
but suicidc is alao in the opinion of thc Buddhieta a bad action, aud haa a
re-birth in a lower degrec ae one of ite consequences, since the sine for tho
expiation of which thepresent existence had to ba endured, are not yet atoned
fbr, and also a new crimc is committed. In the period of misery alluded to
ill tho text, however, also this n~orallaw will be overlooked.
By Mani the famous six-syllablc prayer Om mani padme hum, '&O,the
Jcwel in the Lotus: Amen," is to bc understood; tho allusion in the text
refers to ita conversion into a popular song.
nbDzo, a mixed b r e d , the offspring of a Yak (bos grunime) and a common
common Iudian Zhebu cow; in the language of the Himdaya tribes it is
called Chubu. The Dzos are one of the few mixed specie8 which are capable
of propagation, and they outnuml)cr in aonle valleys the pure Yaks.
"a saint, a devotec," is alao the
In Tibctell nal-jor, iu Sanskrit Yogi~~hiirya,
ndmc of a religious sect, which cnjoycdthe llloet favour in India until the aeventh
century A.D.-Hcsl~cctiug it8 history and religious tcncts, see Chapter V.
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when fraud is committed with measure' and weight;
when the Chinese trade with little children (which they
would obtain from the Tibetans); when under the gates
(of the temples) illusory miracles (sorcery) shall be
practised; when men eat and drink and care but for
this actual existence; when there shall bo no more
gratuities; when the time shall arrive khat old customs
are disturbed (changed); when men shall be given up
to the ravages of war and the enemy; when frost, hail,
and drought shall spread (make general) famine;? when
men and animal beings shall have to suffer from bad
actions:' then, in this period of &tress and misery this
sl)ig-behags-llter-chhoswill be an ablution for every kind
of sin which hm been accumulahd in the meantime;
all animated beings shall read it, and on account of i t
id1 sins hall be wiped away."
' l ' r a a n s l a t i o of t h e second p a r t .
"Enshrined in t,he sacred box at the time of the
utteriiig of benedictions.
.'In this period of distress and misery, when many
Thc Tibetau bre, also pronounced prc, is, according to C~oma'eL)ictionilry,
"a dry nlcaeurc, the twcnticth par1 of a T i h t a n bushel."
Some words are here illegible.
For the Uuddhist theory on thc influence of good and bail actions uporl
well-being, see p. 93.
The last four lines of tllc original text have bccn so much iujured that
only rr few of the words could Ijc deciphered, cnough, howcvcr, rcmailliug
to give a clue to the meaning.
5 With refer~ncoto the religious rite8 and ceremonies connected with the
erection of Chortms, see Chapter XIII.

living beingcr shall suffer and sigh for deliverance, these
benedictions shall afford great advantages to sinners.
The sills which arise from discord and dispute among
t,he inhabitants of this monastery' shall be taken away
through them.
"These blessings, if recited on the 8th, 15th, and
30th of every month, purify most surely from tlie five
great crimes,' and from dl sins, and deliver from the
six kinds of hell. The 84,000 great emblenltj of the
essence of the sublime doctrine shall be the same with
every being.' The mind of man shall become unchangeably
directed towards attaining the sanctity of a Bucidha;
ho shall gain the energetic will of the Buddha, and
shall in the end obtain the advantages of a Buddha
himself.
"This is the end of the Mahiiyiina Sutra sDig-bshagsy ser-gyis-spu-gri.
l LAll beings be blessed !"
The name of the monastery is not given in the original, which only
says, dgon-pa "a monastery".

'

The fivo great crimes of the Buddhivt,s are: 1. The taking of life; 2. ThefE:
3. Adultery; 4. Lying; 5. Drunkennew. See Burnouf, "Lotus de 1aBonne Loi,"
p. ,147 ; Hardy, LLNanunlof Buddhism," Chapter X., p. 488.
This phrase refers, as may be wen from the sequel, to the inferior
signs of a Buddha's beauty. They are generally stated to be 80 in number,
but otl~crbooks, as e. g. the Rgya-chhcr-rol-pa (translated by Foucaux, Vol. IL,
y. 108) give M, which, in the present treatise, have been multiplied by 1000.
The number of 84,000 is a most favourite one in Buddhist cosnlogony and
scems to be used in the same way as Khrag-khrig, "a hundred thournrid
millions" (p. 130), and the Chinese Wan, or 10,000 (Ideler, LLUeberdie
Zcitrcchnung der Chinesen," p. lo), as the designation of an infinite number.
The extent, thickness, and diameter of the sakwdas can always be divided
by 8; tho prolongation of the age of maukiud continues for 84,000 years.
Sce Hardy, LLManual,"Chapter I.; Foe koue ki, p. 127.
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(Three Dhirranis, in cormpt Sanskrit, now follow. The
first Dhiirani is a mystic invocation of Dorjesempa, Sanskrit
Vajrasattva (see p. 50); in the second Dhiirani is condensed
the belief in tho four truths (see p. 16); the third Dhiirani is recited at the inauguration of the temples; now
the text continues:

"By means of tlhese invocations the creatures become
perfect in the two collections;' they shall be purified
from their sins and blessed with the dignity of n most
perfect Buddha.
(A fourth Dharani follows).

LIThis (Dharani) is raised ( p n t e d ) as a favour3 to
the wanderers in the orb for not having paid reverence
to parents-instead
of thankfully remembering favours
received-nor to the holy Foundation-Lamas,' who have
obtained perfection . by virtues.
"All sins committed by taking life, together with the
transgressions accumulated in previous existences, the
sins of lying, envy, and wickedness which proceed from
the mind-all
these sins are abolished by this sublime
doctrine.
"Most perfect Sages, be gracious and clement, if I
should not have rendered rightly the letters of the
1 The transcription of these three D-is
has been omitted from considerations of brevity.
In Tibetan ta'hogu-gnyia; by this term is understood the combination
of the highest perfection in the practice of virtues, and the highest degree
of wisdom, both of which are reserved for the Buddhas; but simple men can
attain this sublimest rnnk by following the path revealed by Sakyamuni and
his acknowledged predecessors.
It delivers from the sins specified.
4 In Tibetan ha-vai-bla-ma; in a foregoing passage they were styled
bla-ma-dam-pa-brgyud. See p. 136.

'
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alphabet'.' Ni-rgan-sde-gm1-do-rje has mitten it. P m i d
be this sheet, that he may gain entire deliverance from
liis sins. This $Dig-bshags-gser-gyis-spu-grihas h e n completed in two da.ys."
For cxplenntion of this senterice I refer to p. 56.

TO
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V. 142.

Plate V to VIII.

'

PART 11:

PRESENT LAMAIC INSTITUTIONS.

(IIIi1PTEH XII.

THE TIBETAN PRIESTHOOD,

YATERLU~ coh-TA~ED
IN REPORTS
OF EUROPEAN
TRAVEUBBS.-FUNDA~WTAL
LAWS.-H~RARCEIOUSYSTEM.-OR~AN~~AT~~N
OF THE C ~ ~ ~ @ ~ . - - P r i n c i p l m
of its constitution.-Revennee.-Grade8
amongst the Lamw.-Number of
1,amas.-Occupations.-Diet.-Dress.

R e p o r t s of' Eul.opean T r a v e l l e r s .

BY Lamaism Europeans designate that peculiar form
of Buddhism which developed itself from Tsonkhap's
institutions in Tibet and soon spread over all Central
Asia, where it took deep root. Our knowledge of this
most modern form of Buddhism is also of no long date;
for to penetrate into Tibet was always a matter of great
difficulty, both on account of the impediments presented
by the general great elevation of the country, as also
by the jealous and hostile feelings of the natives towards
fbreigners. The sllpremacy gradually obtained by the
Chinese Governn~ent has but increased the gifficulty;
10
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evrn quite rthc*ciitly it has provcd its l~ostiledisposition,
notwithsL~iirling the treaties signed after the last war i n
China. '
The first Europeans who penetrated into Tibet were
Christian missionaries. In the year 1624 a Jesuit, Pater
Antonio de Andrada, travelled as far as Chabrang, the
capital of the Giige 'district of Gnari Khbrsum, the Raja,
or Gyalpo, of which was very favourably inclined towards
him. The first who reached Lhassa, the centre of the
Lamaic church, were the Jesuits Albert Dorville and
Johann Gruber, who, in 1661, retuimcd from Cl~inaviB
Tibet and Hindosttin to Europe. The nest who fbllowed
them were the Capucine patres Josepho de Asculi and
Franci~co Maria de Toun, who started from RengAl in
the year 1706 and safely reached Lhassa. In 1716 the
Jesuit Desideri ag,zin penetrated up to Lhksa from the
west, through Kashniir and Ladbk. The most impoi.tant
event for our knowledge of Tibetan Buddhism was the
Capucine mission under the superintendance of Horacio
de la Penna, who, with five companions, arrived at
LhLssa in the year 1741 ; their efforts to propagate the
Christian faith had but little success, though they were
kindly received by the Tibetan authorities. They collected
much valuable information concernirlg the geography of
the country and the history, religion, manners and customh
of the inhabitants. Horacio de la Penna mas particularly
distinguished by an ardent zeal in the cause of Christianity;
I allude to the case of Capt. Smyth, for whom no pnssporta could be
obtained; and of Cnpt. Blackiston, who was obliged to return in the first weeks
after his setJing out from the ehores of China to reach Tittet tl~rouphChina.
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h e translated into Tibetan a catechism of the Christian
faith, the Doctrina Christiana of Cardinal Helarmino, the
Thesaurus Doctrine Lbistianx of Turlot, and he also
compiled a Tibetan -Italian dictionary. The inaterials
brought home by this mission, which a few years afterwards was obliged to leave Lhhssa, were examined by
Pater Antonio Georgi, who in his curious "8lphabetum
Tibetrmnm," R o m ~1762, undertook to prove by comparative philology the opinion entertained by the missionaries, that Lamaism W ~ Ra corrupted form of
Christianity.
In the year 1811 Manning, accolding to Princep, made
an attempt to pass through Tibet into China; but he
was stopped a t Lhascla, and not being permitted to go any
farther, he was obliged to turn back.' In 1845 two Lazarist
missionaries, Huc and Gabet, again reached Lhhsa from
Mongolia; but after a short stay, they also had to leave this
capital, and were escorted to Macao by a Chinese officer.
Since the comrne~icrment of this century various
journeys have been undertaken into Bhutan, Sikkim, and
the western districts adjoining the British territories.
Particularly precious are also the publications of Pallas,

'

Ritter, "llie Erdkunde von Asiep," Vol. II., pp. 439-64. H. Princep, "Til)et,
Tortary and Mongolia," London lfi.',.!, p. 17. For an interesting collection of the
views of various missionaries on this subject see Maraden's note to "3farco
Polo's Travels," p. 240. The l'opes had hoped the Capucine mission would
prove of very great importance for the propagation of Christianity in Centrnl
Isia, and hnd supported them in every way. Pope Clemens 1X.iwued a partlcular Breve concerning Tibet (Ritter, 1. c., p. 459), and the nomination of a
Vicarius apostolicus for Lhhssa still takes place. The "Annuario Pontificio,"
Roma 1862, p. 213, gives as the gentleman in charge of this office Monsignore
Giacomo Leone Thomine Dernazures, nominated March 27, 1846; he is at the
same time the Bishop in prcrtilur ii!fidelitm~of Sinopolis in Cilirin.
10 *
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detailing the information obtained by him in Russian
Mongolia; and those of Klaproth-his translation of the
description of Tibet by a Chinese officer, as well as the
results of his investigations connected with his travels
in the regions of the Kaukasus. A11 the various narratives treat principally of tbe hierarchical system, the
regulations and social habits of the clergy and the religious establishments ; the notices on religious ceremonies
are very rare. In addition to the above-mentioned
sources of information, which have been laid under contribution in my endeavour to define, in the following
chapters, the nature and characteristics of the Tibetan
priesthood and the institutions connected therewith, I
have also been enabled to turn to good account the
observations made by my brothers during their travels
in the Eastern Himtilaya and in C k ~ t l dand Western
Tibet, in the rears 1855 to 1857.
F u n d a m e n t a l laws.

It is very probable that in the earliest periods of
Buddhism all those who embraced this religion, abandoned
the world and assisted their master,
much as lay in
their power, in propagating his fait,h. Those who, after
having heard Sakyamuni explain his doctrines, desired
to become Buddhi~ts,were first obliged to make an explicit declaration to that effect, whereupon the teacher
proceeded to cut off t,heir hair and beard, and then invested them with the religious garments, whereby they
were received into the community of the faithful. Later,
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when the number of Buddhists had increased, the neophite
was placed for instruction under the charge of an elder
disciple, a practice which became general after Sakyamuni's death. The distinction between lay brothers and
priests, and the important do,pa that only the latter,
as having renounced the world, can obtain Nirvana,
was certainly not introduced till after S~kyarnuni's
death, although he himself had recognized mendica~zts,the
receivers of alms, who are forbidden to eat other food
than that which has been received ulider certain conditions (one being that it has been given in the form of
alms); and houseitolders, the givers of alms, who thereby
gain merit; but by him both these classes were admitted
with equal rights to the advantages promised to his
followers. But already the earlier scliools (the Hinayana
sect) excluded lay brothers from attaining to tho perfection of an hrhat, and to Nirvana; the Mahayana system
admits them, but the present sects of Tibet again raised
that strongly marked barrier between the laity and the
priests, denying to tlie former the possibility of attaining
to the rank of a Buddha; they may attain Nirvana, but
they cannot become "a blessing to the world."' The
ascetics are styled in the sacred books Bhikshus, Sramanas,
Sriivakas, Arhats; and the lay followers, the devotees,
Up%akas (in Tibetan Genyen); in the Mahayena Sutras
the latter are also called .'Uodhisattvas who reside in
their houses," the former SLBodhisattvas who have renounced the ~vorld."
See pp. 27, 38, 106.

Hardy, "Eastern

Compare also Hodgson,

Jloni~chis~n,"
p. 12.

L'Illustrations,"p.

98.
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The early disciples of Siikys~muili are generally represented as wandering about with their royal master;
others, in consequence of his frequent exhortations to
lead a solitary life, are said to have retired to the forests
and woods which surround the settlements, or to have
lived in solitary and forsaken houses, which they o11ly
left on pertain periods in order to betake themselves to
Siikyamuni and listen to hi^ words. Large regular assemblies, which probably date back as far as Siikyamuni
himself; took place when the rainy season was over;
during the rains Siikyamuni himself, as well as his immediate followers and the hermit-ciisciples, had taken
up their abode in the houses of well-intentioned persons,
and had devoted themselves to meditations on such parts
of tho doctrine as they had not yet clearly understood;
they also employed part of their time in the instruction
of their entertainers. At the assemblies above mentioned the Ijhikshus reported their success in gainiug
neophites, discussed various dogmas, and requested a
solution of any doubts with which tley may have been
troubled.
Originally such assemblies were held in the open air;
the Viharas, in the sense of monasteries, in which they
might otherwise have taken place, did not come into
existence till a much later period. The word Vihiira,
according to its etymological derivation, denotes a place
where the Buddhist,~assenibled; and it is in this sense
that this term is used in the Siitras, or books considerbcl
to contain the words of Sakyaniuni, which always begin thus:
"When Siikya 11apl)ened to be (viharati smn) at, a place;"

-
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but later this nallle was applied to those houses in which
the priests met,, and where fitrangers and the ascetics
(who went about collecting alms) found an asylum. The
meaning of the word became more restricted still, and
was subsequently given to nlonasteries only, or to those
relqpous establishnle~lts, in which those who once enter
them are bound to remain for life. I t is impossible
to determine exactly the various periods during which
Vih*
took the form of meeting-houses or, litter,
of monasteries. In the IlinayiZnt~ books on discipliue
they are mentioned only as an appe~idisto the chapter
011 the seats, and they were probably erected later thitli
the kmplcs, the first of which is said to .have been
built in the period of Upagupta, who lived in tile third
century B.C. The violent attacks of the Brahmans must
goon have convinced the Buddhist clergy of the advantages to be derived from association; rules were then
drawn up for life in community and for subordination,
and t l ~ ebegi~iriingof liona as tic institutiorls was thus made,
which latter were, however, in India, ere11 in their final
\
perfection,
widely different fro111 those of Tibetau monachism a t the 1)resent day. In earlier tirnes each Vihara
11dits own administratio11 aud its own chief, and was
indepe~ident of the others; a ~ i dit was so eve11 in the
seventh century, \\.hen Hiuen Thsang resided in India; a
hierarchy so thorougl~ly organized as we now find in
Tibet, \vat; news lillow~lill India.'
I

w

See Burnouf, "111troduct~on~"
pp. 232 seq., 279 seq., 286; Hardy,
"Eaatrl.n hIouac1lisl11," ('hapter III., IV., X111. ; Wassiljew, "Der Buddhis~nua," 1111. 15, !)ti. Co11111arcalso Barthi.ln1y St. IIilairr, "LC Uouddha
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H i e r a r c h i c a l system.
The first organisation of the Tibetan clergy dates
from King Thisrong de tsan (728-86 A.D.), of whom the
Uodhimijr says that LLhegave the clergy a firm constitution and divided it into chsses." ' But the development
of the present hierarchical system, which was independent
of these ancient institutions, dates from the fifteenth
century. In 1417 the famous Lama Tsonkhapa founded
the Gddan monastery a t Lhhsa, and became its superior ;
the great authority and reputation he had enjoyed,
devolved upon his successors in the abbotship of this
monastery, who, down to the present day, are believed
to have been men of particular sanctity. But these
abbots were soon superseded in influence by the Dalai
Lama2 a t Lhiissa (now the highest in rank of the Tibetan priesthood), and by the Panchon Rinpoche at
Tashilhunpo13 who are both considered to be of divine
et sa religion," p. 299. Wilson, "Buddha and Buddhisn~," p. 251. The
principal cave temples were probably excavated in tho period from the
commencement of the Christian ern to the fifth century nfter it. I t needs
hardly be added that the sacred books which represent Siikyamuni himself
to have felt the necessity of instituting head prieste are interpolated.
Schmidt, "Ssanang Ssetsen," p. 356; comp. p. 67.
' Dalai Lama is the title which the Mongolians give to him; Dalai i~ R
Mongolian word meaning ocean, Lania or correctly blnmq is the Tibetan
word for a srrperior. Schott, "Uebcr den Buddhnismus it1 Ilochasien," p. 32.
The Europeans became familiar with this term from the work8 of Ccorgi,
I'allaa and Klaproth.
a Taehilhunpo, or in exact transliterntion : "bkh1.n shis l11u11po," is the
neighbooring city of chiefly ecclesiastical establisl~ments,about n mile to the
south emt of Dighrchi, &'thefour-housed (top?) " (in Tibetan written Lzhi-ka-rtw,
in Nevari zhi-kha-chhen), the capital of the provincc Teang, of Chinese Tibet.
See the map of Turner, L L E m b a;'I~ ylIoolter, "Himnlnyan Journals," Yol. II.,
pp. 125, 171. Hodpun. '..iborigi~~esof thc Nilgiris!' .Jounl. .As, Soc. Beng.,
Vol. XXV., 11. Ma.

DALAI L A M A
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origin, and are, consequently, regarded more in the light
of gods than of mortal beings. This assumed divine
origin gives them a character totally different from that
of the Pope of the Roman Catholic church; but then, on
the other hand, neither of them has such a widely-spread
acknowledged supremacy as that enjoyed by the Pope
of Rome.
The Dnlai Lantn is viewed as an incarnation of the
Uhyiini Bodhisattra Chenresi, who is supposed to effect
his re-incorporation by a beam of light which issues
fi-om his body and enters the individual whom he selects
for his re-descent. ' The Pnnchen Rinpoclte is considered
to be an incarnation of Chenresi's celestial father, Amitabha.' There is a story relating that Tsonkhapa himself
had ordered his two principal disciples to take upon themselves a mortal form in an uninterrupted series of rebirths, arid to watch over the propagation of the Buddhist
faith and the maintenance of its purity; and according
to this account, it was Tsonkhapa who created these two
principal clerical dignities. But we learn from Csoma's
Chronological Tables, that Gedun Grub (born 1389 A.D.
died 1473) was the first, who assumed the title of
Gyelva Rinpoche, "His precious Majesty," which is applied
to the Dalai Lalnn only; Gedun Grub is, therefore,
to be considered the first Dalai Lama, and not the
Dharma Rinchen, the successor of Tsonkhnpa in the
chair of the Glildan monastery. In the year 1445 he
I

'LDescriptioadu Tubet," Nouv. Journ. Asiatique 1830, p. 239. Comp. p. 88.
See about the dogma of Dhyani Ui~ddhnsand Bodhisattvns, p. 51.
LrArbcitc~~
clrr russ. JIissio~iin Peking." Vol. I., p. 316.
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also built the large monastery of Tashilunpo, whose
abbots assumed the title of Panchen Rinpoche, "the great
teacher-jewel," and who claimed with much success the
same divine nature and temporal power as that till then
enjoyed by the Dalai Lama alone. He shares an equal
authority and sovereignty as the Dalai Lama, but i n
ecclesiastical affairs, ever1 in his own territories, his words
are considered less divine, his faculties inferior to those
of the IJalai Lama.
The fifth Gyelva Rinpoche, Ngagvang Lobzang Gyamtso,
a most ambitious man, sent to the Koshot Mongolians,
who had settled in the environs of the lake Kuku Nor,
and requested their assistance against the Tibetan king
tlien residing a t lligkchi, with whom lie was a t
war. The Mongolians conquered Tibet, and are said
to liave made a prese~it of the same to Ngagvang
Lobzang. This event took place in the year 1640, and
it is from this momerlt that we must date the extension
oC tlie ternporn/ goverlzner~t of the Dnlai Lamas over all
Tibet.'
The IJalai Lamas are elected by the clergy, and up
to the gear 1792 these electioils had taken place uninfluencecl by the Chinese government; but since this time
the court of Pekin, to whom the Dalai Lama is a very
ilnportallt personage in a political as well as a religious
point of view, has talien care that the sons of such perCsoma, ~~tirammsr,"pp. 192, 198. R~tter,"Asien," Vol. HI., pp. 274-86.
Koyprn, " Die Rel. d. Buddha," Vol.ll., pp. 129-52. Cunningham, '.Ladnk," 11.389,
hns uuderstood Csollla's Recount R B if In the year 1640 the $first Llalai Lama
had been establishccl, but Cno~~radecidedly o ~ l yalludes to t11c ul~itingof
thc t c ~ l ~ l ~ o rgovernnlcnl
al
wit11 his ecclesiastical sovc:.cigl~itj.

orily as are known for their loyality axid fidelity
shall be elected to t.his high ili,pity.'
The next in rank to these subli~rieLamas are the
superiors of several larger monasteries, of whorn some
a r e considered as incarnations, otl~ersas common mortals;
i n either case head Lamas of so high a rank are stylcd
Iihanpos. Xy brothers saw Khanpos a t the monasteries
of L i m a Yuru ill Ladik, and a t Thding ill Gnriri
Klibrsum. They were natives of LhSssil, ant1 had beun
al~pointecl by the Dalai Lama's govcsnuient for 1)eriotls
of from three to six years, a t the espiratiori of which
time they would return to Lhiissa. The abbot,s ill srliallcl*
~nonasteiiesare elected for life by the monks; but tllc
election has to be submitted for approval to tlic Ualui
Lama, who can either sanction or reject it.
Ot,her persons superior in rank to the colnmon monks
itre the Budzad, tlie superintendent of t.lie choiul songs
and music during the divinc service; iind tlie Gebkoi, who
has to maintairi discipli~ieand order. These dignitaries
are also elected by tlle monks, and constitute, with tlic
abbot, the council which regulates the affairs of the
monastery. Some other dignities which are occasionally
SOIIS

Compare for details Hue, 'LSouvenirs,"Vol. I., p. 2!J2. licippcn, 1. c.,
p. 247.
In Bhuthn the incarnated Iihallpus had profited by political circunlsta~icesto make themselves indepe~rdcl~t
of the 1)alai Lama. The relations
Iwtween the rulcr of Uliutin propcr, tlic 1)harma Kin~ioclie (calletl by the
iIilidus 1)hnrrns Ilitjn), and Lliiissn seem to 1)r very loose; irl~dtllc abbota of
thc ~no~iiiskrics
ill the boutlierrr valleys have also set up priricipslities alniont
indepcridcnt of' the Uliarli~a Iiir~poche. These Lan~as, atylctl 1,alna Rajas
by IIerlllann's compnnions, arc vcry je;ilous of tlicir power, alld e~ldeavoured
~ u o s tclieryically to prevcrit Hcr~iianri from cnleririg Uhutlili. by a b d u c t i l ~ ~
his servnntn.

'
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found i11 larger monasteries are nlere posts of honour,
having no direct influence upon the administration.'
The title of Lama, written in Tibetan blama, is applied by right to the superior priests only; but just as
the Arabic word Sheikh, and other titles of honour and
rank in European languages, so also the word Lama has
come to be regarded as a title which courtesy requires
one to give to every Buddhist priest.=
A particular class of Lamas are the astrologei-s, the
Tsikhan (occasionally also styled Kartsi-pa, or Chakhan =
fortune-teller, Ngagpa = one expert in charms), who are
allowed to marry and to wear a peculiar philntastic
dress. These people are professional fortune-tellers, who
are officially authorized to conjure and to exorcise evil
spirits, on behalf of and to the profit of the clergy.
Coxnmon tricks, such as vomiting fire, swallowing knives, &c.,
are not openly practised, nor would they be allowed, though
in other things these conjurers are permitted to play upon
t,he credulity of t,he ignorant multitude to any extent,
ant1 derive as much profit therefrom as they can. The
instrumenta which they most frequently employ in their
incantations, are an arrow and a triangle upon which
supposed talismanic sentences are inscribed.' Amongst
these astrologers, t,he Lamas called Choichong, who are
said to be all educated at the Garnlttkhgh monastery a t
Compare Pallnu, "Mongol. V@lker,"Vol. II., pp. 117-37. IIuc, "Souvenirs,"
p. 297.
= Compare Hardy, "Eastern 3rionachism," p. 1 1 . Gerard, "Koonawur,"
p. 119, states that he heard the head priests of tlie nlonasteriea styled
(ielong or Guru.
For particulare concerning certain ceremo~iieain which these things aro
uscd, scc Cl~aptcrXV.

THE GOD

CHOICHOSG.
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L h h a , enjoy the greatest reputation, because the god
Choichong, or Choichong gyalpo, is supposed to become incorporated in one of the Lamas belonging to t.his monastery
as often as he descends upon earth. His re-descent
becomes manifest by the frequency of lniraculous deeds
performed by a Lama,, who is then coiifiidered as the
favourite instrument chosen by king C%oichong. I-Ie
soon becomes the object of universal worship, which is
most lucrative to the monastery; for Buddhists from all
parts of High Asia come as pilgrims to Lhhssa to receive
his benediction; and they consider themselves happy if
the valuable presenta they offer as an equivalent, are
accepted by the incarnate Choichong.-In the monasteries
beyond Tibet Choichong astrologers are not frequent'; and
though the images of king Choichong are met with in
most monasteries of Western Tibet and the Himlilaya,
my brothers never saw a Lama Choichong.'
The god Choichong is but one of the "five great
kings," in Tibetan Ku nga gyalpo. These five mythological persons are considered to protect man most efficaciously against the evil spirits and enable him also
t o attain the accomplishment of every wish. Their uames
are Bihar gyalpo ; Choichong gyalpo ; Dalha gyalpo ;
Luvang gyalpo; Tokchoi gyalpo. Of Bihar I know particularly that he has chosen the protection of monasteries
Compare "Description du Tubet," Nouv. Jouln. As., Vol. IV., pp. 240,
The offerings which are the most agreeable to these kings, md the
conditions under which they are to be presented, are detailed in the Tibetan book entitled Ku nge gyalpoi kang shag, "to mnke confession to the
five great kings." Of Choichong in particular trcota the book Prulku
choichong chenpoi Kang shag '.to mnke ronfrs~iolito the illcarnation of the
great Choirhong."
1

293.

ant1 religious establihhments: of I)allia* that he is the
tutelary god of warriors. Thc inlagcs of the five gods
are very generally met with in temples and in the
private praying - room of laymen : amulet - boxes also not
unfi-equently contain such representations. They are
also added to an irnage of the thirty-five Buddhas of
confession (see p. 971, ill which they are dram riding
pllantastic animals. Rihar is riding a red tiger; Choichong
a yellow lion; Dalha a yellow horse (Klipang); Luvang,
the god df the Niigas (see p. 31), ;L blue crocodile; Tockchoi
a yellow deer. In other pictures, in which one of these
gods is the principal object., this very one is drawn on
a larger scale than the surro~uiding figures. Such a
l~icture, bought by Ado1l)he at Mkngnang, in Gn&ri
Khbrsum, shows Choichong extremely fat and threeheaded, riding a white lion with a blue mane; the figure
is surrounded by flames." His side h e d s are blue and
crimson, the central one is, like tlie body, of fleshcolour. His broad lint and some arms, the symbols of
his actiklty, :ire gilt; liis dress is n tiger's &in; of which
the feet are tied round liis neck. I n the upper part of
the picture various domehtic animals are sketched, alluding to tlie great merit to be derived kom corlsecrating
to him an animal, which the11 is no inore allowed to be
killed fbr privirte use. but after some time is delivered
to the Lamas, who may eat it. Below him are traced
three other tiet;.iidt~rs of ~ n a nagainst the liliscliievou~
spirits, viz.: Damcl~an dorje legpa, riding on a camel;
l'sangl);~,in Sit~lskrit131-ahma (see p. 114). ridi~iga ram ;
C'lit~l)i~
d:inic11;111.riding a: goat.

(:ELIIII\CY, POVERTY.
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O r g a n i z a t i o n of' t h e clergy.
Tlrr y,-i~iciplesof its Constitrrtion. The number of ol~servances to be follo\ved, at the present day, by the Lamas,
has increased, froin precepts plain and brief, to an ample
code of laws, which contains two hundrctl and fifty
rnles, in Tibetan Khrims: they are detaileil in thc
first, or Dulva division of the Kanjur, and have been
explained in the well-known works of Hardy and Burnouf.' But of this mass of precepts, I direct tlie attention chiefly to those of celibacy and poverty (which
Tsonkhapa enacted anew). because they have been of
great importance in forming the present character of
the Tibetan priesthood.
The violation of the ordinance of celibacy, or even
sexual intercourse, is severely punished; nevertheless it is
not unfreqnent, particularly in the case of Lamas who do
not live in the monasteries. Besides, we know of two inbtances in which, from considerations of public interest,
the Dalai Lama hay granted indulgences to marry to
I ~ a l l ~ aofs royal pedigree. The one instance is reported by
3)r. C'an~pbell,who says that a prince of Sikkim obtained
this permission; another analogous case is noticed by
Jioorcroft concerning the Riija of Ladiik.' The vow of'
1 Hardy, *LEaeternMonachiam," London 1850. Bunouf, LLIntroduction,"
in As. Kes., Vol. XX., p. 78.
pp. 234-335. Comp. Csoma's LLAnaly~is,"

Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XVIII., p. 494. Travels, Vol. I., p,. %A.
There is n sect in Chinese Tibet which P. Hilarion calls Sa zsya; it allows
ite priests to marry, and to beget a son, whereupon they abandon their wires
and retire into the monast~l.iea. "-4rl1~itend ~ rrusu. 3Iission," Vol. I..
p. 314.
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poverty is one of those institutioas which seriously affect
t<he public welfare i11 Tibet. as the monks, so verjnumerous in every Bllddhist coilntry, have to live from
the contributions of the lay popula.tion. Though the
single Lama who has renounced the world is not allo\vetl
to possess any thing besides the articles permitted by
the code of discipline. the Lama convents may possess
landed prol~erty,houses, slid treasures, and i h members
may enjoy the abundance of it-s well-filled store-houses.
The revenues are derived from the collecting of alms,
from ~ o l u n t a r yofferings, from the remilnerations for the
performance of sacred rites, from the rents of properties.
and even from commercial enterprisee.
Alms are more particularly collected at harvest time,
vhen a number of Lamas are deputed to visit the villages
for the purpose of begging for grain. When H e m
was a t Himis (in Sept. 1856) more than one half of the
Lamas were out in the country. Of vol~intarpofferings
the most coneiderable are those presented to an incarnated Lama, or given a t the annual festivals.'
greater number of smaller ones are obtained by those
monasteries situated along the principal passages over
the mountains, as it is the custom for every traveller
to repeat some prayers in the temples he meets with,
nnd to leave a small present. The remunerations for
attending a t births, marriages, illnesses, death, &., are
generally regulated by the officiating priest himself in
proportion to the means of those requiring their service.
These consist generally in iiatural products. which appear
1

Ser on exnmplc in 'I'u~.n~r's
Embassy, p. 345.

1G1

GRADES AMONGST T H E LAMAS.

to be given in advnnce.' The landed property, which is
sometimes even very considerable,.' is either tilled by
the dependents, or is let at a high price. ' The
making and selling of images, charms, &c., is another
source of considerable income for every Lama; their
trading with wool, and in Eastern Tibet with musk, is
mentioned by several travellers.
Grades amongst the Lamas. I n Tibet the clergy, besides
living a t the public expense, are also in most districts free
from taxesS and contributions for public works; and it is on
account of these and other advantages that the condition
and dignity of a Lama are every where so sought after. I t is
the custom in Eastern, as well as in Western Tibet, to make
the elder son of a family a Lama, and restrictive regulations, analogous to those mentioned in the ancient religious
Imks, seem to have lost their force; for all travellers
report that any one can become a member of the religious
order; the only restriction I know of is this, that in
Bhuthn the father who wishes h a son to be received as
a novice must ask the permission of the Deba and the
D h m a Riija, and pay a fee of 100 Deba rupees.' When
any one declares his wish to enter the priesthood, or
when he desires to make his son a Lama, the faculties
of the novice are exumined. In most cases the novices
An an inshnce of this custom I mention the ceren~oniesconnected with
the driving away of the evil spirits from the burial-ground (see Chapter XV.,
SO. 9). See also Huc, L'Souvenirs," Vol. II., p. 121.
' See Turner, 1. c., pp. 200, 312. Moorcroft, UTravels," Vol. II., p. 61;
'hmaranr Lake," As. Res., Vol. XII., p. 432.
In LadBk, however, the monasteries us such Rre taxed with considernble
sllrnv by the Kashmir government; Cunningham, "Ladak," p. 273.
' Pemberton, 'LReport,"p. 118. Burnouf, 'LIntroduction,"11. 277. Turner,
"E:li~b:~ssy,"
11. 170 Moor~~roft,
L L I ' r ~ v e lVo1.
~ , " I., p. 321.

'
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are boys, and if they are found intelligent enough, they
are allowed to take the vows (Tib. Uoln), viz. to observe
the religious duties connected with the priesthood; and
then they become "candidates for orders," Genyen (an
equivalent to the Sanskrit Upiistrka).' The Lamas who
have charge of the inst,ruction of the novices, seem not
always to treat their scholars well, for several t.rarellers have
witnessed rudeness and even cruelty in punishments.' The
grade next to the Genyen is that of Getsul; an ordinated
pried is styled a Gelong; tlhe grades are conferred by
a council, before which the candidate has to prove in
a public disputation his experience in the sciences he
has been taught hitherto. '
Women are also allowed to embrace the monastic life,
and we read of female mendicants, the Bhikshunis, who
have devoted themselves already in the earliest youth of
Buddhism with the permission of the founder to an ascetic
life. The nuns are styled Gelong-ma in Tibetan; in
Western Tibet, however, arid in the Himalaya they cannot
be very numerous, for my brothers never saw any great
number of them. '
The clergy are monastic; the greater part of the
priests reside in monashries, others are allowed to live
as clergymen in the villages fbr the convenience of the
~)opulation,who so frequently require their assistance.
See p. 149.
See Dr. Hooker, "Himalayan Journals," Vol. II., 11. 93. Huc, L"Souvenirs,"
Yol. I, p. 299.
Compare p. 21.
' Burnouf, uIntroduction," p. 8i8. Hardy, UEastern Monachism," p. 150.
Gerard, 6LKanawur,"p. 120, was told tlint it is mostly the uglieat women
who, 11avi11gbut little cllance of getting husbands, retire to curtvcnts.

I
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HERMIT LAMAS.

Hermits also are ilot rare: they inhabit the highest
parts of the valleys, and live from t'he charity of passersby. It is characteristic of them that they allow the
hair and beard to grow; and the clistom is so general
t h a t the typical representation of a hermit is always
t h a t of a man with long uncut hair and beard. Each
chooses a particular rite, and believes he derives from the
frequent practice of the same supernatural assistance. A
rite very often selected, though I am unable to state for
what reason, is tthat of Chod, LLtocut, or destroy," the
meaning of which is anxiously kept a profound secret
by the Lamas. The recluses are believed to be exposed
to repeated attacks on the part of the evil spirits, the
enemies of earnest and asrriduous meditation; but the
beating of a drum is regarded as a most efficacious
means of keeping them at a distance.'
On certain days those isolated Lamas, the village priests
well as anachorites, are required to revisit the respective
See Moorcroft, UNanearaur." As. Res., Vol. XII, pp. 458, 466. Their
living in seclusion is also alluded to by the name of Rikhrodpa, which means
Csoma and
'one who lives on o r amonget hills," and also lla hermit!'
Schmidt's Dictionaries. In pictorial representations of a recluse a drum is a
frequent object in one of his hands, while the other very generally holds
a cord, typifying the widom granted him by the deity ae a reward for his
strong mind and perseverance.-With reference to the encouragement given
by Buddhism in i b early days to anachoretism, I wish to remark (see also
p. 6, 150) that Stikyamuni himself, as well as all the foundem and snpporters
, of the various systems of Buddhim, urgently exhorted to energy in the
practine of meditation, as the most efficacious means of becoming emancipated
from existence; and that they recommended for these religious exercises the
choice of out-of-the-way places little likely to be visited by any one in pursuit
of worldly pleasure or gratification. Sikyamuni himself had set the example
by retiring to remote places previous to obtaining the Buddhaehip, and it
was not only duly followed hy his early adherents, but is also practbed by
the modern Tibetans.
11 *
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monasteries to which they bclong; aiicl they are punished
if they fail to present themselves to submit to this sort
of control. In every monastery there is a list of all
the monks forming part of the clerical community.'
Number of Lamas. With reference to the number of
Lamas I here present t'he following data.
For E a s t e r n T i b e t Dr. Campbell gives a list of
twelve principal convents at Lhcissa and in ita vicinity,
inhabited by a total of 18,500 Lamas. ' Surprisiilg as this
number is, it is far from representing the entire number
of Lamas spread over all the country of Eastern Tibet.
I n W e s t e r n T i b e t Cunningham has estimated the
lay population of Lad& at 158,000, the L a m at 12,000,
which gives one Lama to every t,liirteen laymen. In Spifi
the lay population was computed by Major Bay, in
1845, to number 1414, the Lamas 193, or about one Lama
to seven laymen.'
For the Buddhist countries of the E a s t e r n H i m a l a y a
I can give no numbers at, all, but only offer some general
remarks. In Bhutdn, the number of Lamas in proportion
to the lay population in extremely great. In Tassis6don
(Ikra-shis-chhos-grong, the holy town of the doctrine) 1,500
to 2,000 live in the palace of the Dharma B j a alone;
and their number must be considered as one of the
chief causes of the poverty of the inhabitants. Pemberton
Compare Moorcroft, "Travels," Vol. I., p. 339. Pemberton, "Report,"
p. 117. Hut, L'Souvenirs,"Yol. I., p. 203. Schmidt, in M6m. de 1'Acad. de
Petemb., Vol. I,p. 257.
' LLNoteaon Eastern Tibet," in the Journal of the As. Soc. Beng., 1856,
p. 219.
Cunninghnm, LLLadak,"p. 287. L'Report on the valley of Spiti," in the
Journal oT the As. Soc. of Beng., Vol. XIX., p. 457.
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says that tlle expenses for the maintaillance of this
privileged class have repeatedly been made the subject
of earnest discussion. ' I n Sikkim also the monakeries and
Lamas are described by Hooker as being very numerous
and influential.
For comparison I add some data for countries beyond
the limits of High Asia. Amongst the K a l m u k s it
was calculated, when Pallar visited their country in the
last century, that there was one lama to every 150 to
200 tents.3
In the environs of P e k i n there are about 80,000
Buddhist monks. '
Ceylon has about 2,500 priests, a number which gives
for a total population of two millions one priest to 800
In Bhrma there is one priest to every thirtieth soul.
Occupations. The monks, notwithstanding the religious duties they have to perform, woulcl have plenty
of time for the cultivation of larger tracts of land; but,
the only thing they do in this way is to keep in the best
possible condition the gardens surrounding their monasteries,
which greatly contribute to t.heir support and comfort.:
these same gardens are also very often the only places
for miles round where fi-nit-trees, chiefly apricots, are
met with. In general the Lamas are an idle set of people,
clisinclined to either bodily or m'ental exertion, the
Turner, "Embassy," p. 83. Pcnlbcrtor~, L'Report," 11. 117.
UHimalayan Journals," Vol. I., p. 31.3.
a Pallas *'Reisen," Val. I., p. 567. (k'rcuch edition).
4 \Vassiljow, "Dcr Uuddhism~us,"p. 18.
The data for Ceylon alld BGru~a :ue taker1 from Hardy, "Eastcr~l
~~ontlchism,"
p. W. Co~npero11. 1 1 about thc census of Ceylon.
1
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majority passing the greater part of the day in revolving
prayer-cylinders, or counting the beads of rosaries, though
occasionally some are found who are very skilful in
carving blocks of wood and making images of gods,
well as in painting and sculpture. The cleverest
Lamas, however, as my brothers were frequently told,
are generally summoned to Lhhsa.' Although every
Lama can read and write, yet these accomplishments
form no favourite occupation among them; and with
reference to the slowness of their mode of writing, I may
mention that the Lama who copied the document concerning
Himis (see p. 183) spent about six hours over it. The illiterateness of the Lamas has often been regretted. Many
were asked for an explanation of the six-syllabic prayer
Om mani padme hum, of whose magical infiuellce upon the
welfare of man so many religioua books treat; and i t was
not till after repeated inquiries that at last a satisfadory
answer was obtained. Schmidt was much surprised
a t the answers which the Nepalese Buddhists gave
Hodgson. "A Tibetan or Nongolian Lama," he says,
'Lwould not have answered his questions so well." Both
Csoma and Huc have observed that the Lamas are not
very well acquainted with their sacred literature; Huc
says that they excuse their ignorance by urging the
profoundness of their religion; and again: "a, Lama who
knows Tibetan and Mongolian is styled a sage, or wise
Compare Turner, "Embamy," p. 816. The activity of the Ladaki Lamas
the cultivation of land, which Moorcroft, LLTravela,"
Vol. I., p. 340, notices,
is actually confilled to their gardens.-There was a very skilful carver in
wood reeiding in Spiti at thc time of Trebeck's visit to that province, and
his works are highly praised by this traveller.
ill

1
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man; anti if he has also ~ r o alight knowledge of Chinese
and Ahndshu literature, he is viewed as of more than
human nature."' My brothers also were often puzzled by
the confused .answers they received from the Lamas to
any questions either on natural phenomena, or concerning their religion or history. The Lamas always pre- '
ferred talking about matters connected with mystical
theology, and it was a comparatively easy affair to
obtain from them explanations of the supposed magical
properties of particular charmx.
The Diet of the Lamas is that usual in the ~ o u n t r y . ~
They may eat whatever is offered them in alms, but are
not allowed to drink intoxicating liquors: these are,
however, taken under the pretext of "being medicine."
Animal food is not forbidden, Sakyamuni himself is mid
in Singhalese legends to have died from eating pork,' but
it is considered as an impediment to the attainment of
perfection, as man should view all animated beings a8
his brethern and relations, and not kill them; there is
MBm. ds l1Acad. de Peterab., Vol. I., p. 9'3. Caoma, Journ. Aa. Soc. Beng.,
Vol. VII, p. 14. Huc, LLSouvenim,"Vol. I., pp. 56, 299. Compare also
Turner, LLEmbpssy,"p. 316.
2 About the food of the Tibetans in general, see Turner, "Embassy,"
pp. 24, 48, 82, 126, 129, 136, 195, 220, 946, 343. Pcruberton, ''Ileport,"
p. 156. Moorcroft, 'LTravels," Vol. I., pp. 1A2, 208, 232, 243, FJl, 309,
3-25-3232; Vol. II., p. 77; ''Mamaraur," As. Res., Vol. XII., pp. 396, 396, 444,
M,486. fluc, L'Souvenira," Vol. II., p. 258. Cunningham, "Ladak," p. 306.
Wassiljew, ''Der Buddbismus," p. 94. Moorcroft, "Travels," Vol. II.,
p. 12, remarks, that he saw at Unia YJru tho Lirnaa take Chong, thc
national liquor, during their religious service. Also the fermented drink of thc
Lcpchae, made of millet, is taken in great quantities by the Lamus ill
Sikkim.
Iu the Tibetan biographics he is
4 Hardy, "Eastern Monachism," p. 92.
reported to havo died from affection of thc spine. Schiefncr, "Tibet. Lcbcnabeschreibung." M6m. des Savants Otrangcrs. Vol. VI., p. 292
J

.
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even a proverb which says-"To
eat flesh is equal to
eating one's relatio~ls."' Laymen, however, eat meat of any
k i d : according to my brother Robert, however, they
abstain-in Spiti a t least--from partaking of fish, although
no satisfactory reason could be alleged by them for their
so doing. In order that the monks may not inordinatelj
i~ldulgetheir appetite for meat, there exist a great many
regulations; on certain days no animal food whatever is
allowed; the monks are also obliged to abstain from it
as often as confession is made, as also at those periods
when very sacred religious ceremonies are performed.
The principal food co~lsistsin rice, wheat, or barley,
flour, milk, and tea. The rice is boiled or roasted; the
flour i8 mixed with milk and tea, or formed into unleaveried cakes and seasoned with salt. Such cakes have
lt taste similar to that of the unleavened bread of the
Je\vs. The tea is made in two different ways; first as an
infusion with hot water, as in Europe, and this preparation
is called Cha-chosh L L tea water; " a secondly in a very
peculiar manner, which I will describe in detail from a
a recipe obtained by lily brothers at Leh:The tesc-loosened brick-tea, 3-is inixed with nearly
half its volume of soda, in Tibetan called Phuli. The
mixture is then thrown into a kettle filled with the necessary quantity of cold water, the proportion varying
Coml~.Wnssiljew, 1. c., p. 134.
This and the following terms, Phuli and Gurgur, do not occur in thc
tlictionaries.
Brick ten is thc coninicrcial nwnc of thin peculiar kiud of tea; it refm
to its having a forni not u~ilikc thnt of a brick. It obtains its ahape and
:it tllc snnic. tilnc its co~lsistc~~cy
by k i n g pressed iuto n form.
A!
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as in our mode of making tea. When the water is
about to boil, the mixture of tea leaves and soda is
stirred, an operation continued four to six minutes
after the boiling of the water. The kettle is then
removed from the fire and the tea is filtered through
cloth into a round, wooden cylinder about three to four
iilches in diameter and two to three feet high; the tealeaves are generally considered as useless and are thrown
away. The tea is vigorously querled in a wooden tub
(called in Tibetan Gurgur), like chocolate; a large amount
of clarified butter is then added (generally double the
quantity of the brick tea), and some salt; when the operation of querling is continued. Finally the tea is again
thrown into a kettle, mixed with milk, and heated
anew, as it has gen'erally great,ly cooled down during
all the operations just described. This tea, called "Cha,"
strongly resembles a kind of gruel, and is taken, together
with meat or pastry, a t dinner or supper; but it is not
allowed to be taken during the performance of religious
ceremonies, when tea-water alone, Cha-chosh, is handed
round as refreshment.'
On certain occasions the Lamas give grand dinners.
To one of them my brother Robert was invited at Leh;
it had been arranged in honour of the visit of a high Lama
from Lhjssa. Tea was given in the place of soup, and
was handed round all dinuer time. A particular honour
was shown to the guests by care being Liken that their
As yet this brick tea is used almost exclusively, though it is to Lc
hoped that the excrtiolls of the Indian Govcrnn~cntto introduce tea grown
in the 1Iinliilnyu and ill .IYSIIIII
into l'ibct will ere long mcet wit11 succcsu.
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cups should never become quite empty. There were
various kinds of meat, some roasted, some boiled, and
even some as a kind of pie. No wine was aerved, but
the cooking was really much superior to that generally
met with in the country, and much better than could
have been expected. On inquiry Robert learned that
the dinner had been cooked by the high priest's own
cook, whom he had bropght with him from Lhrissa.
Dress. The original precepts laid down by Fiikyaniuni for regulating the dress of the priests hacl been
well adapted to the warm climate of India; later, however,
when his faith extended over more northerly and, consequently, rougher climates, he himself is said to have
allowed tlie use of warmer clothing, of stockinp, shoes, LC.
The principal advantage of dress, as taught by Sakyamuni, is to cover the shame of the priest; besides which,
it has a h other benefits, such as protection from the
cold and the attacks of mosquitoes, &c., things which
cause disturbance of the mind.'
The various parts of the dress of a Tibetan Lame
are: a cap or hat, a gown, an inner vebt, trousers, a
cloak, and boots. '
Caps and hats. The caps are made of double felt or
cloth, between which are put charms; in tlio rainy
Hardy, u l h t c r n hfonachism," Chaptcr 911.
In tlie IIinlilayn districts and in Wcstern Tibet tho predominant colour
of the objects of dress is a more or lese brillant red; yellow is met with
rimong tile sects enumerated p. 72.-About
tlie dress in general notices
arc also fourld in Turner, "Embassy," pp. 32, 86, 242, 314. Moorcroft,
"'l'ravels," Vol. I., p. 2%. I'cmbcrton, “Report," pp. 108, 153. Dr. Campbell,
in thc Jouru. of' the AN.SOC.of Bcngal, Vol. XVIII, p. 4'59. floe, L'Souvenim"
i'Ladak," p. 372.
Vol. II., p. 1 1 1 . C'u~~i~iugham,
1
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districts of the H d l a y a the Lamas wear during the
summer large hats of straw. The shape of the caps
varies considerably, but it is curious that they are all
of Chinese or Mongolian fashion, whilst the form of tllc
robes has been adopted from the Hindus. The mode of
salutation is also the Chinese as the Tibetans always take
off their hat, whilst the Hindus, as a sign of reverence,
approach their masters not bare-headed, but bare-footed.
Most of the caps are conical, with a large lap, which is
generally doubled up, but is let down over the ears in
cold weather (see plate XVI. where the laps are let
down). The head Lamas wear a particular sort of cap,
generally low and conical, similar to those worn by
Padma Sambhaval and mythological deified persons of
particular influence upon man's welfare, as King Bihar;
this form is called Nathongzha. Some head-priests of
Western Tibet have an hexagonal hat formed of pastcboard, and showing four steps diminishing towards the
top; or in some cases u kind of mitre of red cloth
ornamented with flowers of gold worked in the stuff.
This latter kind of cap bears a remarkable resemblance
to the mitres of Roman Catholic bishops. O ~ s i o n a l l y ,
if the weather allows it, the Lamas in Eastern Tibet, in
13hutA.n and also in Sikkim, go bare-headed.
The gown reaches to the calves and is fastened round
the waist by a slender girdle; it has an upright collar
and is closely buttoned up at the neck. In Sikkim the
Lamas occasionally wear, slung round the shoulders, a kind
of reti and yellow stril~cd woolle~i stole. 111 general
1

Ycc the phtcs in Ilookc~.,-'IIinlalny;m Journnls," Vol.

I.,

11.

328.
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t~he gown has sleeves, except in the BhutAn Duars, rr
country where the mean temperature does not go down
even in the coldest mouth, in January, below 22" or
18" Fahrenheit.
The i n m r vest has no sleeves, and reaches to the
liaunches. It is not a t all cut to the form of the body
of the individual but hangs down quite straight. In
Ladhk, most of the Lamas wear it over the gown instead
of underneath.
The trousers are fastened to the waist by a sort of
lace running in a drawing hem. The two legs are equidistant throughout, also in their inner side, as in Fig. a.,
and not in b. During the winter
the trousers are worn over the
larger gown as a better protection against the cold. In
Bhutdn the Lamas, according
to Turner,' wear, instead of
trousers, philibegs hanging down nearly as far as
the knee.
upper garment," is
The cloak, in Tibetan Lagoi,
the distinctive eccletiiastical dress of the monks, in which
also the Uuddhi~s, BOdhisattvas and sacred Lamas are
represented. It is a long but narrow shawl of wool or
sometimes even of silk, ten to twenty feet long, and two
L'E;n~bsssy,"p. %.-The wearing of trouscrs is a very ancient custom;
sce tllc most interesting and complete work of Weisa, "Kostiimkunde,"
Val. II., pp. 545-674, wlio gives rnany drawings in which the races who in
a ~ ~ c i c ntin~es
t
inhabited h'orthcrn and Eastern Asia, are represented with
trouucrs. It is altogcthel* rc~~~arkablc
to scc tl~circlrcss but little differing
fronl what tliry wear now.
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to three feet broad; it is thrown over the left shoulder
a n d passed under the right arm, so as to leave bare the
right arm. Perhaps the custom of having the right arm
inc covered may be explained from the rejection of the
castes by Sakyamuni ; for the border of the shawl describes
a line across the breast just as the triple cord does,
which according to the laws of Menu, the three higher
castes alone are allowed to wear; whilst the shawl had
h e n worn by all priests, froin n4mtever caste they may
have sprung. '
The boots are made of stiff felt, either white or red,
and are ornamented with perpendicular blue stripes. They
reach up to the calves. The soles are of double-felt,
sometimes furnished, besides, with a sole of leather. These
soles form a very solid and unyielding support for the
foot, protecting it very well against sharp stones, much
better than do the shoes worn by the Turkistanis, the
sole of which consists of thin leather only, which gives
neit,her protection against the roughness of the ground
nor support to the foot; the advantages of the Tibetan
boots are, however, sometimes secured by thick feltstockings.
My brothers have Been shoes in use but very rarely,
and then only amongst the superiors of the monasteries.
To complete the description of the appearance of
a Lama I have still to notice various smaller articles
generally worn. From the girdle which keeps together
\

Menu, Chapter II., pp. 42, 44. On ancient sculptures the Buddhns not
unfrequently wear nothing but the three str~ngs; see the drawings in Crswfurd'n
Arrhipelngo, Vnl. II., and in t'oucaux's Rgyn r l ~ h ~rol
r pa, Vnl. 11.. Platc I.
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the gown, hang a knife-case and several purses or little
pockets containing various articles, such as a tooth-brush,
a tongue-scraper and an ear-pick, steel and tinder,
tabacco or betel-nut, dice used in foretelling future events;
;r prayer-cylinder and a Chinese metal pipe are also
:~lmost always to be found among the artides fastened
to it.
The rosaries, in Tibetan Tliengpa, indispensable instrument's for counting the due number of prayers, are
generally fastened to the girdle, or sometimes worn round
the neck.' The beads amount to 108, which answer to
the number of the volumes of the Kanjur; but most of
those used by the lay population have a much smaller
number of beads, about t,hirty to forty. The beads are
of wood, pebbles, or bones of holy Lamas; the latter
have a very high price; the rosaries of the head Lamas
are not unfrequently of precious stones, particularly of
nephrite (the Turkistani Yashem) and of turquoise. To
most rosaries are fastened a pair of pinchers, needles, an
ear-pick, and a small D0rje.l
The amulet-bows, in Tibetan Gaa (in the Lepchrr
language of Sikkim Koro, and Kandum, if of wood), are
likewise worn round the neck; and it is not unfrequent
to see several fastened to the same string. Most of the
I

Compare Pallas, "Reisen," Vol. I., p. 563. Turner, "Embas.sy," pp. 461,
336. I. J. Schmidt, "Forechungen," p. 168. While travelling the Lamas are
loaded with many other objects. See IIook~r,"Himalnynn Journnls," Vol. II.,
p. 142.
Pinchexn are in use even amongst the rudest tribes, who go almost
naked; for they need them to draw out thorns. I add as another instance
of the ancient use of pinchera, thnt we hnvo found them also in the oldest
,paves in the Franroninn ITill~,in navnria.
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boxes are pointed, imitating the form of 3 fig-leaf'; I)ut
they are also square or circiilar. The outside is cit.lier
embossed or painted.
Wooden boxes are closed by a slide, which has llot
unfrequently a space cut out to allow the image of the
chosen tutelary god to be seen. Those of brass have
the two parts fitting together like the cover and the
lower part of boxes; but hinges are replaced by ring^,
of which one at least must be connected +ith each part.
A string or a piece of leather can be passed through,
and serves to hang up the object as well ns to keep it
together.
The things put into such cases are relics, images of
deities, objects which are believed to be dreaded by the
evil spirits, and charms.' I had occasion to examine
the following different sorts :1. A square wooden box from Gy6ngu1, in Gntiri
Kh6rsum; the box was bound in brass. In the interior

were carved on one side one of the goddesses Ilolma (see
p. 66), who are supposed to protect against emaciation,
having on her left Chenresi (see p. 88) and Amitiibha (see
p. 53) on her right. The opposite side sliowcl Siikyamuni
with the same deities.
2. A leaf-shaped wooden box pairited yellow, with
red clouds. It contained a figure of Shinje (see p. 93)

of tinted clay; at t,he bottom of the case lap a little
medal of hardened barley-paste representing Tsonkhapa
Compare about the kind of charms, Csoma, "Journ. As. Soc. Beng.,"
Vol. IX., p. w5.
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(see p. 69); it is half an inch in diameter, and was wrapped
in paper covered with charms.
3. A circular box of brass with chailns anrl n similar nledal of Tsonkhapa, covered with gold paint,.
4. Three conical brass boxes fastened to one string.
The central box enclosed a gilt figure of Tsepagmed
(= Amitabha, see p. 129), who is supposed to grant,
longevity. Also a piece of copper formed to represent
a thunderbolt was wrapped in a piece of red cloth as
a protection from the effects of lightning. In t'lle smallest
box several slips of paper were covered with seals of the
Dalai Lama printed in red, which are supposed to protect against death by drowning. I found there also grains
of barley and earth. The third box contained several
figures of Lha Dolma, and Tsonkhapa (all carefully wrapped
in pieces of red silk) alternating with charm-papers.
The charms were all written in small characters, or
running hand, but by the friction against the images and
grains the papers had been almost reduced t o loose
fibres. All objects were strongly perfumed with musk,
and had besides, like every sacred article fabricated in
monasteries, an unl~leasantgreasy odour.'
l 1)rawings of the different aorta of rosaries, as well an of the amulet
boxes described above, from originals obtained by my brothers, will be
given in a plnte acco~npanyingthe "Resulb of a Scientific Miesion to Intlia
and High Asia!'

RELIGIOUS BULLDINGS AND MONUMENTSe
CEREMONIEB
PRECEDING THE ERECTION.-MONAS~IEB.-HISTORICAL
DOCUMENT
RELATINOTO TEE FOUNDATION
OP THE MONABTEEY
OF H~s.-TEXPLES.RELIOIOUS
MONUMENTS.1. Chortene. 2. Manis. 3. 1)erchoks and Lapchm.

Ceremoilies p r e c e d i n g t h e e r e c t i o n .

THE erection of every new religious building is preceded by a benediction of the ground and by various
other ceremonies. The Lamas of the neighbourhood
come together, and the highest in rank presents offerings
to the deity selected as tutelaky god, it being the custom
to dedicate every building to a particular god, who is
supposed then to protect it against mischievous spirits
as well as malignant men, and to bestow every kind of
happiness upon its frequenters. A god very often chosen
as patron, is King Bihar (Hihar gynlpo) one of the five
12
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great kings.' An image which m ~ -brother Adolphe
obtained in GnBri Kl~cjrsumrepresents Bihar in an upright
attitude, standing upon the "seat of diamond," Tib. Dorjedan, Sanskrit Vajra~iina,formed of Lotus leaves. He is
trampling upon four human k i n g s of black, red, white
and yellow colour; the skulls also of which his necklace
is composed are of these colours. His gown is of blue
silk (Tib. Dnrzab), with various ornaments; his cap, of
the form I hare described (p. 171) as Nathongzha, and
his shawl are red. His right hand wields the Doje, in
his left is the Phurbu. The picture is meant to represent a statue placed in a box the four sides of which
form a frame separating it from the surrounding figures,
which are : the fabulous kings Dalha, Luvang, and Tokchoi
gyalpo, and three highly revered Lamas.
The prayers accompaning the inauprative ceremonies
are read for the prosperity of the edifice. A t the ceremony
of laying the first stone prayers are recited for the
prosperity of the new temple or place of worship; these
are then written down and deposited with other prayers
and certain forms of benediction (Tib. Tashi tsig jod,
"blessing speeches7'),together with relics and other sacred
objects, in a hollow in the foundation stone. When the
building is finished, the Lamas again assemble to perform
the rites of con~ecration.~
The restoration of a ruined building is also preceded
See p. 157.
A volume treating of these ceremonies, in whicll Vajmattva (p. M) is
addressed, is mentioned by Csoma in his Analysis of the h'anjur, As. Res.,
Vol. XX., p. ,503. Concerning the objects usually enclosed in the Chort~ns,
see Cunningham, "Ladak," p. 309.
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by religious ceremonies, which bear the nanlr of Argai
choga, lLceremony of prcsenting offerings."

Monasteries.

The monasteries, in Tibetan Gonpa,' "a solitary place,"
are mostly at some little distance from the villages, and very
frequent'ly even on the summit of hillu, in a commanding
position. Each monastery receives a religious name, in
allusion to its being a centre of Buddhist faith: thus
the monastery a t Himis, near Leb, in Ladrik, is called
in t.he historical document relating to its foundation,
Sangye chi ku sung thug chi ten, '!the support of the
meaning of the Buddha's precepts." Other instances are
Darjiling, in Sikkim, "the far-diffised island (of meditation) ;" ' Tholing, in Gntiri Khbrsum, l Lthe high-floating
(monastery) ;" Mindoling, l6the place of perfection and
emancipation." Occasionally the monastery is more ancient
than the village, which has sprung up afterwards in its
immediate vicinity ; in this case, the name of the monastery
is transferred to the village, as in D a . r j h g ; whilst in
the opposite case, the monastery takes the name of the
village, as at Himis.
Tho architecture of the monasteries is that employed
It is written dgon-pa The descriptive designations for monnsteries
which occur in religioue booke, such as "houee of science" @bug-lag-khang),
and similar ones, are not in uae in ordinary every-day language; and the word
chhos-me, which Conningham, L:Ladak," p. 376, mentions as being given to
monseteries was scarcely ever heard by my brothers.
Dar-rgyas-gling. In ita complete form the name is preceded by bsam,
meaning thought, meditation!'
a Quoted in Csoma's and Schmidt's Dictionnries, ooce smin-pa. Tholiug is
spelled mtho-]ding.-For further details of these names see my brother Hermann's Glossary, in R. As. Soc., 1859.
12 *
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for thc liouses of tlle wealthier ~)opulationof the country;
bnt t,licy are loftier, and are d o r n c d with a greatcr
11uml)er of flags arid prayer-cylinders on the roof. The
approach to a moriastery is also distinguislied by ;I
number of religious monuments, as Chortens, Manis, &c.'
The materials used in tho construction of monasteries vary in different districts. Thus, in t,he Himlilaja,
\vhere wood is plentiful, they are built almost entirely
of tinlbcr; ant1 in Sikkim ant1 Bhutiin, where the bamboo
:tl)oands, t,hey are often const,ructed of t,his material,
whicl~ is occasionally interlaced so as to form a latticework. I t is a very general custom in these latter
coulitries to huild tlic monasteries upon piles, in order
to prevent the lower floor from getting wet or damp
ill t'he r ~ i i l yseason; while the roofs are constructed
in the Chinese style, being mostly of the pyramidal or
prismatic form, not flat, and projecting considerably over
t,he sides of t.he building. I11 Tibet,, where trees are
very scarce, the walls are i u d e either of st,one-which
for larger buildings are regularly shaped-or of unburnt,
sun-dried bricks, which are cemcnted with most impcrfectdy made lime, or even with clay only. I n Ladik
and Cinhri Kh&uum, the roofk of the monasteries are
flat, and t,hey are constructed like the ceiling of t,he
Concerning the homes of the Tibetans in general, see: for Bhutan,
Turnrr, LLEmbnssy,"pp. 50, 61, 93, 142, 177, 180; Pemberton, UReport,"
1). 154; for Sikh7'm, Gleanings in ~cience,Vol. Il., p. 179; Hooker, "Himalayan
Jounlals," in many passages; for LIrd8sa, IIuc, 'LSouvmirs,"Vol. II., Chapt 11.:
for GfihrO' Kho~.,~vm,Moorcroft, "Lake Nansaraur," Be. Res., Vol. =I.,
pp. 426, 442, 456, 47:); for Laddk, Moorcroft, "Travels," Vol. I., p. 315;
Cunninghiun, 'iLarlak," p. 312. See also va~~ious
representations in the "Panoranlas and Views" nccompnuying the 'iltesult8 of n Scientifir >fission," 11y
niy l)rotl~crs.
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clifl'erent stories, of hniall beams of' \\.il!o\v 01- po1)l:tr
They are then covered wit11 sprigs of ~villow,straw, and
le%vea,and l~lastercdtogether with clnp to rentlcr tho whole
a somewhat compact mass. The roofs of the houses of the
head Lamas are, besides, surmountetl by the form of a
regular cube, terminating in a cone covered with gilt tiles.
Xuinerous prayer-flags are set up round the I-oof, as
also cylinders about five fee+ high ant1 two ibct in
cliarneter, supporting a crescent surmounted by a pinnacle similar to the pointed end of a spear. Some
cylinclers are covered with black cloth, rouncl which
are sewn horizontally and vertically white ribbons, so
as to fbrm the figure of a cross; in other cases the
colours are respectively red and yellow.
The entrance to the monasteries looks towards either
the east or thc south, the latter position being probably
chosen as affording protection against the north winds.
The entrance-door is six feet, or sometimes even more,
above the ground, with steps leading up to it.
The monasteries sometimes consist of one large house
several stories high, with occasionally a covered gallclry
running round outside and used as a promenade. Somet<imesthey are composed of several buildings, containing
wspectively the temple, house of assembly (also used as
refectory), the dwelling of the Lamas, storellouses for
provisions, and tlie like. These various establishments
extend in larger monasteries, such as Th61ing7 in Gnhri
Kh6rsum7 over a large surfiice, and are enclosed by a
cornillon wall, which, as Cunninglialr~ was told, is intended to serve as a means of clefence; but ~ n gbrothers
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observetl, that at present it is, in most instances, too weak
to lay claim to the name of a fortification, particularly
if the establishment is an old one, as Th6ling for instance,
which is mentioned in Ssanang Ssetsen's "History of the
Eastern Mongolians" to have been built 1014 A.D. '
The ground-floor is without windows, and is used
as a receptacle for provisions; it is generally a little
broader than the upper stories. These latter have large
windows and balconies. The windows have no panes of
glass, but are closed by black curtains, upon \vliich
are sewn figures of a Latin cross, formed of white
stripes of. stuff? The cross denotes quietness or peace,
and is well known in this quality to the Europeans who
visit Japan, where the loop-holes of the forts are
covered with such curtains in time of peace; when a war
breaks out they are all removed. The upper stories
are reached either by a staircase or by a broad, sloping
beam, in which incisions are made to serve in lieu of
steps. Each story is divided off into large compartments,
in which several Lama,, live together; small cells, each
appropriated to a single person (as is the custom in
Roman Catholic monasteries), are not known in Buddhist
establishments. The furniture is most plain; the chief
articles are low tables and benchee (in the dining
room); bed-steads of rough-hewn planks, with blankets
and cushions, and different vessels. All these articles
are generally of very inferior workmanship. Stovcls
Ssanang Seeteen, ed. by Schmidt, p. 53.
See the plates in Turner, ~ n dthe View of Mi~nisby Herman~ide Schlagintweit, 1. c.
Fro111an or111 c o m m u ~ l i c ~ t ifrom
o ~ ~ C~ptairlFairholme, R. N.
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o r chimneys are unknown in Tibet, and fire is made on
the ground where the form of* the house allo\vs of it.
The smoke, like in the chilets of the Alps, escapes
through an opening in the roof.
There is no monastery without a temple, and this
latter occupies the centre of the building; in large
monasteries, where more temples than one exist, ths
central one is the principal.
Each monastery is sprrounded by a well-cultivated
garden, in which flourish, owing to the care bestowed
upon it by the Lamas, groups of poplar and willow trees,
as well as apticots. The Lamm have succeeded in growing
trees 111 localities far beyond the ordinary limit of such
kind of vegetation. Thus it happens that at Mangnang,
i n G&ri Kh6rxum, at a height of 13,457 feet, fine
poplars are found.
Historical Document
r e l a t i n g t o t h e F o u n d a t i o n of t h e M o n a s t e r y
of H i m i s , i n Ladak.
The following summary of a curious document of foundation is now published for the first time. The original,
which is .carved on a broad stone slab, 24 ft. high,
was seen by my brother Hermann on the occasion of
his visit to the monastery of Himis, in September 1856,
and he got an exact copy of it made, of which t,he
following is an approximate translation. The occurrence
of terms not explained in the dictionaries, and a spelling
different from tha temployed in the sacred writings, made
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it impossible to give here a literal translation, at3 has
been done with the address to the Buddhas of confession
(Chapter XI.); yet all the importants facts could be deciphered which had reference to the time of the erection of
the monastery, to the persons who ordered the building, and
to those who constructed the edifice.' The document is divided into two paragraphs, which are distinguished in the original, printed on Plate IX.by
, a blank space between them.
First paragraph. This begins with a hymn to the
IJuddhist triad, viz. the Buddha (the author of the
doctrine), the Dharma (his law), and the Sangha (the
congregation of the faithful). a
LLHail!praise be and benediction! Salutation to the
teachers! To the most perfect, eminent Buddha, who has
the characteristic signs and proportions; to the excellent
law, which reveals the entire truth; to t.he congregation
of t'he faithful, who endeavour to become delivered: all
honour be to these three Supremacies after a prosternation at the feet of the superiors" (%ere called bla-ma,
The remainder of this paragraph relates, in the usual
In specimens of modern Tibetan, as c. g. in the treaty between
Adolphe and the authorities of Dabs (see Chapter XVI., 2), and in geographical
names, we find words used which are not met with in literary language; md.
more Frequently still, terms presenting a most unexpected orthography.
Perhaps we must account for this by phonetic corruption and the gradual
formation of dialects; but we must not lose sight of the fact that but few
people in Tibet know how to write correctly-an art which, for that matter,
was not very general in Europe either but a short time ngo, when schools
were limited to monasteries.
"The protection dcrived from thcse threc gems is said to destroy the
fear yf rcproduction, or successive existence, and to take away the fear of
thc mind, the pain to which thc body is subject, and the miscry of the four
l e l l s liiu.ily, L'Eustcrn J I o ~ ~ ~ c h i n r ~11.i , "909.

bombastic style, the fiithful adherence to Buddhism of
Dharmariija Senge Nampar Gyalva, and his father,' and
the universal reverence paid by the Ladakis to the holy
triad. It is stated that Senge Nr~mpar ordered to be
built on a magnificent style, and in llis residences,'
the "Vihara of the three gems," the Sangye chi ku sung
thug chi ten, i. e. the support of the meaning of Buddha's
precepts, LLwhencethe sun of the doctrine arose in this
country brilliant as the dawn of the day." This monastery
is said to be "the place where originated the entirely
victorious (translators) of the three secrets," in Tibetan
gsang p u m , which latter is probably to be referred to
the book Gyatoki sanpum, which Jamya Namgyal
ordered to be copied in letters of gold, silver, and
copper (red).
It is further reported, that. in the reign of this
monarch many most learned and powerful Lamas llad
come to Ladhk and taught the doctrine; we find the
following names :
b'dPal-mnyam-med-'br~g-pit
TZ
the muster of incom11arablehappiness, the thunderer, who has spread Ruddllist
Uharrnarija, in Tibetan Choichi gyalpo, or by contraction Choigyal, "king
of the law," is a title applied to the rulers aud mythological persons
who have furthered the cause of Buddhism.-This
king is called by Cullningham, "Ladak," Chapter XII., Sengge Namgyal; his father is nnlned Jnmy:r
Namgyal. Jamya had beer! dethroned and emprisoned by Ali Nir, a fanatic
Xussalmin ruler of Skhrdo, who had invaded Ladik and destroyed both
the temples and the sncred imnges and books of the Buddhists. But later,
when Jamya was re-established in his kingdom, hc sent a mission to Lhassa
with precious presents, and showed himself in lriany other ways a very
faithful Lelicver in Buddhism.
The word here translated "rcsidcnces," in Tibetan pho-brang-rname,
seems, on account of the plurnl piirticlc rnalns, to nleurl LLterritorics,
lands."
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doct,rine with the greatest energy tl~roughout'Dzam-bugling,' but more particularly in this country.
" rGod-ts' hang-pa, whose titles are t,he victorious
holding the Dorje, the beloved son of the patron of
creatures.
"sTag-ts' hang-ras-pa-chhen, the great Bhikshu of t,he
tiger nest, the greatly venerated, who disposes of magical
power, and b e f ~ r ewhom many Lamas have prostrated
t,hemselves.'"
Second paragraph. The erection of the convent was
entrusted to " ciPal-ldan-rtsa-va'i bla-ma = the illustrious
Foundation Lama-who had dwelt in numerous monasteries,
and had become firm and strong in the ten commandments:
The edifice was begun in the month Voda, in Sanskrit
Uttaraphalguni (the second month), in the male waterliorse year, and finished in the male water-tiger year,
when t,he Lama performed the ceremony of consecration,
t,he sign of completion. In the male iron-dog year the
In Sanskrit Jambudvipa; it ia the namc given to that qunrkr of the
glolw in which India lies.-Concerning thc Brugpa sect see p. 71.
The conetruction of the name makcs it very probable that this Lama
.came to Lad& from the monastery God-tsang in Eastern Tibet, to the n m e
of which would then be added the particle pa.
3 In Tibetan 'gro-va'i-mgou-po, from 'gro-ra "a creature," and mgon-po
patron;" a title indicating, that the person so styled is "n saint, a god."
Perhaps we ought to take rGod-terhang-pa as an incnrnation of Chenresi
(see p. 88)' as well as grovai gonpo as one of his surnames; he is also
atylcd Jigten gol~po,in Sanskrit Lokauatha, "the patron of the world!'
4 Cunni~~ghan~,
1. c., heard that this Lanla had travelled through India,
China, Kafiristan and Kaehmir, and had made, and then consecrated an imagc
of nlnitrcys in Tamosgang, in Ladhk.
3 With respcct to thc lncnning of tlrc tern] rtsa-va'i bla-ma see p. 141.Concerning t h e ten rommnndmcnts 8c.c Burnouf, "LC Lotus de la Bonne
Loi," p. 446; Csomn, "I)ictionary," 11. 69.

.

monastery was encircled with "a hedge of the 'spen'
shrub, and outclide the Lion entraiice were put up along
the walls and the enclosure 300,000 Naiiis (or prayercylinders)." The document concludes by alluding to the
meritv which the king, the workmen (i. e. the masons,
carpenters, porters), and in fact all engaged in the construction of t l i s monastery, had derived from t,heir
assistance, and mentions in particular the salutary influence which the monastery will exercise in future upon
the welfare and salvation of the inhabitants of LadBk.
When endeavouring to refer the years which I have
given in the preceding part with their Tibetan denomination, to the corresponding years of the Christian era,
it must be kept in mind that Senge Nampar Gyalva
reigned, according to Cunningham, from 1620-70. Now,
calculating by a cycle of 60 years, we obtain the following years for the dates occurring in this document :The erection was commenced in 1644;
The monastery was finished in 1664 ;
The 300,000 Manis were put up in 1672.
Calculating by a cycle of 252 years, we find t,he
respective dates to be 1620, 1640, 1648. Also the latter
years would not be excluded, as they would admit
the supposition that the Himis monastery was amongst
those which his predecessor Jamya Namgyal had left
unfinished a t his decease ; but in the present =e we must
adopt tlie years 1644-72, ~ i n c efor history it is the cycle
of 60 years and not the cycle of 252 years which is used
in Tibetan litemturo. ,is an insti~nccconfirming this 1
quote Csoma, who, in liis Cllronological Table, applied tllc
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cycle of 60 years to Tis~i's designi~tions,and obtained
results sufficiently in accordance with those derived by
Schmidt and, Klaproth from Mongolian and Chinese
works.'

Tlie exterior of the Iluddhist terriples in Tibet ditiers
in geiierally widely from that ]net with in otlier couiitries where Buddhism prevails. Whoever lias h i d occasion
to see the magnificent temples of Bdrma, with their
culious architecture, will be greatly disappointed on
beliolding a temple in Tibet; for, with the exception of
Lhrissa, Tasliilunpo and T;lssisudon, scarwly any Tibetan
tenil~lepresents extraordinaly dimcnsiolls or a p:articularly
imposing appearance.
The temples a,re called in Tibetan Lhakhang, and are
lllost generally in imnlediate connexiou with the buildinp
of tlie monasteries. There are, however, villages which
11ave n te~nple only, without a monastery, and in this
caso the temple stands beside the houses; in llamlets
without a temple, where nevertheless a solitary Lama
resides, there is a room fitted up in his dwelling-houst:
for the performance of the different rites a.nd ceremonies.
The arcllitecture of the temples is simple. The roofs
are now flat, now sloping, with square holes serving as
windows and skylights, whicli ivl? shut by a curtain
I~eingilri~wnacross thern.
Thc walls of the teml~les look towarcls thc four
Co~iccruingthe vurious ~ y a t c n ~ufs reckoni~~g
tinw

sc7c

Ch;~l~tt,r
XYl.
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quarters of heaven, ancl each side hhould bc pnintctl with
3 particular colonr, viz. the north side with grec~n,tlitl
south side with yellow, the east side with white, ant1
the west side with red; but this rule seems not to be
strictly adhered to, as my brother saw niany temples
nith all sitles either of the same colour, or simply whitewashed.
The interior of the temples which my brothers llad
occasion to see' consisted of one large square room, with
an entrance-liall in the front; occasioilally also entrancehalls-but then smaller ones-are found along the other
three sides of the temple. The inside surface of tlic walls
is whitewashed or covered with a kind of plaster. They
are then generally decorat,ed wit,h painting8 reprefient,ing
episodes taken from the life of the Buddhas, or images
of gods of dreadful countenance. My brothers were
told, that the art of fresco painting is practised by a
particular class of Lamas, called Pon, who reside in
Lhhissa when their services are not required for country
temples.
I11 the side halls of the temple is generally situated
tile library, the volunles being regularly arranged on
shelves, and wrapped in silk. In t,he cornem are
p l ~ e dtables bearing numerous st.atues of deit,ies; and
the religious dresses, the musical instruments, and other
things required for the daily service, are hung up on
wooden pegs along the walls. I3enches are also placctl
1 -4s an exnmple of their construction see the interior of the monastery
of MBnpang, in GriQri Khbrsu~n, 1)y Adolphe in the (LAtlae of Panoramnu
and Views." The interior of the Singhnlcse templee is very eimilnr to tllnt
t~rn
p. '200.
of tht. ti he tar^ tc.~nples. Ser Ilardy, ' b I ~ : ~ ~ s t ~Ionacllism,"
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in the temple, upon which the Lamas take their seat,
when assembled for prayer.
The roof of the temples is supported by two rows
of unornamented wooden pillars painted red, and dividing
it into three parallelograms; large silken fans, called
Pl~an,striped white and blue and with unravelled fringed
edges,' together with musical and other instruments,
are suspended to these pillars; while from the crossbeams hang numerous Zhaltang, or pictures of deities,
each fastened to two red slicks, and generally covered
with a veil of white silken cloth. The altar stands in the
central gallery, and consists of differently sized wooden
benches, beautifully carved and richly ornamented; the
smaller ones are set upon the larger before a partition
of planks on which hang fans of the five sacred colours
(viz. yellow, white, red, blue and green) held together
by a crescent, the convex side of which was turned
upwards. Upon these benches are ranged the offering
vessels, statues of Buddhas and gods, and some instruments and utensils used ig religious worship; amongst
the latter is always seen the mirror Melong which is
*
used in the ceremony Tuisol; then some bells and Dorjes,
together with a Chorten containing relics and having
occasionally a niche with the statue of some deity; also
a vase with peacock feathers and a sacred book is never
wanting. The ofl'ering vessels are of brass, and similar
1 These fans ore to IJP
uuderstooil as tokens of reverence paid to the
gods, and answer to the silken scarfs inscribed with sentences which Tibetan
politeness requires should be offered by visitors or enclosed in letters.
These scarfs are called in Tibchu Khatak, or Tnshi I<h~tak,"scarf of
I~cnediction!'
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in shape to the Chinese tea-cups; they are filled with
barley, butter, and perfumes, in summer with flowers.
Beside the altar is a small bencll upon wliicli tlie officiating Lama ranges the offerings to be consumed in
the burnt-offering, and the ritual instruments he requires
in particular ceremonies.-At
the end of the gallery
stands, in a recess, the statue of the genius loci to whom
e
the temple is consecrated; in some temples his head is
shaded by a canopy of cloth, the form of which may
be seen from Plate X.; from its central part called
Dug (literally umbrella) extend some horizontal ribands,
Labri, at the ends of which hang vertical flags, B d a n g ,
Sanskrit Patiika.
In the entrance-hall, at both sides of the door, and
also in the interior of the temple, are several large
prayer - cylinders, which are perpetually kept revolving
by the attending Lama. The walls are not unfrequently
decorated with views of sacred cities and monasteries,'
executed in colours upon paper; these are much ruder
than their drawings of gods; they have no perspective,
and the houses are traced in front view, but very incorrectly. A vertical plan of Lhiissa, which the Tibetan
Lamas honour with the name of a landscape, is almost
always amongst these representations of sacred spots; it
resembles somewhat the older plans of European cities,
drawn from a bird's-eye view.
1 Also Turner, "Embseay," p. 158, mentions having seen sor~lc in the
temple of Wandeechy, in BhutBn.
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l t e l i g i o n s nionui~leiits.
I3uddl~isn1haw erected various religious monuments,
amongst ~ - h i c hare particularly to be mentioned the
Chortcns, the Maniw, and the Derchoks and Lapchas.
1. CRwtelzs.

The motive for t,he erection of these lnoiluments is
itlenticnl to that which gave rise to the frequent erection
of t,he Stupas, or C%bityas of ancient Buddhism in Indilt,
of which so great n number have been recently discovered in India and Afghanistiin and carefully examined.'
But a peculiarity of the Chort.ens is the use which the
Tibetans make of them. The name of Chorten denotes
at once their nature and object, for its component word5
mchliod, and rt,en signify "an offering" and "to keep, a
receptacle." The Tibetan mode of spelling this word would
imply that its pronunciat,ion was Chodten, but the " d before
"t') is suppressed, and the "rl' is heard, although, according
to grammatical rules it should be, mute. The Tibetans of
Gn,iri Kh6rsum) however, pronounce Chogdan; GerardS
writes Chosten or Chokten, a designation which appears
Concerning the idem connected with Stupas, and the reporta about their
construction and the objects which have been digged out, see the workq of
Hitter, "Die Stupas," Berlin 1834. Wilson, ILAriana antiqua," London, 1811.
Cunningham, '&TheBhilsa Topee," London, 1854. Sykes, &&On
the miniature
Chaityas," R. A. S., 1866; and LiAccountof Golden Relics," R A. S., 1857.
C~mparealso Burnouf, iLIntroduction," p. 346. Respecting their age Wilson,
"Buddha and Buddhkm," R. A. Soc., p. 249, is of opinion tllnt the custom
of erecting Stupas is some~vllatposterior to that of excavating temples and
constructing Vil~iras,or n~onasteries;the Stupaa in the North-west of India
were ~ o s prbbably
t
erected in a period commencing with the first years of
i r ~the sixth century.
the Christian ern and tern~i~lating
? .'K:~nawur," 11. 124.
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to be a dialectical modification. Both he and Cunningham1 also mention the name Donkten or Dungten for
those Chortens in which relics are deposited-a
name
which seems not frequently used.
The ancient Stiipas were originally meant as receptacles for relics of either the Buddhas or the Bodhisattvas and the kings who encouraged the propagation
of the Buddhist faith. But already in the early periods
of Buddhism Stiipas were constructed ex voto & symbolical substitutes for a tomb with a sacred r'elic, either
for marking the spot where remarkable incidents in the
sacred history had taken place, or for decorating the
Vihhras and temples. Their erection is considered as an
act of devotion and reverence paid to the Buddhas, and
was recommended already in the ancient legends as a most
meritorious work.
The Tibetan Chortens also uerve as relic repositories,
as they enclose remains of revered Lamas, sacred writings,
consecrated objects, &c., deposited therein already at
their erection. Chortens containing bones or ashes in a
box are erected in the burial grounds; Chortens with
writings are of smaller size, and are ranged upon the
altars; they typify the Buddha's mercy.' But the predominant idea connected with the Chortens is that of their
being ofwing receptacle^,^ for no Tibetan passes them
without depositing some sort of oblation, either on the
iiLadak," p. 377.
See p. 137.
a Aleo the Singhaleee believe the protection of Buddha not to be obtained
by eimply going near a Dagopa (= Stiipa) or other sacred place, if the
pweer-by performs no particular act of worship. Hardy, "Eastern Monachiem,"
p. 210, compare also p. B3.
13
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steps, or in tho interior by a small opening leading to a
shrine. The objects deposited are chiefly the Satsas, o r
Tsatsa~,which are very generally made on the road by
kneading a portion of clay between the fingers; they
are conical, in imitation of the form of a Chorten. Other
Satsaa represent Buddhas, or have a sacred sentence
pressed upon by means of moulds; the latter are bought
from the Lamas.' The quantity of Satsas is really
astonishing; i t not unfrequently happens that the steps
are nearly hidden by the heaps of Satsas.
The form of the Chortens varies much more than
that of their prototypes, the Stiipas. The base of the
Stupa is a cylinder or cube, upon which a body shaped
like a cupola is set up. Stupas which have been broken
down have been found to be solid buildings, with a litt,le
shrine in the centre only, in which had been deposited
the burnt bones of a human being, together with coins,
jewels and inscribed slabs. The bones are sometimes
enclosed in small cases made of the precious met.als.
In the Tibetan Chortene this form has in general
undergone considerable modifications; the unaltered ancient
type has remained limited to the smaller Chortens put up
in the temples. The principal difference between a Sttipa
and a Chorten is that in the latter the cupola is either
surmounted by a cone, or that it is inverted. The most
general style is the following: The base is a cube, upon
which rests the inverted cupola; this cupola is the principal part; it encloses the objects enshrined, and in it is
1 In Mongolia, the name Satan, by Pallan called Zags, is applied to the
cones of clay only: see his 'LMongol. Vclker," Vol. IL, pp. 10S, 411.
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the holo leading to the space for the offerings. A graduated
pinnacle rises above it, and this is either a cone of
stones or a wooden spire; it is surmounted by a disk
placed horizontally and a pear-shaped point, or, instead
of it; by a crescent supporting a globe and the pear
upon that. Chortens of this form occur in every Tibetan
district. They are exclusively used in Rliuthn and Sikkim,
and are also met with in the plans of sacred temples; but
in other parts of Tibet several other forms are seen. Of
them I mention the following: I n Ladtik a moderately
high cone, similar to the roof of a building, and projecting
over the border of the inverted cupola, forms ib top; it
either rest. immediately upon the cupola, or a cube of
smaller dimensions is interposed between them. This cone
ends in a wooden point similar in shape to the point of
a spear, or there is a slender pole the size of which
diminishes with tbe scarcity of wood. Originally a flag
with prayers printed upon it was fastened to every pole;
but in most cases only rags are left, or the flags have
been blown away entirely. In Gnhri Kh6rsum some Chortens are mare like a tower ; upon a cube as base is placed a
body square a t the base and slightly pyramidal in form,
which, &r diminishing a little and again increasing in
width, is surmounted by a bell-shaped projecting top, or a
bell resting upon a little tower. When new or in good
condition it is surmounted by a pole embellished with a
flag. The Chortens in the environs of Th6ling are plainly
pyramidal, consisting of five to six steps; the upper end
is a small cube covered by a conical roof. Others can be
described in reference to their principal parts as a cube
13*
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notched into several steps, supporting an angular bell-shaped
body: these Chortens are very similar to the ancient Stupas.
The materials used for the Chortens in the open air
are rough stones, bricks,' or clay; they are almost all of
solid masonry. The outer surfaces are thickly plastered
with mortar, which is coloured red with the dust of
pounded bricks. Grooves are formed similar to the panels
on European doors, and simple ornaments are delineated
in the mortar. Only once, a t Gyirngul, in Gnari Khbrsum,
m i .brother Adolphe saw a hollow tower-chorten, which
mas constructed of planks. It stood close to the monastery, and was perhaps but an enclosure for smaller
Chortens, similar to those which Gerard had seen in
Kanhur,' where they are open in front; this is not the
case with the Chorten at Gylingul, which has four walls
and no entrance.
The height of the Cllortens is in general from 8 to
15 ft., though a few considerably exceed this latter height*,
attaining to as much as 40 ft. Those set up in the temples
are moulded from metal, or more generally from clay
mixed with chopped straw; occasionally they are carved
of wood; but such Chortens scarcely ever exceed four
feet; they are often not higher than as many inches.
Mani, originally a Sanskrit word meaning 'la precious
stone,"' which became naturalised in Tibetan, is used to
The custom of hardening the bricks in the sun originated in the powerfnl insolation, combined with the very small amount of humidity in the
atmosphere.
Gerard, LLKanawur,"p. 124.
8 The prayer cylinders are aleo called gLManie."

designate walls of about six feet in height and four to
eight feet in breadth, but their length varies much more
considerably. The largest hitherto known is that which
is situated on the road from the banks of the Indus to
Leh; according to Cunningham i t has a length of 2200 ft.'
Two others at Leh itself Hermann found to be respectively 459 and 386 ft. in length. He also measured
one .at MQndang, near Dajiling, in Sikkim, which was
90 ft.: another a t N a r i g h was 244 ft. in length.
The Manis are constructed in the higher valleys of
loose stones only; whilst in the lower ones, where mortar
is not so expensive an article, lime is used. Some of
the large Manis have a kind of tower a t both their
ends, occasionally in the form of a Chorten, with a sacred
image in front; if, as is sometimes the case, the Mani is
made longer, the old tower remains and a new one is
added a t the end of the prolongation. Large poles, to
which flags with prayers are attached, are also not unfrequent a t the ends of the Manis.
Rough, irregularly rectangular stone slabs greatly
differing in size, and bearing inscriptions in Tibetan or
Lantsa characters,* or adorned with images of deities,
lean against the upper part of the wall or are laid down
on the roof of the Mani. The most frequent inscription
met with in the stone slabs is the six-syllabic prayer:
Om mani padme hum;3 or adorations of Vajrasattva, as:
''Ladak," p. 378.
See p. 80.
This sentence was traced in enormous characters, formed by blackieh
stones, on the alope of the mountain opposite LAma Ytirnl, and wns visihl~:
at a p a t dietance.
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Om, ab, hum; vajra guru padma siddhi hum; of Vajrayani, as: Om Vajrapiini hum ; or mystical ejaculations, as :
Om, ah, hum. Amongst the names of deities engraved on
the stone slabs, we frequently find Siikyamuni, Padmapani,
Padma Sambhaba, Vajrapani (see Plate II.), and different
recluses. The slabs are, according to Cunningham, votive
offerings made for the purpose of obtaining the fulfilment of particular wishes. Travellers, when passing
along the Manis, leave them on the left hand, in
order to follow the succession of the letters of the
inscriptions. '

Almost every building is decorated with flags, attached
to a pole set up before the edifice, such flags being
considered etlicacious in preventing the evil spirits from
doing mischief. Single flags are also met with in front .
of religious buildings, and along the road; those before
large monasteries are often of considerable height; the
two largest which my brothers saw were planted in
fkont of the entrance to the monastery of %is;2 one
w a 45, the other even 57 ft. in height, and as there is
no tree in Tibet attaining such a height, these poles
Gerard, in his gLKanawur," p. 123, remarks that paseers-by always leave
tho Manis to their right, and expresses hie belief that superstition is the
reaaon for their doing so; hut my brothers never saw their people paes them
in this way, but always so as to leave the Mani on the left hand; and they
were told by several Lanra~that thc reason for this was, that in so passing
Ijy they muld follow tho characters, instead of having to spell backwards.
See my l~rotherHermann's "Vicws of the inonaetcry of Himis," in the
Atlas to the bLBeeultsof a Scientific Misoio~~."
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must have been transported with great difficulty, across the
Himdaya. The upper part of these poles was decorated
with three concentric rings of black yaks-hair suspended
at some distance from each other; whilst in general the
poles have but one tuft of yaks-hair surmounted by a
g d t spear-end.
The flags are called Derchok (the Durchut of Gerard),
the heap of loose stones to support the pole, Lapcha;
both terms are doubtless words of popular origin,
not occurring in the Dictionaries. The "der" in
Derchok might be explained from dar, i l k , a stuff
sometimes used for flags. Lapcha is very probably a
modification of lab-tee, "a heap," which also occurs in
geographical names, either in the form of h b t s e , as in
LAbtse NAgu and Ltibtso Chhu, in Gn;iri Kh6rsum, or
as Ltipcha.'
Some flags are of a regular shape, and prayem and incantations (such as " Om mani padme hum"), invocations
of the airy horse (in Tibetan Lungta), the magical figure
Phurbu, and others, are printect upon them. These
printed flags are fastened to the pole on the longest
side, and are prevented from loosely hanging down and
folding by horizontal red sticks. Other flags are Inere
rags of every size and material; such rags are chiefly
added by travellers to the Lapchas found along the route, in
order to obtain "a happy journey." Nowhere are Lapchas
more numerous than on the highest point of a pass, and
not unfrequently one is surprised to find a Lapcha even on
1

8.

For detail8 I refer to Ilermmn's "Cilowry of Geographical names,"

u. Ldpclta which forms Part. 11. of Vol. 111. of the uResulk.''
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high spots situated out of the regular road; the reason
is that the frontiers of provinces are likewise marked
by irregular heaps of stones,' and thus, even on the top
of the G u n s h a a r , in G n h i Khbrsum, which attains a
height of 19,699 ft., my brothers found a Lapcha. Their
Buddhist companions were always most eager to add
new flags wherever they passed, or to erect a, new
Lapcha by making a large heap of stones, in the
middle of which they set up one of their almost indispensable mountain-sticks, which was then decorated
with flags, partly made from my brothers' handkerchiefk,
partly from the bags in which they had kept their
provisions, and from pieces of their very dress. When
every one had made his contribution to the Derchok,
they walked solemnly round the heap whispering prayers.
Comp. Georgi, LLAlphabetumTibetanurn," p. 508.

CHAPTER XIV,

REPRESENTATIONS OF BUDDHIST DEITIES,
DerTtes REPRESENTED.-METHODS
OF E X E C U T ~ O SACBED OBJECTS.Drawings
and paintinge.-8htuer and b a S - r e l i e f S . - C ~ ~ a ~ ~'~PBs.-aenernl
~S~l~
attitude of the body and position of the fingers.-Buddha-B6dhisattvas.Priests, ancient and modern.-Drageheds. ILLU~TRATIONS
DERIVED FRor
fi~aumme.

Deities represented.

WE learn from the ancient legends, that already in
the earliest periods of Buddhism relics and images of
the Buddha had been highly honoured; the religious
w o r h recommend them to be worshipped, as also the
monuments in which the relics are deposited; and we
find it mentioned that the images which were sent to
royal persons at their desire, were previously inscribed
with the sacred dogma "Ye Dharma," &c., and similar
formulae, in order to make them acquainted with Buddhist
doctrines. ' Such were the earliest objects of worship ;
t.he mode of worship was also very simple ; prosternations
were made before the images of the Buddha, flowers and
Burnouf, "Introduction," p. 37-51. Schmidt, LLGrundlehren?'
MBm. do
I'Acad. de St. Petemb., Vol. I., p. 238. For the Sanskrit and Tibetan text eee
Plate I.
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perfumes were offered, and prayers and hymns recited
for their glorification. The =me simplicity of rite prevailed still in the seventh century A.D., as we learn from
Hiuen Thsang, though the objects of adoration and worship had increased in number; for Hiuen Thsang mentions, that the principal disciples of tkkyamuni were then
worshipped, as also the Bodhisattvaa who had excelled
in virtue and in the sciences, as Manjusri; the Mahiiyiinn
schools, he says, have adored even all Bodhisattvas without
any further distinction.'
A t the preant day, besides the things and persons
just mentioned, the mythological Buddhas preceding Sakyamuni as well as those who will follow him, their corresponding Dhyani Buddhas and Dhyiini Bdhisattvas, are
womhipped, and a host of gods, spirits, and deified priests
enjoying s lmtl reputation for sanctity. In order to furnish
an idea of their immense number, I mention, that the Tibetan collection of Buddhist images, known under the name
"Gallery of Portraits," contains the drawings of more than
three hundred Buddhas, saints, &., each having his name
added beneath?
M e t h o d s of e x e c u t i n g s a c r e d objects.
Modern Buddhism, in order to facilitate the worship of its many deities, has made representations of
Barthklemy S t Hilaire, LLIae
Ruddha et sa Religion," p. 288-297.
This "Gallery of Portraits" is similar to the Japanese collection of
Ruddha figures, entitled L'the Buddha Panthwjn of Niypon," which was w m piled 1bW and cousisb of 631 drawiugs. Pmf. J. Hofmann at Leyden has
1)ublished it and illustrated it by annotutione iu Siebold's UNippnl A d i v
zur Ueschreibuug von Japan," Vol. V.
1
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them in prodigious quantities. Copies are met with everywhere, not a temple but contain^ lots of them; they are
set up in the private houses and in the open air; and
title-pages of printed books, nay even the headings of
each chapter are frequently embellished either by a black
figure, or by a, coloured one. This astonishingly frequent
application of representations has probably sprung from
the belief, that the image, by being consecrated, becomes
"animated," arnilakho in Mongolian, viz. endowed with
the powers of the God whom i t represents; addressbs,
therefore, may be directed not only to the God himself,
but also to his respective image.'
The images are manufactured exclusively by the Lamas,
who excel herein like their masters the Chinese (who
first introduced the images of the Buddha into Tibet),
and from whom they afterwards learned how to overcome many of the technical difficulties connected with
the manuftrcture.' The monopoly now exercised by the
Lamas has chiefly resulted from the belief that prayers
directed to representations are efficacious only when they
have been executed under prescribed forms and ceremonies, which the clergy alone know how to perform.
The ceremonies to be observed are most numerous and
various; there are certain days proper for the commencement of a particular picture, and others again on
See Schmidt, "Ssanang Saetsen," p. 330. I refer the reader to the
legends about the alleged influence of tho pictnres brought to Tibet by the
wivea of Srongtspn Gampo on tho spreading of Buddhism and the wellme
of the Tibetans. Ibidem p. 345.
With reference b Chiuerro art compare Nott and tiliddon, "Indigenous
I ~ c ~ s ,p." : ~ 2 .
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which alone the eyes are to be painted, these being conI
sidered the most important part of the whole picture;
besides which during the various stages of progress of
each picture other ceremonies and prayers are requisite.
Thus, benedictory ceremonies' have to be performed
immediately after the entire completion of the image, in
order that in the meantime no malignant spirit (which
beings are considered to be always on tlie watch to do
mischief to man) may take possession of it, whereby t h e
prayers would be rendered utterly valueless.
Plastic objects, such as statues and bas-reliefs, are
not less numerous than drawings and paintings.
Drawings and paintirlgs. The patterns for dl-iwings
are called Sagpar, and are made by desribing the outlines of an original drawing with numerous pin- holes,
and by rubbing coal-dust into these holes the outlines
are transmitted to paper or canvacjs, prepared with
lime and flour-paste; the stratum when dry and hard, is
carefully polished with stones before being used? The
lines are then traced wit11 China ink, and the different
parts of the picture covered with colours of a uniform tint; only few ornaments are shaded. The picture,
whkn completed, is bordered by several strips of silk,
called l'honka, generally three in number, blue, yellow,
and red; occasionally also irregular rags of other colours
are sewed to its borders. As they have no glass, they
1 A work embodied in the Gyut diviaion of the Kanjur also treata of tbe
ceremonies to be performed on such occaaione. See Ceoma, LLAnalysis,"Be.
Res., Vol. XX, p. 503.
The Kalmuks and ale0 the Mongolians print the outlines with woodcub.
Pallas, LLMongol.Volker," Vol. XI., p. 105.
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use for protection against dust silk vail-like coverings ;
and the only part corresponding to the frame of our
pictures, is represented by two round wooden sticks,
one of which is passed through the upper border, the
other through the lower one; they facilitate the hanging
up of the picture and st the same time keep it stretched
when hung up. The lower stick is also used to roll
the picture upon when sent about.
Statues and bas-reliefs. In the construction of these
things moulds are used which are filled out with various
plastic materials, such as clay, or a kind of papiermach6, or bread-dough; the positive objects are then
generally dried in the sun. Metal figures are but rarely
made. The statues are often painted or slightly gilt.
As a peculiarity I must mention that even butter is
used; it is tinted with different vegetable colours before
being put into the mould; the head, the feet, and the
hands are filled out in the mould with yellow butter,
the garments with red, and so on. They remain put
up before the eacred ilnages till the butter, by decomposition, becomes intolerable ; they are then thrown
away.' The sharpness of the statuettes and medaillons,
even of the smallest, is quite surprising.
The most esteemed plastic figures are those in which
are enclosed relics (as ashes, bones! hair, rags of the
garments of saints), or grains first offered to the Buddhas
in divine worship. The grains, before being put into
the figures, are consecrated again by a particular cereCompare alsolHuc, ''Souvenire," Vol. IL, p. 96. In Ceylon temporary
n
p. 2~32.
images are made of rice. Hardy, " K n ~ t , ~ r Mon~chism,"
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mony, called Rabne zhugpa. Relics and grains are either
mixed with the material of which the figure is cornpod,
or they are enshrined in a small hole at the bottom or
back, the hole being called Zung hug, b ' D k n i place,"
from the Zungs or D h h n i s read during the mremonies of the consecration. The hole is closed again
by a seal, in order to prevent the objech h m f a k g
out or from being taken out without the fact being
discovered, for then the figure is supposed to have lost
all its beneficial influence. Figures containing such sacred
objects, are styled Satsa, or Tsatsa, a name which is
also given to the chorten-like cones moulded from clay
by travellers.'
In the drawings, as well as upon the sculptures a variety
of symbolical signs occur. Hodgson has drawn attention in
several of his papers to these signs as a means of determining
that ruins showing such symbols are certainly Buddhist
remains; he has recently published a collection of 110
symbol%.which mere extracted froin Nepalese Buddhist
images, books, and engravings on stone-a
collection
highly important for tracing the extent of Buddhism in
earlier periods. In these papers Hodgson points out in
several instances the identity of Buddhist symbols with
those upon images of Sivaitic deities; but by closely
examining their meaning with the Buddhiste, he came
to the conclusion "that the things typified are
always more or less, and generally radically, different ;"
and his opinion is highly supported by Hofmann, who
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made analogous researches about Japanese writings and
images.'
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c types.

A comparison of the images of various sacred persons shows at once a strongly marked difference in
attitude, features, dress, and emblems between the various
group, particularly between the Buddhas, the BGdhieattvaa, the priests (ancient and modern), and t*he
Dragsheds.
General attitude of the body and position of the jingers.
The artist who makes a representation of any god, is
not allowed to follow his own idea or to make any
alteration in the original design. But many of the gods
may be represented in several attitudes recalling some of
the glorious and important moments of their life. Thus,
Siikyamuni, with one hand uplifted, denotes his charader
as a teacher; a sitting attitude, with one hand holding
the alms-bowl, the other hanging down over the knee,
is chosen to represent him plunged in meditation; a recumbent position means his having left the world for
eleven faces and thousand hands and
ever. P&pani's
feet refer to the legend about the cleaving of his head
Mdha, the God of fire, when driving away the evil
spirits, rides a red ram, and has a most horrible countenance; whilst in representations not having for object
Hodgson, L'Illnstmtionq"p. 209. Journ. of the R. A. Soc., Vol. XV'IIJ.,
p. 893; thirty-three symbols derived from coins have been omitted from
comiderations of cost. See instead of them the seriee of 168 oompiled by
Wilmn, Plate XXII., in his "Ariana antiqua."--IIofmann, "Nippon Pnntheon;"
remarks annexed to Fig. 1C& 432.
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to show his wrath, his attitude and type are those of
a Buddha.
The positions of the fingers, also (in Tibetan Chakja,
literally an emblem, a sed, in Sanskrit Mudrii), have an
allegorical meaning. Thus, the right hand hanging down
over the knee, with the palm of the hand turned outr
wards, symbolizes charity, and is d e d Chagye chin,
right hand of charity." The attitude h n g i nying gar thalmo charva, i. e.
"uniting the palms of the hands on one's heart," is the
following:-The two hands uplifted, a finger of the right
hand touching one or two fingers of the left hand, like
a man accustomed to use his fingers in explaining his
meaning. This attitude typifies "the unity of wisdom
with matter," in Tibetan Thabshes, or Thabdang shesrab,
or the assuming of the material forms by the Buddhas
and Bdhisattvas for the purpose of spreading the right
understanding amongst animated beings. It is certainly
not accidental that none of the Buddhist gestures are
identica.1 with those made by the Brahmans when performing the ceremonies of their creed.'
The Buddhas are men, but men of the most perfect
form, endowed with thirty-two superior beauties, and
eighty or eighty-four secondary ones.' It is in strict
conformity with these characteristics, that the Buddhas
are represented with soft and smiling features, which are
These have been collected in Mrs. S. C. Belnos' folio work, ii The Sondya,
or daily prayere of the Brahmans." London 1851. For Buddhist gmtnres
see the plates of Hofmann's "Buddha Pantheon?'
See concerning these, Burnouf, "Lo h t u s de la Bonne Loi," Appendix VIII. Hardy, "Manrial of Buddhi~rn,"p. 367:- -Compare also p. 140.
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also given to Maitreya., the future Buddha, who in the
who have
other attributes is likewise equal to the B~iddl~as
already appeared. These, the Manushi Buddhas, are of
gold or yellow complexion; both colours are identical,
the latter being but the cheaper substitnte for gold.
The ears are large, the laps rest upon the shoulders;
tlie arms are long; there is a single hair on the forehead,
called in Sanskrit Urn%; on the1 crown of the head is u
cylindrical elevation, in Sanskrit Ushnisha, in Tibetan
Tsugtor, and from this rises a conical ornament called in
Tibetan Progzhu, or Chodpan, "a head-ornament, a crown,
diadem," which is almost always gilt. The Buddhists view
the Ushnisha as an excrescence of the skull, an interpretation, however, which is not supported by the etymology of the name, which would restrict its meaning
to "a turban,'! or "dressed hair." I believe this curious
protuberance to have resulted from the way of dreseing
the hair practised by the Brahmans, which is decidedly
very ancient, and is found to be the same as that on
the oldest figures we know. The Brahmans cut away
the hair, except that on it circular space on the crown,
which they twist into a knot. It is most probable that
the Buddhist have conferred upon their sublime masters
this prerogative of the highest Indian caste.'
Burnonf, "Lotua," p. 558, believes this hnir-dress to have been adopted
trace of the
original view has also heen retained in the Tibetan term Tsugtor for Ushnisha,
which is explained in the Dictionnries to mean "a tuft of hair," as well as
* a 801% of excrescence on the crown of the head." A Nepalese Buddha
priest, also, speaking of Vajrasattva's iniage at Buddha Gayah, says: &'The
lock on the crown of the head is twisted into n turban." Hodgeon, LIIlluutr:~tious," p. 206.
1.I
as a protection against the dangerous influence of the sun.-A
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Thr nhyiini Buddhas and tflle mytllologicrtl Buddhas
have a white, reti, green or blue complexion. The Dhpsni
Rudilhas are, besides, distinguished by a third eye on
t,hc forehead-the
eye of wisdom, in Tibetan Shesrab
chan; in those images of Padmapani in which he is
represented with a great many ha.nds, t.his eye is also
traced in t*hc palm of his hands.
A11 R~idclhas are dressed in the religious shawl, the
Lagoi, which is generally folded round the body and over
the left r;houl(ler, with a small end coming up over the
right shoulder also.' The heads are encircled by a
glory, typifying a leaf of the sacred fig-tree ($cw religiosn), under whose shadow Siikyamuni had obtained
t,hc supreme intelligence; in ancient figures this glory
is sometimes pointed and oval, like such a leaf, but i n
modern representations it has univemlly a circular
form.'
The right hand of the Buddhas is always represented
empty, while in the left is often seen the alms-bowl, in
Tibet,ai~Lhungzed, in Sanskrit Piitra. The predominant
posture is the sitting one, the legs being crossed and
the soles of the feet turned upwards; it is called Dorje
kyilkrung. This is said to have been Sakyamuni's attitude in his mother's womb. Images with one foot
hanging down over the throne, are not frequent; the
European fashion of sitting should be given to Msitreya,
For a description of the Lagoi eee p. 172.
See Ritter, "Die Gtupae," p. 232, 267. Concerning the origin of the
worship of the fig-tree, compare Hardy, "Eastern Monachism," p. 212.
Each Buddha hae hie peculiar tree, Ibid. p. 215, and l'Manual of Buddhis~n,"p. 94.
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for this mode is called after him Chamzhug, sitting-like
Cxampa (Maitreya); but in the i v e s in our possession
he is figured cross-legged like the others.
The Buddhas, whenever they occupy the cuntml
part of a picture,' are seated upon "the throne of
lions," in Sanskrit Simhssana, in Tibetan Sengti, or
Senge chad ti, "the seat of eight lions." The throne
is so called from the eight lions which support it; in
the drawings, however, two lions only are seen in
front. Over the throne a cloth is spread called LLthe
upper cover," Tib. Tenkab, one end of which hangs
down, and is decorated with symbols or the figure of a
god; on both sides of this Tenkab are not upfrequently
seen the heads of two animals, which Hodgson has called
"s~pporters."~As each Buddha and Btdhisattva has his
peculiar animals, they most materially hcilitate the
determination of the subject of the picture. In images
of Siikyamuni, e. g., two peacocks are frequently drawn
a t the sides of the Tenkab, the form of their long neck
being an allusion to the p a s s Kusa, of which he had
made the cushion he sat down upon under the BodhiThe Tibetans like to, group together into the same picture several g0d8,
some of whom are represented in formidable attitudes, whilst the others
display a smiling countenance. The principal figuro is the central one; of
the surrounding persons some may have a connexion with him, others haw
decidedly none. The ccntml figure is very frequently sitting in the middle
of a landscape representing the ocean bordered by steep shores beneath
him; two snowy mountains rise to the left and right of him; and a dark
blue, clouded sky, with the sun and the moon typified by two bright circles,
extend above him. Compare Psllu, LbMongol.Volkenrchaften," Vol. II.,
p. 105.
"Illustrations," p. 43.
mystical signs upon the Tenkab he calls
"cognizances, or mudnia." W.v. Humboldt, "Kawi Sprache," Vol. I., p. 137,
compares them with a I~eraldiccrest and it8 supporters.

li*
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tree in order to obtain supreme wisdom. The throne
has a richly ornamented frame, composed of fantastic
animals, of which the lower ones are represented lying
down, the upper ones standing on the heads of the animals
below and raising the fore-feet. On the top of the frame
figures very generally the mythological bird Garuda. '
The interior of the frame is called Jabyol, "back curtain," and is moat frequently of a dark colour. The
cunhion which is upon the throne is a lot,us-flower.
The Badhisa,ttvas, the Dhyani B6dhisatt1.a~ as well as
those of human origin, are representad like the Buddhas,
with a smiling countenance and with a glory; their hair
is not unf~equentlypushed backwards from the forehead
and done up into a cone rising above the head, and
occasionally showing the curling of the hair; it is embellished with several gold galloons. Thcy sit upon a
lotus-flower, but the throne of lions is not accorded to
them; in images where the figures are represented in a
standing position the lotus pedicle grows out of the
water. Several segments of a circle beginning a t the
feet and joining the glory, serve as frames for these
pictures. The Bdhisattvas are never represented with
the large religious shawl Lagoi; their dress is a kind of
philibeg, which is wound round the legs in the fashion
adopted by the modern Hindus. A large piece of cloth
is rolled round the waist, one end of which is passed
under the leg and then drawn up ancl fastened to the

'

Already in ancient atatucs these are met with; see Crawfurd, Lit. Soc.
of Bombay, Vol. II., p. lM,reprinted in hia LLArchipelago."Pillara with
aculptores of mythological animals are also a frequent ornament in Hindu
architecture; I quote as an instance the principal temple at Tanj6r.
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girdle. T h i ~mode of covering the privy parts is very
ancient, for we find it represented in numerous ancient
figures ;' it is altogether remarkable how little alteration
Asiatic dress and fashion have undergone in thousands of
years, whilst in a space of ten centuries Europe has
experienced so many variations. A large shawl falls
down from the shoulders, the ends floating in the air.
The neck, ears, and feet are ornamented with necklacelike ornaments and rings.
The objects which the B6dhisaittvas hold in their
hands have reference to their functions, so frequently
mentioned in the legends. Thus, Manjusri, the god of
wieclom, holds a book and a sword, in allusion to hi8
dissipating the darkness of the mind. The lotus-flower
(Padma) in Padmapiini's hands has reference to his birth
out of this flower. An object frequently found in the
hands is a snare, in Tibetan Zhagpa, wherewith, in a
typical sense, to catch men in order to impart to them
supreme wisdom. There is an intereating explanation
of this symbol given in the Nippon Pantheon: in connexion with an image of PdmapSmi:"He disseminates upon the ocean of birth and decay
the Lotus-flower of the excellent law as bait; with the
loop of devotion, never cast out in vain, he brings living
beings up like fishes, and carries them to the other side
of the river, where there is true understanding."
Priests, ancient and modem. The disciples of Skkya~nuniand the later Indian priests are i~lwaysrepresented
See Cunningham, ‘'The. Bhilun TOI)CS,"
1'Iate

' Nippon Pantheon, Fig. 96.
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with thc head uncovered and their hair cut short: a
characteristic attribute of the former class is the alarmstick Kharsil, in Sanskrit Hikilo, with which the Indian
Buddhist mendicants made a noise when collecting alms,
1)y shaking it and rattling with the metal rings which
were passed round the stick and were prevented from
being lost by a frame of metallic wire imitating the outlines of a leaf.' The figures of the Tibetan Lamas are
distinguished by pointed caps.
The Dm~gsheds,or the gods who protect man against
the evil spirits, are always represented with a formidable
countenance and a complexion very often quite dark;*
the third eye, the eye of wisdom, upon the forehead has
its longer axis in a vertical position. Lha Doljang; the
deified consort of King Srongtsan Gampo, has it also
traced in her hands and on the soles of her feet; these
marks have even a eurprising accidental resemblance to
the' nail marks of our saviour. h m o are even figured
as fant,wtic beings, with the head or tail of animals.
The glory gives place to flamcs typifying destruction.'
See Schiefner, "Tib. Lebenabeschreibung," MBm. dea snvants 6trangBq
Vol. VI., p. 323; and Foe koue ki, pp. 92, 355, for a description of the st&
of Stikyamuni. In the Kanjur, Do division, Vol. XXVI., we meet with a
treatiea in which the ueo of thia staff ie explained. Ckoma, As. Ree., Vol. XX.,
p. 479. The Khamils engraved upon the official seals of the head Lamaa of
monasteries end in a trident instead of having a led-shaped metallic
frame.
Comparc p. 111, nnd Pallas, LLMongol.VBlkerschnften," Vol. II., p. 105.
see p. GG.
Also in tho curious manuscript volume on Bt;rmcsc mythology, presented
by Dr. G. v. Liebig to thr: Munich librnry (Cim. 102), an nnalogous ornamental
uec of flamcs for thc onlaments of t h ~ :head and of thc bracelets is repenhdly
met with, even parts of their drcss floating away in the wind terminate in
Oamc~.

'
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They are almost naked; the tiger7e skin, with its feet
tied under the chin, hangs down behind from the shoulders,
and its lower end is the cushion of their seat; they also
wear a necklace of human skulls, and foot and arm
rings.
Dmgsheds represented standmg have the legs in a
straddling position, the feet not unfrequently resting upon
men; some are seated on animals, generally horses or lions;
but camels, yaks, deer, and even crocodiles, also occur,
though never elephants. The colour of thebe animals
often deviates from the natural one ; for green and yellow
llorses are met with, as well as lions with a green mane,
and blue crocodiles.
The instruments in the hands of tho Dragsheds arc
for the greater part symbolic of their power over the
evil spirits. These instruments are :1. The Dwje, in Sanskrit Vajra. It may best bc
compared mit.h four or eight metallic hoops joined
together so as to form two balls; their central axis is n
cylindrical staff, the points of which project. In drawings,
howcver, only two hoops are seen, the two others, for
want of perspective, absolutely coincide with the axis.
Dorjes of one ball only are also met with in drawings,
which, for the sake of distinction, I call, in tliosc places
w-hcre they occur, "half Dorjes."
2. Thc Phurh, "the nail," three of which arc gcncl-ally united into n triangle, which is attached to n handle
tel-niinnting in a half Dosjc.
3. Thc Rcchon. "the club or heavy stick," ,z staff'
;~l)out ;IS high as ;I man, with tliv tridcnt, Tscs~~m,
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in Sanskrit Trisula, a t one end, and a half Doj e at the
ot.her.
4. Zhaypa, "a snare," to catch the evil spirita.
5. The drinking vessel Kap&Ea, a human skull filled
with blood, out of which Lhamo drinks the blood of
her son. Such skulls are also used as offering vessels
in some religious ceremonies.

illustrations d e r i v e d f r o m Measurements.
In connexiori with t;he enumeration of t.he beauties
of the Buddha we are naturally led to think of the
plastic forms actually given to the representations of the
Buddhas and the sacred personages of inferior order.
In Tibet. such considerations are the inore worthy our
attention as the country is inhabited by a race of Inen
so widely differing in form from the Indian races.
My brothers had made it a particular object of their
rt hnogrrtphical researches to take facial casts,' moulded
by a mechanical process from the living individuals;
and to define by minute measurements of the different
parts of the body the general physical character of
the various tribes; and they were also allowed to
take measurement.^ of the statuex of the Buddhas and
of other pieces of sculpture representing divinities, &c.,
set up in t,lie temples. These mensurements proved a
The cutire aeries comprizca 276 facial casts, putlishcd in a metallic
edition by J. A. Barth, Leipzig. In this reproduction four principal shadinga
of eolour arr distinguished, corresponding to the principal variations of
complexion.
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very welcome fund of material to me, as the samc,
together with the analysis of images and the examination
of the Buddhist speculations respecting the exterior appearance of their royal founder, gave me the opportunity of entering into an examination of the ethnological characteristics of the various classes of deities
represented.'
The artistic representations in human form of divinities and figures of heroes we find to be, in every nation,
the reproduction of its peculiar type of features,4 unless
history has somewhat modified this otherwise natural
course. Instances of this letter case are, however, much
less frequent than we might anticipate. The principal
causes why history has not a greater influence on the
adoption and employment by art of foreign types are, it
may be s u p p o d , the following:-Firstly, that the employment of images of a foreign type is but temporary;
the peculiar bodily proportions of a people being constantly bofore the eye of the artist, they are soon taken
again as the leading models; and secondly, that the bodily
proportions have shown so little variety for periods of
unexpected length. Did not t,he type of a nation remain
The ethnographical materials collected by my brothers during their
travels will bo the object of Vol. VUI. of tho " h l b of a Scientific Misaion
to India and High Asia" Thoae of the numeric values which were wanted
here for the comparison of the measurement of the eculptures with the mean
proportions of the Brahmans (the pureat caste of the Hindus) and of individuals of the Tibetan race, have been already calculated.
a The mental and artistic faculties of a nation undergo modificationa in
the conne of timc, and act in a corresponding manner upon ita productions,
the samc either being improverncnte upon the old models or showing a
falling off in the execution of such works.
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comparatively uncha,nged during a long period of time, then
indeed the retaining or not of foreign elements in art could
not be judged of a t all. As a peculiarly striking instance
of the constancy of national type I mention the resultv
obtained from the inspection and comparison of works
of Egyptian sculpture;' they show, although somewhat
disguised under the monumental form, the features of the
present inhabitants of those regions, as well as of the
various neighbouring nations with whom their anmtors
had come into contact.
A tendency to d o p t in religious images the figure
peculiar to the artist's own nation is observed wherever
foreign images have been introduced together with
foreign worship; the images display the characteristics of
tho nation now executing them, the proportions of the
body and t'hc: features may become somewhat idealized;'
As the principal worke which treat of these interesting and delicate
questions I quote "Typee of mankind," and LtIndigenouaraces," by Nott and
G1iddon.-As another phenomenon in corroboration of the comparative invariability of the original type, may be quoted the Jewish eoloniea in India,
whose mcmbere have prescwed the Semitic type, and even the fair complexion,
wherever they have abstained from intermarriages with natives; but have
bccome aeaimilated in shape to the native settlere after sexual intermingling
ha^ taken place.
As n curious and till now isolated instance of an apparent deviation iu
sculpt~~re
from the natural proportions, I may here mention that Hermanu
obscrvcd in tlic Ninivch sculpturea that the foot was considerably longer
than the ulna; whilst nrbitrnry deviations in this respect froq nnture in
most generally show thc oppoaitc error. I t must be ndded, however,
that as yet it appcnrs impossible to dccidc whether this deviation is based
up011 s real anatomical fenture or not, as no human remains from those
c~ountrlcsnor portraits of the Ninivites by other nations which would corrohoratr it nre to be secn even in the rich oriental museums of London.
I'crhaps the continued rcscnrches and important discoveries in these regions
madc by Sir IIenry Ilnwlinson. to whom my brother had occasion to comm~lnic.atc>
his remark. will ~ o o nh~sistin deciding thc qcstion.
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but garments, ornaments, arms, and the like, remain recognizable as of foreign origin.
But it is a peculiarity of the religious representations of Tibetan Buddhism that they display two welldefined co-existing types, the one showing the Tibetan features, the other having retained the marks of
Indian origin. To an eye practised in the examination
of minor features in ethnography, the respective geographical origins of the two prototypes present themselves distinctly enough; and even intelligent natives,
on their attention being directed to the leading characteristic~soon learn how to distinguish the types. Nevertheless great precaution is necessary in touching on so
delicate a consideration. Questions of ideal modifications
have to be discussed and' wttled, here as in nearly every
analysis of artistic works, before one enters upon a
comparison of positire data; and this probably has been
the obstacle to the explanation of forms at h t sight
appearing altogether unusual as well as arbitrary.'
The Bhot race, belonging to the Turanian family, has
been so often described in detail that I shall confine myself,
in my remarks on this people, to what is absolutely necessary. The Bhots are characterised by b r o d features,
strong malar bones, and oblique eylids, the orbits and
eyballs, howover, being unaffected thereby; I may adcl as
other features less striking perhaps, but not less typical,
I limit myself here almost exclusively to Tibetan Buddhism. China,
Japan, nnd Ccylon, as also the Indian Archipelago, have gods of their own,
and these latten show, as wan to l)r ~,xpectcd,t y p c ~diffcrcnt from those of
Tibetan rcprcscntations.
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that in the Bhot race the ear is comparatively longer,
the mouth broader, and the lower jaw with the chin
decidedly weaker. Now in all the representations of t h e
Buddhas and Bidhisattvrts we meet, on the contrary, with
features reminding us of the type of the Indian nces
of Arian origin-the
high and open forehead, and a
broad, symmetric and prominent chin. The analytical
remarks in reference to the measurements will also prove
that the body, too, of the Buddhas presenta many other
not accidental analogies with the bodily proportions of
the Arian family of mankind. Dragsheds, Genii, and
Lamas show the Tibetan character.
Before entering into details, however, I dmire to say
a few words on the form in which the numeric material
is presented. In order to facilitate an immediate comparison, the values given here are the popvrtbd vdcces:
the absolute dimensions are referred, by division by the
total height, to this as unit; and they can be re-obtained
at once by multiplying the respective number with the
total height which before was used as divisor: ita mean
value for the Brahmans measured is 5 Engl. ft. 6 inches,
for the Bhots 5 ft. 4 inches. For the statues the absolute values are of much less importance; here it was
particularly necessary to keep in view that objeds of
coarse workmanship and of very small diaensions were
avoided, as such things could not be considered to
present a fair average. As an approximate mean
value of absolute height I may name 3 to 4 feet for
Group C, and 2 to 3 feet for Group D. Group C
includes, besides, two statues from B6rma exceeding
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10 ft.,' which were made a present to Hermann by
Dr. Mouatt, who obtained thom when accompaning the
army in the expedition against R a n g h . The meaaurement*~
of these two statues were only taken into cal~ulat~ion
because a careful comparison with Buddha-figures measured
in 1'1%et had proved them to have almost identical
proportions, and had, besides, the advantage of furnishing by their size, well-defined values.
Tho first and second columns, of the following
table, contain the means of the different measurements of
the human body. The Brahman dimensions are based
upon five high-caste individuals of perfectly pure
race; the Bhot upon twenty-seven men, limited also
to persons of pure (Tibetan) type, although they
include natives of the tract of country extending from
the Eastern Himdaya to Western Tibet. The third
column of the tables shows the mean measurement% of
plastic representations, partly also of pictorial ones,
the latter being of Buddhas and BGdhisattvas. The

,

Buddha eculpturea of enormous dimensions are not rrre either in B Q m a
or in Tibet. An album of 96 photographa by Col. Tripe, of which the Madm
Ciovernme~itordered several copies to be taken for official distribution, contains numerous instances of Buddha monuments varying from 20 to 40 ft.
in height; the figures are partly in a sitting, partly in a etanding attitude.
The Buddhas are repreeented either in human ahape, or as animals, in allnsion
to the remarkable pious acts which the legends report them to have performed in the form of such beings. In Tibet my brothera aaw an unusual
l a q p figure set up in the temple at Leh; the atatue represents the Buddha
in meditation (in a sitting attitude), and is a little higher than the temple
itsel& a part of the head going through a hole in the m f into the open air.
The execution of this statue is not less curioua than its dimensions: the body
L a frame of wood dressed with draperies of cloth and paper, the head, the
arms, and the feet are the only parte of the body moulded of clay. An
dlusion to a similar figure of extraordinary sue ie the sitting Buddha at the
head of the fignrea carved in the wood-cut printed on Plate XVI.; the cone
above the roof appears to be a part of his head-ornament.
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fourth column gives the same for Dragsheds, genii, and
Lamas.
The quantity of objects measured in living individuals
was limited to such parts of the body as by a most
varied and detailed examination had been found to be the
characteristic? Besides, in the comparison with statues,
such parts of the body had still to be excluded the
limits of which cannot be well defined in clothed or
draperied sculptures.
In reference h the terminology used in the bodily
dimensions a few words will be sufficient in explanation.
By vertex is to be understood the junction of the
principal cranial bones coinciding with tlie whirl of
the hair.
The diameter antero-posterior is the line connecting
the central part of the forehead with the junction of
the head and neck.
The distances from the crown of the head to the
trochanter, and from the trochanter to the ground, give
together the total height of the man. The trochanter is the
prominent exterior part of' the thigh bone near its upper end.
The total span is the distance from the tip of one
middle finger to that of the other, the arms being stretched
out to their full length in a horizontal position. In statues
the total span had to be obtained by adding the length
of hands and arms to the breadt,h of the torno at the
shoulders.
For the anatomical definitioc of the pruts meoaured and of thc inetrumente employed, see also Hermann de Schlagintweil's Memoir in Biir and
Wagner, "Bericht iiber die anthropologische Versamrnlung in Giittingen,"
1861.

-

Tho ulna is the elbow- bone ; its ends are marked by
the elbow and the prominence of the wrist joint on the
side of the little finger.
It is evident that in comparing the relative valucs
the amount of differenw has not the same importance for d l the parts 'measured; for if the object in
itself is already very small, a small difference is in
such a case of the same value as a much larger one
in others.
1. D i m e n s i o n s of' t h e h e a d .
(Total height of thc body = 1).
.

Objecta measured.

Periphery round the forehead . . . .

A.
Brahmans., Bhots.

D.
Buddhas, Dragsheds,
BodhiGenii,
Lamas.
sattras.
C.

0.322

0.345

0.360

0.420

orbitalmargin . . . . . . .
h e o f t h e n o s e .....
month.. .............
chin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.103
0.126
0'133
0.145

0.111
0.131
0.140
0.149

0.110
0.140
0.150
0.166

0.131
0.150
0'152
0.160

Diameter at the temples. .: . . . . . . .
Diameter ant,-posterior . . . . . . . .

0,078
0'105

0.083

0.114

0'088
0.114

0.100
0.130

Eyes--exterior dietance . . . . . . . . . .
1,
interior distance.. . . . . . . . . .
R
length of the eye.. . . . . . . . .

0.021
0'017

0.065
0'022
0.022

0,071
0.023
0.0!24

0.087
0.030
0.m

b l a h bones, breadth. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Now, breadth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mouth, length. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ear, length.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0,064
0.022
0.029
0.W

0.078
0'0!?3
0.033
0'010

0.081
0.025
0'035
0.110

0.090
O.PB
0.033
0.070

From the
to the

i

O.=
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The numbers of the table uhow that dl the dimensions of the head are greater in both groups of the
figures than in the groups of the living beings: the
figures have the head in general much too large in proportion to their height, but the deviations are not the
same in each group. The most 'arbitrary form is that of
the ear, also by the ear-lap being perforated for the reception of ornaments, and being extended to an unusual
length, sometimes reaching down to the shoulders. Also
the eyes are extremely large, and hare in both groups
a decided though unequally strong Bhutian t.ype; they
show the outer angles raised, the horizontal axis inclined,
and a great length; the effect of these dimensions becomes still more striking by the eyes being very often
only part.1~opened. The periphery round the forehead,
the diameter at the temples, and particularly the dinmeter antem-posterior, are much less increased in the
Buddha figures, group C, than in those of the Dragsheds and Lamas, p u p D. The parta leltet differing in
the different types are the mouth, the malar bones, and
the breadth of the nose between the eyes as well as
a t its base; Group D has these parts, however, a little
larger.
When defining the general character of the head in the
respective groups, we find in Group C the the vertical length
of the head comparatively more considerable and the head of
a more oval form. Group D hau the liead horizontally elongated, a form characteristic alw of the Bhot race, Group B;
in both these the forehead is low and the jaw-bone weak.
The distance from t.he vertex to the orbital 111argin and
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to the base of the nose is greater in Group L) than in
Group C; the distanco from the vertex to the chin, on
the contrary, is considerably less in Group U : it exceeds
the distance to the mouth by 0.016 in Group C', and
only by 0 -008 in Group D. The pure Brahman type, A,
has the respective difference 0 - 0 12.
2. D i m e n s i o n s of t h e b o d y .

Objects measured.

A.

Total height.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Crown of tho head to trochanter .
Trochnnter to ground. . . . . . . . . . .

1.000

1.000

0.446

0.449

1,000
0.430

0.410

0.554

0.551

0,570

0.5'90

Total span. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1'025

1.069

1.080

1.117

Length of arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I,
ofulna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n
of hand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.433

0.451

0,449

0.430

0.165

0.164

0.149

0.155

0.107

0.110

0.110

0.111

Foot, length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.144
D
breadth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.057

0.145

0.140
0.050

0.144

0.058

1.000

0.051

In reference to the dimensions of the body we see,
as a peculiarity of t.he figures, that t>he upper part of
the body is too short: I found this to be more frequently the case with comparatively small figures than
with the larger ones. The total bpan is too large, less
on account of a disproportionate dimension of the armswhich in Group D have even a tendency to be below t,he
average-than
on account of a great and somewhat exaggerated breadth of t.he chest. The ulna is decidedly
too short; the hand, when well executed, differs but very
15
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little, but in badly executed figures it is occasionally
somewhat too long. The foot is tolerably well-proportioiled both in length and breadth, though in small figures
i t is very frequent that its dimensions exceed the mean
proportion, particularly as regards the length; but these
must be considered arbitrary, as dimensions below the
average are scarcely less frequent in large-sized figures.

CHAPTER XV.

WORSHIP OF THE DEITIES, AND RELIGIOUS
CEREMONIES,

DAILYSERVICE. Offerings.

Mneical *instmmenta. Prayer -cylindere. -PEEF~~~Iv~~e.--hfonthly
and annual festivals. The ceremony Tuisol. The ceremony Nyungne.RITES FOB TEE ATTAINBL~T
OP SUPKRNATWAL
FACULTIES.-PECULIABCEBEYO RIB^ POB m e m m o THE A ~ B I S T ~OF
C BTEE GODS. 1. The rite Dobjed.
2. The bnrntoffering. 3. Invocation of Lungts. 4. The Talisman Changpo.
6. The magical figure Phurbo. 6. The ceremony Thugdam Kantsai. 7. Invocation of Nagpo Chenpo by moving the arrow. 8. The ceremony Yangng.
9. Ceremoniee performed in caaee of illness. 10. Funeral ritee.
P

BOBII~NCE OF ~ L I O I O U BDBAMAB.-~~ACB~D
DAYBAND

D a i l y service.

THE ordinary daily service, instituted for the praise
of the Buddha, consists in the recital of hymns and
prayere in a manner intermediate between singing and
reading. The service is accompanied by instrumental
music; offerings are presented, and perfumes are burnt.
This kind of service is celebrated by the L a m a three
times a day, a t sunrise, noon, and sunset; and lasts each
15 *
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time about half an hour. La-vmen may be present, but
they take no active part in the performance; those who
are present are required to make three prostrations.
touching the ground with their forehead, when they
receive from the Lamas the benediction. On certain
clays more time is spent in the religious services; the
prayers and ceremonies have then reference to the festival
of the day; public processions not unfrequently precede
the solemnities which take place in the temples, and on
some few occasions, even religious dramas conclude them.
Oferiqs. Blood forms no part of these : they consist
chiefly of flour, clarified butter, and tamarind-wood,
Ombu in Tibetan. To some particular gods flowers
are offered, or, if they cannot be obtained, grain, which
is thrown into the air so as to fall down upon the image.
To the Buddhas and 136dhisattvaa cones of dough, Zhalsai,
literally "meat, food," are offered, similar in shape to the
Tsatsas (see p. 1941, but differing from them in this respect,
that they contain no relics or other sacred objects; also
the feathers of a peacock are set up in narrow-necked
vessels before some of these gods.
Musical instruments. Of all the instruments used by
the Tibetans for their service, such as drums, trumpets,
flageolets! and cymbals, the trumpets are certainly the
most remarkable, being generally made of human bones.
Thigh bones give the finest trumpets; they sound very
deep. To the top of the bone is fastened a mouthpiece of brass, while the other end is ornamented by
brass wire, or leather rings; and the instrument (the
construction of which requires but a very trifling outlay)
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is ready for use. Besides thie kind of trumpets, there
are still larger ones of copper, from 6 to 7 feet long,
which are only made in Lhbsa, and which are very
expeneive.
The flageolets are of wood, and are generally double
ones, each tube having seven holes along the upper side
and a larger one underneath for the thumb.
The drums are hemispherical, joined on their convex
side ; upon the skin aacred sentences are frequently written.
The drums are beaten in a very cuiious manner. There
are two small leather balls attached to a rope of lom me
length fastened to the drums at the point of their
junction; the drums are taken in the hand and shaken
in such a manner as to causo a swinging motion of the
two balls, which are thus brought into contact with
the drums, and came no little noise. The large tambourines, which are fixed upon a stick about three feet
long, are beaten with a bamboo cane, which, on account
of itis elasticity, strikes the skin often, but not very
heavily. The cymbals are very similar to those used in
Europe; they are kept in boxes of twisted bast.
All Tibetan music is slow, sounds deep, and is far
superior to that of the Hindus of India. Although it
cannot be asserted that there is niuch melody in Tibetan
music, yet the instruments employed produce a certain
harmonious combination and rythmical succession of
sounds.
Prayer-c.yli,tders. An instrument peculiar to the Buddhist*, and very characteristic of their religious notions, in
the 1)raycr-cylinder, in Tibetan called Khorten, also Mani,

.

or Mani chos khor.' The use of these instruments may
probably have originated in an exhortation to a frequent
reading of the holy books and to the recital of sacred sentences, in order to the attainment of a knowledge of the
tenets of the Buddhist doctrine. In the course of time the
mere reading or copying of the holy books and writings had
come to be regarded as a work of merit, and as one of
the most efficacious means for becoming purified from
sin and delivered from metempsychosis.' Few men,
however, knew how to read a t all, and those who did were
prevented by their occupations from doing so frequently;
and therefore, as I believe, the Lamas cast about for an expedient to enable the ignorant and the much-occupied man
also to obtain the spiritual advantages attached to an observance of the practice mentioned; they taught that the
mere turning of a rolled manuscript might be considered
an efficacious substitute for reading it.
The cylindrical cases, in which the prayers to be
turned are enclosed, are generally of metal; but envelops
of wood, and leather, or even of coarse cotton, are not rare.
They are from three to five inches high and two to three
inches in diameter. A wooden handle passes through each
cylinder and forms its axis. Round this axis long strips
of paper or pieces of cloth are rolled, with printed sacred
sentences; all these rolls are again covered by an un-printed
piece of cotton stuff. To facilitate the turning of t,he
cylinders, a small pebble or a piece of metal is fastened to

' Mani '&apreciom thing;" chhos &'the doctrine;" khor, &om 'khor-la
"to torn;" brten ''to hold, upp port!'
See the Address to the Buddhas of confession, or Confessor Buddhas,
Chapter XI.
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it by a string, so that a very gentle movement of tho
hand maintains a steady and regular revolving motion.
Besides the prayer-cylinders of these ordinary dimensions there are some of very large size permanently fixed
near monasteries. A man is employed to keep them constantly in motion, or occasionally they are turned by
water, like mills, and revolve day and night. Numbers
of smaller ones are also ranged a t the entrance of monasteries, along the walls, and are turned by passers-by or
by those who enter the temple. They are generally so
close to each other that anyone going by may easily
cause all to revolve one after the other without interruption, by gliding over them with the hand. The
number of these prayer-cylinders set up in one single
monsstery is quite astonishing; thus, the inscription
relating to the foundation of the monastery of Himis, in
Lad& (see p. 183), states that 300,000 prayer-cylinders
were put up along the walls of the monmtery. Though
this is an exaggeration in oriental style, the actual quantity is nevertheless very considerable.
Each revolution of the cylinder is considered to be equal
to the reading of .as many stbcred sentences or treatises
as are enclosed in it, provided that the turning of the
cylinder is done slowly and from right to left; and the effect
is made dependent upon a strict observance of these two
rules. A slow motion is enjoined because those who turn
the cylinders must do so with a faithful, quiet, and
meditative mind. The motion from right to left. was
adopted in order to follow the writing, which runs
from left to right. Some of the larger prayer-cylinder&
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are so constructed that a stroke of a bell indicates each
single revolution.
The prayer inscribed ifi most generally simply Om
mani padnle hum, repeated as often as the space allowe of
it. The papers rolled up in t*he larger cylinders are,
however, more generally covered with the contents of
many of their sacred booka.' The Lamas have particular
hooks which detail the advantages to be derived from
turning these cylinders; I mention especially the khorloi
phanyon, "the advantage of the wheel," which also treats
of the prayers and books to be put inside, and of the
mode of turning these cylinders.
Prayer cylinders were amongst the very first objecta
which became known in Europe, through missionaries;
but in reference to the religious dramas and the ritual
to be observed in particular ceremonies, which shall be
now detailed, I was limited for the greatest part' to the
materials and the native information before me. I may
be allowed to allude to this circumstance, in order to
request that it may be taken into consideration, in case
the interpretations should not be found so complete as
the importance which the Tibetans connect with it might
Reem to require.
P e r f o r m a n c e of r e l i g i o u s d r a m a s .
On certain dayti of the year religious dramas are
performed by t,he Lamafi, who call them Tambin shi,P
Compare p. 120.
It is spclled: b~tan-pa' ' t o show, instruction, thc doctrinr;" 'i, the genitive case; shis, "a blessing. bliss; blessed."
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"the bliss of instruction." My brother Hermann, when
a t the monastery of Himis, was fortunate enough to
witness the representation of such a dmma performed
expressly for him; it was as follows :The dramatis person~ are Drageheds (the deities who
defend man against the evil spirits; see p. 11I), malignant spirits, and men. The actors of every group are
plainly distinguished by the peculiar kind of masks
(Tib. Phag) they wear, and much less by their dresses,
which are surprisingly uniform and non - distinctive
gowns. The Dragsheds and malignant spirits wear over
their clerical dress beautiful large silken gowns of rich
showy colours; some few Drageheds have besides a gilt
cuirass and arms. Even the party representing the men
are furnished with a uniform particular dress where the
means of the monastery allow it.
The mmks of the first group, thoee of the Dragsheds,
are of enormous size and ferocious aspect; the hinder part
of the head is covered by a triangular piece of cotton
or eilk, and also on the front a similar piece is fastened
to the chin and falls down to the breaat. The second
group, the evil spirib, wear masks of brown or some
other dark colour, of dimensious somewhat larger than
seems exactly suitable, and their garments are well wadded,
so that they feel but little the blows showered upon
them. The actors of this group and the following are
either neophites, or are taken from among the lay population. The third group, finally, represents the men,
who wear their usual dress, but also have their faces
covered by n mask of nlrtwal size and colours; under
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their clothes they carry heavy wooden sticks, with which
a t times, during the performance of the drama, they
threaten the evil spirits.
The drama is preceded by the recital of hymns and
prayers and by a very noisy music. The actors are seen
on the stage as follows: The Dragsheds occupy the
centre, the men are placed to their right, the evil spirits
to their left. At short intervals, the men and the evil
spirits, executa slow dances, each group for itself. A t
last, an evil spirit and a man step forth. The evil spirit
then tries, in a well-made speech, to induce the man to
do wrong by violating some precepts of morality or religion; other evil spirits approach and amist their c o d e
in Chis speech, The man, though a t first firm in his resistance to all thew entreaties, gradually becomes weaker,
and is just about to yield to the temptations of his wouldbe seducers, when he is joined by other men, who endeavour to dissuade him from listening to evil suggestions. He is now closely pressed by the two different
parties, and it takes considerable time before he yields to
the exhortations of his human companions. The men
render thanks to the Dragsheds, to whose assistance
they ascribe the victory (although the Dragsheds have
as yet taken no part in the action), and implore them
to punish the evil spirits. The Dragsheds are but too
ready to do so. Their head god, who is distinguished
from the others by an unusually large yellow mssk, called
by t.he Lamas Gonyan serpo, "the yellow borrowed head,"
advances surrounded by about a dozen of followers, representatives of the most powerful Dragshcds. Amongst
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these was, at the performance at Himis, Lhamo (see
p. 112), with a mask of dark complexion and large tails
of Yak's-hair ; Tsangpa (i. e. Brahma, see p. 114), had put
on a cuirass. Several men wore three-eyed red masks,
and were styled Lhachen, "the mighty gods;" another
group, with masks of green complexion and high conical
caps of white cutton stuff upon which three eyes are
traced, represented the "sons of the gods;" they were
styled Lhatug.' The other h g s h e d s now rush out too
from the back-ground, shoot arrows upon the evil spirits,
£ire upon them with muskets, throw stones and spears;
whilst at the same time the men belabour them heartily
with their sticks, hitherto concealed. The evil spirits
run away, but the Dragsheds follow them, and drive
them into houses, holes, $c., where they are safe from
further molestation. The drama is then concluded; all
the actors, Dragsheds, men, and evil spirits, return and
sing hymns in honour of the victorious Dragsheds.
During the performance, which lasts from one to two
hours, most ridiculous mistakes occasionally occur, on
account of the large masks which, in certain positions,
deprive the wearers of the use of their eyes; thus it
wmetimes happens, that a Dragshed strikes another
Dragshed, or that he--such it powerful god!-fdls
down at full length upon the ground, where he is
then illtreated by the evil spirits till he is again on
his feet.
Draainga of these m a s k taken from the originale obtained by Hermann, will be given in the Atlaa accompanying the LLResultaof a Scientific
Mission."
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These dramas remind us of the "Mystkres" and "Mor l i l i s " of the Middle Ages;' but the noisy music, the
firing of musketry, and the final fray, produce an effect
crtill less in accordance with a religious act than the
comical and burlesque intermezzos of the Myst&es and
Mmalitb, which were intended to amuse the audience
and somewhat unbend their minds in the intervals
between the serious and heavier parts of the play, calculated to excite their feelings of devotion and appeal
to their moral sense.
The subjects of the religious dramas represented in
Arraktin have a remarkable analogy to those of Tibet; I
quote the following description from Hardy's "Eastern
Mona~hism."~"Lines are drawn upon the ground, in
an open space, and dancers are introduced. These
l i n ~ s are regarded as the limits of the territory
belonging to different Yak& and D ~ v a s ; and the last
is appropriated to Buddha. One of the dancers advances towards the first limit, and when he is told to
what Paka it belongs, he calls out the demon's name
in defiance, uttering against him the most insulting
language; and declaring that in spite of all the opposition that can be brought against him, he will cross
the limit, and invade the territory of its infernal possessor. Then, passing the limit in triumph, he acts in
the -me manner towards all the other demons and divinities who have had divisions assigned to them, until
Compare Alt, "Theater uud Kirche." Berlin 1846. Chapter 26, 27. The
"Passionaspiele," which are still kept up in Obenunmergau, in Bavaria, have,
at present, assumed a thoroughly serious charaoter.
' Page 236.
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at last he approaches the limit of Buddha. Still he
profeases to be equally fearless, and bids defiance
to the woolly-headed priest who carries the almsbowl from door to door like a common mendicant; but,
the moment he attempts to pass the limit, he falls down
as if dead; and as he is regarded as suffering the punishment of the blasphemy he had dared to utter, all who
are present applaud the greatness of him whose prowess
is thus proved to be superior to that of all other beings."
S a c r e d d a y s a n d festivals.
Mrmthly and annual festivals.

The monthly f ~ t i v a l s are in some countries four in
number, connected with the phases of the moon; in
others only three of these days are celebrated, those of
the h t quariir of the moon, of full moon and of new
moon On these days no animal food should be taken
nor any animal killed; and those who do so are threatened
with severe punishments in a future existence. To abstain
from worldly occupations is, however, not enacted, and
as the Buddhist laymen in the Himdaya and Western
Tibet are not very fond of passing the whole day in
prayers and in tho temples,' these holy days are not
particularly marked in the habits of the population.
But the Lama spend more time in the temples; they
perform the ceremony Tuisol, for the taking away of
1 The northern Mongolians show in this regard much more devotion.
See Pallas, "Reisen," French translation, p. ,562.

'
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sins, and they make confession in a more solemn way.
The . confesiion of sins is preceded and followed by
the reading and reciting of passages from sacred books,
which occupation is sometimes continued for days,
. during which time the taking of food and drinking are
reduced to a minimum. These austerities, for the deliverance from sins, bear the name of Nyungne, or N p n g p a r
nepai choga. Every layman is allowed to undergo the
hardships connected with this kind of confession, but as
less painful modes have, in their opinion, the same effect,'
the Tibetans-priests as well as laymen-~ubmit to them
only so and so many times a year, and not, as they
ought properly to do, three times a month. In general,
the Lamas do no more than read certain books and
celebrate the ceremony Tuisol; the laymen make prostrations before the images of particular gods, and repeat
more sentences than on other days.
Annual festivals. In almost every month a particular
religious festivity is celebrated, and public amusements
are got up on such days; the festivities-religious ae
well as public-are the most varied at the following
periods, which are regarded as the most sacred: About
the first of February the festival of the New Year is
celebrated; on the fifteenth of the fourth moon (about
the beghung of May) honour is done to "Sakyamuni's
having entered the womb of his mother;" on the fifteenth
of the seventh moon (in August), before the cutting of
the grain, solemn processions are made into the fields,
where prayers are offered up and thanksgivings repeated
Compare p. 95.
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for the blessings of harvest; the twenty-fifth of the
same month is the anniversary of the death of Tsonkhapa. For the particular festivals of these days, which
we very grand and diversified in character in places
where incarnated priests reside, I refer the reader to
the "Description du Tubet," translated from the Chinese,
and Huc, Pallas, and Klaproth.' My brothers, however,
were not present at any of them, and I therefore restrict
myself to quoting the works where descriptions of
them may be found; but I now give the details which
my brothers obtained concerning the ceremonies Tuisol
and Nyungne.

The Ceremony Tuisol.
The l'uisol, "to pray for abl~tion,"~
ranks amongst
the most sacred of the Buddhist rites, rand is performed
a t every solemn assembly for the washing away of sins.
Water is poured out from a vessel similar to a teapot,
called Mangu, and also Bumpa, over the vessel's wellcleaned cover, called Yanga, or a particular metallic
mirror, Melong, which is held so, that it reflects the
image of Sakyamuni which stands on the altar. The
water falls down into a flat vessel, called Donna: placed
Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. IV., p. 140. Pallas, 6LMongol.VtJlker," Vol. II.,
pp. 190-215. Maproth, 'IReiae in den Kaukasua," Vol. I, p. 193. Huc,
USoovenim,'l Vol. I., pp. 96, 291, Vol. U., p. 95. Compare KtJppen, "Die
Rel. den Buddha," Vol. U, pp. 309-15.
b h n , part. pret. from 'khmd-pa, L 1 t h o ~ ~ g hwashed,
ly
ablution;" pol,
"to pmy, beg for entreaty."
The terms Mangu, Yanga, Donna, nppear to be local designations, an I
could not find them in the dictionaries. In Sikkim the h n g n vessel was
called by the Lepchs Lamas Guri, and the vesael for the reception of the
water Thepahi.

,

upon a tripod. The Lamas of Cfntiri Khbrsum informed
my brothers that they put into the vessel a bag filled
with rice, which they called Bmkhug, "rice bag."'

The Ceremony Nyu~gne,or Nyufzgpar nepai choga.
This ceremony is performed in its full rigour only
once or twice a year; its name means "to continue to
abstain," or "ceremony of continued abstinence."' It occupies four days; the prayers and passages of books read
during them are chiefly in honour of Padmapiini in his
quality as Jigten Gonpo, "the protector of the world,"
for his efforts to release mankind from the miseriw of
life.' Any layman is allowed to take part in these ceremonies; he has to present himself in the afternoon at
the monastery, well washed and in clean garmenb, with
a I-osary, a cup called Thor, and a bottle filled with pure
water for washing.
The first day, "the introductory exercises," in Tibetan called Tagom,' are performed, preparatory to those
of the following day; prayers are recited ahd passages
from sacred books are read under the direction of a learned
Gelong, who has been deputed by the head Lama. The
second day is taken up with C'horva, LL the preparations."'
1 The Mongolians, according to P a l h , uMongolische V6lker," Vol. II.,
pp. 161, 177; perfume the water with saffron, and sweeten it with sugar.

* aNyung-par
ceremony!'
a

to reduce (in food);" guns-pa

to continue;" chho+

Comp. pp. 88, 120.

' n's '&toview, theory;" gom lLetep;" R literal translation gives: "step to
the theory."
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The devotees are called at sunrise, and wash and prostrate themselves several times before the image of Padmapani. The head Lama then admonishes them no more
to violate their vows, and to renew promises previously
made; he commands them to confess their sins, and seriously
to meditate upon the evils which result from them. He
reads with his attendants for about an hour extracts
from several books, an act which is called Sobyong,
"confession, amendment of the vicious life." Tho book
Nyungpar nepai choga is then read till ten o'clock, when
tea is taken (C%a-chosh, not Uhas). After this the reading of books and the recital of prayem is continued till
two o'clock, when a dinner is served, consisting of vegetables and pastry; animal food is not dlowed. After
this wanty dinner, prayers and readings are continued
till late at night; but at intervab, tea is handed round.
Before retiring to rest, the head Lama specifies the
various duties of the aasembly for the following day, and
orders them, as a penance, to sleep according to "the
mode of the lion," Sengei nyal tab: vie. to lie on the right
side, to stretch out the feet, and to support the head
with the right hand.
The following day is the principal one; it is styled
Ngoishi, "the substance, the reality." The day is passed
in rigorous abstinence from meat and drink-nay, it is
not even allowed to swallow one's saliva; every one hm
'Byor-ba, literally "to come, to arrive," referring to the purification of
sins resulting from these exercises.
See p. 168.
Seng-ge tho lion;" riyal to sleep;" stabs iimode." In this attitude
Siikyainuni is believed to have entered Nirvtina.
I I;
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a vessel before him which he uses as a spittoon. Weak

persons, who are unable to endure for any length of time
this painful operation, are occasionally refreshed with some
drops of water, and are brought for some moments into the
open air. Not a word is allowed to be spoken, and should
any body utter one, he is punished by having to sing some
hymns at the height of his voice. All prayers are to be
recited in silence, and sinful actions have to be again repented of. The abstinence from food and drink is continued till the sun-rise of the next day; the head Lama
then a k s the assembly, whether there are any devotees
willing to continue in like manner till the next morningan operation which is considered a very efficacious means
for obtaining deliverance from all sins; it is, however,
extremely rare that any one feels strong enough to continue.. The head Lama therefore gives permission, to
eat and drink, whereupon the assembly rise, leave the
temple, and partake of a substantial meal, which the
pious crowd have prepared for them outside.
R i t e s f o r t h e a t t a i n m e n t of s u p e r n a t u r a l
faculties.
The confidence in the powerfill influence of prayers and
ceremonies is so common among all Buddhist tribes of
High Asia, that every undertaking is begun by them
with the recital of incantations and the performance of
certain ceremonies by which to appease the wrath of the
demons; they, moreover, believe that by virtue of the
strict observance of the duties connected with such rites,
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they will in time acquire a miraculous magical energy,
called Siddhi, and finally become liberated from metempsychosis. This view is not opposed to the principles of Buddhism, which declare that faculties superior
to those with which nature has endowed man can be
obtained by meditation, abstinence, the observation of
moral duties, and true repentance for sins. This exhortation to a moral life, the consequences of which we
see illustrated ill the sacred books by numerous parables,
is well adapted for exercising a favourable influence in
mitigating the barbarous customs of the nations professing
Buddhism ; but, by errors involved in the misunderstanding
of the real aim of virtue, by the non-admittance of a supreme,
all-dominating deity, and by the viewing of existence as
the cause of all misery, Buddhism was rendered incapable
of producing a civilization so general as that developed
by Christianity.'
The books in which the magical arts are the most
systematically treated are the Tantra Sabiihuprtriprichcha,
and the Lamrim of Tsonkhapa, in which every thing
having reference to the theory as well as to the practical
application is explained in full. In the Sabiihupariprichcha4
Vajrapani describes to the Bodhisattva ~Sabahu,in the usual
form of a dialogue, the inode of performing various ceremonies, and indicates the prayers and incantations to
be used during their performance, in order to acquire
1 A very interesting dieeertation on Buddhism is contained in Barth61emy
St. Hilaire's 'LLe Bouddha et ea religion," Chapter V. Comp. also M. Miiller,

"Buddhism and Buddhist Pilgrims," pp. 14-20.
The abstract of ite contents quoted here hae been published in Wasailjew's "Buddhismus," pp. 208-17. See aleo Burnoufa remarks on the acquirement of magical powers in hie "Lotun de la Bonne Loi," p. 310.
1s *

the Siddhi. The book poinh out the obstacles met with,
and specifies the signs fro111 which is perceived that Siddhi
will be soon obtained; it also defines itu essence and
qualities.
Eight classes of Siddhi are distinguished:1. The power to conjure.
2. Longevity.
3. The water of life, or the remedy (amrita).
4. The discovery of hidden treasures.
5. The entering into Indra's cave.
6. The art of making gold.
7. The transformation of earth into gold.
8. The acquiring of the inappreciable jewel.
Of the highest character am the Siddhis Nos. 1, 3,
and 5 ; the degree of perfection to be attained is fixed
by the dignity of the man.
Those desirous of acquiting Siddhi must renounce the
vanities of life, they must strictly observe the moral law,
and confess their sins; they also must apply for an able
teacher, in order that nothing be forgotten; when they
proceed to perform the rites, they must be shaved,
washed, and cleaned. Of particular importance for the
success is the scene of their performance. It must be
a place not calculated to distract the mind by a variety
of objects more or less attractive, or by the possible
appearance of wild beasts. The most favourable spots
are those where Buddhas and B6dhisattvas or Savakas
dwell. The place must be well swept and otherwise
cleaned, and fresh earth must be thrown upon it, in
order to make its surface even and smooth. A magical
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circle of the five sacrod colours must be drawn, in order
to overcome the impedimenh, the "Vinayakas," opposed
by the demons; for these latter do all in their power
to prevent the devotee's efforts and the incantations
h m exercising their full effect. Within the circle an
altar is erected, upon which various vessels are ranged
filled with bread, grain, and perfumed water. The ceremonies consist in the reciting of incantations and in
the presentation of offerings to the kings of magical
power, to the genii, and to demons. A Vajm (Dorje)
is held during the recital of the incantations; the material of which this is made varies according to the kind
of Siddhi sought. The incantations must be repeated a
fixed number of times, as e. g. 100,000 timen a day; the
number is counted by means of a rosary of 108 beads.
They must be recited slowly and distinctly, without raising or lowering the voice; nor is it allowed to make
any addition or omission; the most earnest attention
must be devoted to the recital, otherwise the end aimed
at cannot be attained.' The thoughts must be predominantly directed to the tutelary deity (Tib. Yidam) selected
for bestowing success upon the incantations, offerings, &c.;
even the way of placing and holding the fingem, the
is important; such positions have to be chosen
as typi$ the attributm of the p t r o n a l god. Amongst
the offering ceremonies the burnt offering, in Tibetan
Chinsreg or Sregpa, in Sanskrit Hama, is the most im'l'hc dcacriptio~l of a ritc ronsidcrcd moat cxccllent for concentrating
the thoughts, is givrn filrthcr on, in No. 1.
C:nnccrning thr Yudris see p. I$.
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portant; it must be performed with a minute observance
of the rules laid down for it?
The approach of the moment when the devotee attains
the possession of supernatural qualities is indicated by
various signs, such as agreeable dreams, the diffusion of
~weotodoum, $c. Particular ofl'erings must then be made
to the Buddhas; only a minimum quantity of food is allowed
to be taken for two, and even for four days; and certain
Sutras must be read. Zf, however, notwithstanding the
strict observance of all these rules, no marks reveal the
approach of the Siddhi, it in a positive token, that unknown reasons have hindered it, which the patrons1 deity
is supposed to reveal to the devotee in his dreams.
The rites and Dharanis vary according to the deity,
whose patrocination is implored; each deity has its particular Dharanis, Mudriis, magical circles, offerings, and
attributes. Avaltikit6svara, Manjusri, Vajrapiini, and
numerous other persons, are reported to have made
known to the Buddha their wish to defend his religion,
and to p n t their assistance to those who implore
i t ; but the Dhiiranis and ceremonies which are suitable for each of these persons, and the instructions an
to their application are not always clear, satisfactory,
and complete; explanatory commentaries, have, therefore,
been written by famous magicians, which do not, however,
always exactly agree; hence, numerous methods, "Lugs,"
of celebratiilg tlie rites, are in pmtice.
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Peculiar ceremonies for ensuring the assistance
of t h e gods.
For most of the ceremonies the performance by a
Lama is considered indispensable to its due effect; but
even if this is not the case, a Lama is charged with it
in cases of importance, as the efficacy of any rite is
supposed to become increased by the services of a priest;
this assistance, however, causes the laymen considerable
expense, as the officiating priests fax them according
to their means.' The execution by a Lama i~ not required for the usual libations to the personal genii, nor
to those of the house, the country, &c., in whose honour
it is the custom to pour out upon the ground some drink
or food, and to fill one of the offering vessels ranged
before their images before eating or drinking one7sself.'
Also the putting up of prayer-flags (the Derchoks and
Lapchas), and the offerings on the sacred spots met with
on travels, can be done without the Lamas, who are
likewise not required for the efficacy of the mystical sentences of magical power, the Dharm-s.
1. The rite Dzdjed.

This rite, the name of which means "to make ready" (viz.
the vessels), is intended to concentrate the thoughts. Those
who are about to devote themselves to profound meditation, place before them a vase-like vessel called Namgyal
bumpa, "the entirely victorious vessel," and a flat vessel
Compare p. 160.

This is done very gc~lcrally in all couutrics of Asia and South Eastern
Europe. Sce Pallas, " R c i s c ~ ~Vol.
, ' ~ 1, 1). i5l.
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called Lai bumpa, "the vessel of the works.' The Namgyal bumpa typifies abstraction of the mind from surrounding object's, the Lai bumpa perfection in abstract meditation. These vessels are not put upon the
eart,h, but upon a cloth or a paper on which an octagon
frame is drawn, called Dabchad, "octagon ;" t.he vesaels
are filled with water perfumed with saffron, and strips
of the five sacred colours are twisted round them; flowers
AIHO, or k u s a p s are put into them.' The devotee,
fixing his eyes upon these two vessels, reflects; upon t,he
henefit to be derived from meditation, and i~ exhorted
to intense concentration of t.he mind.
The frame Dabchad has nine compartments, of which
each is separated from the next by ornaments representing clouds. In each compartment is inscribed the name
of a Diikini or Y6gini, in Tibetan Khado, or also Naljorvn; in the central division are words denoting that it is
meant for "the chief of the D~kinis,"who is called in the
reli@ous books Sangye Khado in Tibetan, Buddha Diikini
in Sanskrit. In a Dabchad obtained by Hermann in Sikkim,
the central words are &us-byas-mkhr~',~and mean, "DBki~ii occupying (done in) the centre," the word mkhro'
hcaing decidedly an abbreviation from Khado, which is
spelled mkha'-'gro, and is literally "walking in the
itir." The Dakinis are female spirits countless in number
who evince the greatest kindness towards man. They
1 These vesaeln are not unfrec~uentlytraced upon the cushions upon wllich
the Lalnas sit during the public rcligjous services.
' Of this kind was a l ~ nthc grass of which S&y:m~uni had piled np
his spat nhcn sitting down uncler thr Bodhi Lrce.
~ I ~ U'' ~I :JC I I ~ T
I I ~VI I, S" donc."

0
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are addressed in a relqgous treatise translated by Schmidt
with surnames of sanctity, as e. 9. Sarva Buddha D&kini,
and their head is styled Bogda Dakini, Bogda meaning
"divine nature." This highest D&ni is also the female
companion, the Sakti of Vajradhara, and is endowed
with faculties equally great with those of her husband.'
2. The bumt-ofer4q.

By the burnt-offering (in Tibetan Chinsreg, or Sregpa?
in Sanskrit Homa) the offerer seeks to be endowed with
the faculty of obtaining happinem, wealth, and power, of
becoming purified from sins, and of being protected against
"untimely death" and the pains connected therewith. It
consista in the burning of tamarind-wood, Ombu, and cotton,
with coals, and perfumed oils in a kind of stove, Thabk h u n g , k a d e of clay or bricks. The shape and colour of
the stove depends upon the purpose for which it is used;
in one case it is square, in the others semi-circular, or
circular, or triangular. Theae stoves are about one foot
high and two feet broad; they have straight sides, and
the bottom ie formed by a plate of burnt clay, which
projects about two inches beyond the sides; upon the
projecting border half-dorjes4 are stamped, and a mystical
sign is cut in the centre of the bottom of the stove,
Schmidt, "Geschichte Saanang Seetsens," pp. 468, 75, 76, 81. About
Vajrndhara see p. 50.
8Byin (chin), i i a l ~ s ; "sreg-pa, "to destroy by fire."
a Thab, "fire place;" khung, 'la holc." In tLc Tantra Sub&upariprichehi
(l\'nssiljcw, "Dcr Ruddhismus," p. 212) 10,OOn grains of wheat, sesnmr,
mustard, lotus, kc., arr among thc offering^ reqrlircd to he burnt.
' Srr p. 215.
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symbolizing either the earth, or fire, water, or the air,
according to the shape of the stove.
The offerings must he burnt by a Lama, who wears
a large gown of the respective colour of the stove, interwoven with numerous characters of the element engraved upon the bottom. He ranges on a side-table, with
prayers beginning with the raspective appellation of the
particular element, the offerings to be burnt, which he
puts into the stove, but only in small quantities at a
time, as their combustion must be a slow one. He
keeps the offerinp burning by dropping upon them
perfumed oil with two brass spoons; with the larger
one, called Gangzar,' he take8 the oil out of a small
brass vessel, and pours it into the smaller spoon, called
" L u g ~ a r , " from
~
which he lets it fall, drop by drop,
upon the offerings.
This ceremony has four particular names, according
to the aim of its celebration:1. Zhibai Chinmeg, "sacrifice for peace," to ward off
calamity in the shape of famine, war, h.,to weaken or
totally neutralize the effects of malignant influences, and
to abolish sins. The stove is square, the lower part of
a red colour and the upper part white. On its bottom
"lam" is designed, the symbol of earth.
This offering ceremony is very generally pr.f'omed
after a person'n death, because the sins of the deceased
;Ire supposed to be gathered into the ~ t o v rby virtue
of the Dharanis repeated by tht* officiating Lama, and

'
?

'(iang, "to make full, to till." gur~.,"a Indlc, n Inrgc altoon.
hI.ug, $'to ~ w u rout."
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by the power of Melha, or Melhai gyalpo, the lord of the
genii of fire," who is always implored on such occasions ; it
is believed that with the combustion of the offerings the
sins disappear for ever. The address to Melha runs
thus:-"I
adore thee and present to thee the ogerings
"for the deceased, who has left this world and has en"tared the circle, for him who dwells in tho msembly of
"the three merciful deities, who are now in calmness
"now in wrath.' Pray punfy him from his sins and
"any violations of the law, and teach him the right way.
" Sarva-agne-hala-ram-ram."
This prayer is given in Plate X., which is an impression from an original woodcut from Eastern Tibet;'
it is placed beneath the image of Melha in a state of
calmness. Here he is sitting crosslegged upon a Lotunflower, holding the blue lotus Utpala (Ndutdium sp&sum), with joined hands. His head is shaded by the
It is difiicult to understand what deities
meant. The phrase would
lead us to the three Isvarae, viz. Brahma, Vishnu, and Yiva (Schmidt, MBm.
de 1'Acad. de St. Peterah., Vol. II., p. 23), about whom we might suppose, from
the legend concerning Brahma (see p. 114), that they all three place a check
upon the doings of evil spirits. If this be the right interpretation, they would
become wrathful in the case of activity, according to the views of the Tibetans (see p. 111). But I cannot perceive for what reaeon the deceased, in
general, should, as it is here stated, ascend to the region where reside these
gods so highly esteemed and so extremely superior to simple man and ordinary gods; for Shinje (see p. 93), before whom the deceased is brought,
dwells in an inferior region.
As the intersyllabic pointe are not in the original woodcut, I give
the address here in Roman characters, rendering the intersyllabic pointe
which are omitted by horizontal lines:Yang - pa - p u m -hi-khro'i-lha-ta' hoge-dang-gar-dvang-thugs~je'i-chen-po'i~lrung-pu-'jig~ten-'di-na-pha-rol-d~-ta'he-las-'da~-pa-dkyil-'khor-la-phyag-ts'hallo-nichhod-pa-'11~1-lo.
sDig-sgrih-sbyangs-du-gsol; gnas-so-rab-tu-gaol; lam-bntan-du-gaol.
Sarva-ogrir-dsa-lx-r~m-:.am.

D I I(umbrella),
~
to which are added the horizontal ribands
Labri and the flags Badang.
2. Gyaspai' Chinmeg, "the rich sacdice," to obtain
a good harvest, riches, h. The stove is hemispherical,
and of a yellow colour; on its bottom is figured 'the
word "yam," the symbol of air.
3. Vangi2 C h i ~ e g ,"the sacrifice for power," to obtain influence, power, and success in war. The stove is
of a red colour and circular, a form symbolical of the
Lotus-flower; it bears on its under side "bm," the
symbol of water.
4. Dmqpo' Chiweg, "the fierce sacrifice," to obtain
protection from "untimely death," rrs well as to bring
down punishment upon the evil spirits who have caused
such a ctreaded misfortune. The stove is triangular
and of a black colour; the character on its bottom,
"ram," is the symbol of fire.'
Plate No. XIV., Lit. a, gives-immediately transferred
upon paper, as if it were a woodcut intended for pinting-the surface of a rectangular oblong piece of wood,
in which four holes are made, into which bread, paste,
butter mixed with grains or similar objecta, are pressed
and sacrificed as a substitute for the burnt-offering. The
characters in the centre are the symbols of the four
elements, and the holes show the form of the stoves in
which the offerings are burnt. In addition to these
figures and symbols there is represented on the woodcut
*
a
4

rCigas-pa, ample, copious."
f l m g , L'power!'
Drag-po, "fierce, cruel."
('onccrning untimely death scc p. 109.
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the officiating Lama, holding in his left hand the two
spoons, emblematical of those uwd in this ceremony.
3. Invocation of Lungta.

Lungta, "the airy horse, the horse of wind,"' occurs
in the list of the seven precious things under tho name
of Tachog, "the best horse of its kind." This horse is
praised in the legends for its extraordinary swiftness.
When the king of the golden wheel, tho governor of the
a
k Chahvartin Riija),
four continents (in Sanskrit M
mounts it to traverse the world, he seta out in the
morning and returns at night without having experienced
any fatigue." The Norvu phrengva reports, that it passes
over immense tracts in one moment:
The Lungta is the symbol of "harmony;" for it
unites in harmony the three conditions of human existence,
upon the union of which happiness depends; it strengthens
these conditions, so as to cause a union salutary to man.
These three conditions of existence and welfare are: Srog,
Lus, and Vang.
Bog, the vital principle, "breath," is the basis of
existence.
h,
"body," means the due development of the organic formation of the body.
Vang, "power," means the moral energy enabling
man to abstain h m such actions as injure the vital
rlnng, "wind-"
, rta, "horse."
RBmuset, in Foe kone ki, p. 128 Schmidt, h a n g Seeteen, p. 471.
About the seven precious things, see p. 53.
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principle and the organs of the body, and produce illness and death. It indicates: at the same time, the
faculty of averting the dangers which arise from the
natural hostility of the elements.'
Another faculty of Lungta is the power of depriving
the constellations of the planets hostile to man of their
obnoxious influence. Moreover, the effimcy of any Dharani, or mystical sentence, for happiness in this existence
is supposed to become more certain by the presence of'
Lungta, and from this belief it has become customary
to add to such Dharanis a horse supporting the precious
stone Norbu, or a figure allegorical of the horse, or at
least an address directed to Lungta.
The plates brought home by my brothers, exhibit
specimens of this practice. The Dhsbrmis are Sanskrit,,
and are written with Tibetan, and occasionally also
with Lantaa characters. The purposes aimed at, and
the deities implored by them vary; in most of them,
however, we meet with "Om mani padme hum," and
"Om Vajrapsbni hum," Dharanis meant .for Padmapihi
and Vajrapiini.
The horse stands in the centre of plate No. XI.,
and bears the precious stone Norbu. In other copies it
is running towards the left border, whilst the letters
run as uisual from left to right; in the present plate
As often as the element which at a person's birth occurred in the
denomination of the year comes in contact in '&thecycles of years" with s
hostile element, the years in which this takes place are unlucky ones; health
is endangered and failure in one's undertakings may be expected. This idea
refers to the belief of the Tibetans in an influence of the elements upon
the welfare of man. See Chapter. XVII.

TU
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Plate XI.

MYSTICAL SENTENCES, WITH THE FlGURE OF TliE ,411t1'
HORSE.
The letters are here inverted, the same having been cut in the block itself in their positive form.

To lace p. 234.

Plate XII.

-

Plate XII.
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every thing has the opposite direction, the maker decidedly
not taking the trouble to invert his own work. Such
irregularities are not very unfrequent, particularly if
the plates are not intended to be printed on paper,
but only to make impressions on articles of food. AR
allegorical signs occasionally substituted for the figure of
the horse we ~ometimes find the anagrammatic form
of the prayer Om mani padme hum in Lantsrt characters,
or the Lantsa letter Om, encircled in either case by a
glory, with the characters Ba and Bam a t its sides. Other
invocations of Lungta have no central ornament.
The addresses directed to Lungta personally are
generally limited to the lower part of the table; a most
potent ilnploration of it is the one printed on Plate XII.,
No. 2; it r u m thus: "Wealth, the friend of sharpness,
Lungta of breath, of body, of power, may you increase
and grow like the new moon." In tables on which
are inscribed this prayer, the four corners of the
image are almost always filled out with the figures or
with the names of a tiger (Tib. Tag), a lion (Senge), a
bird (Khyung), and a dragon (Brug); and a Dharani is
frequently inserted before the imploration of the
Lungta, running thus: "Tiger, lion, bird and dragon,
may they too co-operate to a complete union; sarvadu-du-hom."
In order that the Lungta produce its proper effect,
the colour of the cloth or paper upon which it is
printed, is also of importance; the rules concerning the
modalities are, however, very simple; and if the right
colour is not at hand, it may be supplied by rags of
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the required colour, which are cut into triangles (indicating that theg are Phurbus), and fastened along
the lower border of the table. The implorations of
Lungta do not require the performance ..by a Lama,
neither do the ceremonies more complicated still which
have been established for incr&ing the probability of
success,' and this belief may also be one of the reasons .
of the frequent application to Lungta.
4 . The Talisman Changpo.

T h i ~talisman, which means "the keeper, the holder,"
is believed to protect man from the machinations of the
evil spirits and to enable those who ,hang it up in their
houses, or who wear it as an amulet, to resist the temptations to sin prompted by these demons. The form of
this talisman is circular, as seen in Plate XITI. In the
centre is a smaller inner circle; in a second, larger
circle is traced a star, and along the inner side of this
circle and in the eight intersectional compartmenb
formod by the corners of the star are inscribed the
names of hoatile spirits. Outside the circles are seen
a male and a' female, the arms of the one figure tied
with chains to the feet of the other.
This Plate is a print from a woodcut; the block
had been so much used that the original shq~netlswas
quite gone, and the wood had become cracked.
There are eeveral boob in which ie detailed what lnny be done
besides.

-
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TBE MAGICAL FIGURE PHURBU.

5. The magical figure Pherrbu.

The Phurbu, literally '&a peg," " pin." or "nail," is
drawn as a triangle upon paper covered with c h a m ;
the handle has the form of a half-doje. The Buddhists
attribute to the Phurbu the faculty of preventing the
evil spirits from inflicting mischief, or of expelling
them, in case they have already begun to exercise
their baneful influence. It is believed, that eve11 the
mere presence of the word Phurbu prevents the evil
spirits from entering the houses and from injuring
those who carry it as aa amulet; the sentence Phurblu-dab-vo, "I cast thee with the nail," is therefore
repeated in many books' which treat of the evil spirits;
the point of a Phurbu, if directed towards the side
where evil spirits dwell, drives them away, and brings
them to ruin.
Generally, three Phurbus, enclosed by flames, are
traced upon the same paper; this is fixed on paste-board
or thin boards. In case of an illness, or when any
mischief has been done which is supposed to have
originated with evil spirits, the head of the family--or
if he is wealthy enough to engage a Lama, the Lamaaccompanied by the family and relatives, goes round the
houw, turning the point of the Phurbu in all directionrs,
and uttering incantations at the height of his voice.
In the h k Dug karchan, L'provided with a white umbrella," this eenterice is added to the name of the twenty evil spirits who are mentioned
there.
1i
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The accompanying woodcut shows the arrangement
of the Phurbu. The two Tibetan characters in t,he
central part of the
figure stand for dGra
(pronounced Da), which
means "enemy," and for
bGegs, pronounced Geg,
'(evilspirit." The human
face between the smaller
Phurbus is that of Tamdin, in Sanskrit Hayagriva. Tamdin is a
Drag~hedwho is considered to take a very
prominent part in protecting man against the
evil spirits. A dorje projects from hls head; and under
the chin is inscribed the mystical syllable Ah.
The oblong rectangle next his face and the hexagon
contain a Dhiirani several timns repeated, which
threatens all the "evil spirits who dwell above the
eartthmh."The Dhiiranis in the following rectangle are
directed against the Geg who inhabit. the east, Shar,
the ~011th-east,Sharlho, and the south, Lho. The Dhiiranis in the joint of the t,riangle and at the beginning
of the first large line in the t,riangular part keep off
the evil spiritb; occupying the south-east, Lhonab. Each
Dhiirani finishes with the words "destroy, bring to
ruin." The Dharanis are Sanskrit, written with Tibetan
characters.
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On the handles of the two smaller Phurbus is inscribed the mystical syllable hum.
The other charms in the triangle begin with "Ah
Tamdin," a mystical form of imploring this god. They
keep off the evil spirits who dwell in the north-east, Nubjang, in the north, Jang, and in the other quarters of the
world;' and it is declared that the wearing of such
Phurkha,' "sharp Phurbu," serves as a protection against
all mischief originating in any of these quarters. Each
of these Dhiiranis is Sanskrit, which, like numerous other
charms, cannot well be translated in detail, and terminates with the syllables hum phat, a charm, of which the
chief of the Diikinis says, in the Norvu phrengva, 'lCrying with the voice of concealment hum and phat, I shall
keep in order the innumerable legion of Diikinl~."~At
the end of the inscription it is said that this Dharnni
is particularljl directed against the spirits inhabiting the
air, and against that class especially called rGyal-po-rgyas'gong-shin-dre-sron-dre.
The Dh-nis
inscribed on the handle, and the joint
of the triangle, are always addressed to Tamdin; those
with which the triangle itself is filled may vary, as any
one who orders a Phurbu may have Dhiiranis directed
against such evil spirits as he considers particularly hostile
towards himself.
Those Phurbus are considered the most efficacious to
which Dalai Lama and Panchen Rinpoche have composed

a

Concerning the quarters of the world, which are ten in number, ece p. 126.
Kha, LLbitter,"
here in the eenae of eharp.
Schmidt, "Geechichte der Oetmongolen," p. 468.-Compere a h p. 247.
17 *

the D h a ~ m i s ;such Phurbus as can prove this claim fetch
a high price.
The Phurbus also form an important article of trade
for the Mongolian pilgrims returning from Tibet, who
never fail to assert that the Dharanis on their Phurbus
are the composition of the Dalai Lam.
6 . The Ceremonies Thugdarn kantsai.'

Whenever the assistance of any one of the many Dragsheds is sought by ceremonies, the prayers recited and the
offerings made to him, must follow in a certain order:
1. The ceremonies with hymns praising the power
of the god implored, and enumerating his attributes. This
is called Ngontog: "to cause the eminent understanding."
2. The region w-here the god dwells is described,
the technical term being Chandren, "to cite."
3. The offerings are laid on the altar; Chodpa "the
sacrifice."
, 4. Prayers are spoken imploring the remission of
eins; an act called Shagpa, "repentance, confession."
5. Kantsai, the presentation of objecta "to make
content." The mode of offering consists in the consecration of the objects to the gods, which, hereafter, can
no more be used fbr worldly purposes.
The offerings are, in some cases, weapons and living
animals, one of the chief objects being an arrow, to which

' Thugsdam LLprayer;"bskang "satiate, to make content;" rdzse "substance, wealth."
mKgon clear, eminent; " rtog " understanding."
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five silken strips of the five sacred colours are fastened,
called Darnai janpa, "ornament of five strips of silk,"' as
well as a disk of bratss, called Melong, "a mirror," upon
which the mystical syllables om, tram, ah: hri, hum
are inscribed tw here follows:om
tram ah hri
hum

2:

+q
yc=
$' :.
&:

Feathers, also, are attached to the arrow; they must be
selected from such birds as are known favourites of the
Dragshed implored; thus, to Lharno the arrow presented
is ornamented with the feathers of the raven, to Gonpo
(Mrthadeva) with those of a kite. Between the feathers
small strips of paper are inserted on which are written
certain charms, which are aho inscribed upon the point
and the shaft of the arrow.
When the act of imploration is over, the arrow is
stuck perpendicularly into the ground, a position from
which it can only be removed by the mtrologers.
7 . Invocation of Nagpo Chenpo, by moving the mow.

Nagpo Chenpo, in Sanskrit Mahakala, is supposed to
grant success in undertakings and to protect from the
liostility of mischievous spirits in general; but the wreDar "silk," sna LLend,strip," lnga "5;" rgyan-pa LLornament;llthe nga

''ST wan suppressed in the pronounciation.
Csoma, "Grammar," p. 105, explains utn to be a mystical intejoctiou,
denoting the essential body or person of a Buddha, or any other divinity.
H h ie n mystical very powerful imploration of Chenrcsi.
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mony of "moving the arrow," is also performed for the
purpose of discovering the perpetrators of a theft.
The head Lama of the monastery in which the ceremony has to take place begins it, amidst the loud sound
of cymbals, drums, and pipes, with the reading of certain passages from a book which treats of Nagpo Chenpo's faculties, of the Dhiiranis communicated by him to
man, of his hatred towards the evil spirits, and of the
offerings which are most agreeable to him. The Lama
concludes this lecture by threatening the malignant
spirits with Nagpo Chenpo's wrath, if they do harm to
those who have ordered the performance of this ceremony.
He then hands to a novice a large and heavy arrow
trimmed with feathers, strips of silk, and slips of paper
inscribed with invocations to Nagpo Chenpo. The novice,
who has taken a seat upon a carpet of whits felt, holds
this arrow with one hand, the point resting perpendicularly upon the palm of the other; by s slight shaking
and turning he brings this point into motion, and
gradually lets the arrow fall on the ground; his shakings
become more violent as soon m the point has left the
palm of his hand and moves on to the ground; he then
seizes it with both hands, and by convulsive shaking he
keeps it constantly moving. But the spectators believe
the arrow to go on by its own power, and the shakings
and tremblings of the priest to be the natural consequences of its spontaneous motion.
The novice continues to turn the arrow for several
hours, during which he has perhaps walked over as many
miles, and he only ceasefi to move it, when his hands
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show blisters or when his strength is exhausted. The
halt of the arrow is taken as an nnmistakeable manifestation that the evil spirits have been driven away; or
if the arrow has been moved for the discovery of a theft,
that its perpetrator is to be looked for in the direction
pointed out. The novice then returns with his arrow to
join the Lamas, who in the meantime have been engaged
in singing hymns, and reciting the prescribed prayera ; some
concluding hymns are sung, and the arrow is solemnly
handed over to him who had ordered the ceremony.
8. The Ceremony Yangug.

The aim of this ceremony, Yangug or Yangchob, "to
call for luck, to insure luck;"' is to implore Dzambhala
or Dodne vangpo? the god of wealth, to grant riches. An
arrow is offered similar to that wed in the purchase of
the assistance of the Dmgsheds (No. 6), but the disk
attached to it has a central perforation and four groups
of lateral ones, as substitutes for the mystical syllables;
the feathers on the shaft of the arrow are those of a
black eagle, and round the five strips of silk is wrapped
a band of white cloth covered with some Dh&ranis, and
terminating in two loops? These notices also present
additional illustrations of the address to the Buddhas of
confession (Chapter XI.). Every contribution to its explanation was the more welcome to me, as the r~ovelty
gYar~g"lock," 'guge "to call; " akyoba "to protect."
gbod-nae '&fromthe beginning ;" dvang-po '&ruler,the entirely powerful."
a The arrow I have also eeen traced ou an astrological table.

of the object so considerably increased the difficulty of
.entering into the full particulars. We found it mentioned
there (see p. 137), that in the period of the destruction
of the universe the performance of the ceremony Yangug
will be more frequent than the pious acts which afford
purification h m sine.
The representations of Dzambhala show him generally
surrounded by the eight other gods granting riches, who
are styled Namthosras, in Sanskrit Vaisravanas; these personages are always represented holding in the left hand a
rat with a jewel in its mouth, a supposed symbol of fertility. Dzambhala himself is in all pictures represented
riding upon a white lion with a green mane, his right hand
supporting the Gyaltsan, in Sanskrit Dhvaja, a kind of
banner with a floating cloth which typifies victory. His
eight companions bear in the right hand the following
objects : 1. A precious thing, in Tibetan Rinchen; 2. The flat
vessel h i Bumpa (see p. 247); 3. A small house several
~torieshigh, Khangtsig; 4. A pick-axe, Dungtsi; 5. A
sword, Ralgri ; 6. The precious stone Norbu ; 7. A sword,
K;rlgri ; 8. A clasp-knife, Digug.-A detailed account of
the doings of these gods and of the meaning of the articles they hold, is given in the book Gyalpo c h e n p
namtliosras chi kang $hag, of which the St. Petersburg
Academy has a copy.
My brothers once saw an imzlge in which the mythological Buddl~aDipankara, (see p. 131), in Tibetan Marmechid, and a "Buddha of medicine," in Tibetan Manla,
were absociakd with Dzambllala instead of his eight
co~n
panions.
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in cases of illness.

The remarks offered here are partly taken from the
Tibetan book on medicine published by Csoma, and
partly based upon observations made by my brothers.
The Tibetan book1 enumerates three principal and
four secondary causes of diseases. The three principal
causes are: 1. Lust, or desire; 2. Passion, or anger;
3. Dullness, or ignorance. By the first wind is caused;
by the second bile; by the last phlegm. The four causes
of a secondary nature are: 1. Season, with respect to
cold and heat; 2. Any evil spirit; 3. Wrong use of
food; 4. A bad course of life. The book contains useful hints, as to the course to be pursued in order to
remain free from illness, and also gives a number of
rules with respect to food, occupation, conduct of life in
conformity with the different seasons, &c. The symptoms
of diseases are indicated, and the questions are given
which are to be addressed by the physician to the patient
respecting his food, occupation and the circumstances how
the d i m e first arose, its progress, and the pain felt. The
wveral remedies prescribed against diseases are enumerated,
1,200 in number, which may be reducsd to four classes:
medicine, manual labour, diet, and manner of life.
It is entitled O p t zhi, Uthe tract in four parts," and ie declared by
Csoma to be the principal work on medicihe in Tibet. For an analyeis of
it see Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. IV., p. 1-20. It in not introduced into
the large collections of the Kanjur and Tanjur, which contain several other
works on medicine; eee Wilson, Journ. A @ . Soc. Beng., Vol. I., p. 4.
Gleanings in Science, Vol. III., p. 247. For further notice8 on medicine,
compare aleo tho LLDescriytiondu Tubet," in Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. IV.,
p. 257. Trail, "Kamaon," As. Ree., Vol. XVI., p. 222. Pallas, "Mongol.
Volker," Vol. It., p. 338.

My brothers had never seen or heard of any medicine
having been taken, or any surgical operation undertaken,
which was not preceded and again followed by addresses
to the Buddhas of medicine, in Tibetan Manlas, "the supreme
physicians," and by the performance of certain ceremonies
supposed to increase the sanative power of the medicine.
The Manlas are eight in number; they are the imaginary
Buddhas who are believed to have created the medicinal
plants. When men set out to collect such plants they implore
the assistance of the Manlas, and their names are uttered
when the medicine is prepared and taken; their names
or images are also generally printed at the commencement of books treating on medicine. The greatest number
of prayers are addressed to them when the pills "Mani "
are prepared, which are employed only in m e s of very
wrious illness. The ceremonies accompanying the preparation of these pills are styled Manii rilbu grub thab,
L L preparation of the pill Msni."'
The Manis are made
of a particular kind of bread-paste, with which particles
of the relics of a saint have been mixed in the form of
powder or ashes. This paste is moistened with consecrated
water, and kneaded up with ordinary bread-pmts, &om
which are then made the smaller pills to be taken by
sick persons? The vessel with the water and paste is
put upon a circle divided into six sections and a smaller
central circle; in this centre stands the syllable "hri," a
mystical and very powerful imploration of Chenresi; in each

'

Mani "a preciolm stone," ril-hu "a globular figure, a pill;" grub "to
have done; njade ready ;" thabe "means, method!'
Thew pills are identical with those mentioned Iry Hur, USouvenirs,"
1'01. II., p. 27W, IUI highly cstccmcd.
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of the six sections is inscribed a syllable of the prayer
Om mcrni padme hum. As long as'the paste remains
in the water (the prescribed time ranges from one to
three weeks) some Lamas (who are not allowed to eat
meat during this period) recite all day long particular
prayers in honour of the Manlas.
With reference to disemes caused by ghosts and evil
spirits, the 73rd. Chapter of Part IV. of the book menL
tioned enumerates twelve kinda, the 77th. eighteen. The
causes, symptoms, and remedies are also enumerated.
About these kinds of diseases and the methods of curing
them my brothers learned the following particulars.
Each malignant spirit causes some particular h e .
Thus Rghu ' inflicts palsy, in Tibetan Zanad; &en other
devils, called Donchen Chonga,' LLthefifteen great evil
spirits," cause children to fall sick, &c.*When the Lama
physician who has been called to a sick man, has determined the illness to have been occasioned by a malignant
spirit, he proceeds to examine into the circumstances, in
order to detect the causes which have dowed the spirit
to grain influence over the patient, and the nieans he
employed to make him uick. When the illness is insignificant,' as in cases of cold, hoarseness, light wounds, &.,
it does not take, according to the belief of the Tibetans,
much trouble to drive away the evil spirit; the remedies
consist either in chrms, which the patient has to wear,
to affix to the door, or to read; or a noisy music is
performed, before which the evil spirits are supposed to
See p. 115.
$Don lLanevil spirit;" c u e n '&great;
" bcho-lnga LLEftee~~."

yield; or the very Dragshed who is the particular enemy
of the offending evil spirit is implored, and his image is
hung up after having been carried in procession round
the house; or the Phurbu is applied. These are the most
common methods employed for tho recovery of health;
but it lies in the nature of this matter that these rites
should vary considerably.
In cases of serious illness, particularly when the sick
man is no more able to rise, the evil spirit is supposed
to have crept into the hbuse in the shape of an animal,
and to dwell in this form near the sick man. The first
business of the Lama then is to h d out the form which
the evil spirit has assumed, in which endeavours he
finally succeeds by various ceremonies very much of a
character akin to jugghg. An animal is formed of
clay or bread-paste by m a n s of a wooden mould, of
which he carries with him a variety for selection,' and
the soul of the spirit is compelled to leave the assumed
brute form, and to enter into the representation of it;
for this purpose magical circles are traced and incantations recited for some time. When the evil spirit has
been conhed, by these means, the Lama reads passages
out of certain books, and hands the moulded animal
over to the patient to burn or to bury i t ; prints of it
are also pasted on various parts of the house and are
only removed when the disease has disappeared. If this
moans is not attended with success, and the sick man
dies, it is averred that the illness was a punishment for
immoral actions committed in some former existence.
Specimens of such blocks arc given in Plates Nos.

MY. to XVI.
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Plate XVI.

PRINTS FROM S:ROTECTION

FUNEBAL BITEB.

10. F u w a l rites.

The funeral (Tib. Shid) of a layman generally terminahs, where circumstances allow of it, in the burning
of the body, although the practice of exposing the corpse
on the hills as a prey to wild animals, formerly a very
common one, is even now sometimes reeorted to on account of the scarcity of wood? The ceremony of burning the body is performed upon an altar of a cubical
form; in larger towns several of these are kept ready
for immediate use; thus there are twelve such altars
at Leh, surrounding the burial ground. In countries
where wood is plentiful, as in Bhutjn and Sikkim,
enough is employed to render the combustion complete,
nothing remaining but ashes; but in Tibet it often happens
that quantities of the bones remain unconsumed, which
are then carefully collected, together with the ashes, and
buried?
The bodies of the Lamas are not burnt: they are
For deacriptiom of varioua kin& of funerals see Nouv. Journ. Asiat,
Vol. IV., p. 254. Huc, lLSouvenire," Vol. II., p. 347. Cunningham, "Lad&"
p. 308.
Concerning the mode of collecting the aehea in Eaetern Beng4l and
Amam my brother Hermann gave me the following details:-A cloth about
three feet square is faetened at ite four ends to canea about three to four feet
high, which are driven into the earth; into this cloth, thus forming a sort of
trough, the sshes, bones and remaining pieces of charcoal am gathered, and
left to be dispereed by the wind, or gradually decomposed hy the rain and
heat. The tribes of the Khbeia hilln, where the amount of rain exceeds that
of any known country, although it is limited to a duration of three to four
months, have a most curious practise of keeping their dead till the rainy
eeason is over; ae long aa the heavy rains last no combustion in the open
air would be possible. They put the corpse into trunk of a hollow tree, and
fill this up with honey, a process which prevents decomposition for several
months, even in these hot and moist regions.

buried in a reclining attitude (not exactly in a sitting
posture), with the knees brought up to the chin, and the
whole corpse laced together into m small a space as
possible; occasionally they are put into a cloth bag. In
general, the graves are not dug; the grave-yard being
selected in places abounding with stones, t.he corps is
simply laid down on the ground and concealed beneath
a heap of stones. The erection of Chortens over the
dead is limited to exceptional cases. With the remarkable toleration so characteristic of Buddhism, my brothers
were allowed to open and examine some of the graves
near Leh, and they even induced a Lama to undertake the
boiling of some corpses for the purpose of cleaning and
preparing the skeletons, though the latter process had
to be concealed from the population in general. t the
corpses taken out of their graves were not decomposed;
the great dryness of the atmosphere had caused the flesh
to shrink to a hard leathery substance covering the bones,
and this yielded but very slowly to the action of the
boiling water. The length of several corpses compressed
in the way just described was found to be from 2'1, to
3 feet.
During the process of combustion and interment
prayers are recited and various ceremonies performed;
offerings are presented to the god of the fire, Melha;
the Zhiba Chrinsreg, to obtain the remission of the sins
of the deceased,' is also performed. A ceremony which
precedes the interment consists in the purchase of the
burial-ground from the lord of the ground, in Tibetan
1

For ita description see p. 249.
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M a g gyalpo. The lord of the ground, and the mischievous spirits obeying him, are supposed to do mischief, from innah malice, to the dead in his future
existence, as well as to his surviving relatives in their
present one. The lord of the ground can be pacified
by the purchase of the burial ground, while the other
malignant spirits are banished by charms and rites,
in which reverence is paid to the three gems, viz. to
Buddha, Dharma, and Sanga.' These ribs are said to
have been taught to man by Manjusri, the god of wisdom. The relatives of the deceased inform the astrologers, who are considered to have intercourse with Sadag,
of the amount they propose to pay to Sadag, either in
the form of cattle or money, and request them to persuade him to be satisfied therewith. Invariably the answer
is returned, that Sadag, who is represented as insatiable,
wants more for his pacification than the amount offered.
When, finally, the necessary sum has been settled, the
grave is marked out, and the astrologers proceed to expel
Sadag and all the other malignant spirits in the following
hrms :
"Lord of the ground, and you MahGragas; hear my
command and order, which I issue with the ceremonies
prescribed by the sacred law of the god Manjusri and
of the three gems. I drive the arrow not into the eyes,
not into the feet, not into the bowels of the evil spirits,
Lord of the ground, but into the earth, in order to
See p. 184, Note 2.
Mah6ragas, in Tibetan Tophye chenpo, are terneatrial dragone euperior
to man. See Foe koue ki, Engl. trannl., p. 133.
a
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render propitious the inferior mischievous spiritij. Genii,
if you do not obey my order, I will b m k your heads
with my dorje. Hear my order : hurt neither the deceased
(hie name is here repeated) nor his surviving relatives.
Do them no damage, neither injure them, nor teaze them,
nor bring misfortune upon them."'
The Lama then drives the arrow into the ground,
where it remains until the dead person is buried.
1

Fmm an oral communication from a Lama.

CHAPTER XVI,

THE SYSTEMS OF RECKONING TIME,
1. CALENDARSAND ASTBOLOOICALTABLES.-2. TFUZ VARIOUS MODES oe
The cycle of 12 years. Counting back from the current
CKRONOLOQY.
year. The cycle of 60 years. The cycle of 262 years.-3. THE YEARAND
rTs DIVISIONS.

1. C a l e n d a r s a n d a s t r o l o g i c a l t a b l e s .

The Tibetans received their astronomical science
from their neighbours in India and China; the Chinese
also becoming their teachers in the art of divination.
Their acquaintance with the astronomical and calendriml
systems of these nations coincides with the propagation
of the Buddhist religion by the Chinese and Indian priests,
to whom they are also indebted for the respective systems
of defining the year.' Bot,h systems are based upon a
I n the "Description du Tubet," translated from the Chinese by Klaproth
in Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. IV., p. 1.38, the Chinese consort of King Srongtean
Gampo and her suite are stated to have brought the Chinese system into
Tibet in the seventh century A.D.
18
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unit of sixty years, differing, however,' in the modes of
denominating the years. The Indian denomination is
called in Tibetan Kartsis, white mathematics ;" the
Cxinese method, on the other hand, goes by the na.me
of Nsktsis, "black mathematics," rt term also extended
to the "black art," or the science of divination and of
astrological calculations.'
The Tibetan designations for almanacs are Leutho,'
Lotho, or Ritha; they are sketched by the Lamas.
It is a very general custom to append to the almanacs
various tables for astrological purposes. These additional
tables differ widely in contents as, well as in size; they
are rarely wanting for the following purposes :
Gabtsis? "the concealed calculations," are tables framed
upon the common crtlendrical system, the occasions for
which they are consulted being most various.
Grubhis,' L L the perfect astronomy," for deciding the
character and influence of the planets.
Tserab las-tsjs5 is the name of the calculations for
the duration of life, and of the fate of man.
Bagtsiss are the tables consulted in cases of marriage.
Shintsis7 are those used to find an answer to inquiries
respecting the form in which the dead s h d be re-born.
Nag, black;" *is, LLmathematica;" dknr, white." Theae names have
decidedly originated from the Tibetan namee for India and China, which
are called respectively LLwhiteplain," Oya-gar, and ILblack plain," Gya-nag.
Kartais, however, is also wed for UAatronomy," or UAstrology," but it is
then e p l t ukar-rtaie, from ukar, a star.
The name Dalow for calendar, occurring in Turner, L'Embamy," p. 331, is
probably a dialectical modification of this word.
Gab, "a shelter; concealed, dubious ;" *is, L4msthematics!1
Grub, 'Lperfect!l
Ts'he, Utime, lifetime;" rab, "genealogy;" lan, "work, fate."
Bag, "a bride."
7 gSbin, ''a corpse."

'
'
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Naktsis, which also designates the art of divination in
general, is predominantly applied to tables by means of
which the lucky and unlucky times affecting a particular
individual, with the reasons of their being so, can be
determined. Several tables of this kind will be described
in a subsequent chapter.
Tables relating to particular classes, such as %jag,
Lamas, and the like, are less frequently met with.
2. The v a r i o u s modes of chronology.

The various systems of reckoning time have already
been the object of the most learned and successful
researches by Csom and Ideler. I give an abstract of
their results on account of the connexion of the calendrical systems with. the interpretation of the astrological
calculations; this affords me, a t the same time, the opportunity of combining with it the informations which
Hermann obtained from natives during his stay in
Sikkim.
1. When any thing is to be defined referring to a
period not too distant from the present time, it is not
the practice to use a standard unit of sixty years, but a
cycle of twelve years is employed instead, each year
bearing the name of an animal,' which names are invariably repeated in the following order:Respecting the origin and introduction of thin cycle which is generally
called LL the Tatar," nee Ideler, Ueber die,Zeitrechnung der Chineeen," pp. 75,
78. He believes it to have first arisen in Western Ama. Klaproth finds it
mentioned for the firat time in Chinese books in the year 622 A.D. Nouv.
Journ. ALL, Vo1. XV., p. 146.
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Ji, the mouse.
7. Ta, the horse.
Lang, the ox.
8. Lug, the sheep.
9. Prel, or pre, the ape
Tag, the tiger.
10. Ja, the bird.
Yos, the hare.
11. (;'hi, the dog.
Brug, the dragon.
Brul, the serpent.
13. Chag, the hog.
Thus: when a particular year is to be specified, the
Tibetan term for year, Lo, is added to the name of the
animal, and it is called Ji-lo, "mouse year;" Lsng-lo, "ox
year," &c.' When the date of an event which has taken
place previous to the present duodecimal era is to be
indicated, the number of cycles that have passed since
the time in question is first put down, and by adding
to it the number of the animal year the entire sum of
years is accurately arrived at.
2. In books, as well as generally in conversation,
the dates of past events are not unfrequently determined
by counting back from t,he current year. For instance,
the present year being 1863, the birth of Tsonkhapa,
which occurred in 1355 A.D., would be said to have taken
place 508 years ago. This method is also applied in the
Baidiirya Karpo, from which Csoma has extracted his
highly important chronological table.'
3. A cycle of sixty years seems to have been in very
general use in Tibet a long time ago.3 As a novelty,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Csoma, uGrammar," p. 147.
Csoma, "Grammar," p. 181; Huc, 'LSouvenim," Vol. II., p. 869.
a It is curious that the present generation of Tibetans are unacquainted
with the historical data of ite origin and antiquity. They account for the
introduction of this cycle by the supposition that the idea had been taken from
the average length of human life. Such, a t least, was the assertion of Chibu
Lama, the political agent of the &ja of Sikkim, and of several other Lamas.
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it was ordained, probably in the eleventh century A.D., that
the cycles of sixty years should be counted from the
year 1026, which is the year next to 1025, in which
the Kala Chakra system had been intr-oduced into Tibet
(see p. 47). The year 1026 being the first year of the
first cycle, 1086 became the first year of the second
cycle. If the nun~berof the cycles that have already elapsed
were regularly added in books and documents to the definition of the current year, this system would be as
precise as our way of counting by centuries; but the
number of the cycle being omitted before the year to
be determined,' the reader frequently finds it no easy task
to assign the correct era by weigh*g and comparing
dates of an indirect nature.
The year 1026 was a180 the first year of the contemporaneous Indian cycle, and thus the identity of the
Tibetan and the Indian order of years within the cycle
became possible. The first, second, third year, &c., of
any Tibetan cycle is consequently the first, second, third
year, kc., of an Indian cycle ; the number of cycles, however,
do not accord with each other, the Indian not dating
from the year 1026, but from one, or even two other and
anterior epochs.'
It is already long ago, at least under the dynasty
Han, or 206 B.c., that the Chinese began to measure time
by cycles of' sixty years, a period formed by the combinations of a decimal and a riuodecimal series. But
As IUI cxnnlylc see the historical document relating to the H h i s
nionastery, p. 183; and thc Dabs clocumr~it,p. 276.
Yee Csomn, "tirammnr," p. 148.
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between the Chinese cycle and that of the Indo-Tibetan
the coincidence was not perfect, a third year of the
Chinese cycle being coeval with the first of the Tibetan
cycle, and so on. This difference, however, remained
without any influence upon Tibetan chronology so long
as China possessed no political weight in the country;
but when the Chinese government, in 1718,' made !l?iTbet
a dependency, it soon followed that the inhabitants were
obliged to adapt the cyclic order of their years to that
of the Chinese, and this could only be effected by advancing the number of the year throughout by two.
Thus two years are virtually cancelled from the Tibetan
calendar, so that the cycles commence two years earlier
than before the change; c. g. in 1864 instead of 1866.
The altered chronology is used at present in all official
matters, and is generally adopted for private business.
In support of this explanation I quote the document
from D6ba.' It is dated from the sixth month (month
Kcippen, "Die Religion des Buddha," Vol. 11, p. 196.
I t is styled Lam-yig-dang-ming-dang-ya~na,
LL Road prescription, and also
denpmination how far up," and was made at Nyugchhg, a halting place about
eight miles south of Diba Adolphe engaged to pay a sum of LLsix ~ ' a n g
(ounces) of goldn (= about f60) to the Chineae officer residing at DOba, if
he or hie brother Robert should cross the Sdtlej river; hie head man,
called Bara Mani, or also simply Mani, pledged himself to pay this sum. The
treaty was written by the Chinaman himself, who added, instead of hie signature, the official seal; Adolphe, having no soal at hand, stamped it with the
butend of his riding-whip.-The Lama Gon~bojewtranscribed the original
into capital letten, in which it is also printed on Plate XVII. But here
again (comp. p. 183) occur so many deviations from the terminology of the
sacred books, that it was impossible to arrive at a translation. Prof. Schiefner,
who had kindly looked for analogous documents in modem dialecta in the
St. Prtersburg libraries, did not find any which would have afforded tho
means of detailing quite literally either the Lllrba or the Himis document.

TO r u e p P:+

.

Plate XVII.

TREATY
BETWEEN ADOLPHE SCH1,AGIXTWEIT
AND

THE: CHINESE AUTHORITIES OF

~ABA.

This was in reference to the Routes he and his brother Robert
sho111dbe allowed to take in GnA1-i Kh6rsnm.
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of July) of the wood-hare year. This year is the fiftysecond in the cycle. If fifty-one is added to 1806 (not
Uty-two, because 1806 is the first year of ir new cycle,
the fourteenth of the Indo-Tibetan chronology), we obtain
the year 1857; but my brothers were in Dhba in 1855,
which year can only be found by deducting two years
(compare p. 287).'
Within these cycles of sixty years the single years are
denominated differently in the Indian and in the Chinese
manner. According to the. Indian principle, each year is
called by a particular name ; these Sanskrit terms the
Tibetans have simply translated into their own language.'
In imitation of the C'hinese mode' of reckoning time the
sixty yeare of the cycle are designated in the following
way. The twelve animals already mentioned are five
times repeated in the order given above, and are coupled
with the five elements, each of the latter being introduced
Csoma, though alluding to a difference between the Indo-Tibetan and
Chinese cycles ("Grammar," p. 148) does not take into consideration the
predominant w e of the Chinese qstem, when he says that the year 1834 is the
28th of the current cycle. From the reaeons given above, the 30th will he
found the correct number. In Cunningham's example (LLLadak," p. 395)
the ' Indo-Tibetan cycle is also applied.- 1 must further observe that
Csoma was misinformed, when he speaks of the difference between the
commencement of the Chinese and the Indo-Tibetan cycle as one of three
yeare instead of two, saying that LL the Tibetans give the designatio~~
of firet
to the fourth year of the Chinese cycle."-I may still draw the attention to
another deviation, which is easily made by Europeans when counting the
yearn in the cycles. In calculating the difference betwoen any given year
and the first of the respective cycle, the two n u m t ~ r aare to be taken inclusive; if, e. g., a cycle begins in 1806, the year 1851 is not the forty-fifth,
as Cunningham reckons it (p. 396), but the forty-sixth year of the series.
Csoma, LLCiramlpar)))
pp. 148, 150, where the sixty names may be fouod.
"or
this n~ethod seo the memoir of Idcler, L'UcLer die Zcitrechnung
dcr Chincsen." Berlin, 1839.
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in the series twice in immediate succession. We obtain,
therefore, sixty combinations each differing from the
other. The years are then distinguished in two ways:
they are either called by the names of the element and
animal combined, or by the names of the colour of the
clement and the animal combined. A combination of
the one form is, e. g., water-hog year; and the same combination, in the second form, blue-hog year. Water-hog
or blue-hog year stands for the 60th of the Indo-Tibetan cycle. If the names .of the years are given in
full detail, a gender is also added to the combinations of
element and animal, this being represented alternately
by 11110, a particle denoting the masculine gender,
and mo, the feminine particle; and the gender of every
colnbination is, therefore, defined by its very position
iri the cycle. The year beginning the cycle has the
element and animal masculine, the next year has the
same element and the successive animal both feminine ;
and the same alternations of the gender being kept up
throughout, it results that every year the numeral of
which is an odd number, as 1, 3, 6 , &c., rnust be maaculine, while the years represented by the even numeralh
2, 4, 6, kc., are feminine. It must be noticed that a
ciistinctive power is not conferred by the addition of the%
particles, as at fiivt might appear to be the case.The natives employ the mode of counting by coloum
when pointing out a year in an almanac, because the
elements arc thew rel)r'esentecl I)y colours and symbolical
signs, i u l d ]lot 1)y ol.(ls; 0 1 1 a11 other occasionh the

' Sch~~ridt,1,rcLcc t u hsananp Ybelscn'e

hietsry,

11.

20.

4
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name of the element is more usually resorted to. The
following table shows the succession of t,he elements and
their colours, from which no deviation is made in counting time.
Tibetan name.

Translation.

Colour.

Shing
wootl.
@;reen
fire
red
Me
earth
yellow
Sa
white
Chag
iron
water
blue. '
Chu
In order to facilitate the determination of our era in
Tibetan term^, I append, as an example, the following
table, which contains the Tibetan mode of counting and
the numbers' now used in compliance with the Chinese
prescription. The table is, a t the same time, selected
80 at3 to embrace eventy-five years belonging to three
different cycles?
1 When the animals constituting the cycle of dxty yaara are traced for
aatro!ogical purposes, and not for the mere reckoning of time, the succeamon of the colours corresponding to the elemenb is given differently from
that mentioned above, in order to avoid R coincidence with the colour given
to the animale. Their order is given in the next chapter.-The Lamas have
many works to explain the system upon which the chronology by the cycle
of sixty years is baed. A very comprehensive and at the m n e time detailed
hand-book on this subject is the work Yangsal Domi (as it is generally
pronounced), meaning ''a clear - burning lamp for luck." The number
of ita leaves somewhat exceeds 600 and it also contains notices of the
astrological arts. A copy of this book is also to be found in the St. Petereburg library.
a In China the cycles date back to a period so remote, that I cannot here
cuter into any details respecting this part of the subject; and I simply c o n h e
myself to the remark, that the cycle 1864 to 1Y23, which is No. XV. in the
modified Tibetau chronology, i~ in China Proper No. LXXVI. See Idelcr's
"Zeitrech~~ung,"p. IN.
'

.
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TIBETAN CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE
of the cycle of sixty yearn.

Tibetan Era.

Year
of the

counting from

Christian

1026.

Era.

Nos.
of the
cycle.

1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1868
1859

(XIV.1

1860

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
11)80
lREIl
1882

XV.

Nos.

of the
ye= with- of the
in
cycle.
cycle.

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
1
2
3i
4
5
6

.

Modified so ae to bring it into correapondeuce with the Chinese numbera of the yaara
within the cycle.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

(XIV.)

XV.

y
,

the
within the
cycle.

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
68
59
60
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
19
14
15
16
17
18

19

Tibetan denomination,
to the
co-onding
preeent number of the
y m thin the cycle.
Water-Mouse.
a

OL

Wood-Tiger.
a

Hare.

FireDragon.
a
Serpent.
Earth-Horse.
a
Sheep.
Iron-Ape.
n Bird.
Water-Dog.
n
Hog.
Wood-Mow.
n

Ox.

Fire-Tiger.
n Here.
Earth-Dragon.
a
Serpent.
Iron-Home.
n Sheep.
Water-Ape.
a
Bird.
Wood-Dog.
n
Hog.
Fire-Mouse.
a

Ox.

Earth-Tiger.
n
Hare.
Iron-drag or^.
11
Serpent.
Rater-Horse.
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TIBETAN CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.
(Continued.)

Tibetan Era.

Year
the

Counting from

Christian

1026.

Ere.

M d e d M, an to bring i t into correspondence with the Chinese numbern of the yeare
within the cycle.

Nos.

Nos.

of the
of the y,
with- of the
in the
cycle.
cycle.
cycle.
1888
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
18%
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1906
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

(XV.)

18
19

20

(XV.) .

the
year with-

in the
cycle.
20
21
22

21
2a
23
24
25
26
27

23

28

34
35

30
81
32
33
84
35
36
87

36

88

37
88
89
40
41
42

39

29

30
81
32
33

48
44

45
46

24

26
26
27
28

29

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

47

48

lio

Tibetan denomination,
corresponding to the
present number of the
y,
within the cycle.
Water-Sheep.
Wood-Ape.
r
Bird.
Fire-Dog.
n

HO~.

Earth-Mouse.
11

Ox.

Iron-Tiger.
n Hare.
Water-Dragon.
I
Serpent.
Wood-Horse.
11
Sheep.
Fire-Ape.
I
Bird.
Earth-Dog.
n Hog.
Iron-Mouse.
n

Ox.

Water-Tiger.
II
Hare.
Wood-Dragon.
II
Serpent.
Fire-Home.
n Sheep.
Earth-Ape.
I)
Bird.
Iron-Dog.
n Hog.
Wakr-Mousr..
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TIBETAN CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.
(Continued.)

T i b e t a n Era.

Year
the
Chietian

Em.

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

Counting from
1026.
Noe.
of the
of the year within the
cycle.
cycle.

(XV.)

Nos.
of the
cycle.

(XV.)

56

1934
1926
19%

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Modified 80 aa to bring it into correapondeuce with the Chinese numbers of the years
within the cycle.

XVI.

57
58
59
60
1

XVI.

the
year within the
cycle.
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
1
2
3

Tibetan denomination,
companding to the
P-nt
number of the
year within the cycle.
Wood-Tiger.
r
Hare.
Fire-Dragon.
u Serpent.
Earth-Horse.
u Sheep.
Iron-Ape.
I
Bird.
Water-Dog.
u
Hog.
Wood-Mouse.
u
Ox.
Fie-Tiger.

4. Another method of counting is that based on a

cycle of 252 years; it was made known for the first time
in Georgi's " Alphabetum Tibehum," and again reported
by Huc.' From the above mentioned elements and
animals a cycle of 252 years is formed by imputing to
the masculine and feminine particles a discriminating
power, and thus multiplying the combinations. The first
1 Huc, uSouvenire," Vol. II., p. 368. The combination of the allimala with
the elemente, aa given by Georgi in hie "Alphabetum Tibetanum," pp. 464-69,
is altogether arbitrary, for by t h i ~way the clementa follow each other twelve
ti~l~cs,
whilst in all thesc niodes of chro~~ologicul
coulbinatioll every element
is take11 but twice and then followed by the next.

twelve years of this cycle are counted by the names of
the twelve animals only; the next sixty years (13-72)
by coupling them with the five elements (each being introduced twice, as described in the preceding table); the
period from 73 to 132 is denominated by affixing the
masculine particle "pho" to the combinations ; that from
133 to 192 by appending the feminine particle lLmo."
The years from 193 to 252, aa Abbe Huc concludes, are
distinguished by the alternate employment of pho and
rno till the end of the cycle. This is not quite clear.
If it were to be understood that, in this last series, a
male combination alternates with a female combination,
we should obtain only those terms which are already
contained in the periods from 73 to 192. As one combination which would provide the addition of the 60 years
required for completing the sum of 252 without a repetition, and which could be brought into final accordance
with Huc's words, I might suggest the uniting of
elements and animak of different genders. According
to this mode, the year 193 has the element male and
the animal female, 194 has the same element female,
the animal male, 195 has the next element male
and the animal female, 196 the same element female
and the animal male, and so on; while in the previous
series the entire combination is of the same gender
in both its parts. In this, however, there is a theoretical disadvantage which ought not to be overlooked.
When completely worked out, it would not conclude with
252, but would proceed as far as 312; for sixty more
combinations, differing from those already obtainec-l, are
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at once formed, if we continue the series by now making the first dement female and the first animal male,
and then the same element male and the next animal
female, &c.
Perhaps the following combination may not be unworthy of our attention, since it equally excludes repetitions, and has besides the advantage of not extanding
the series beyond 252. In the group from 13-72 the
genders of the elements are undecided, the animals also
have no particle appended; failing this, however, usage
warrants us in regarding them as males. This supposition is confirmed by the representations wherever they
are distinct enough; moreover, in verbal explanations the
male nouns are almost exclusively used, as, e. g. ram in
shad of sheep, &c. In the concluding series from 193
to 252 the gender of the elements might also be considered to remain undefined, while the animals might all
be taken as females. The combination of two parts of
diverse gender rather seems not to be in contradidion
with what we may suppose to be intended in Huc's
words; and the combination of the elements with
f e d animals, besides, derives probability from its being
that particular connexion which properly completes the
s&
in fomn as well as in number.
As an illustration of the combinations resulting, I
add a list of all the years in the cycle of 252 in
which the mouse, the first of the series of animals,
mum.
Year 1. Mouse.
, 1 3 Wood-mouse.
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Year 73. Male wood-mouse.
,, 133. Female wood-mouse.
,, 193. Male wood, female mouse. (Huc).
Wood, female mouse. (Schlagiratweit).
This cycle of 252 years is not in general use; Csoma
heard nothing a t all about it, neither did Cunningham;
nor did my brothers find it actually employed. As an
instance, I may mention that the date wood-hare year
of the Daba document gives, according to the 252
years cycle, the year 1845, if we begin with 1026 aa
the first,-1843, if we correct it for the modifications
recently introduced; while it must be 1855 (see p. 277).
This cycle may, however, be expected to be in use in
the very centres of the Lamaic institutions, such ai
Lhbsa, Tashilhpo, &? A t some distance from Lhbsa
it seems to be no longer known, even if it were ever
employed; the Lamas in Sikkim were not acquainted
with it.
3. T h e Y e a r a n d i t s Divisions.

The year with the Tibetans is a lunar one, i. e. the
p h w s of the moon regulate the duration of the month,
and twelve such months-after the lapse of which nearly
the same season begine to return-are the basis of the
definition of the annual period. Twelve of these lunar
The cycle may, however, perhaps be tried when examining older documenb. The historical document relating to the foundation of the monastery
of Himis allows at all eventa of an interpretation by applying the 252 yearn
cycle, compare p. 187; bnt it appears to be the more general costom to
denominate the yearn aleo iu historical treatises by the cycle of 60 years.
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months are equal to 354 (lays, 8 hours, 48 min., 3 6 . 6 sec,
-a total which is less than the solar year by 10 days,
21 hours, 0 min., 11 sec. The Tibeten year nominally
amounts to 360 days; and in order to bring it into
accordance with the moon, one day,' from time to time,
is not counted at all. But as this does not occur with
exact regularity, the months and years do not always
beg$ on the same day as the Chinese months and
years?
The difference between the lunar and the solar year is
compensated by the Tibetans by inserting, for every period
of nineteen years, seven intercalary months (Tib. Uashol) ;
the error then remaining is not more than about two
hours for this period, for seven lunar months give 206
days, 17 hours, 8 rnin., 20 sec., and the inferiority of'
the lunar year for 19 yeam is altogether 206 days,
15 hours, 3 rnin., 29 sec. It is only after about two
centuries that the error amounts to one day.s With
respect to the principle which ir, followed in the intercalation of the seven months I am riot in possession of'
any details. Csoma says, that generally one month is
inserted every third year.'
The year begins in February with the appearance of
1 'LI)eacription dn Tnbet,"
in Nonv. Journ. As., Vol. IV., p. 137. In his
Souvenirs (Vol. II., p. 370) Huc states that, owing to the belief in lucky
and unlucky days, many are omitted altogether, and are then counted hy
the number of the preceding daya

' See Ideler,

an quoted above, p. 165.

In the Julian calendar the difference is much greater, amounting in
128 years to a whole day. Miidler, I'opulire Astronomic, p. 522.
4

Csoma, 1. c., p. 148, and Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. IV., p. 137.
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the new moon.' The twelve months, in Tibetan Dava,
are called the first, second, third month, kc., from one
to twelve, or dm by the names of the cyclic animals
with the word "Dava" add~1.l The months are subdivided into thirty days, in Tibetan Tsei, which are
quoted by their numerals, and into weeks, in Tibetan
Gungdun. Within the week the days bear the names
of the sun, moon, and five planets.3 Certain symbolical
signs are also connected with the different days, as in
the following enumeration :
Number
the
within the
week.

I

1
Celestial body.

The sun.
The moon.
Mars.
Mercury.
Jupiter.
Venue.
Saturn.

--

I
Tibetan name.

Nyima.
Dava
Migmar.
Lhagpn.
Phurbu.
Paeang.
Penpa.

Symbolicnl sign.

A sun.
A waning moon.
An eye.
A hand.
Three nails.
A garter.
A bundle.

The days are subdivided into twenty-four hours, each
hour into sixty minutes, in Tibetan Chusrang.
1 So m y brother Hermann, the Chineee deecription of Tibet, and Huc.
Turner, however, w ~ informed
s
that the first month wee January; L'Embmsy,"
p. 321.
Cunningham's L'Ladak," p. 3%. Csoma and Schmidt, 1)ictionariee sub
coce ela.
In the Chneee description of Tibet it is said that the five elements are
introduced in the denominntion of the daye of the week, but I have found
nothing at all tending to confirm the statement.

CHAPTER XVII,

DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS TABLES USED
FOR ASTROLOGICAL PURPOSES.

~~~TRoLoQY.-I.TABLE3 POB IRDlCATINO LUCKY AWL,
PERIODB. 1. The elements and cyclic animals. 2. The spirits of
the semon. 3. Figures and oracles for determining the character of a given
day.- 11. TABLEEFOR DIRECTION IX IMPORTANT UNDBRT.UCINOB
1. The square
tortoise. 2. The circular tortoise.-111. TABLESOF D B B IN~ CABEB OF
SICKNEBB.1. The human figures. 2. Allegoriclrl figures and dice.-IV. TABLES
OF MARRUOE. 1. Table with numerals. 2. Table with cyclic animals.Y. A SOOTA~AYINO
TABLE WITH NUMEROUB FIOURBB
AND SENTENCES.

~MPOBTANCE ATTRIBUTED TO
UNLUCKY

I m p o r t a n c e a t t r i b u t e d t o astrology.
THE Tibetans, like all primitive nations, attribute to
the position of the sun in reference to the constellations,
to the planets, to the direct active interference of gods
and spirits, and such like, a very corlsiderable influence
upon the welfare of man in this and in future existences.
To their priests, the Lamas, they ascribe the faculty of
deciding what circumstances are to be considered ss favourable, and what unfavourable, for counteracting the effect
of influences prejudicial to man, and fix obtaining the
assistance of benevolent spirits. These ends they seek to
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attain by the performance of certain ceremonies and the
presentation of various offerings; and nearly every individual case requires to be accompanied by a ceremony,'
the efficacy of which does not, however, depend upon its
being performed by any particular Lama, although the
services of a Lama in great repute for sanctity are
considered to increase the chances of the ceremony's
producing the desired effect. But with respect to the
science of "divination," having for object the determining of the character of a day, the residence for the time
being of the gods, kc., t-he Lamas are not held to be
equally endoweci, one as the other. Those who hare
made a particular study of astrology, are applied to in
all important cases having reference to the public welfare, as well as on such occasions as the marriage or
the death of men of rank and wealth; whilst for subjects
of minor importance every Lama is considered well-informed enough to give the required decision. In every
monastery there is at least one divining Lama, who is
then styled "the astrologer;" and larger ones even have
one of the famous Choichong a~trologers.~These latter
have a particular school in the monastery Gemakhya a t
Lhbsa, whilst the ordinary astrologers are instructed in
the science by an elder priest; the principal part of their
preparatory labours is the profound study of numerous
mystical works.
The decisions of the astrologers are pretended to be
Some of the ceremonies considered the most efficacious, and therefore
the most frequently performed, have been described in Chapter XV.
See p. 156.
19*
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the result of mathematical calculations, combined with
due observation of the phenomena to be taken into consideration for the case in point. The corresponding
phenomena and their value vary considerably; there are,
however, certain rules respecting the different modalities,
and the explanation of these rules forms the subject of
numerous books on astrology. The deference paid to
the Lamas in such things depends to a grent extent upon
the observance of secrecy with reference to the combinations einployed and the ceremonies performed; these
things are kept a perfect secret to Tibetans as well as
to Europeans; and even Chibu Lama, who, in his intercourse with Europeans, had laid aside many a superstition,
showed great reserve in communicating to my brother
Hermann the clue t o symbolical designs, or such like;
although neither Chibu nor any other Lama ever showed
any particular hesitation to sell such objects, when no
detailed explanation was demanded. The St. Petemburg
libraries, also, contain but few in which the rules for
their interpretation are given. Even the different
provinces have each its own peculiar principles of divination, and are but indifferently acquainted with the
operations practised by, and the formularies in use among
their neighbourn. Many of the tables and symbolical
diagrams described further on proved quite a novelty to
the Lama Gombojew, when he was requested to tranficribe for me into capital letters those sentences which
in the original were written in the small characters.
To the difficulties of obtaining information was added
that arising from the vagueness with which all natives
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speak when attempting any explanation, even of subjects
far less mystical than astrology and divination. This
may be offered as an excuse for the following details
not being so complete and satisfactory as might IN
desired. And, besides, I could not well alter them much,
as in their existing state they were best calculated to
make us acquainted with the notions of the Tibetans
concerning the natural phenomena and the functions of
their gods.
Tables used for the following purposes ahall be
described :
1. Tables for indicating lucky and unlucky periods.
2. Tables of direction, to determine towards what
part of the compass the face of a marl is to be turned
when praying, and what direction his feet must take
when he is abo~ltto set out on an important undertaking.
3. Tables of destiny, consulted in cases of illness.
4. Tables of ~ n a h g e employed
,
to arrive at a knowledge of the chances of happiness afforded by some proposed matrimonial alliallcc.
5. A sootfhsaying table, with numerous figures and
sentences.

TABLES F(.)R ISDICATISG LUCKY AND UNLUCKY PERIODS.

1.

The elements and c?yclic ctninlals.

Rules arid rt~gulntionsconnected with or having reference
to the calendar, as is the case with the table here described,
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are mostly combinations of the figures used in chronology,
viz. the twelve cyclic animals and the five elements. The
technical term for such a table is Gabtsis (see p. 274). In
the present case their divinatory combination forms part
of a large roll not unlike in form to the documents of
classical antiquity, on which are also delineated most
of the diagrams subsequently described. It came from
LhAssa, and Hermann, meeting with it at Daqjiling, seized
the opportunity and bought it. The Gabtsis is composed
of eight Jines.
1. 30 elements.
2. Colours of the elements.

3. 60 cyclic animale.

6.

7. Sentences, now rubbed off.

8. Heads of the animals.
Total length: 2 Engl. ft., 1 inch; breadth: 4 inches.

The jrst and xecotld lines are each subdivided into
thirty compartments; the upper line contains the conventional figures for the elements,' the lower their colours.
The series of these figures and colours, and the objects
represented are the following :

The same figures are also used to symbolize the names of the sixty
years adopted fron~India.-A dctailcd explanation of thcse sig~lsis contnined
in the wt~.onomicalbook Yangsal Domi, tabout which see p. '281.

THE ELEMENTS AND CYCLIC ANIMALS.

No.
Curr.

1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

14
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
'22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Figures in the first line.

Coloura in
the second
line.

Elements
designated.

A cone of sacrifice. 1
Flames.
Atree, the eymbol of thevitalprincipla'
A basin a filled with fruits.
A cone of sacrifice.
Flames.
Waves.
Ornaments upon the basis of a Chorten.
A conch.'
A tree.
A river in a defile.
A fortified temple.
Flames.
A tree.
A river in a narrow bed.
Nails (the Phurbu q.
Flames on an altar.
A tree.
Two altars.
A cone of wrifice within a baain.
Flames.
A waterfall.
The lower part of a Chorten.
Two swords crossed.
A tree.
A plate with food.
Slopes of mountain with s h r ~ b s . ~
Flames.
A tree.
A waterfall.

White.
Red.
Green.
Yellow.
White.
Red.
Blue.
Yellow.
Whik.
Green.
Blue.
Yellow.
Red.
Green.
Blue.
White.
Bed.
Green.
Yellow.
White.
Red.
Blue.
Yellow.
White.
Green.
Blue.
Yellow.
Red.
Green.
Blue.

Iron.
Fire.
Wood.
Earth.
Iron.
Fire.
Water.
Earth.
Iron.
Wood.
Water.
Earth.
Fire.
Wood.
Water.
Iron.
Fire.
Wood.
Earth.
Iron.
Fire.
Water.
Earth.
Iron.
Wood.
Water.
Earth.
Fire.
Wood.
Water.

'

We see from this list, that in four instances the same
elenlent returns after having been succeeded by three
It represents either a Satea (see p. 194), or a Zhalaai (see p. 228).
This tree o c c m again on the table described under No. IV, 2, where
some details d l be given.
This basin is meant for the Pitra, or alms-bowl, carried by the Buddhaa
and priests in representations. See p. 210.
' By a conch the Laman are convoked to prayers.
' Concerning the Phurbu, see p, 257.
a This is the usual foreground in the landscapes within which are figurctl
gods. See p. 211.
a
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others, and in two instances this is the case after it had
hecn followed by six.
The third line shows the twelve cyclic animal8 in the
form of human figures, standing upright and clad in the
religious garment; but the head is that of an animal.
The colours of the head, garment, and girdle are the
following :
--

-

No.
cum.
1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
$1

10
11
12

--

-

Colour of the
Name of the animal.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

mouse.
ox.
tiger.
hare.
dragon.
serpent.
horse.
sheep.
ape.
bird.
dog.
hog.

head.

g~rment.

Blue.
Yellow.
Green.
Green.
Yellow.
Red.
Red.
Yellow.
White.
White.
Yellow.
Blue.

Green.
Green.
Red.
Red.
Yellow.
Yellow.
White.
White.
Blue.
Blue.
Green.
Green.

I

girdle.
Green.
Blue.
Green.
Yellow.
Green.
Blue.
White.
Red.
Green.
Blue.
White.
Red.

Tlle colour of the head is important for the luckiness
;1nd uliluckixless of days; if i t be the same with the
colour of the birthday, the day is an unlucky one, but
the pi~obabilityof misfortune can be counteracted by offering& the tutelary genii.
Tlle fourth, $fth and sixth lirtcs contain Tibekm numerals in compartnients tinted with the colours belongilig to tlle reupcctivc numbers. 180 nu~ubers are inscribed, CiO in each hol*ixontal st.1-ius. They follow each
otllcr in thc order here given:-

THE ELEMENTS A N D CYCLIC
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Ench number has a colour which is not a difierent
one for every one of the nine numbers, but which is
never changed for the same number ; 1 is white ; 9 is red ;
8 is white ; 7 is red; 6 is white; 5 is yellow; 4 is green;
3 is blue; 2 is black. . These numerals so coloured are
called "the nine blots," in Tibetan Meba gu, in Mongolian
Mangga.' The succession of the Mebas is considered as
important in many respects; its chief use is to indicate
the years particularly dangerous to exisfence, which, according to the notions of the Tibetans return every tenth
year; these are the years, they say, in which LLthe
birth-meba has to consolidate." As birth-meba is taken
that number in the fifth liue (the second line of the
series 'here detailed), which happens to be just beneath
the animal in the sign of which a man has been born;
and in the arrangement described this Meba returns
every tenth year, and is also the central number of nine
compartments, tho single numbers of which are exactly
identical with those of a, group ten, twenty years, &c.,
distant. The dangers of these critical yeam, coinciding
with tho "consolidations of the birth-meba," can be
averted by the ceremony Ruibal chenpoi dokjed, "to turn
back (the evil$) in the name of the great tortoiselVa
1 #Me-ba, "a blot, blotch;" dgu bLninc."C'omp. Z'allae, "Mongol. VBlker.,"
VOI.II., p. m.
Rus-sbal, "tortoise;" chhcn-yo'i, LLofthe great;" bzlog, "to turu back;"
Ilycd, "to do!' About the ideas rcspccting the tortoise, details will be found
at No. I[., 1.
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which the rich generally have performed for them by
the Lamas in such years.
In the se~lenth line thirty sentences had been written,
but they had been almost entirely blotted out already
when Hermann got the original.
the heads of the sixty animals are
In the eighth
repeated, two in one compartment, to indicate the phases
of the moon.
Another table for the same purpose obtained by
Adolphe in Gnhri Kh6rsum has the form of a square;
round a tortoise in the centre are grouped three times
the twelve cyclic animals; in the &s-t.
series each is
repeated once, in the two other series they are repeated five times, to constitute the number of sixty. As
a curious deviation from the list of the animals,given
above, I have to mention that, instead of the ox, we
meet an elephant. Between the two spaces filled with
the animals are traced the 180 compartments, tinted with
the colour of the Mebas and containing the corresponding numerals. In other divi~ionsof t,he square the sjmbols oi' the sun, the moon, and the planets Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn (see p. 289) are added,
alternating with squares containing the nine Mebas.
2.

The spirits of the season.

Amongst the causes of the luckiness and unluckiness of
days are included the periodical migrations of the spirits mhabiting the regions nbovc tlie earth. The two kinds of
spirits, t,lie good and evil ones, are upp posed to shift t>heir

THE SPIRITS OF THE SEASON.
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abodes, partly every day, partly contemporaneously with the
phases of the moon, the commencement of a new season, &c.
They perform their migrations with unequal velocity, and
therefore, the combination of the spirits varies for every
day. It is very important to man, as is beliered, to
know which kind of spirits have arrived the very day
on which he begins an undertaking; if the good spirits
are more numerous than the bad ones, the day will be
a lucky one, and the more so if the man's tutelary deity
is amongst the good spirits. This belief naturally offers
a wide field of intrigue to the Lamas, who alone are able
to decide the actual movements of the spirits. Amongst
the evil spirifs particular attention is to be paid to the
abode of four demons, who, in astrological maps of the
sky, are typified by the following figures: a black dog;
a monster with a human body and the tail of a dragon,
meaning a Mahoraga, in Tibetan Tophye chenpo; a man on
horseback ; and, finally, the fabulous bird Garuda. Their
images are always encircled by a double square frame;
the inner one is divided into twelve compartments, in
each of which the name of a cyclic animal is written;
the outer frame contains Dharanis suppoied to be able
and willing to hinder obnoxious attempts of the evil
spirits. To each of these demons also a season is itssigned; the black dog rules the spring, the Mahoraga
the summer, the man on horseback the autumn, the bird
Garuda the winter.
The linear arrangement of such u table is here given:
t'he squares show the position of the respective four demons,
the surrouncling numbers t,he succession of the names of
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the twelve cyclic animals; the outer space is that containing the Dhiiranis.

demon.
1

I

demon.
11

3. Figares and oracles for the character of a day.

A day which, according to its number in the series of the
days of a year, should be lucky, may for the individual man
become fatal by circumstances originating from the time
of his birth and other important epochs in his life. But
there are dayi which are lucky under all circumstances,
whilst others are invariably unfavourable. The stability
as well as the variable character of the thirty days of
each month is illustrated by tables divided into thirty
principle compartments; the compartments show the
symbolical figures of the single days, and below each is
written a mystical sentence which reveals its character.
Such n table allows one to predict whether the chances
of an undertaking are increased by the chamcter of the

day, or whether man needti the assistance of a Lamn,
to tell him from which spirit or from what direction
danger threatens, as also to indicate the m a n s of
averting it. The answer is considered to be derived
from most complicated computations; the cyclic animals
and the elements of the present year, the abode of
the tutelary deity, the birth-meba, and many other
things must be taken into consideration. Only the
most expert astrologers are believed to have the necessary knowledge, and consequently the remuneration
demanded for their assistance and cooperation is high;
so that none but the great and wealthy possess the
means of getting indicated the reasons which render one
day lucky, another unlucky. Chibu Lama said that such
tables were generally consulted only by Riijm, and that
copies of the book in which this kind of calculation is
detailed are very rare in every Buddhist country; no
copy had to be was in Sikkim.
The table which will be here described also forms
part of the great roll which was bought by Hermann
during his travels in 1855, who even obtained some
explanations about the general meaning of the sentences. When I continued the analysis, first by getting transcribed the sentences which in the original are
written with small character.^, which could be done
but very imperfectly, as by the frequent use of the roll
about one-half of the squares had become quite illegible
by friction, I found, also here, so many words used not
introduced into Tibetan literature as known hitherto, that
all that could be deciphered with sufficient accuracy was
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some few words; these I add in brackets to the verbal
native inforniation.
I now give the descriptiou of the table. In the upper
left-hand corner (in space No. I.) Manjusri' is represented
sitting upon a throne; in the opposite corner (in No. II.)
is the sword of wisdom, an emblem of his superior
knowledge. Each of these two f i p r e s occupies the
longitudinal space of two squares and the breadth of
one. The rest of the plate is filled up by the following
thirty figures and their corresponding sentences.
1

2

3 4 5
--

6

II.
-------I.
7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14

-

-

-17 18 19 20 21 22

15 16

-

-

1.
3.
3.
4.

Although the arrangement is
very plain, the delineation,
combined with the numbem,
will facilitate the representation to the reader of the
position of the symbols.

A bird; good.

An elephant; middling.
The bird Garuda; good.
A wheel, the Buddhist symbol typifying the
preaching of the Buddhas, as also the circle of
existences, and the supreme power of the fabulous
fabulous kings C'hakra~artin.~Good.
5. A bird; bad. (Words below: nine, bird, danger,
evil spirit, tiger; dgu, bya, p o d , 'dre, stag.)
6. A box within a frame; middling.
See p. 65.

See p. 127.

Pot to keep water for wornhip. Good. (Thirteen,
mouse, ox, two; bchu-gaum, byi, glang, phis.)
The nine Mebas distributed. in a circle similar to
the centre of the tortoise described in one of the
mbsequent Nos. ; middling.
A leopard; good.
A lion; good.
The three holy beings, Buddha, Dhama, Sanglia,l
typified by three gems set in a golden case. Good.
(Seventeen, amour, shield, good, staff, bird, ape,
two, from, perpetual; bchu-bdun, go, khrab, bjang,
ber, bya, sprel, phis, nas, rtag.
A deer; not very good.
Nine human skulls; bad.
An instrument for rattling a t worship; good.
Two peacocks; middling.
A horse ; good.
Another bird ; middling.
A serpent; middling. (Three, dorje, a young sheep,
bird, serpent, two, fmm, perpetual; ysum, rdorje,
lu-gu, bya, sbrul, ynyis, nas, rtag.)
The tree of blue colour of turquoise; good.
A deeping sick man leaning back in a chair; bad.
(Two, hare, sleeping, refreshmelit, motiv, man,
h m , perpetual; ynyis, yos, nyal-du, sim, rgya, mi,
1188,

TW.)

A three-headed man; bad. (The twenty-ninth,
head, three, hog, hare, perpetual; nyer-dgu-pa,
mgo, gsum, phyag, YO87 r'w.)
See p. 184.
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22. The Svastica, a Buddhist symbol most frequently
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

28.

29.
30.

met with in images; good.
temple in t4e LhAssa style; good.
A Yak; good.
B Dorje; good.
A dragon; good. (The fourth, of' the Bon, sheep,
two, from, perpetual; bzhi-pa7 bon-kyi, lug, gnyis,
nas, h g . )
Another bird; bad. (The ninteenth, bird, mouse,
ox, two, from, perpetual; bchu-dgu-pa, bya, byi,
glang, .pyis, nas, h g . )
h headless man; the worst. (Twenty-three, man,
ded-body, eight, of the belly, bird, ape, from,
the upper, perpetual; nyer-gsum, mi, ro, brgyad,
grod-gyi, bya, sprel, nas, yas, rtag.)
The Dorje; good. (Twenty-seven, ape, perpetual;
nyer-bdun, sprel, rtag.)
The tortoise - sllell ; good. (Thirty, lotus - flower,
leaf, eight, dog, thunder, two, the first, perpetual;
sum-bchu, padma, 'dab, brgyad, gyi, 'brug, gnyis,
yas, r e . )

TABLES FOR DIRECTION IN IMPORTANT UNDERTAKINGS.

1. The square tortoise.

The essential figure of' such tables is a tortoise, the
feet of which are often drawn as hands (see Plates XIY.,
XV., XVI.); its shell is divided into numerous compartments, in each ofwhich ikn allegorical figure is t,raced sym-

THE SQUARE
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bolizing some part or direction of the universe. The
tortoise is considered by the Tibetan Buddhish to support
the universe; and it is in allusion to this belief that it
is genemlly drawn surrounded by water, signifying the
ocean which washes the shores of the different continents.
The legend having reference hereto, and which Pallas'
also found to be spread amongst the Mongolian tribes,
is this: As often as the universe, after its destruction,
has to be re-moulded, the chaos, a fluid and incoherent
mass, is somewhat dried by the winds, and the liquid
ingredients separated from the solid. A t the time of
the creation of the present world, Manjusri caused a tortoise of enormous size to emanate from him and to float
in this chaos. Then considering, as god of wisdom, that
the continents to be formed needed a solid basis, he rose
up into the atmosphere and discharged a golden arrow,
which struck the tortoise in its right side causing it to
t& over and sink down through the chaotic mass, dropping blood from its wound, leaving behind its excrements,
and vomiting fire, thus increasing the elemen*
parts
dissolved in the waters; and when the consolidation took
place, it furnished the basis of the universe, which now
rests upon the flat under side of its shell.
This surface is quite distinctly c b t e r i s e d , in all
representations I have before me, as the under shell, not
as the back of the tortoise. The head is turned upward8
to show the face, and what makes it more evident still,
1 Compare Pallae, "Mongol. V6lkerschRften1"Vol. II., p. 21. The tullest
account of it wse told by the Lamae to stand in the Tibetan book Sbecha
rabral "hietory of rcience."

20
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the human hands connected with the tortoise, have
distinctly a position of the thumb which shows the lower
part to the observer. For astrological purposes this lower
part of the tortoiseshell is drawn either
square or circular,
which necesearily also
causes a very different arrangement of its
component parts. The
shell here described is
a square one. The accompanying sketch
shows the distribution
of the compartments ; the xlumbers I have inserted have reference to the figures, which will be subsequently explained.
In the centre is traced a circle with eight Mebas
in this order:

@

; the central Hquare is here

empty, but in other diagrams of the tortoise it contains
B numeral. A square frame surrounding the circle is
the next division, and contains compart,ments with the
twelve cyclic aninials (their position is indicated in the
sketch by the numerals from 1 to 12); it also contains
the symbolical signs of the four principal corners of the
universe: No. 13, fire (flame~j= north; No. 14, iron
(t,wo angles meaning the Phurbu) = east; No. 15, water
(waves) = south; No. 16, tree (leaves) = west. Tl~e
rest of the shell is divided into eight principal division8

THE BQUABE

TOBTOIBE.

(No. 17 to 24 of the sketch), which are distinguished by
a frame of double lines; each is subdivided again into
nine compartments. In the central part of every one
of these groups we find a m y s t i d sign, one of the
"eight symbolical forms," in Tibetan Parkha chakja chad,
meaning one of the eight regions of the universe, of
which there are ten in alL1 For astrological purposes
mystical names are. given to them, and generally they are
symbolized by the following signs (see also Plate XN., XV.) :
North.

Li, fire. (In No. 17.)

North-east.

Khon, earth. (In No. 18.)

East. l)a, iron. (In No. 19.)
South-east.

Khen, heaven.

South. Kham, water.

(In 'No. 2 1.)

South-west. Gin, mountain.

-

West. Zin, tree.
North-west.

(In No. 20.)

(In No. 22.)

(In No. 23.)

Zon, air.

(In No. 24.)'

0
0

These signs, however, are not exclusively introduced
in this form: other types may be occasionally considered
See p. 126, 269.
Pallas, 'LMongol. Volke~nchsSten,~~
Vol. 11, p. 229, hse likewise inserted
the allegorical names for the eight corners of the universe: his names are
the same as above, but the region they typify differe. I shall have occasion
in the next pages to prove, byt he place which they in a occnppy compaes, that
in their explanation he ia wrong.
a

20*
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to be more useful, or more damaging to the influence of
evil spirits; and famous astrologers do not unbquently
invent quite new ones; a specimen of such a deviation
is that printed on Plate XVI. where the signs are
these :

-

F i ~ o r t h fire.
;

south; water.

- .

-0o

North-east ; earth.

Esl

=East;

-

iron.

r
p07South-rest; mountain.

00m
o n
o0 South-east ; heaven.
o n
0

- -0-

West; tree.

o

North-west; air.

The remaining eight figures in the smaller squares
are in each group the same; they are likewise symbols
of the eight regions, and have besides each a mystical
meaning. The trident is the north; the Phurbli is the
east; by five dots, : :, five of the dreaded demons are
symbolized whose a,ppearance causes "untimely death,"
and other misfortunes; they mean the south. The Dorje
is the west. Amongst the other figures parts of the
human body partly male partly female may still be particularly mentioned. Their relative position variee, and
each different combination shows the region desired for
a epecific purpose, such as whither to direct the prayem
and the Phurbu in order to ward off successfully the
demons; what direction a bridegroom or a warrior must
take on leaving the house,

&c.

To

'ace

Plate XVIII.

F. 3GB.

DIVINATION FORA1ULB.
TAKEN

FROM FIGURE-TABLES F R O M L H ~ S S A .

I . To calculate the direction favourahle to an undertaking.
1.

7

T 3 V ' T 9 P ' 3 S ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~T

-,

w'~v'~$&v"~TT T

-'.

2.

u.a'qTsqqqqa.%fqT
YYY

T WqilU'$'I~'~iqq9
7 1

2. For learning beforehand the issue of an illness.
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In order to discover the region required, various
circumstances have to be taken into consideration; of
the numerous books in which they are detailed the
greatest variety of rules is contained in the books
Y a n p l Domi (already quoted p. 280), Chungpa kundus
tsis, and Thangshin-gi tsis. The astrologers are very reserved in communicating these laws; this would make
their art too popular and would deprive it of the character of sublime mysticism and science, with which they
now array it. All I can say is this: A quantity of
numerals aorresponding to the number of years of the
questioner is inscribed successively in the nine compartments of a circle in the order in which the.syn1bolical names of the quarters of the world are enumerated
in the following verses:-

" The centre, the heaven, the iron, the nlountain and
'

"The fire, the water, the earth, the tree, the air,
turning."
The centre means the nadir,
the tenth of the regions of the universe which the Tibetans acknow(West)
(&.a0
ledge (the ninth region, the zenith,
Mountain Water
Heaven is omitted). From the number
(8outh.wslt)
(80ucb)
(8auth-eanl)
which takes the place of the nadir,
the succession of the others depends; which number has
to occupy the centre I do not know, I have been only
informed that attention must be paid to the sex, ati the
central number is one with males, another with females.

' Tht= Tibeta11 tcrt

is printed sub

KO.I., 1,

iri

Plate XVIII.
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When the central number has hecome known, the other
numerals are grouped so that the next higher is written
in the compartment heaven, the next higher in the compartment iron, and so on as detailed in the v e m . If
the number 9 is reached, it is not 10 which follows
but the series is continued again with 1, 2, kc., till
the quantity of the numerals inscribed is identical
with the number of years of the questioner. The
highly mysticd character of the rules concerning the
distribution of the Mebas seems to be well illustrated
by those respecting the influence of the sex upon
the calculation; they are brought in the form of verses,
and p n thus:
"The year of man must be counted by the sign of
the heaven, turning like Bon,
"The year of women Ute the doctrine (chos)."'
For facilitating the correct inscription of the numerals
in the succession required, such representations of the
tortoise have not only in their own centre a circle with
nine compartments and the numerals inscribed in due
order, but beneath the tortoise an appendix of eight
other circles is added, which show the due succession
of the numerals in case any one of the nine numerals
should fall into the central position. Also our large
roll contains, in Tibetan characters, the following eight
combinations bordered by circles :
For the Tibetan text see Plate XVIII., No. I. Bon the dictionaries
explain by an adherent to the Bon religion, about which see p. 74. The
book beTan-rtsis-'dod-eb~-gter-bum-zhee-bya-va-gzhuga,
iiAccompliahmentof
the desire for instruction in setrology, vessel of the hidden treenure," which
Hermann obtained in Sikkim, hae, added, on leaf 25, in a linear arrangement, several Lugs, or iimethods" of computation.
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2. The circular tmtoise.

The shell of the tortoise drawn as a circle is particularly used for calculating from the combination of
the planets with the constellations a t the time of one's
birth, from the birth Meba, and other momente, which
deity an individual man has to address as tutelary god in
every year of the sixty years circle. Its surface shows:
Head of the Tortoiee.

Tail of the Tortoiec.

1st. C!ompart.menb.

,4 cerit.ra1 circular space contain-
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ing the nine Meba~,identical with the central part of
the square tortoise-shell described p. 305.
2nd. to 9th. Compartments. These consist of eight concentric divisions subdivided by eight radii into eight parte
each ; the resulting 64 spaces contain inscribed the numbers
I here give in their cyclic succession; and I begin where
I have placed the numbers in the preceding diagram of concentric circles, going through the circle from left to right.

The elementary name of each space and its respective
position in the compass I have added in explanation at
the foot of the numbers; and if we look again for these
elementary colours in the succession of heaven, iron, mountain, fire, water, earth, tree, air, we at once remark that
then the horizontal successsion of the numbers is exactly
the same aa in the eight groups of nine divisions each,
page 310: where the next higher Meba is also inscribed
in the succession of heaven, iron! kc.
10th. Compartment. This last circle is divided into

ALLEGORICAL FIGUREB ' AND DICE. .

3 13

6 4 spaces; in 6 0 the names of the cyclic animals (byi,

glang, &c.) are written; the four remaining symbolical
figures of the four principal points of the compass occupy.
a position as on our geographical maps; fire, or the north,
being next to the head of the tortoise; Phurbu, or east,
to the right; water, OP south, at the tail ; leaves, or west,
to the left.
.

In.

TABLES OF DESTINY IN CASES OF SICKNESS.
1.

The human figures.

Sixteen human figures are drawn in two rows; in
cases of sickness seede or small pebbles are cast upon them
to foretell the development and G a l result. The succession
of these human figures and their appendices are:Upper line.

1

Lower line.

9. A woman with an axe.
2. A woman with a snoon. 10. A Lama holding a vessel.
11. A Lama with his left
3. A man' with a firebrand.
hand
book.
4. A Lama with a water1 12. A woman holding a
vessel on his back.
vessel.
1. A woman wit'h a hook.

1

I

I

5. A woman falling down 13. A woman with hands

raised in prayer.
14. A woman with a water
6. A man with empty hands.
vessel on her back.
7. A Lama wearing a yellow 15. A woman with food for
trimmed hat.
cattle in her hand.
8. 4
. woman holding a dag- 16. A Lama with a 6acrecI
h m sickness.

1
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2. Allegorical figures and dim.

A rectangular table 6 inches long, and 4 inches broad,
divided into 24 parts.
The squares 1, 2, 3, 4 a r e filled
up by rep~sentationsof the twelve
cyclic animals, in groups so arranged that one animal is ridden
by three others. They are considered here as introductory figures and have their particular importance when a marriage is contracted, but not in
reference to sickness ; they shall be explained in the subsequent section, IV. Squares 5 to 16 arc the spaces which
contain the objects and sentences consulted in illness; they
are: 5. Two coniferous trees. 6. Buildings during inundation. 7. Two coniferous trees. 8. One'tree. 9. Two sacred
buildings. 10. Two eyes. The sentences in 10 to 16 are
written in running-hand with abbreviations, so that a
literal transliteration was not possible for square 12. These
8entences1 follow in the succession my diagram gives:11. The flourishing (green) tree of life will be broken
1.
now or later.-No.
12. [The golden tree will now be broken].-This,
however, s h d s under the image of the building;
in inundation, in which no allusion to a tree could
be discovered.
13. The tree of the blue colour of turquoise will be
broken now or later.-No. 2.
'

Number 12, of which the exact tramlation could not be given, is marked
by brackets. In the other sentences the numerals after 4LNo."
have reference
to the Tibetan text in Plate XVIII., 11.

~
I

'
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14. The tree dPag-bsam-shing' will be broken now or
3.
later.-No.
15. The celebrated houses and enclosures will be
destroyed now or later.-No. 4.
16. Now or later the eyes of death shall meet you.-

No. 5.=
The spaces 19 to 24 represent the six surfaces of a
die. The dots upon dice used for soothsaying purposes
show here the following arrangrnent, one half of the
dots being white, the other black.

The dice are either cubes, like the European ones, or
rectangular parallepidedons, sometimes comparatively very
long. The latter, in consequence of their form, have two
sides blank.

IV.
TABLES FOR MARRIAGE.

1. Table with numerals.

One diagram of this kind shows a table of nine squares,
each divided again into nine spaces; the central is a rectangle,
in which is in~cribeda short sentence; the eight surrounding
It is a fabulous tree which accomplishes every wieh. Schmidt, "Tibet.
Lexicon."
A great number of aimilar oracles have been compiled in thc book
.Jcd-tho yangi zamatog "handbook of oracles."

•
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spaces contain each the number of a Meba. The arrangement
of the numerals is as given in the accompanying figure.

The sentences in the rectangles were explained to
Hermann to run thus:'
I. Medicine of the sky, true.
IT. Medicine of the sky, middle.
UI. Medicine of the sky, partly true.
IV. Imaginarily true according to man's knowledge.
V. Of middle fortune, mediocre (the Lama said:
Imaginarily true, but doubtful).
VI. Imaginarily true, and bad by imagination.
VII. Utterly bad.
VHI. Likely to be bad.
IX. A little better than the regular bad ones.
l'his table i s consulted by the parents of the young
people to be married, who throw a ~acredseed upon it;
1 The inscriptions had been so much injured t,hat I could only verif3.
the fifth.
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the inscription of the square upon which the seed rests,
is taken as the general character of the answer as to
the felicity of the ensuing marriage, but the answer
allows a variety of interpretations, according to the birth
Meba of the young people, and to the Meba of the square,
if the seed happens to rest upon a numeral and not
upon the inscription. Also the elements under which
they were born, are taken into consideration. In this
respect it is universally admitted that the circumstance,
that the elements under which the young people were
born are not the same would entail discord and strife,
if the element which is superior in power were not
neutralized by ceremonies which, of course, can only be
performed with efficacy by the Lamas. The relations of
the elements are detailed in the following sentences;
their Tibetan text is given in Plate XIX., II.
"The mother of wood is water, the son of wood fire;
"The enemy of wood is iron, the friend of wood
earth;
"The mother of water is iron, the son of water wood;
"The enemy of water is earth, the friend of water fire;
"The mother of iron is earth, the son of iron water;
"The enemy of iron is fire, the friend of iron water ;
"The mother of earth is fire, the son of earth iron;
"The enemy of earth is wood, the friend of earth
iron."
These notions' are evidently founded upon considerations on the conditions of growth and decay of
the existing objects; for wood, or the plants, grow in
Comp. Pallas, 1. c., p. 236.
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the earth and are fed by water; wood furnishes the
material for fire, but wood, or trees, are felled by iron.
Iron (shovels) are indispensable for irrigation-canals, to
furnish the plants (wood) with the necessary water, of
which, however, they are deprived to a certain extent
by the earth, into which a part sinks and is lost' Fire
again renders possible the use of water for cooking, and
thus increases its importance for man.
2. Table with cyclic animals.

All the tribes of Central Asiaa suppose that the different
natures of the elements which constitute the cycle of twelve
years, cause mutual affection or aversity; the rules,
however, which the Tibetans have established on this head,
are very arbitrary; they believe, e. g. that the bird would
pick the horse, &c. They speak of six varieties of relative
feelings, viz. : very great affection ; mediocre affection ;
indifference ; disinclination ; great hatred ; deadly hatred.
Deadly hatred is incurable, and under such auspices
young people should, properly, not be permitted to
marry; but if the parties are wealthy and liberal, the
hatred may be prevented f?om breaking out. All other
relations of the animals can be modified-the influence of
the unfavourable weakened or totally counteracted, that
of the favourable strengthened and increased.
Diagrams in the divisions of which such groups of
animals are formed, are very frequent; their arrangement
The general dryness of the climate in Tibet makes cultivation much
more dependent upon imgation than in nearly any inhabited part of the
globe.
Comp. Pallas, I. c , pp. 236, 263.
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1. For the interpretation of oracles.

.

The oracles to which they refer are given on Plate SX.
2.

1.
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7.
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11.
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T
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13.

12.
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14.
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T

T
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T

2. Rythmical sentences concerning the influence of the elements,
for good or bad, upon a proposed mamage.
1.

2.
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T
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3.

4.
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is either that the head of two animals are delineated
within one division, or that their names are inscribed
instead: occasionally also an animal is ridden by a
monster in human shape with the heads of one or even
more of the cyclic animals. Whether the hatred or disinclination will become fatal to the couple, is determined
by the casting of dice.
Tables of this sort had been appended to the astrological roll from Lhassa (see p. 293).
The one which shows the combinations of animals
between which feelings of averseness very probably exist,
has 36 compartments; the twelve squares of the first
two lines have the heads of the animals drawn turned
away from each other; the remainder contain their names;
the entire series is this:Tiger
Ape

Hare
Bird

Dog

Horse
Mouse.

Sheep

Dragon
Dog.

dheep

Horse
Mouse

Serpent
Sheep.

FF
Tiger

Bird
Hare

Dragon

Serpent

0

Ox

Dragon

Ox
Sheep

Home
Mouse

Hare
Bird

Ape
Tiger

Serpent

Dog
Serpent

Ox

Tiger

Sheep

Ape

Bird
Hare

Dragon

Hog

Mouse
Horse

Horse

Hog

,

Ape

Ox

Bird

Mouse

Hog

Dog

-

Hog
Serpent

Tiger
Ape

Another combination shows the animals which may
but do not necessarily prove unfavourable; it compriseY
four divisions, and in each is seen an animal ridden
by a monster with the heads of three animals. In the
first division the hog is ridden by the bird, serpent and
dog; in the second the ape by the mouse, sheep, and
tiger; in the third the tiger by the horse, ox and ape;
in the fourth the serpent by the dragon, the hog and
hare. These figures are the same as those which occupy
the four first s p m s of the table which is described oo
p. 313, a8 used for consultation in cases of sickness.

1
1

v.
A SOOTHSAYING TABLE WITH NUMEROUS FIGURES
AND SENTENCES.

It was but after great hesitation on the part of the
Lamas that Adolphe and Robert obtained this table at
Mhngnang, in Gnari Kh6rsum; they were repeatedly assured that no other copy could be procured, except after
much delay, direct from Lhbsa. As m y brothem did
not succeed in obtaining information from the Lamas of
Mangnang concerning its application, I addressed m y d f
to Mr. Schiefner, in order to obtain details about analogous objects; but though he inquired with his usual
kindness about such materials, I remained limited to the
translation of the inscriptions, and, for the interpretation
of the figures, to the analogy of the forms wit,h those
on other tables.

I
1
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A SOOTHSAYING TABLE.

The original is 21 inches long, and 18 inches broad;
its principal part is divided into 78 rectangles which
contain either a figure, or a sentence, or both combined;
some, however, are empty. Along its sides two vertical
stripes are left to receive explanatory directions for t,he
use of the table; of these, however, one is empty. I11
order to facilitate the explanation, I give as usual tttle
outlines of the compartments; where a number is omitt'ed,
the space is empty.

In the translation here given the sentences, in order
to the distinguishing of them f+om the figures, tire plac~d
between marks of' quok~tion.
21
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A . The c~ntraltable with its jigwres and se~ttences.
The numbers at the commencement of the line have reference to those in A
of the preceding diagram; the numbers at the end of the sentences refer to
Plate XX., where the respective sentences are printed in Tibetan characters.

1. "The celestial chair, is it empty or not? " (No. 1.)
2. A lion.
3. "The twisted snare, shall it slip through (under
the object) or not?"' (No. 2.) A twisted rope.
4. The skin of a man.
5. The walls of a religious establishment.
6. "Shall every track be lost of the residence of the
.
king of eloquence or not?" (No. 3.) A Lama
5. LLThepeacock beneath the throne of lions: shall it
be victorious or not." (No. 4.)
8. The peacock riding a lion: this is a symbol of

9.

10.
11.
12.

the throne of lions.
"The residence of turquoise colour, shall it be
destroyed or not?" (No. 5.) The figure is meant
for an altar with a cone of sacrifice ( Z h a l ~ a i ) ~
upon it."
A string of beads, symbolizing human skulls.
The vessel Namgyal bumpa,' with flowers put into
the neck.
"The golden Dorje, shall it open itself like a

1 The snare, in Tibetan Zhagpa, is a eymbol of power, see pp. 213, 216.
It occur8 again sub Nos. 18,21,48. The words in parentheses are paraphases
of the Tibetan texts.

Manjuori ie meant, the god of eloquence and wisdom (see p. 65).
See p. 211.

' See p.

'228.

see p. 247.

'QUERIES P
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13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
2 3.
24.
25.
26.

flower (appear) in the ~ k ?y" (No. 6.) A Dorje,
the symbol of power.'
iLThebad speech of the unbelievers,%ill it come
forth or not?" (No. 7.)
An unbeliever.
"The mat, shall it be made to melt (be destroyed)
by fire or not?" (No. 8.) A figure similar t.o a
chess-board.
The Phurbu, the symbol of power over the evil
spirits. (See p. 257.)
A circle for divination.
Twisted ropes, meaning the snare. ( a m p . Fig. 3.)
"The celestial . . . . and the twisted . . . . shall they
be cut or not?"5 (No. 9.)
The figures of "Byang-bun and "Thal;" the former
is a stalk with green leaves, the latter a parallelogram fastened to a stick.
The snare (comp. Fig. 3.). No meaning found
for the respective sentence. '
An arrow with ribands.
Two astrological instruments.
The trident', the symbol of power over the evil
spirits. (See p. 215.)
"The magistrate's residence shall i t become empty
or not." (No. 10.)
A bridge, of which three arches are seen.

See p. 215.
In Sanskrit Tirthika; see p. 25.
The two Tibetan words which I could not translate, am byang-bu, and
thal. Byang-bu the Dictionaries explain by "a title, an address;" for thal
they give LLduet,ashes," for thal-mo they have "palm of the hand."
l

2

21 *
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"The magic wand, fillall it break or not?" (No. 11.)
Two staffs, one stantling upright, the other with
its upper end bent.
The walls of a religious building. ( a m p . Fig. 5.)
A Lama.
A Lama.
"The enclosure of the fire-place of the followers
of the Bon religion, &all it be empty or not?"
(No. 12.)
A priest of the Boil religion, holding a sword
and a shield.
"The excellent horse1 and the man, shall they go
away in opposite directions or not?" (No. 13.)
A man on horseback.
A sword.
A bow in a case, and a quiver with four arrows.
An arrow without ribands.
LLTheshoes, shall they be carried away by the
water or not?'= (No. 14.)
Two shoes standing on the slopes of a hill.
"The divine astrology, shall it become known o r
not?" (No. 15.) Two astrologers in religious
garments.
A bow and a arrow.
Two fishes swimming in water.
9 bird sitting upon a flower.
Water. (Comp. Fig. 49.)
The Lungta, or airy horse is to be understood here, and its faculty of
keeping off the dangers which might arise from the disharmony of the cyclic
animals, the elements and the planets. See Pl!te XI., and p. 255.
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44. LLThegarment and the umbrella with the handle
of turquoise, shall it fall down (to the earth) or
not?" (No. 16.) The handle of a turquoise.
45. "The lodgings, shall they be destroyed by the
servant, or not ? " (No. 17.) Walls.
46. A Lama wearing the magic mirror.
47. A snare hanging down from a rope. (Comp. Fig. 3.)
48. Several snares hanging down from a rope.
49. "The spring of the universe, shall it dry up 01.
not?" (No. 18.) It must refer to Pig. 43.
50. "The paternal house, shall it come into the p s session of the enemies, or not?" (No. 19.) Walls.
51. "The magic mirror, shall it appear or not?"
(No. 20.) The mirror supported by a flower.
52. Three Lamas.
53. A full-blown flower.
54. Five arrows and a bow.
56. "The pillars (of the Buddhist faith) and the thousand
offerings, shall they be spread far and wide, or not?"
(No. 2 1.) Three vessels for offerings upon a table.
57. Three Lamas, the first clad in red and green;
his two companions are left uncoloured.
58. A Lama with the magic mirror.
59. A Lama clad in red, leaving the house.
60. Its upper part is filled with the point of the
arrows and bow (comp. Fig. 54.); to its lower
and reaches the flower from the square underneath.
61. b'The wllite genius of tlit. t.sc.ellent land, ~liallhe
submit liim~c*lf01. not ? " (No. 22.)
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62. A sentence, but no meaning was found.
63. A conch, with which the Lamas are summoned

to prayers.
64. The magic mirror.
65.

66.
68.
69.

70.
7 1.
72.
75.
76.

77.
78.

A leaf.
An open flower, its upper part is formed by the
magic mirror.
A hog.
A pillar (supporting a monastery, or Buddhism in
general).
An altar with an ofiering vessel, and a flame
burning under it.
Walls.
A house.
The black celestial dog.'
A yak.
A tiger.
A hare.
B. Directions for jinding out the due a w e r .

The numerals at the commencement are those in B of the diagram on p. 821,
and those at the end of the line refer to the Tibetan texts in Plate XIX, 1.

1. "Begin to count the terrestrial fortress from the
celestial king." (Manjusri.) (No. 1.)
2. [The quantity of letters which could be read was not
s a c i e n t to guess the meaning]. (No. 2.)
3. "Count the water from the tiger." (No. 3.)
4. "Count t,he earth from the tiger." (No. 4.)

4
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5. "Count the iron from the tiger and the hare,"
(No. 5.)
6. LLCountthe fire from the hare." (No. 6.)
7 "Count the wood from the hare." (No. 7.)
8. "Count the water from the hare." (No. 8.)
9. "Count the preceding (hare) from these three
(elements)." (No. 9.)
10. "Count the b e from the tiger." (No. 10.)
11. LcCountthe water from the ape." (No. 11.)
12. LL&unt the preceding (ape and tiger) from the
five (elements)." (No. 12.)
13. "Count the subsequent from the five." (No. 13.)
14. "Count from the year of the heaven." (No. 14.)

Having arrived a t the conclusion of the descriptive
part of [this volume, I may be allowed to add still
a few remarks, though of a general bearing, in allusio~l
to the contributions which the inquiries into Buddhism
have afforded for the explanation of monumental remain8
in Europe, particularly in Norway, as well as for the
interpretation of ancient mythological terminology. Prof.
Holmboe of Stockholm, when comparing the tumuli and
long walls extant in many parts of Norway with the
Topes in India and Afghanistan and the Chortens and
Manis of Tibet,, found so many surprising analogies, that
he at length declared that, in his opinion, it is highly
probable, "the teachem of Buddhirjm advanced as far as
Scandinaviit, after having passed through the vast provinces
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of Russia."' And, what may be more unexpected still, even
in Mexico Buddhism was discovered to have had followem
as late as the 13th century, a circumstance made evident
horn the details and descriptions contained in a Chinese
author of the end of the fifteenth century of our era
concerning "the far distant land into wl~icl~
pious men
and heavy storms had transferred the sacred doctrine."'
For details see Holmboe, lLTmes de Buddhiame en NorvGge," p. 69.
Even the name of the god Odin, or Wodm, the highest god in German
mythology, Holmboe says, may be referred to Buddhist tsm and to the
Sanskrit word Budh and ita derivations Buddha, Bodhin, B o d h a , Bodliont.
The change of b into a has taken place already in Sanskrit, and the dropping
of the n in the ancient language of Norway is naid to be very frequent in
words in which it is followed by o or u.- A brief summary, with critical
remarks, of IIolmboe's book is given by Rajendralal Mitra in Journ. As. Soc.
Heng., Vol. XXVII., p. 46.
See Neumnnn, aa quoted by Lassen, LLIndiacheAlterthumskundc," Vol. IV.,
p. 749.-In the United States of America, too, artificial mounde have been
found bearing such a curious analogy with the tumoli in Norway, that it
has been suggcstcd by American antiquariam, that a people coming from
Norway discovered America already about the year 1000 of our era. Rafn,
as quoted by Holmboe, p. 23.

APPENDIX.

LITERATURE.
AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE KORKS AND MEMOIRS
CONNECTED WITH BUDDHISH, ITS DOOMAS, HISTORY,
AND QEOORAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

TITLES OF THE PERIODIC-4LS AND COUECTIVE PUBLlCATIONS
CONSULTED.-ALPHABETICAL

LIST OF THE AUTHORS.

THE fbllowing register gives the full title of all notable
publications on Buddhism, including memoirs contained
in periodicals, as well as separate works. The literature
of the various languages of Europe is so vast that I
dare not hope that this list is sufficiently detailed and
complete. But I may be allowed a t least to add, as an
apology for my compilation, that I was not aided by
a previous enumeration of this kind.
For official assistance I am particularly indebted to
the director of the Royal and State Library a t Munich,
Professor Halm.
An arlirngelrient of tlie literature in reference to the
principal objects ih e~rsilyfound in the "Index," where the
re~pectivepublications are added to the other details.

TITLES OF THE PERIODICALS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
EXAMINED.
(The words in brackets are the abbreviations I use.)

ABHANDLUNGEN
der koniglichen Akademie der WissenschaRsn zu
Berlin. Up to 1860. (Abh. d. Berl. Akad.)

XRBEITEN
der russischen Mission in Peking. Deutache Uebersetzung von Abel und Mecklenburg. Berlin, 1858. Vols. I., II.
(Arb. d. russ. Mission.)

ARCHIV
fur die wissenschattliche Kunde von Russland, von Erman.
Vols. I. to XX. (Erman's Archiv.)

ABIATIC
RESEUCHES,or Transactions of the Society instituted
in Bengal. Calcutta. Vols. I. to XX. The octavo edition is
distinguished by 8". (As. Res.)

BULLETINscientifique publie par 1'Acadhmie des Sciences de
St. PQtersbourg. Vols. I. to X. (Bull. sc. St. PQtersb. Acad.)

BULLETIN
de la classc historico-philologique de 1'AcadCmie

1111-

pQriale des Sciences de St. PBtersbourg. Vols. I. to XIV. (Bull.
]list.-phil. St. PCtersb.)

BULLETIN
de 1'AcadQmie Imphriale des Sciences de St. PQtershourg. Vols. I. to \'. (Bull. St. PBtersb. Acad.)

CHINEBE
REPOSITORY.
Canton. Vol. III. (Chin. Rep.)
I)ENKEICHBIFTEN
der k. k. Akademie dcr Wissenschaften in Wien.
(Denksclir. d. Wien. A k d . )

CH LEAN IN^^
in sc.)

IN

SCIENCE.Calcutta. Vols. I. to 111. (Glean.

Asiatique, ou Recueil de MBmoircs, d'Extraits et de
Notices relatifs a l'histoire, it la philosophie, a m sciences, h,
la litterature et aux langues des peuples orientaux. Vols. I. to V.
(Journ. As.)

JOURNAL
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ALPHABETICAL LBT OF THE AUTHORS.
ACICEBMANN,
B. The history and doctrine of Buddhism. 1829.
ANDEBSON,
W. An attempt to identify some of the places mentioned in the Itinerary of Hiuan Thsang. Journ. As. Soc.
Beng., Vol. XVL, p. 1183.
See also for other publications on this abject: Cunningham,
Miiller.
Critic. diss.: Cunningham, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. X\;II.,
Part. I., p.476; Part.II., p. 13.

BAILEY,
E. C. Note on some sculptures found in the district
of Peshawur. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXI., p. 606.
See also on this subject a paper by Jaquet.

BABTH~LEMY
ST. HILAIBE:Sur les travaux de M. Eugene
Burnod

Journ. des Sav., 1852, pp. 473, 561.

- Du Buddhisme. Paris, 1855.

BARTHELEMY
ST.

HIL.-BOEHTLINGK.
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UARTHELEMYST.HILAIBE
: Le Bouddha et sa religion. Paris, 1860.
For critical dissertations by this author see: Burnout Foucaux,
St. Julien.

Bazm, M. Recherches sur l'origine, l'histoire et la constitution
des ordres religienx dans l'empire chinois. Nouv. Journ. As.,
V. SBrie, Vol. VIII. (1856).

BENFEY,
TH. Bemerkung zu einer Mittheilung des Megasthenes
in Bezug auf Indische Geschichte. Zschr. f. d. K. d. Morg.,
Vol. V., p. 218.

-Einige Bemerkungen iiber die Gotternamen auf den indoscythischen Miinzen. Ztschr. d. d. Morg. Ges., Vol. VIII., p. 450.

BENNET,
C. Life of Gaudama, a translation from the Burmese
book entitled Ma-h-len-ga-ra Wottoo. Journ. Amer. Or. Soc.,
Vol. III., pp. 1-165.

BEBGMANN:
Nomadische Streifereien unter den Kalmiicken in den
Jahren 1802 u. 1803. 4 Vols. 1805. (Compare also Morris.)

BI~ANDET,
Legend of the Burmese Budha, called Gaudama.
Journ. Ind. Arch., Vol. VI., pp. 278, 499; Vol. VII., p. 159;
Vol. VII., pp. 349, 373; Vol. IX., pp. 139, 325, 483.

BIOT. For critical dissertations by this author see Burnouf.

BIBD,J.: Historical Researches on the Origin and Principles of
the Buddha and Jaina Religions. Journ. Bombay R. As. Soc.,
Vol. II., p. 71.

BOCHTNOER,
J. J.: La vie contemplative, aacetique, et monastique chez les Indous et chez les peuples Bouddhistes.
Strasbourg, 1831.

BOEHTLINQK
: Rapport SUr un memoir intitul6: " Eine tibetische
Lebensbeschreibung Stikjamuni's, des Begriinders des Buddhathums," im Auszuge mitgetheilt von A. Schiefner. Bull. hist.phil. St. Petersb. Vol. V., p. 93.

UOHLEN,P. v.: De Buddhaismi Origine et Aetste conscripsit
Petrus a Bohlen. Regimont. Pruss., 1827.

- Das alte Indien, mit besonderer Rucksicht auf Egypten dargestellt. 2 Vols. Konigsberg, 1830.

UBOCKHAUS,
H.: Soma Deva, Grundung der Stadt Pataliputra
und Geschichte des Upakom. Leipzig, 1835.
See also on this subject a paper by Francklin.

BUCHANAN,
FR.: On the religion and literature of the Burnias
As. Res., 8". Vol. VI., p. 136.
~JWNES,

u
A.: Account of the Jain temples {at Mount ~ b in

Guzerit. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. II., p. 161.

- Travels into Bokliara; being an account of a journey from
India to Caboul, TarSee also Ephinstone.

and Persia. 2 1'01s.

1834.

BL'BNEY,
H. ST.: Translation of an Inscription in the Burmese
language, discovered at Buddha Gaya, in 1833. As. Re.,
Vol. XX., p. 161.
See also about this town a paper by Kittoe.
Critic. diss.: Lassen, Chr.: Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. I.,
p. 108.

- Discovery of Buddhist Images with ]leva-niigari Inscriptions
at Tagoung, the ancient Capital of tlie Burmese Empire. Journ.
As. Soc. Beng.,.Yol. V., p. 157.
Critic. diss.: Lassen, Chr.: Zeihclir. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. I.,
p. 228.

BWNOUF,E. (et Ch. Lassen): Essai sur le Pali, ou la Langue
sacrhe de la presqu'ile au-dela du (;angel avec six planches
lithogrcrphibes. Paris, 1826.

BURNOUF,
E. (et Ch. Lassen): Observations grammatiales sur
quelques passages de 1'Essai de MM. Burnouf et Lassen.
Paris, 1827.

- Introduction

B 1'Histoire du Buddhisni Indien.

Paris, 1844.

Critical diss.: Roer, E.: Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XIV.,
Part IL, p. 783; Biot: Journ. des Sav., 18.15, pp. 233, 257,
and 337.

- Le Lotus

de la Bonne Loi, t r d u i t du Sanskrit, accompagnC

d'un comtnentaire et de vingt et un memoires relrttifs au
Buddhisme. Paris, 1852.

Gritical diss. : Barthhlemg St. Hilaire : nine articles i n Journ.
des Sav. 1854 and 1855 (in connexion with Foucaux's
Rgya Tcher Rol pa). A. Weber, "Indische Studien," Vol. III.,
p. 135.
diss. by this author see Rkmusat, Upham.
For

BWT, F. S. : More Danams from the Sanchi Tope near Bhilsit,
taken in impression. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. VII., p. 562.
See also about this tope: Cunningham, I'rinsep.

-A

description, with drawings, of the ancient stone pillar at

Allahabad, called Bhim ten's Gad& or Club, with accompanying copies of four inscriptions engraved in different characters upon its surface. Journ. kc. Vol. III., p. 105.
See also for other papers on this pillar: Hodgson, Mill, Prinsep,
Troyer, Turnour.

CALLAWAY,
JOHN
: Yakkun Nattannuwa ; A Cingalese I'oenl
descriptive of the Ceylon System of Demonology, to which is
added: The I'ractices of a Capua or Devil Priest, as described
by a Buddhist: and Kola?~Natta~znawa, a Cingalese Poem,
tlescriptive of the cliaracters assumed by natives of Ceylon ill
a Msquera.de. London, 1829.
PC'

CAMPBELL,
A . : Journal of a trip to Skkim. Journ. As. SOC.
Lleng., Vol. XVllI., p. 482.

- Diary

of a Journey through Sikkim to the frontiers of
Thibet. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXI., pp. 407, 477, 563.

CAREY,W. : An account of the funeral ceremonies of a Burman
l'riest.

As. Res., Vol. XII., p. 186.

E.: Notice of Amulets in use by the Trans-Himalayan Boodhists, with remarks by Csoma de Kofis. Journ.
As. SOC.Beng., Vo1. IX., Part. II., p. 904.

CARTE,.'.1

CATALOGUEdes Manuscrits and Xylograpllies Orientaux de la
Bibliothl.que ImpCriale Publique de St. PBtersbourg.

1852.

CBAPMANN,
I. 1. : Some additional remarks upon the ancient
city of Anurajapura or AnurTdhrtpura and the Hill Temple
at Mehentelt! in the island of Ceylon. Journ. R. As. Soc.,

Vol. XIII., p. 164.

CHITTY,S. C.: The sixth Chapter of the Tiruvathavur Pnrann
Journ. Ceylon It. As. Soc. 1845. No. I., Part. I., p. 63.

COLEBROOKE,
H. T.: Observations on the sect of Jains.

-4s.

Res., Vol. IX., p. 287.
(:ONOREVE,

H.: A brief account of the ancient Buddhist Sculp-

tures at Masulipatam.
p. 44.

Madras Journ., Vol. Vl., May 1861,

COURT,8.: Further information on the Topes of Manikjda,
being the translation of on extract of a manuscript memoir
on ancient Taxila. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. III., p. 556.

- Note on the brown liquid contained in the cylinders from
hianikyala. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. III., p. 567.
See also for other papers on this tope: Cunningham, Prinsep.

I

CRAWFUBD, J . : 011 the ruins of Boro Budor ia Java. Trans.
Lit. Soc. Bomb., Vol. II., p. 154.

-

History of the Indian

Archipelago.

Edinburgh,

1820.

Vols. I., II., 111.

CSOMADE Kij~ijs: Translation of a Tibetan fragment, with
remarks by H. H. Wilson.
p. 269.
- Geographical

- Note

Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. I.,

notice of Tibet. Journ. &c., Vol. I., p. 121.

on the origin of the Kala-Cliakra and Adi-Bnddha

Systems. Journ. &c., Vol. II., p. 57.

- Translation of a Tibetan
- Origin

passport. Journ. &c., Vol.

II., p.

201.

of the Shakya race, translated from the La, or the

26th volume of the mDo class in the Kah-gyur, commencing
a t the 161st leaf. Journ. &c., Vol. II., p. 385.

- Extracts from Tibetan works. Journ. kc., Vol. III., p. 57.

- Analysis

of

Tibetan Medical Work. Journ. &c., Vol. IV.,

p. 1.

- Kotices on the different systems of Buddhism extracted from
the Tibetan authorities. Journ. &c., Vol. VII., Part. I., p. 142.
Critical diss.: Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. IV.

- Enumeration of Historical and Grammatical works to be
met with in Tibet. Journ. &a, Vol. VII., p, 147.
Critical diss.: Zeitechr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. IV.

- Remarks

on the "Notice of amulets in use by the TransHimalayan Boodhists by W. E. Carte." Journ. &c., Vol. IX.,
Part. II., p. 906.
22 *

CHOMAUE Kijaijs: Interpretation of the Tibetail inscripti011 on
:r Uhotian banner, taken in Assam. Journ. &c., Yol. Y..p. 26-1Translation of a Tibetan sloka found on a white piece of
China scarf. Journ. kc., Yo]. Y., p. 384.

--

Analysis of the Tibetan work entitled the Kah-gpr.
I&., Vol. XX., pp. 41, 393.

--

- Abstract of the contents of the Bstan-hgyur.
Yol. XX., p. 553.
----

Notices on the life of Sbakya.

As.

As. b.,

As. Res., Vol. XX., p. 2tc.i.

--- A Grammar of the Tibetan language, in English.

Calcutia,

1834.
-

--

Essay towards a Dictionary, Tibetan and English. Calcutta,
1834.

-A

brief lot ice of the Subhkhita Ratm Nidhi of Saskya
Pnndita. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXIV., p. 141; Vol.XXY.,
p. 257.

CUNNINGHAM,
A.: Correction of a mistake regarding some of
the Roman coins found in the Tope of Manikyda opened by
N. Court. Journ. &c., Vol. III., p. 635.
See also for other papen on this tope: Court, Prinsep.

- An

account of the Discovery of the Ruins of the Buddhist

City of Samkassa. Journ. R. As. Soc., Vol. VII., p. 241.

- Opening of the Topes, or Buddhist Monuments, of Central
India. Journ. R. As. Soc., Vol. XIII., p. 108.
- The Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist monuments, of Central India.
London, 1854.

- Lad&,

physical, statistical, and historical; with notices of the

surrounding countries. London, 1854.

CUNNINGHAM,
A.: Verification of the Itinerary of Hivan Tlisa~ig
through Afghanistan and India, through the first half of the
7th. century. Journ. &c., Vol. XVII., Part. II., p. 13.
.-

Verification of the Itinerary of Hivan Thsang through Ariatia
and India, with reference to Major Anderson's hypothesis of
its modern compilation. Jouin. &c., Vol. XVII., Part I., p. 476.
See dso the paper of Miiller.

- Satraps,

with Greek inscriptions. Journ. &c., Vol. XXIII.,

p. 679.

- An Essay on

the Arian order of Architecture as established in

the Temples of Kashmir. Journ. &c., Vol. XVII., Part II., p. 274.

DAVIS:China and the Chinese. German edition by 1)rugulin.
Stuttgart, 1852.

DEBHAUTERAYEB:
Recherches sur la Religion de Fo, professke p u
lea Bonzes Ho-chang de la Chine. Journ. As. 1825, pp. 150,
228, 311; 1826, pp. 40, 74, 179, 219.

ECKBTEIN,
Baron d': Theologie et Philosophie booddhiques, comparhes it ~elIesdes VQdantins. (In the article, entitled: "Narasinba Oupanichat"). Nouv. Journ. As. 3" sCrie, Vol. 11.
(1836), p. 470.
A critical rmiew is noticed under Julien.

EDKINB,
E. : Translatioil of a Shastra Buddhist. Journ. Shanghai
Lit. Soc., 1858. No. 1. (See also Wilson).

- Notes

of a Correspondence with Sir John Bowring on Bud-

dhist literature in China, by Prof. Wilson. With Notice of
Chinese Buddhist works translated from the Sanskrit. Jouni.
R. As. Soc., Val. XVI., p. 316.

ELPHINETONE,
M . : An c~ccountof the kingdom of Caboul, imd
its dependencies in I'ersia, Tartary, and India.
See :tlso Rurnes.
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EBRKME,
PT.: Account of the cave temple of Elephants. Trans.
Lit. Soc. Bomb. Vol. I., p. 198.

- Note to F. Dangerfield's "Account of the caves near Bang
called the Panch Pandoo."

- Observations

Trans. &c., Yol. II., p. 194.

on the remains of the Buddhists in India

Trans. &c., Vol. III., p. 494.

FA HIAN:The Pilgrimage of; from the French edition of the
Foe koue ki of MM. RQmusat, Klaproth, and Landrease. With
additional notes and illustrations. (Anonymous. Cunningham
quotes Laidley as the author.) Calcutta, 1848. 8".

1

For an other paper on the Itinerary of F a Hian see Kittoe.

FERGUSSON,
J.: On the Rock-cut temples of India Journ. It.
As. Soc., Vol. W., p. 30. Also Published in 8", with an
Atlas in Roy. Fol., London, 1845.

FINLAYSON:
The Mission to Siarn and Huh, the capital of Cochin
China, in the years 1821-22. With a memoir by the author,
by Sir Th. St. Itaffles. 1826.

FORBES,
J.: Notes on the Buddhas, from Ceylonese authorities:
with an attempt to fix the dates of the appearance of the 1st
four. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. V., p. 321.
Criticul diss.: Lassen, Chr.: Ztschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. I.,

k'oucaux, Prim. ED.: Specimen du Gya-Tcher-Rol-Pa.

1';uGe

du Chapitre MI., eontenant la llaissanoe de Fakya-Muni.
'l'cxte Tibbtain, traduit en franqais ct nccomprrgnia dl. notes.
piiris. 1611.

1

Fouc~vx,PHIL.ED.: Rgya Tcher Rol pa, ou Developpement
dea jeux, contanant l'histoire du Bouddha Qakyamuni, traduit
sur la version Tibhtaine du Bkah Hgyour, et revu sur
I'or$nal sanscrit (Lalitavistara). 2 Vols. Paris, 1847.

Critical diss.: Schiefner. Bull. hist.-phil. St. PCtersb. Vol. VII.,
pp. 118, 225, 261, 501.-BarthBlemy St. Hilaire; nine articles
in connexion with Burnods "Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi."
Journ. des Sav. 1854. 1855.
For other papers on this historical book, see: Lenz, Rajendralal
Mitra.

- Parabole de l'enfant QgarB, formant le Cliaptre IV. du Lotus
de la Bonne Loi. Paris, 1854.
- Grammaire de la Langue TibBtaine. Paris, 1868.

- Le TrCsor

des belles Paroles: choix de sentences, compos6es

en tibetain par le Lama Saskya Panditq suivies d'une Qlkgie
tirbe du Kanjur, traduites pour la premiere fois en f'ranqais.
Paris, 1858.

FRANCKLIN,
W.: Researches on the Tenets and Doctrines of the
Jeynes and Boodhists; conjectured to be Brahmanes of ancient
India. London. 1827.

- Inquiry
'

concerning the site of ancient Palibotlira, col~jectured

to lie within the limits of the modern district of Bhaugulpoor. Parts. I-IF'. London, 1815-22.
For another paper on this town see .Rrockhaus.

FBIEDERICH:
Over Inscriptien van Java en Sumatra, voor hct
eerst ontcjferd. Bataviq 1857.

A.

t\lphubetum Tibetanurn.
rorum conirnodn editurn. Iioma), 1762.

(~EORC;I,

it.;

Missionurn apostoli-

( ;ERARD,

A.: Koonaa-ur, edided by G. Lloyd. London, 1841.

C~OGERLY. D. .J.: On Buddhigm. J o m Ceylon R. As. See1845. KO. I, Part I.. p. 7 ; lW, p. 111; and 1853, p. 1.
( :RINDLAY,

R. 11.: An account of some sculptures in the Caw

Temples of Ellora Trans. R. As. Soc., Yol. 11, p. 326.
See also on these temples the papers of Sykes, Tod.
I)E

GUIGNES,J. : Recherches historiques sur la religion Indienne,
et sur les limes fondamentaus de cette religion, qui out 6th
traduits de l'lndien en Chinois. A d . R. d. Inscript., Vol. XI.
Paris, 1780.

- Histoire g6n6rale des Huns. des T m , des Mongols, et dej
autres Tartares occidentaux &c., avant et depuis J b u s Christ
jusqu'a prksent. 4 Vols. 1756-58.

(;uarus, 0.: Das Geliibde der Buddhieten, und die Ceremonien
ihrer Ablegung bei den Chinesen. Arb. d. mss. Miss., \'ol.II,
1). 315.

C. : Remarks on the present state of Buddhism in
Cllina. Journ. R. As. Soc., Vol. XVI., p. 73.

(~CTZLAFF,

HALBERT~MA,
r J . H.: Het Budhism en zyn stichter.
Deventer,
1843.

HAMMER-PURGBTALL
: Ueber einen halb buddhistiscben, hdb
moslimischen Talisman.
1850.

Denkschr. d. Wien. Akad., VoL 1,

HARIXGTOW,
J, H. : Inti-oductory

remarks to C'apt. ~ahony's
lxtper on Ceylon, and the doctrines of Buddha. As. &. 8:
Yo]. YIII.. p. 529.

HARDY,R. Spence: Eastern Monnchism: an Account of the
origin, laws, &c., of the order of Mendicants founded by
Gotama Buddha. London, 1850.

-A

Manual of Buddhism, translated from Singhalese Manu-

scripts. London, 1853.
Crztical diss. : A. Weber, "Indische Studien." Vol. III., pp. 117-36.

HAY,W. C.: Report on the Valley of Spiti. Journ. As. Soc.
Beng., Vol. XIX.,p. 429.
H x ~ a a ~ o xDie
: Beziehungen China's zu Tibet. Arb. d. russ.
Miss. Vol. I., p. 313.

HODGBON,
B. H.: Notices on the Languages, Literature, and
Religion of the Bauddhas of Nepaul and Bhot.
Vol. XVI., p. 409.

- Sketch

As. Res.,

of Buddhism, derived from the Bauddha scriptures

of Nepaul. Journ. R. As. Soc., Vol. II., p. 222.

- Quotations

from original Sanskrit authorities in proof and

illustration of his Sketch of Buddhism. Journ. As. Soc. Beng.,
Vol. V., pp. 28, 71.
Critical diss.: Lassen: Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. I., p. 234.

- European Speculations on Buddhism. Journ. &c., Vol. III.,
p. 382.

- Further

remarks on M. RQmusatls Review of Buddhism.

Journ. &c., Vol. III., p. 425.

- Notice on some ancient illscriptions in the characters of the
Allaliabad column. Journ. kc., Val. III., p. 481.

For other papers
Turnour.

011

this column see also: Burt, Mill, Prixisep,

HODORON,
B. H. : Note on an inscription from S m a t h . Journ. &c.,
Vol. IV., p. 196.
See also on this inscription the paper of Sykes.

- Notice

on Adi Buddha and of the seven mortal Buddhas.

Printed under the title: dl~sificationof NBwars, in Journ. &c.,
Val. III., p. 215.

Remarks on an I~iscription in the Kanja and Tibetan
(U'chhen) characters, taken from a Temple on the confines of
the Valley of Nepaul. Journ. &c., Vol. IV., p. 196.

- -4ccount of a visit to the Ruhs of Simroun, once the Capital
of the Mithila Province. Journ. kc., Vol. IV., p. 121.

- Note on the Primary language of the Buddhist writings.
Journ. &c., Vol. VI., p. 682.
Cricticd diss. : Lassen : Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg. Vol. III., p. 159.

- (Of the same subject treats an) Extract of Proceedings of
the It. As. Soc. January, 1836.
- A Disputation respecting Caste by a Buddhist, in the form
of a series of Propositions supposed to be put by a Saiva and
refuted by the Disputant. Journ. H. As. Soc., Yol. 111.

- On

the extreme resemblance that prevails between many
of the Symbols of Buddhism and ~divism. Quarterly Oriental
Magazine, 1827. Nos. 14, 16.

--

All these papers are reprinted in:
Illustrations of the Literature arid Religion of the Buddhists.
Sertunpore, 1841.

- The Pravrajia, Vrata m Initiatory Rites of the Buddhists to
tlie Paja Kand. Illustrations, p. 212.

- Notice on Rucldhist symhols. Jonrn. I{. As. Soc., Yol. XVllI.,
p. 3!)5.

'

H O ~ A N NBuddha
:
Pantheon von Eippon. With an Atlas of
63 Plates. Vol. V. of "v. Siebold, Archir zur Beschreibung
von Japan." Leyden.

HOLMBOE,
C. A.: Trace de Buddhisme en NorvQge avant l'introduction du Christianisme. Paris, 1857.
A brief summary is give11 by Rajendralal Mitra in the Journ.
As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXVII., p. 46.

HOOKER,
J. D.: Himalayan Journals. 2 Vols. London, 1854.
Huc et GABET:'Souvenirs d'un voyage dans la Tartarie, le
Tibet et la Chine pendant les annQes 1844, 1845, 1846.
Vols. I. and 11. 1853,

- Notice sur la Pribre bouddhique: Om mani padme hum.
Nouv. Journ. As. 4" SQrie. Vol. IX., p. 462.

-Les quarante-deux points d'enseignement prof6rQspar Bouddha,
traduit du Mongole. Nouv. etc., Vol. XI., p. 535.
See on this Sutra also the paper of Schiefner.

- Le

Christianiame en Chine, en Tartarie and en Thibet.

Vols. I.-IV.

(Also translated into English.)

H~~LLMANN,
C. D. : Historisch - kritische Abhandlung uber die
Lamaische Religion. Berlin, 1795.

HUMBOLDT,
W. v.: Ueber die Kawi Sprache auf der Insel Java,
nebst einer Einleitung uber die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues nnd ihren Einfluss auf die geistige Entwickelung des Menschengeschlechts. Berlin, 1836.

IDELER:Ueber die Zeitrechnung der Chinesen. (Read in the Berl.
Ac. 1837; printed with addenda 1839.)

IMPEY, E.: 1)escription of a colossal Jain figure nearly

80 feet

high, discovered on a spur of the Satpurah Kangc. Journ. As.
Foc. Reng., Yol. XYlII., Part II., 1). 918.
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JACOB

and

WEf3TERGAABD.-JULIEN.

JACOB,
L. G., and WESTEBOAABD,
N. L.: Copy of the Asoka
Inscription at Girnar. Journ. Bomb. R. As. Soc., April 1843,
p. 257.

JAPAN,nach den besten vorhandenen Quellen geschildert von
einem Vereine Gelehrter.

1860.

.JAQUET, E.: Notice sur les dhcouvertes archkologiques faites par
Honigberger pendant son s6jour dans YAfghanistan.
Journ. As. 1836, p. 234; 1837, p. 401.

Nonv.

Compare in reference to Peshaur the paper of Bailey.
On the Religion and Manners of the People of Ceylon.
As. Res. 8". Vol. VII., p. 397.

JOINVILLE:

JONES,J., Taylor: Some account of the Thrai Phun. Journ. Ind.
Arch.

JULIEN,

1851., Vol. V., p. 538.

MQmoires sur les Contrees Occidentales, tradnits
du Sanskrit en Chinois, en l'an 648, par Hiouen Thsang,
et du Chinois en Fransais. Paris, 1858. Vols. I. and IJ.
STAN. :

Critical diss.: Baron d'Eckstein. Nouv. Jonrn. As., 5' SBrie,
Vol. X., p. 475 et seq. Barthklemy St. Hilaire: eight articles
in Journ. des Sav. 1855 and 1856. For further critical dissertations see: Anderson, Cunningham, X. Miiller.
Listes diverse~des noms des dix-huit holes schismatiques
qui sont sorties du Bouddhisme. Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. XIV.
(1859.), p. 327.

-Renseignements bibliographiques sur les relations des Voyages
dans 1'Indc et les descriptions du Si-yu, qui ont kt@ composees cn Chinois entre le 5" et le 18" sihcle de notre &re.
Nouv. Journ. As. -1" Sklie, Yol. X. (1847.), p. 365.

JULIEN,

STAN. : Concordance Sinico-Sanskrite d'un nombre con-

siderable de titres d'ouvrages bouddhiques, recueillie dans un
catalogue chinois de l'an 1306, et publihe, aprhs le dkchiffrement et la restitution des mots indiens. Nouv. Journ. As.
4"6rie,
Vol. mv., pp. 351-446.

- Histoire de la vie de IIiouen Thsang ct de ses voyages dans
l'lnde entre les annkes 629 and 645 de notre &re. Paris,
1853.

Critical diss. : Schiefner : A : Melanges Asiatiques. Vol. 11.

KISHENKANTBOSE:Some account of the country of Bhutan.
As. Res., Vol. XV., p. 128.

KITTOE,M. : Note on an Image of B u d d h found a t Sherghatti.
Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XVI., Part I., p. 78.
1

- Note

on the sculptures of B d h Gya. Journ. &c., Vol. XVI.,
Part. I., p. 334.

Compare also on Buddha Gaya the paper of Burney.

- Notee

on Places in the Province of Behar, supposed to be

those described by Chi-Fa-Hian, the Chinese Buddhist priest
who made a pilgrimage to India, at the close of the 4th.
century. Journ. &c., Vol. XVI., p. 953.

KLAPBOTH,
J.: Reise in den Kaukasus und nacll Georgien.
Vol. I. and 11. 1812.

- Beleuchtung und Widerlegung der Forschungen iiber die
Geschichta der Volker Mittelasiens von I. J. Schmidt. 1824.
%tical

diss.: Sylvestre de Sacy. Journ. des Sav., 1825.

KLAPBOTH,
J. : Description du Tubet, traduite du chinois en
msse par le Pbre Hyacinthe, et du russe en franqais par
N***;revue sur I'original chinois et accompagnhe de notes.
Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. IV., pp. 81, 241.; Vol. VI., pp. 161, 321.
Fragmens Bouddhiques.
1831.) Paris, 1831.

(Extrait (111 Nouv. Jonrn. As., Mars

- Table

Chronologique des plus dlkbres patriarches et des
6vBnements remarquables de la Religion Bouddhique, redigee
en 1678, t r d u i t e du Mongol et commenGe. Nouv. J o u n ~ As.,
.
Vol. WI. (1831), p. 161.

- Explication et Origine de la formule bouddhique Om mani
padme hofim. Nouv. Journ. As., Vol. VII., p. 185.
For his edition of Timkowsky see this name.

KNOX: The ceremonial of the ordination of a Burmese priest.
Journ. R. As. Soc., Vol. III.

KOPPEN,C. F. : Die Religion des Buddha und ihre Entstehung.
Vols. I. and II. Berlin, 1857, 1859. (Vol. 11. is also entitled:
Die lamaische Hierarchic und Kirche.)
Criticul diss.: Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg. Vol. XCTII. (1859), p. 513.
Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1858, p. 401.

Kosijs~,see Csonm de Korus.
KOWALEWBKY:
Mongolian Crestomatliy (written in Russian).
Kasan, 1836. Vols. 1-111.

- Extrait

d'une lettre addressee a M. Jacquet (que lee li.c?.es

bouddhiques sont quelquefois Bchangks k Kiakhta entre des
foumres russes). Nouv. Joum. As. 3" SCrie, Vol. VII.
(l839), p. 181.

L

i

LASSEN,CHR.: Zur Geschichte der griechischen und indoscytischen Konige in Baktrien, Kabul und Indien, durch Entzifferung der altkabulischen Legenden auf ihren Miinzen.
Bonn, 1834. Also in Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. IX., pp. 251,
339, 449, 627, 733.

- Ueber

eine alte indische Inschrift der kgl. Satrapen von

Surahstra, worin Chandragupta und sein Enkel Asoka erwiihnt werden. Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. I\;., p. 146.
- Eine

auf einer Kupfertafel in Sattiira gefundene Inschrift
Varavarma's aus dem J. 1104. Zeitschr. f. d. I<. d. Morg.
Vol. VII., p. 294.

- Indische Alterthumskunde. Vols. I. to IV.
Critical dissertations by this author are noticed under: Burney,
Burnouf, Csoma de Koros, Forbes, Turnour.

LATTER,
T.: Remarks on a Boodhist Coin. Journ. As. Soc.
Beng., Vol. XU., Part. II., p. 571.

- On the Buddhist Emblems of Architecture.
Vol. XIV., Part. II., p. 623.

Journ. &c.,

LENZ,R.: Analyse du Lalita-Vistara-Pourana, l'un des principaux
ouvrages sacrCs des Bouddhistes de l'Asie centrale, contenant
la vie de l e u prophhte et Bcrit en sanscrit. Bull. sc.
PBtersb. Acad., Vol. I., pp. 49, 57, 71, 75, 87, 92, 97.
Compare about this historical book: Foucaux, Rajendralal Mitra.

LEPSIUS,
R. : Ueber chinesische und tibetische Lautverhaltnisse
und iiber die Umschrift jener Sprachen. Berlin, 1861. (From
the Abh. d. Berl. Acd., 1862.)

Looax, .J. R.: The West Himalaic or Tibetan tribes of Assam,
nnrma, and Pegn. Journ. Ind. ;irchip. New Series, Vol. II.,
pp. GH, 230.

LOW,J. ST.: General Obsemations on the contending claims
to antiquity of Brahmans and Buddhists. Journ. As. Soc.
Beng., Vol. XYIII., I'art. I., p. 89.

- On the Buddha and the Phrabat.

Journ. R. As. Soc.,

Vol. Dl. (1835).

- Gleanings in Buddhism, or translations of passages from a
Siamese version of a Pali work termed in Siamese " P M
Pat'hom:" with passing observations on Buddhism and Brahmanism. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XVII., Part. II., p. 72.

M'GOVAN,D. J.: An Inscription from a Tablet in a Buddhist
Monastery a t Ningpo, in China.
Vol. XIII., Part. I., p. 113.

Journ. As. Soc. Beng.,

MAKENZIE,C.: Account of the Jains, collected from a priest
of this sect. As. Res., Vol. IX., p. 244.
MARCOPOLO: The Travels of Marco Polo in the thirteentl~
century, by TI: Marsden. London, 1818.

-A

recent paper of Thomas, "Zu Marco 1'010, auu einetu Cocl.

ital. Monacensis," read in the Bavarian Academy of science,
March 4, 1862, contains many a geographical detail concerning the places visited by this audacious traveller.
MALCOLM,SIR JOHN
: Inscriptions from the Boodh Caves, near
Joonur. Communicated in a letter to Sir .John Malcolm. J o u n ~ .
11. As. Soc., Yol. IV. (l837), p. 287.
MABHHALL,W. H.: Your Tears in Burmall.

1860.

&SON, FR.: Mulamuli, or the Buddhist (ienesis of Eastern India from the Shan, through the Talai~igand Burman. Journ.
Amer. Or. Soc., Vol. IV., p. 103-19.

MASSON,CHB.: A memoir on the buildings called Topes. London,
(Reprinted with further remarks on coins in ~ i l s o n ' s
Ariana Antiqua.)
1841.

- Narrative

of various journeys in Balochistan, Afghanistau,
the Panjab and Kalitt, during a residence in those contries.
VO~S.I-IV., 1844.

MILL, w. H.: Restoration of the Inscription No.

2 on the

Allahabad Column. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. III., pp. 257,
339.

See also for other papers on this column: Burt, Hdgson,
l'rinsep, Troyer, Turnour.

- Restoration

and translation of the Inscription on the Bhitiiri

Lat, with critical and historical remarks.
Beng., Vol. VI., p. 1.

Journ. As. Soc.

MOOBL?~OFT,
W., and TREBECK,
G. : Travels in the Himalayan;
'I'ravels in Hindustan and the Panjab; in Ladakh and Kashmir; in Peshawar, Kabul, Kimduz and Bokhara. Edited by
H. H. Wilson. London, 1841. Vols. I. and 11.

-A

Journey to Lake Mansorovarn in Undes, a province of'

Little Tibet. As. Res., Vol. XII., p. 375.

MOORE,G.: The lost tribes and the Saxons of the East and of
the West, %ith new views of Buddhism, and translations of
Rock-Records in India. London, 1861.

MORIS: Expose des principaux dogmes Tibetains-Mongols. Extrait de l'ouvrage de D. Bergmann. Journ. As. 1823, p. 193.
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MULLER.-

NORRIS.

MULLER,MAX: The languages of the seat of w a r i n the East.
With a survey of the three Families of Language, Semitic,
Arian, arid Turanian. With an Appendix on the Missionaq
alphabet, and an Ethnograpllical Map, d r a m by A. Petermann. London, 1855.

- Letter

to Chevalier Bunsen, on the Classification of the

Turanian Languages. Journ. As. 1823. p. 193.

'

- Buddhism

and Buddhist Pilgrims. A review of Mr. Stanisl.
Julien's " Voyages des PClerins Bouddhistes." Reprinted from
the "Times" of April 17th. and 20th., together with a letter on
the original meaning of Nirvana. London, 1857.
For other papers on Buddhist pilgrims see: Anderson, Cunningham, Fa Hian, Schiefner.

NEUMANN,
C. F.: Coup d'oeil historique sur les peuples et la
littbrature de ?Orient. Nouv. Journ. As. ; 2" sQrie, Vol. XIV.
(1834.)

- Mexico im funften Jahrhundert nach Christus. Nach chinesischen Quellen. Ausland, 1845.

- The

Chatechism of the Shamans, or the Laws of the Priest-

hood of Buddha.
1831.

rans slated from the Chinese. London,

N ~ v EFEL.;
,
De l'btat present des Qtudessur le Bouddhisme et de
lenr application. (Extrait de la Rbvue de la Flandre, Vol. I.)
Gand, 1846.

- Le

Bouddhism, son fondateur et ses Bcritures. Paris, 1854.

NIL (Archbishop of Yaroslaw): Buddhism in Sibiria. (Written
in Russian.)

St. Petersb. 1858.

NOREIS,
E. : On the Kapur-di Rock inscription. Journ. R. As.
SOC.,Vol. VIII., p. 301.

OVERBECK. -PICKERINQ.
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Jets over Boeddhoe en zyne Leer. Verh. d. Ratav.
Genoot., Vol. XI., p. 293.

OVERBECK:

PALLAB,
P. S.: Heise durch verachiedene Provinzen rles Russischen Reiches. 3 Theile. St. Petersburg, 1773-1801.
--- Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten iiber die Mongolischen
Volkerschaften. 2 Theile. St. Petersburg, 1776, 1801.

I'ALLADJI,
0.:Das Leben Buddhas.

Arb. d. russ. Mission,

Vol. II., p. 197.

- Historische

Skizze des alten Buddhismus.

Erman's Arch.

Vol. XV. (1856), p. 206. Also contained in: Arb. d. russ.
Miss., Vol. II., p. 467.

- Lebentibeschreibung des Buddha's Schakjamuni.

Errnan's

Arch., Vol. XV. (1856), p. 1.
Faits relatifs au culte Bouddhique, d'aprk les sources
Chinoises (in the article entitled "Examen mhthodique des
faita qui concernent lc Thien-tchu"). Nouv. Journ. As.; 3"
shrie, Vol. m 1 . (1839).

~'AUTHIER:

PAVIE,
T.: Gtude sur le Sy-yeou-Schin-tsuen, romau bouddhique
chinois. Nouv. Journ. As.; 5" serie, Vol. IX. p. 357, and
Vol. X., y. 308.

PEMBEBTON,
R. B.: Report on Bhutirn. Calcutta, 1839.
PERRY,
XBBKINE:Account of the great Hindu Monarch, Asoka,
chiefly from Lassen's "Indische Altsrthumskunde."
Bombay It. As. Soc., Vol III., P a r t II., p. 149.
YICKERINQ,

Journ.

CH.: The Buddhist Caves. United States exploring

espedition. .Philad., 1848., Vol. IX., p. 349.
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P I T S C H U RHYACYNTH:
~ ~ K ~ , Description of Tibet in its actual
state. (Written in Russian.) St. Petersb.

1828.

POBTANB,
W.: An account of the Jain temple a t Badrasir;
and ruins of Badranagirs in tho province of Cutch. Journ.
As. Soc. Beng., Vol. VII., Part. I., p. 431.

PRINBEP,
J.: Interpretation of the most ancient of the inscriptions of the pillar called the Liit of Feroz Shah, near Delhi,
and of the Allahabad, Radhia, and Mattiah pillar, or Lat,, inscriptions which agree therewith. Jonrn. As. Soc. Beng.,
Vol. VI., p. 566.
In reference to these pillam see also: Burt, Hodgson, Mill,
Troyer, Turnonr.

- Note

on the Facsimiles of the various Inscriptions on the

ancient column at Allaliabad, retaken by Edw. Smith. Journ. kc.,
Vol. III., p. 114.; Vol. VI., p. 963.

- Note on the Facsimiles of Inscriptions from Sanchi near
Bhilsa, and on the drawings of the Buddhist monument
presented by Captain W. Murray. Jouni. &c., Vol. VI.,
p. 451.

---- On the Edicts of Piyadasi, or Asoka, the Buddhist mo~utrch
of India. Journ. &c., Vol. VII., Part. I., p. 219.

- Discovery

of the name of Antiochus the Great, in two of

the edicts of Asoka, king of India. Journ. kc., Vol. VII.,
p. 156.
---- Note on Inscriptions at Udayagiri, and Khandgiri, in Cnttak,
in the Lat characters. Journ. &c., Vol. VI., p. 1072.

~ I N B E P ,J.:

On the coins arid relics discovered by Chev. Ventura
in the tope of Manikyiila. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. III.,
pp. 313, 436.

See also on this Tope the paper of Cunnirigl~am.

- Xote

on the Coins discovered by M. Court.

Jouril. kc.,

Vol. III., p. 562.
For additibiis and corrections see : Cunningham.

- Essays on Indian Antiquities, historic, numismatic, and palaeographic of the late, to which are added his " Useful Tables,"
illustrative of Indian History, Chronology, modern Coinqes,
Weights, Measures, &c. Edited, with notes and additional
matter, by Ed. Thomas. Vols. I. and 11. London, 1858.
RAJENDRALAL

MITBA, BABU
: Buddhism and Odinism, their

similitude; illustrated by Extracts from Professor Holmboe's
Memoir on the "Traces de Buddhisme en NorvBge." Journ.
As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXVII., p. 46.

- The

Lalita-Vistara, or Memoirs of the life and doctrines of

Sakya Sinha. Vol. V. of the Bibliothaa Itidica, by Iioer.
See also the translation of Foucaux, and Lenz.

H~MUBAT,
ABEL: Note sur quelques QpithQtesdescriptives de
Bouddliu. Journ. des Sav., 1S19, p. 625.
---- Sur la successioii des 33 premiers patriarcl~esde la religioii

de Bouddha. Journ. des Sav., 1821, p. 4.

- Aperqu d'un

MB~noiresur l'origine de la Hikrarchie Lamaique.

Jqurn. As., Vol. I\?., 1824, p. 257.
----- hiilanges Asiatiques, ou Choix de morceauu de critique, ot
de memoires relatifs aux religions, aux sciences, b l'histoire,
et i la giognrphie des nations orientalcs. Vols. I. and 11.
Paris, 1825.

R ~ m s a ABEL:
~,
Nouveaux Mklanges Asiatiques, on Recueil de
morceanx, &c., Vol. I. and 11. 1829.
Essai sur la cosmographie et la cosmogonie des bouddhistes
d'apr&a les auteurs chinois. In the "MClanges Asiatiques."

----

--

La Triade Bouddhiqne (in the article entitled "Observatione
sur trois MQmoires de De Guignes insCrQs dans le tome XIl.
de la Collection de l'Acad6mie des Inscriptions et BellesLettres, et relatifs B la religion samankenne). Nouv. Journ. As.,
2" s6rie. Vol. VII. (1831), pp. 265, 269, 301.

- Observations sur l'histoire des Mongols orientaux, de SsanangSsetsen. Paris, 1832.

- MCmoires sur un voyage dans 1'Asie Centrale, dans le pays
des Afghans, et des Beloutches, et dans l'Inde, exbut6 ir la
fin du IVe SiBcle de notre i r e par plusieurs SamanCens de
Chine. ~ 6 m .de 1'Inst. royal de France, Acad. d. inscr.
1838, p. 343.
-Foe

koue ki, ou Relations dm Itoyaumes Bouddhiques. Voyages
dans la Tartarie par F a Hian. Paris, 1836.
Critical diss. : Neumann : Zeitschr. f. d. K. d. Morg., Vol. III.,p. 105;
and two articles by E. Burnouf in Journ. des Sav., 1837,
pp. 160, 358; and H. H. Wilson, in Journ. R. As. SOC.,Vo1. V.
(1839), p. 108.
For remarks on these voyages see Kittoe; an English trans la ti or^
of RQmusat's work is noticed under Fa Hian.
M6langes postllumes d'histoire et de littirature orie~~tales.
Paris, 1843.

~ ~ E R O et
U

LATRY:Relation d'un Voyage au Tibet

Krick. Ptrris, 185.1.

par 1'Abbb

BITTER.

-SCHIEFNEB.
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R ~ E RC.:
, Die Stupas, oder die architektonischen Denkmale
an der indo-baktrischen Konigsstrasse, und die Colosse von
Barnian. Berlin, 1838.
See also the Narrative of Bunles.
-

Die Entstehung der lamaisclien Hierarchic und der weltl.

Suprematie der Chinesen iiber dgs Volk der Tiibeter. "Erdkunde," Vol. III., pp. 271-87.

SALISBUBY,
E.: Memoir on the history of Buddhism. Journ.
Amer. Orient. Soc., Vol. I., pp. 79-136.

SALT,H.: Account of the caves in Salsette. Trans. Lit. Soc.
Bombay, Vol. I., p. 41.

SCHLEFNER,
A. : Tibetische Studien. Einleitung und erster Artikel. Bull. hist.-phil. St. PBtersb. Vol. VIII., pp. 212, 259,
292, 303.

- Beitriige

zur Tibetischen Lautlehre. Bull. &c., Vol. VIII.,
pp. 267, 337.

- Ueber den sogenannten Artikel. Bull. kc.,
- Ueber die Verschlechterungsperioden der

VoI. VIII., p. 341.
Menschheit, nach

buddhistischer Anschauungsweise. Bull. &c., Vol. IX., p. 1.

- Bericht uber die in Peking fiir die Akademie angekauften
tibetischen Werke. Bull. kc., Vol. IX., pp. 10, 17.

- Das

buddhistische Sntra der zweiundvierzig Satze. Bull. &c.,

Vol. IX., p. 65.

- Ueber

dirs Werk; Histoire de la vie de Hiouen Thsang, kc.
Bull. kc., Vol. XI., p. 97.

-Ueber eine eigenthumlichc Art tibctischer Composita. Bull. kc.,
Vol. XV., p. 7.

SCHIEFNEB,
A. : Erganzungen und Berichtigungen zu Schmidt's
Ausgabe des Dsanglun. St. Petersb., 1852.

- Eine

tibetische Lebensbeschreibung Sikyamuni's. MQm. des
sav. Qtrang. St. Petersb. Vol. VI., p. 231.

- Buddhistische

Triglotte, d. h. Sanskrit-Tibetisch-Uongolisches
Worterverzeichniss. St. Petersb., 1859.

- Sur le grand nombre des Buddhists. Bull. St. Petersb. Acad.,
. Vol. V., No. 5.

SCHILLING
DE CANNBTADT,
Baron: Bibliothkque bouddhique, ou
Index du Gandjour de Nartang. Bull. hist-phil. St. PBtersb.,
Vol. IV., p. 321.

- Mahiiyiinasiitra,

d. i. daa ehrwiinlige, mit Name11 "Dm un-

ermessliche Lebensalter und die unermessliche Erkenntniss."
Ed. by the Imp. Academy. St. Petersb., 1845.

SCELAGINTWEIT,
H., A., and R.

DE: Results of a scientific
Mission to India and High Asia. The Atlas contains various
representations of Buddhist temples, monasteries and objects
of Buddhist worship.

- EMIL
: Ueber das Mahnyiinasutra Digpa thamchad shagpar
terchoi. Bull. der bayer. Akad., 1863, p. 81. (Also contained
in Chapter XI. of this volume.)

SCHLEQEL,
FB., Professor: Mode of expressing numerals in the
Sanskrit and Tibetan language. Journ. As. SOC.Beng., Vol. III.,
p. 1.
~ H O E B E L ,C.:

Le Bouddha et le Bouddhisme. Paris, 1857.

SCHMABDA,
L. K. : Reise um die Erde in den dahren
13raunschweig, 186 I .
('ey lon.)

1853-1857.

(Yol. I. in reference to Buddhism in

SCHMIDT.
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SCHMIDT,
I. J. : Forschungen im Gebiete der iilteren religiosen,
politischen und literarischen Bildungsgeschichte der Volker
Mittel-Asiens, voniiglich der Mongolen und Tibeter. St. PQtersb.,
1824.

- Wiirdigung und Abfertigung der Klsproth'schen "Beleuchtung der Forschungen kc." Leipzig, 1826.

- Ueber

die Verwandtachaft der gnostisch theosophischen Leh-

ren mit den Religionssystemen des Orients, vorziiglich des
.Buddhaismus. Leipzig, 1828.

- Geschichte

der Ostmongolen und ihres Fiirstenhauw, ver-

fasst von Ssanang Ssetsen Chungtai dschi der Ordus; iibersetzt von . . .. St. Petersb., 1829.

For critical diss. see: Klaproth, RQmusat.

- Die

Thaten Bogda Gessers Khan's, des Vertilgers der Wurzel

der zehn Uebel in den zehn Gegenden. Eine ostasiatische
Heldensage, aus dem Mongolischen iibersetzt. St. Petersb.,
1839.

-Ueber das Mahayana

und das Prajna Paramihi der Bauddhen.
Bull. scient. St,. Petersb. Acad., Vol. I., p. 145, and MBm. de
1'Acad. de St. Petersb., Vol. IV., p. 124.

- Ueber die Begriindung des 'l'ibetischen Sprachstudiunis in
Russhnd und die Herausgabe der dazu nothigen Hiilftjwerke.
Bull. sc. kc., Vol. I., p. 48.
a

- Ueber Lamaismus und dir Bedeutung dieses Namens. Hull.
sc. &c., Vol. I., p. 11.
- lieber

einige Eigenthiimlichkeiten der 'I'ibetischen Spraclie
rind Schrift. Bull. sc.. &c., Vol. III., p. 425.

SCHMIDT.-BCHOTT.
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Scwmm~,I. J.: Ueber den Ursprung der Tibetischen SchriR
MBm. de 1'Acsd. St. PBtersb., Vol. I., p. 41.

- Ueber einige Grundlehren des Buddhismus.

MQm. Cc,

Vol. I., p. 93.

- Ueber die sogenannte dritte Welt der Buddhaistea Mbm. Cc,
Vol. IT., p. 1.

- Ueber die tausend Buddhas einer Weltperiode der Einwohnung, oder gleichmassigen Dauer. MBm. &c., Vol. IL,
p. 41.

- Grammatik
-

der Tibetischen Sprache. 1839.

Tibetisch-deutsches Worterbuch nebst deutschem Wort

register.

1841.

- Dsanglun, der Weise und der Thor; aus dem Tibetischen
ubersetzt und mit dem Originaltexte herausgegeben.
For Addenda and corrections see Schiefner.

- Der

1843.

Index des Kanjur. St. Petersb., 1845.

- and BOEHTLINGK,
0.: Veneichniss der tibetischen Handschriften und Holzdrucke im Asiatiachen Museum der K.
Akademie der Wissenschafbn. Bull. hist.-phil. St. Petersb.,
Vol. IV., Nos. 6, 7, 8.

SCHONBEBG,
E. VON: Blick auf die buddhistischen Felsentempel Indiens. Zeitschr. d. deutsch. Morg. Ges., Vol. 1%.
I
(1853), pp. 101-3.

SCHOTT,
W.: Ueber den Doppelsinn des Worhs Schamane, und
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B.

GLOSSARY OF TIBETAN TERMS,
THEIR SPELLING AND TRANSLITERATION.
WITH QUOTATIONS OF THE EXPLANATION. CONTAINED IN THIS
VOLUME.
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

IN order to facilitate the printing, the spelling in
native characters has been excluded from the text, and
I present here a general synopsis in which every term
met with in the preceding parts can easily be found.
The b a t column gives the pronunciation; the second
the Tibetan spelling; the third the transliteration; in the
fourth the page is added in which details about the respective term are contained.
The Tibetan terms may be monosyllabic or they may
consist of several words, but the Tibetan language also
shows frequent examples of compositions; several words
which of themselves have ib distinct meaning, and are
as such in general use, often occur combined and forming one term.
,
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GLOBBARY OF TIBETAN TEEMS.

Many words show a conr;idemble diff'erence between
the pronunciation and the spelling. In most cases t h e
difference is based upon grammatical rules; in others we
have to explain it by supposing the influence of dialects,
in consequence of which many words have become invested
with a form different from that \vhich they have in the
classical stationary language of the sacred Buddhist
litertture. I have already had occasion to allude to this
introduction of numerous new forms into the moder~l
popular Tibetan, when analping the historical document
obtained at Himis (see p. 183).
The alphabet I use for the transliteration in the third
column is given in full detail p. XI-xiv. The consonants
not pronounced are printed in Italics ; the Tibetan intersyllabic points are rendered, as is usually done, by small
horizontal lines.

A K G A I CHOGA - CHA.

Phonetic
Transcription.
A r g a i choga.
htisha.

Bagtsis.

Bardo phranggrol gyi sol deb
..
j ~ ggrol gyi pavo
zl~echava.

I1
I

m e t a n Character..

1
!

- 3 -

al~lq-$-sl

1

~~l.3.~

Transfiteration.

!
hrga'i-chlio-pr~.

1 sq?an

13:~~-rtsis.

-4

-

'debs - 'jigs - sgrolgyi-dpr9-vn - zlles.

?'"".j"'sr

bya - va.

I

Bon.

, Bon.

Bi-har-rgyal-PO.

Brakhug.
Brikungpa.
Bromston.

Brul.
Budzad.

Bun~pa.

Cha.

7 9

69. 136

1

254

I

Bihar gyalpo.

Brugpa.

,1

X- ti-sha.

I

Brug.

'

'Brug.

'
110

177
74

37 4

CHAQ

Phonetic
Tranecription.

- CHODI'A.
Transliteration.

Tibetan Characters.

1

Chng.

ZC h ags.

$!yq

Chagpa thogrned. gym.s.$ym-<

1

i

I

Chagtong khorlo.

Phyags - p a - thogsmcd.
Phyag-stong-'khorlo.

Chagye chin.
C'hakdor.

3~~3'.

Chakna dorje.

g ~ - 7 - ~ ~

Chag zhipa.

-~lp*q*~

Chakhan.
Chakja.
Chakna padrna
karpo.

1 3~*ij*~$*i~'.G
I

Phyag- na-padmad kar-po.
13yams- pa'i - chl~os.
Zn gn.

Champai cllor
nga.

gaq*q2*%~*2

Chamzhug.

~1wq'yjyq

By ams-bzhugs.

21 I

Chandren.

37'47
~
e

sPyan -'dren.

260

'Chhang-po.

256

Changpo.
Chantong.
Chebu damchnn.
Chenresi vanchug.
Chi.
Chinsreg.
Chod.
Chodpa.

,

q

spyan-stong.
sICyes-bu-darn-chan.
37*qq727q.7qqa7

Ip
I

~

%*$'r

3-

1 TzT

spyan - ras - p h i g s dvang- phyug.
Ichyi.
sBy in-sreg.

32

I

158

1

11

BS
Pi6
249

gchod.

163

mCLhod-pa.

260

Phonetic
Transcription.

/, Tibetan Characten.

-

1

1

Chodpan.

Chad-pan.

ir%T*7.Tc;;4?~c;~*3m
rncllhog- gi

Choichi gynlpo.

ZW.;.~W.%

Chhos - kyi - rgynl-

-n--.

m

-F

)

Choichi gyalpoi '
elled dul.

Chhos - kyi -1-pynlpo'i-shed-'dul.

8q'3'$jW'V9'q7
q3W

1

Chorten.

I ih.$&

Cl~hos-skyon;.

t/

?Fim$J~

1 Uhl~os-rgyal.

1 ir%~.??

mChhod-rten.

'I

q

~

'

I' a*qq
5

I

Danipai tle.

309

289

Chhu-srang.

307

dGra
1

qT7

109, 25,-

1

1

'Dab-brgynd.
sGra-gchan.

1~~'$.$Jq'~

I

-'d~ir-

, Da

qTq0q3T
8

1

~ iChu-gchig-zhul.
'
~
~

rtsis.

Dabchad.

Damchan Jnrje
legpa.

~

~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~ 9 ~ 'By
F i ung-pa-kun
' ? q

T3

Dalba gynlpo.

192&r a y .

1 Chhu.

L)a.
Dachan.

196

Chhos-sku.

Chungpa kundua q
I
tsis.
I
Chusrang.
Da.

93,

! 'Byor-ba.

Chos ku.

Cliugehig zlial.

156

I

Chorva.
Chu.

209

- dangpo'i-sange-rgyas.

Chogi de~lgl,oi
sangye.

Choicllong.
Choigyal.

Page.

TrmLiteration.

Y .

, dGra-lha-rgyal-po.

248
115

157

4

Tir*~?*f't'q~q'~
I Dam-than-do-rje-

I

7

1

lega-pa.

168

Dam-pa'i-rde.

39

Y .-I *

Phonetic
Ramoription.

Tibetan Charaoten

i

Page.

Tramliteration.
1

I

Uarnai janba.
Darzab.
Dashol.
Dava.

1

~

,
I

~

~

Zla-bshol.

288

4.q

Zla-ba.

289

Zla-ba-g~.nps-~i~. I

4I

$.~JT
q<*xrg7

sDe-brg~;td.

lo9

bDe-mchhog.

108

s?*~Xs(.a(.~~

bDe-m~hlio~-~irgyud.

109

1 $.qq

bDe-'byung.

I

I qi0q-aq
bDe-ba-chari.
Dezhin shegpa. ~ ~ 7 - q ~ q q * s De-bzhin-gshegs-po.
Devachan.

Digpa thanicllnd ~s(.slaq-ai*sqqqshagpar tercl~pi.
I

Digshag ser chi
pup.

~%.$~*-&4

I -qs(-sqs(n-qk.grr

33

1

Digug.

i 3-37

Do.

, WT

Dodne vangpo.
Doljang.

~

s(~yTu-5xq-~

i 6.2.

Dolkar.

?.T"K

Dolma.

qvxr
qq*?~

Dolzin.
I

Dom.

26
~L

n-qqq

I

Dejung.

~

178

Decliad.

I

Dar
\ - sna
. - lnga'iq
~
brgyan-pa.
Dar-zab.

I q.q.gs(wos

Dee-hogi gyut.

~

?A'-

Dava dagpa.
Dechog.

-

47
101
4. I26

sDig-pa-thams-chad-,
bshags - par-gter- I
chhos.
sDig - bshags gsergyiu-spu-gri.

I

124

Phonetio
Transoription.

1/

!l!ibeta,n Charaotexm,

I

v

-

I )oncl~enchongn. q~7.$7.q%-?

/

I

I g ~ o l -l chhen - behn-

1

i
1)ondsmpai den

PA'
7 -

1)ol.j~.

T*g

1)orjechan~.

, ygs9agc;

1)ol.jrtlnn.

1 $-$*sn

,I-.-T. . ~ * R ~ ' T

1)orjedzin.

L.-

-

-

3-~T.qw--3q
I

i

8

I

'

1

-5i73

1
1

1)udo.
I)II~~I).
I lug.

rDo-rje-gdan.
rDo-rje -zin.
rDo - rje - dliyildkrung.

1 Dri - rned - shelI phreng.

qq's ?

1)1111.je(I.

Znga.
Don-dam-pa'i-bdenI
Pa.
rDo-rje.
rDo-rje -'chhang.

!
1 r i 1I
pl~reng.

Page.

Tramliteration.

l &rub-byed.
I

I

-'grO.

i

q5im.6
I gbDud-pO.
957W
1
Dugs.
I
!
~ s. ~ W . i ~ ~ ' S I7g~ugs-dlial.-chnn. I

I

247
92

110
191

I

II

i

~

I

I

257

378

I,US K Y I - G H U I I C H I . ; ~ .

I Dus - ma - yin -par-

I)usmnyinpa~rlli.1 5~.a*37-sr,-g

/

'chhi.

109

I

1 mDzad - p a - bcllu- i

I ~ z a d p ac l l u ~ n y i . il6~'~'qg-q?(rl
Uzambhala.

! gnyis.

~1&-q-q
5

I Llzam-bha-la.

1 Gab-rtsis.

Galdanpn.

qq.3~
TTq.yYq

Gang znr.

qqTqW

'Gong-gzar.

Gaii.

73
y ~

Gau.

(;abtsis.

C; avo.
Gebkoi.

I
I

ti eg.
Geldanpa.
Crelong.

(;enyen darma.

+qp

~

1

q

I

dGa7-ldan-pa.

dGs-bskoa.

I
1

86
263

I

1

,274, 291
I

73

I

IPS

"19~

1i?j~*~
I .
I

I

T9'lflq

../

; yqo2q*
jq.W

-1

dGe-snyen-dnr-rnn.

98

(; etsul.

%

C;in.

Gonpo.

,

Gonyan serpo.
Grubehen
trulLhrirn gyatso. 1
I

zGjqm-4
a7.s

/ mtion-po.
,s(io-brnynn-ser-po.

,

261

1

rw

( ; l o b -ellhen - ts'hul- 1
k h ~ . i ~ ~ ~ s - r ~ ~ a - m97t s ' h ~ .
I

PhonetiO
Tramnoription.

Tibetsn Charnoten.

Ranmliteration.

Page.

Gungdun.
Gyalchenzhi.

i~q~%.&j;6*qi(*$~.q~.
rUyal-po- rlllien-po- '
$*sq?.sq~
mam-thos-sras-kyi-!
nanlthoras chi

G y nlpo cllenpo

bskang-bullags.

k n n g shag.

Gyaltsan.
'3-

v

g ~ ~ ~ ~ l p * ~ ~rGyal-rabs-gsal~ ' s q ~ i (ba'i.
~ q ~

Gy elrap salvai

me-long.

melong.
Gyelva rinpochc gW.q.<q;~

2,Gyal-ba-rin-po-cllhe

Gyut.
G y u t zhi.
Hala hale.

HEI'U~R.
Ja.

I3ya.

Jal~yol.

&rib-yol.

212

~ ~ ' $ h . ~ *
Jarnpaijnng ll~ai~ ~ a ' ~ % . ~ ~ '.Jarn-j,ai-dbyu~lg~**1
Iha'i - tl~a-ma-sl~estllamr sllesrab
I
rab-'od.
od.

wqW.qq<i

I

I

Jang.

Uyang.

197

Jed-tho yangi zit- s~i*$q~~q.Rq.q*a 6rJed-tho-yang-giza-nra-tog.
niatog.
Je Tsonkhupa.

a3\.p0~

Ji.

2
_?

--

I

2I: 9

I

315

rJe-tsong-kha-pa.

97

13yi.

976

q ~ q - - $ ~ . i l ~ ~ .'Jig-rtc~i-97tgo11-1)o.
~

Jigten Gonpo.

9i

I

$10

,

Phonetio
Transoription.

1

Tibetan Charaotexn.

Ransliterstion.

!i Page.

I

sw*?iq

.Jolsong.

s~q.*

Jungpo.
I

! s7s

Ka.

I

I

I bIia'-gdanis-pa.

Kadan~pa.

I

/ slial-ba.

Kalba.

i
I

(bIi~'-~~y~~r.

Kanjur.
Iiantsai.

I bsliang-rdzas.

I

1 Ka-pa-la.

I

Kapiila.

I

Knrgyutpa.

b1ia'-rgyud-pa.

i3

93
78

B.CV

260
216
73

Karma pa.

Iiarnia-pa.

Liartsis.

dKar-rtsis or sKa1.rtsis.
156,

74

,

sKar-rtsis-pa.

Knrtsi-pa.
I

rnK11:~'-'gro.

Khado.

1
I

( khan^.

Kham.
Khangtsig.

I

I

pq'q%qn

271

1.56
248
307

Kang-brtsigs.

26 r

wp~--6

I

mKhan-po.

1 .i5

I<harsil.

qPx..&

1

'Khar-biil.

211

Khetup chakdot.
gyatso.

~pn.3s*gq-~x..%.w~
rnlCl~as-~~~~b-phya~rdor-rays-mts'ho. '
9i

Jihanpo.

I

I

,

I

I

Phonetio
Transoription.

,
'

I
Tibetan Characters. i

,

Khorlo.

PT
qk.G

Khrim.

34~

Iihrims.

Kontseg.

i^,i~*q&qn

tl

Khon.

Page.

Transliteration.

I

-C

'

Khou.

I
1

i

I '1i11nr-10,

Kundznb chi deli- g ~ . @ ~ 3 * q t g s

I
I
Ku npa gynlpo. , t*e*3q-G

I

Kon-brtsegr.

I<un-rd~ob-~yi-btlr11I
Pa'

Pa'

SKU-lnga-rgyal-po.

,

I i u nga gYnlpoi1r e * g ~ o < t a q y q qqq* sl<a-lnga-rpyal-po'ik a n g shag.

I

bskang-bshags.
I

Lat~ri.

34'97"1"1
4.3

6La- bri.

Lal~tse.

qq:i'

IJab-tsc.

Lapi.

4.7~

Lai b r ~ m j ~ a .

QS.~W..J

Lama.

2-4

Iiuntag.

Icon-brtags.

'

bLa-gas.
Las-bum-pa.
LLa-ma.

I

Lamrim.

~ ~ . < b l

Lnng.
Langdar.

F
4Y'iq

IJnngpo.

~ q %

Ilan tsn.

~q-4:

Las.
1,euthn.

Lam-rim.
I gLanp.

gLnng-dar.
gLang-po.

0 1 . Y?

Z

~4

Lan-ts'ha.
Las.
1,e'u-tlio.

Phonetio
Ransoription.

1

Tibetan Charaoten.

I

Page.

Raualiteration.

I

! LLP.

1

I

1 Lha-chl~en.

, Lhag-pa.
~

~

Lha-phrug.
Lho.

Lllonub.

Lho-nu b.

Lhungzed.

Lhung-bzed.

Lhunpo.
Li.

II Lb''n-po.
Li.

Lo.

I

Lug.
I,U~YUII.

,109

LO.

~

~

!

-

~

234

1

I

258

1

258
IIU

I

92

I

1

30;
276

I

1 LOII~S-spyod-rdzogal

Longchod dzogpai ku.

Lug.

:I"

1112. 119

I

Lll0.

Lotsava.

188

I

Lhatug.

Lotho.

289

I Lha-ma-yin.

Lllarno.

Lonpo.

234

Lha-kllanp.

I

Lhamay in.

91, I08

I pa'i-sku.

1 G-4
I

I

Gds
q

,39
37q

38

bLon-po.

.i
3

274

8

I

/ Lug.
Lug#.

I

2I-T
47'73A

'

kLu-sgru\,.

76
I

276
246, 310

~

30. 136

rJ

Lugzar.

I

Lungta.
I

5q-5

bLug gz;~r.

'

,.Lung-".

Luv:tnp gyitll~o. q.yqg~.%
M:~glon.

<TST

2110
I
I

2.53

k L u - d I ~ a r i ~ - r ~ y a l - ~157
~o.
I

I

351ag-bloli.

.-,I

~

~

Phonetio
:
i Tibetan Charaoten
Tranaoription. 1
BIani.

Page.

Transliteration.

1 w?.%~.YF~

l l n n i ehoskhor.

~

M a n i karnbun~.
l i n n i i rilbu
thab.

~

~

~

~

Mani-bka-'kunl.
~ 9 . ~

a

i
grub arTs.qq*a*gs-~sa Mani'i - ril - bu -grubthabs.

~
266

!

Manla.
Me.

4

Meba gu.

i ii*Gq
*?

I l c l ha.
Melong.

I

' fi
I

Mi.
Migmar.

~Y'TW

MonIam.

$q*q~

Muliding.

d-&?q

Myangnn
daspa.,

i

Mu-li-ding.

113

dMyal-be.

92

Y - E ; ~ - w ~ ~ ~ T w - vI Mya - ngan -]as -'dae-i
I
I pa.
98
Nyang-'da?;.
.is.
98
8q'YTa

13s

1

Jl~i~ngdas.

Nag-po-chllen-po.
~q.%*$?%
Nag-rtsis.
Nnktsis.
71.3,
Snljor chodpa.
* . ~ ~ q . ~ i .rNal~ by or-spy od-pa.'
rNal - 'byor -rnngolr-,
saljor "gons,lIll. f.-szq*a@j.pu

Nagpn c h o ~ ~ p o .

;

sum.

r'

Saln chu rallgdnn. fW.s?j'Tsq'

26 1

274
32

I4

Phonetio
Transcription.

Snnitop.

1

Transliteration.

Tibetan Charnotera.

' qw-79

rxarn-rtog.

'
1

I'rpe.

4a

I

S e t a n ~ 1 i u d 1 . 1 1q
~ iq ~ ' q ; j q . q g * ~ ~ : $ . gNns - brtan - b r l ~ u todpa.
-r
drug-gi-b8tod-pa.

1

4

q%im-s

S g a g i Ihnn~o.

cy'y*y'S
7

<<w.+j

I

Ngoizhi.

'

dSgos-gzl~i.

4<+fyn

I

nh6gon-rtogs.

Sgontog.

I

Ngag-gi-lha-n~o.

I

9;

6.i

-r--

q'~'p129

Sgovn c ' l ~ i g .

S g o m n y i d 111rd-?
1)iir I I I I . ~ V ~ .

Ngo-bo-gcllig.

~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ i - q 7 ' S~g'oq- bo - nyid

'

par-sn~ra-ha.

t

Xubj:~ng.
S~sngdah
sv;\11gi111 I;]*
daspir.

I

39.3F

i

' Nub-hyang.
see

!

~rtldet.Jiyangdas.

'

llynngan Ins daspn.

I

I

S y ipn~ap:~.

%p1'~'"

t.Syig-r~~;~-pi~.

Svin~a.

5.4

Y yi-nia.

7

239
I

7.'
2s!1

Phonetio
1 Tibetan Characters.
!l'ranncription.

,

i

i

r - slln3-i
pn'i-c hlio-ga.

zhing-bkod.
'Om-t)~i-

I

-

Pasang.
Penpa.
Yhag.

Plrngpui denpa
zhi.

Yhan.

lo'
'~"ti, 249

b.uknng-bsl~azs.

, I'an-rhhen
1 col~l~e.

1 % q.p.37.3.93i

I

i 8I)ar - k11n - pliyagrgya-lrgynd.
I'a-sa~iga.

vwqri

~

!.~I~CI~-~)~.

'$7.4
i q7

1

112

- in - p o - ~

I

rllnQa

I

5sq-yq.y~?.qWq. , dl'al - ldan- lha-111o'i-1

I'aldan Ihanloi
kang shag.

Parkhn
chad.

240

'

-44.3

Ornbu.

i

S \ ~ U I I ~

K ~ ~ s q . ~ i . g 'Od. ~ ~+ar.. q ~lrrctl~ kyi-1

O d l ~ ~ n ~liyi
cd
zhing kod.

Pnnchen
poche.

CIC\

I'agtb.
I

-p

Nyungpar nepni P i - ~ q - 1 7 w * u ; i l
, ichogn.

-

Ransliteration.

.

I I: i
I

I
!

1

:Wi

PSY

28!#

I

1'11~~.

276

I s s q w * ~ . ~ ~ S . 'J)liaga-pa'i-b~lr~~-pas.~~
i bzlii.

qq7

,

'Pha11.

IF,

190

386

PHURKIia - SAKTAPA.

Phonetio
Transcription.

Tibetan Charaoters.

Trannlitsration.

I

I'age.

Prel.
Progzhu.
a ~ r u -l sku - chhos-I
skyong-chhen -po'i-i
bskang-bshags.

Prulku choicliong
cnhcnpoi kang
shag.

'

Prulku thongva
dondnn.

"

157

1 aPrul - sku - mithongba-don-ldan.

1 sprul-pa'i-sku.

I

97

Prulpai ku.

~ - v ? * ~

Rabne zhugpa.

.
q s * y q ~ ~ ~ y l p - v' R a L - g n a s - b ~ h u ~ s - ~ a206

Rabsal.

1

1 Rab-gsaI.

7s.q.q

1

I

1

38

96

Ralgri.
Ralpachen.
I

q y ~ * q ~ . %' .Rang-gi-s nying-gar-' 1
thal-mo-sbyar-ba. ,

Rangi nying gar
tllalmo charva.
Rikhrodpa.
Rinlate.
Rinchen na dun.

1

Sa.
Sadag gyalpo.

?-KT.
i-7.1

; ?,T.'a7*Tgf

Ritha.
Ruibal cllenpoi
dokjed.

Ri-khrod-pa.

1

Ri-ma-te
Rin-chhen-sna-bdun.

'

Ri-tho.

Qq

1 6q.qq*$Tqyq11.)T
vc\

v

/

i
1

/ Sa.

I

I

rp*s~y~i~q.a

163
113

I

53
2i4

I
I

1 Sa-bdag-rgyal-po.
/ sag-par.

a*g.v

208

~ius-sbal-cb~ien-~o'i-~
bzlog- byed.
P P

I

Sagpar.
Sakyapa.

I

481

271

1

204

~

Phonetia
Ransoription.

Tibetan Charaaters.

I
Sarntan
Sangbni dagpo.

I.

Transliteration.

I

q4w.95"1
q~&.s~q.%

Sangye chi ka
*
sung thug chi ten.,

i bSa~n-gtan.
I

I gSang-ba'i-bdng-pa.
dangs-rgyas-kyi-aku-/
gsung - thugs - kyi-,
rten.

Scmtsarno.
Senge chad ti.

Seng - g e - brpyadkhri.

Sengei nyai tab.
Senge Narnpar
Gyalva.

Seng- ge -rnrtlii - parrgyal-ba.

Sengti.

Seng-k hri.

Shagpa.
Sllakya Thub-pa.
Shar.

Shar.

Sharllio.

Shar-lho.

Sl~echarabsal.
Sherchin.

Y hesrab ralgri.
Shesrab chan.
Shid.

,

Shes-rab-spyan.
Shid.

Shing.

Shing.

Shinje.

gShin-rje.

50

179

1

Transcription.

metan charaoters.

1I 9?TS4'

Shintsis.

I ~ g e .

Mteration.

gShin-rtsis.

ti*

I

Sobyong.
Sregpa.
Sringan.

1 Sri-ngan.

Ta.

! rTa.

I

Tag.
Tanidin.

1

~ 5 5 ,2;6
I

1 LTa-gom.
, rTa-mgrin.

109

2;6

I sTng.

Y='

T a gonl.

I

240

i

I
Tamdin gyalpoi j m a 3 ~ g ~ - 9 4 yrTr
. a -~rngrin
~
-rg~nl-~
I
po'i-sri-manan-pa.
sri nanpa.
I
I
11°
vc\

F\

I

i

Tanjur.

bsTan-'gyur.

Tashi kliatnk.
Tashi tsig jod.

78 4 1.q

bKra-sl~is-kha-btaps.
1

Tenbl-el.
Tenbrel chugnyi.

9 q,

sg-qlp.e7.s~T

190

b K r a - shis - ts'hig- I
brjod.

I

1

j7'+

rTen-'brel.

$q-qiq.q~*q3~

rTcn - 'Lrel - bchu- 1
gnyis.
1

TenkaL.

I.

Tensunmi.

Thablihung.

13

23

$y"P

sTcng-bkab.

P I 1

$'7'7W?q

?Ten-gsum-ni.

1

Thabdang shes- qqlP-TE;'$q-qq
rab.
I

L ~ X

! q=q3q

T h a b s - dang - sbesrab.

1 Tllab-khung.

13;

toe
249

I
I
I
1

THABSHES

Phonetio
Tranaoription.

Thabshes.

-

Tibetan Charaotem.

1
1 Thabs-shes.

I wna$r

I

W'94Vq

Thal-'gyur-ba.

Thangshin gi tsis.

K$?'?%q

Thang-shing-gi-rtsis

Thegpa chenpoi
do.

aq*s+~'%'<

Theg-pa-chhen-pol i
ncdo.

Thegpasum.

$ 7 ' ~ * ~ ~ 4

Theg-~a-~surn.

Thengpa.

$?.s

Phreng-pa.

Thisrong de tsao.

3A.qoqf~

Thonkn.
Thor.
Thothori Nyan
tsan.

Page.

Transliteration.

Thal gyurva.

Thonglam.

389

TSANQPA.

1

1I

208

, Khri-srong-2de-btsan
I

W%~*WLI

i

I

W~E;~P*.~J

i

mThong-lam.
mThongs-ka.

/ Thor.

Y

W

I

VY

~ * 4 ' ~ ~ 7 ~ Tho-thd-ri-gnyan* q ~ ~

1

btsan.

Thugdam kantsai.

4qq'Tq'qJqYSw

Thugs-dam-bskangrdzaa.

Thugje chenpi
chugchig zhal.

519w*2*27'F93999''

Thugs-rje-~Lhen-~o
bchu-gchig-zhal.

Thurni Sambhota.

4*3*~4*+?

7q

Thu-mi sam-bho-ta.

Togpa nyid.

a
i3'qn0s*q7~

Tokchoi gyrlpo.

~ * K ~ . ~ ~ '

1 rTogs-pa-gnyis.
1 ~Thn
q -log
' ~- chhosrgjal-po.

Tongpanyid.
Tophye chenpo.
Tsang.
Tsangpa.

-y*v"+i
.
~

q

..

3q
dqn-s

~

sTongs-pa-nyid.
'
~
ZTo -'phye-chhen-po
rTsang.
Ts'hangs-pa.

~

~

390

TSATSA

Phonetic
Tranrcription.

Tsatsa (

- VUNED.

1 Tibetan Characterr. 1
i

dad

Page.

Rnn~literatioa

Chha-chl~a

194, 206

Tsaranas.

rTsa-ra-nas.

95

Tsei.

Ts'hes.

589.

Tserno.

rTsc-no.

54

Tsepagmed.

TY'he-dpag-med.

129

Tserab las-tsis.

Ts'he-rabs-las-rtsis.

274

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . & t ~ . ) ~

2 7 ~ a
hayy

rTse-gsum.

1

215

rTsis-mkhan.

I

156

Tsonkhapa.

Y\

z~;.[s.=I

Tsong-kha-pa.

69

Tsovo.

7%2q

~Tso-VO.

51

Tsugtor.

7 f 7'5;

gTsug-tor.

209

Tsulkhrim kyi
pl~ungpo. -

& * $ ~ ~ * ~ ~ e ; . %Ts'hul- khrims - kyiphung-PO.

Tsunpo.

9$9;6

bTsun-po.

Tuisol.

9~~1p*y%q

bIirus-gsol.

Tsesum.
Tsikhan.

Tungshakclli san ;~~W/~Q.$'P?".B'I. [Tung-bshags-kyisangs-rgyas-so-lnga.
g y e songa.
$$
TJrgyen.
TJrgyenpa.
Utpala.
Vajrapsni.
Vangi chinsrcg.
Vwhan.
Yumed.

i

1

95, 53
233

g6

YAB

Phonetic
Tranrcription.

391

- ZODMANAS.

Tiietan CharPoten.

Page.

Ransliteration.

Yab yum chudpa.,I q ~ g i r * q p ~ . s

Yub-y~rn-~kh~ud-~a.

Yangchob.

gYang-skyo bs.

Yangdag den.

Yang-dag-bden.
gYang -gsal - sgronme.

1

281

Yangug.
Yidag.

Y idam.
Yong grub.

Yonga grub.

Yos.

Y 0s.

Zamatog.
Zanad.
Zastang.
Zhagpa.

1 E.SA

'I

i

1TvTT
1 .lpsqd?
I

1 /?qW'9

Zhalzai.
I

Zhanvang.

gZhan-dbang.

Zhine lhagthong.

Zhi-gnas - lhagmthong.

Zhiva.

Zhi-ba.

Zhivai chinsreg.

Zi-ba'i-abyin-sreg.

Zhiva tso.

Z hi-ba-mts'ho.

Zin.

Zin.

Zodmanas zhiva.

gZod-ma-nas-zl~i-l~a.

34
276

392
Phonetio
Transcription.

ZODPA

- ZUNO.

Tibetan Charaotern.

Tranaliteration.

1

Page.

I

I

Zodpa.

ST+

bZod-pa.

Zon.

$7
SJW'qZv
SJW
S3?W'qdlW

Zon.

1

Mi

gZungs-bsdus.

1

96

Zundui.
Zung.
Zung zhug.

I

54

ADDITIONS TO CHAPTER XI,
pp. 122-42.

IN reference to the Address to the Buddhas of Confession Prof. Ph. Ed. Poucaux of Paris had the kindness
to communicate to me some details taken from a copy
contained in the Imperial library. The Paris document,
which had not yet been published, enables me to supply
the hiatus at the end of Part I. of my original, which was
here considerably injured : it also shows that the separation into two parts is an arbitrary alteration, for the
concluding sentence of Part I. should be carried on to
the phrase beginning Part 11.; a t the same time the
concluding sentence of Part I. differs in my original
from the Paris document.
Beginning with page 7, line 3 of the native print
in Plate V., the Paris document runs as follows:"When they care but for actual pleasures; when
bad actions shall be accumulated; when there shall be
no more gratuities; when there shall be enemies, war,
and illness, and famine be spread; when many shall be
heaped up in the interior of those hells, mNar-med, where
are the human beings who have performed bad actions;
-might then they meet this sDig-bshags-gter-chhos. The
prayer of the teacher kLu-sgrub, will be spread; the

394

ADDITION.

creatures of this period of distress and misery shall read
it, and on account of telling it with loud voice, all sins
shall be taken away. This hidden doctrine, a protector
of creatures (delivered) by the divine, the best kLu-sgrub,
which had been concealed under the treasures, like the
rock-lion in the grove of reeds,' will be spread rts a
blessing."
This passage tells us also that Lugrub, o r N w juna (see p. 29), is viewed as the author of this prayer.
The copy which I had occasion to translate also
varies in the title. A t its head it has written the words:
"Repentance of all sins, doctrine of the hidden treasure:"
in the text it is denominated LL the golden razor which
takes away the sins." The Paris document has this
latter title also at the head of the treatise; i t is styled
sDig-bshags-gser-g~-spu-gri-zhes-bya-v-bzhugs-so,
LLthis
is
the golden razor of the coxlfession of sins."
Another deviation still to be noticed is the omission
of the concluding prayers and of the details i n reference
to the writer and the time it took him to copy it. Blso
the Dhal-am differ; the Paris copy has the Sanskrit
sentences L L Om supratishthita vajriiya; subham astu a r v a
jagatam; sarva mangalam; yasas maha."
I add in Roman characters the text translated above,
and a list of the readings of the Parisian text which
differ from mine; the pages and lines quoted are those
of Plates Nos. V. to VIII.
An allmion to Sikyamuni's retirement and austerities in the woo&
previous to his obtaining the Buddhaehip.

Tibefan text in Roman characters ; page 7, line 4 to 9.
Ts'he -phyi - ma - ma - drin - 'di - ka - bsem -pali - a n ; dus-kyi-ma-lan-laa-nganbaago -pa7i- lan ; dns -mi -'gym- te -mi - mi-rna&s-lgyur-bae-lan ; pha-rol-dmagts' hogs-nad-dang-mu-ge-dm-ba'i-dus
; dmyd-mnar-med-du-skye-ba'i-w-chanl a - ngan - chan - mang - PO-^ od-pa-de-mams-~-nang-na-b~ag~-pa-~hm-lgal-~~dpan ; #dig- behags - gter - chhoa -'di - dang -'phrad - par-shog-ches-slob-dpon-klusgrub -kgi-sm~n-hrn-btab-~a-~s-~o
; 'di-bskal-pa-snyigs-ma'i-sems-chan-bsagepa- chan- marns - kyis -'di - klog - dang ; kha - 'don - byas - na-sdig-pa-thams-chedbysng- bar-gaanga - so ; '&-grong-chig-na-bzhug~-na-png-khyer-de'i-sdig-pathams - chad-byang-bar-gsnnge-so; gter-chhos-'di-'po-ba'i-mgon-po-kl~-~g~bsnying - pos - lhae - amig - m m g - ta'hd-gyi
-ud--rb

abae-nae-smon-lam-bab-ekad

Readings differing from my original.
Page 2, line 1 : thama-chad-bahags-pa'i-mdo.
1,
3 'khor-lo-bakor-du-gaol.
n
5 baido'rya
n
6 gmga-lta-bu'i.
n
6 mam-par-qm.
r
9 per-gyi-gdugs-nam-mkW-lta-bu'i.
n 10 to 11: 'jig-rten-gyi-khams-knn-tu.
,I
3 u
1 bag-te'ha-ba-mi.
n
3 gmg-la-h-zhig-gis-yi-ger-bris-earn;
'chhang-zhing-klog-gam.
n
8 zhing-'od-bzang-po-na
a
4 u 5 to 6: chhos-kyi-dkor-la.
)I
5 11
5 bzhon-pa-zhon-pa'i-adig-pa-'hg-go.
11
6, 8, 10: sdig-pa-'dag-go.
s
6 11 10 gser-gyi-spa-gri.
I
13 snaga-byed-pa'i-due.
1,
3 ma-pol-grol.
11
12 'khor-mi-sred-do.
I
R II
1 gchig-la-'dus ; don-dam-par-sems.

INDEX.
Tas names of the authors quoted in the text have been excluded, as
the various publications on Buddhism have been enumerated, in the alphabetical order of the editors, in the Appendix ''Literature," pp. 331-69.
The Tibetan terms are given in native characters, and exact transliteration in the Appendix "Glossary," pp. 371-93. Terms of more frequent
occurrence and greater importance have been referred to in this Index
again.
h i Buddha, the supreme and eternal
Buddha, 50.
Xlaya, or soul, the basis of every thing,
39, 44.
Alphabet used for transcription, XI.
Amitfibha, the Dhyani Buddha, conesponding to Siikyamuni, 52, 84.Atlas, Plate III.
Amitiiyus, a name given to Amitfibha
when implored for longevity, 98,
129.
Amrita, the water of life, 114.
Amulete, 174.
An-n,
the beings who have entered
the third of the four paths leading
to ~ i r v i n a 27.
,
Anupadaka, a name designative of tho
Dhyani Buddhas, 51.

Arhat, the beings who, by having entered the highest of the four patha
leading to Nirviina, have gained
emancipation from re-birth and
acquired supernatural faculties, 27,
44, 127.
Arrows, used in ceremoniw, 260,261,
270.-A drawing o c c m on Plate XX
of the Atlaa.
~ry*anga, an Indian priest, 32, 39.
Astrologers, 166.
Astrologyand astrological art.a,273,290.
Astrologicsl tables, for indicating lucky
and unlucky periods, 293;-for directions in important undertakings,
304; -consulted in cases of sicknesa, 313;-for marriage, 315. Atlas,
Plates XIX, XX.
Asuraa, evil spirits, 92.
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BQrma, Reports on, 336,350, 352,363.
Bhagavat, a name of the Buddha, 4.
Bhikehu, Bhikahuni, "a mendicant,"
149, 162.
Bhutin, Date of the introduction of
Buddhism into, 71.
- number of Lamas in Tasaieddon,
164.
- Reports on, 349, 355.
Bihar Gyalpo, the protector of religions
buildings, 177; Atlas, Plate IX.
B6dhisattves, candidates for the Bud,
dhaahip, 28.
- later application of thin word, 149.
- their faculties, 86.
- representations of, 212.
Bon, a sect 'in Tibet, 74, 137.
Brahma, implored for protection against
evil spirits, 114, 158,235. An image
occors among the additional figures
on Plate X of the Atlas.
Brikungpa, a sect in Tibet, 74.
Brugpa, a sect in Tibet, 74.
Buddha, the historical, see Siikyamuni.
Buddhae, their faculties and bodiee, 7,
29, 38, 44.
- signs of beauty, 140, 208.
- representations of, 208, 221.
- meeeurementa of Buddha figures,
216.
Buddhapalita, an Indian priest, 41.
Buddhism, present area of, and number
of adherent4 11.
- traces of it in Norway, 327.
- in Amerika, 13, 828.
- fundamental dogma, 16.
- number of precepts, 24.
- origin of sects, 81.
- extirpation in India, 9, B.
- favourable in5nence in the m i t i p
tion of barbarous customs, 243.
Buildings, religions, 177.
Burnt-offering, 249.
Calendars, 273.
Cave temples, see Rock temples.
Ceremonie~,religious, 227.

Ceylon, number of Lamas, 165.
- Workn on the Buddhist religion in,
337,344,345,348,363,364,365,366,
367.
Changpo, a talisman, 256.-A copy taken
from a Tibetan wood-cut f ~ c e sthin
page.
Chenreei, one of the mmea given to
Padmaplni, the protector of Tibet, 88.
China, Data of the introduction of
Buddhiam into, 71.
- number of Buddhieta, 11 - of
Lamas at Pekin, 165.
- W o r b on the B u d d h a religion in,
936, 341, 344, 346, .347, 348, 352,
354, 365, 362, 363, 864.
Chinmg, the bnrnt-offering, 249.
~ h o i a h o i the
~ , god of astrology, and
protector of man against evil epirite,
156; Atlas, Plate X.
Chorten, Meaning and forms of he,
192.
Christians, Numbers of, 13.
Chronology, The various modes of, in
Tibet, 276.
Chronological table for the years A.D.
1852-1926, 282.
Clergy, fundamental laws, 148.
Confession obtains remimion of sine,%.
- Public, in Tibet, 239-242.
- Buddhas of, 96, 122, 263, 393.
Cosmogonical system, 51, 136.
Ckoma de Korbs, his studitw of Tihetan, 82.
Cycle of 12 Yeare, 276; of 60 yeare,
277 ; of 252 yeare, 284.
Dabchad, ''octagon," a magical figure,

1

D&ni, female spirits, 248.
Dalai Lama, the highest in rank of
the Tibetan priesthood, 152.
Darjiling, meaning of the name, 179.
Derchoke, prayer-5age, 198.
Dhirani, mystic sentences; 'ale0 the
books detailing their application and
advantages, 48, 55.
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Dhamakiiya, the body obtained by Gods, genii, and malignant spirite,
107.
the Buddhas when leaving the world
Guhyapati, a name of Vajradhare, 50.
for ever, 38.
Dharmariija, the king of the law, 93,
Hells, 92, 134.
186.
Dhytina, abstract meditation, 52, 54. Hermitq 163.
D h y k i Buddhas, celestial B u d d h ~ , Himis Monastery, in Ladhk, 179, 183.
the manifeatations of the human Hinayka system, "the little vehicle,"
19.
Buddhas in the world of forms, 51,
Hri, an imploration of Padmaphi, 261.
210.
Diet of the Lamas, 167.
Dipaukam, an imaginary Buddha, 131; Illnesses, Causea and remedies of, 265.
Atlas, Plate XI.: the west with t ? Iwarae,
~
The three, 261.
a
conical cap.
Doljang, a Chinese princess and deified Jaina mct, an offihoot of Buddhiem;
consort of king Srongtsan Gampo,
dinnertations on this sect, 386, 336,
66; Atlas, Plate VII.
338, 343, 347, 352, 356, 363.
Dolkar, a Nepaleae yrincesrr and deified Japan, Buddhism in, 40, 306, 348,
consort of king Srongtsan Gampo,
863.
66.
Dolma, a name comprising Doljang Kadampa, a sect in Tibet, 73.
and Dolkar, 66.
Kala Chskra, the most mystical system
Dorje, a symbol of power over the
of Buddhism, 46.
evil spirite, 215.
KiladEvi, eee Lhamo.
Drageheds, the protectore of' man Kalmuka, 12, 165.
against the evil spirib, 111, 214, Kalpa of destruction, the period when
m.
the univerae is dissolved, 136.
Dramas, Performance of religious, Kanjur, a compilation embodying the
238-236.
works translated from Sanskrit into
Drawinge and painting of deitiw, 204.
Tibetan, 78.
Drew of the Lames, 72, 170.
Kapilavastn, Site of the town of, 4.
DuQed, a rite intended to enable one Karmapa, a sect in Tibet, 74.
to concentrate his thoughts, 247.
Kargyutpa, a sect in Tibet, 73.
Deambhala, the god of wealth, 263; Kwapa, the supposed predecessor of
Atlss, Plates VIIL, XI.
Sakytimuni, 132.
Ktiundinya, a Buddha to come, 132.
Khanpo, an abbot, 165.
Foundation-Laman, 186, 141, 186.
Kings, The five great, 157.
Festivals, monthly and annual, 287.
Kirghisem, 12.
Funeral rites, 269.
Kite, devoted to NIshdevn, 261.
(iautamn, ]lame of the Buddha, 4.
Oedun, the Tibetan term for clergy,! Lad*, Date of the introduction of
I Buddhism into, 71.
133.
Gelong, an ordained Lama, 137, 162.
Number of Lamas in, 164.
Gelukpa, a wct in Tibet, 73.
Lama, meaning of the word, 1%.
- Grades amongst the, 159.
Glory, 210.
Glosdary of Tibetan t e r m , 371.
- Numbers of, 164.

i
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Monuments, Religiour, 177, 192.
Month, names for, and numbers of
days, 287.
Mudrfi, a conventional sign formed by
a certain placing of the fingen, 56,
206, 245.
Murical instruments, 228.
Mysticism, the sptem of, 4.6.

Lamrim, a famous book written by
Tsonkhapa, 77, 104, 243.
Lapcha, a heap of stones to wpport
a pole with prayers, 198.
Letters of theTibetan alphabet formed
in the 7th century AD., 67.
Lhmayin, malignant npirita, 109.
Lhamo, implored for keeping off the
Platespirits,
evil
I.: the 112,
$ p r e 119,
riding
235;a horse.
Atlas,

(1>
+ .-

,,=
,

'

N+irjuna, also Nigaeena, an Indian
iterature, the sacred Tibetan, 76.
priest, 30, 101, l l , 394.
- European, on Fhddhiw, 331-69. Nigan, fabulous creatnres of the mture of nerpenta, 31.
Lotut?, the symbol of highest perfecNagpo Chenpo, implored in the ceretion, 66, 120, 213.
mony "moving the arrow," 261.
Lungta, the Airy Horse, 2 s ; Atlas,
Plate XVII.
Nidbas, The twelve, 23.
Nirminakayg the body in which Buddhas and Badhisattvas dwell upon
Madhyama, 48.
earth, 38, 127.
Madhyamika schools, 32, 68.
Nirvana, L'blowing out," utter extincMahideva, 261.
tion of aristence, 27, 42, 98, 100,
Mahakala, 261.
354.
Mahiyana system, the great vehicle,"
Nyigmapa, a sect in Tibet, 72.
30.
Mahcil-~ps,terrestrial dragons, 271. Npngae, or Nynngpar nepai chop, a
solemn kind of confession, 95, 240.
Maitreye, the Buddha to come, 32,
88, 209, 211; Atlas, Plate V.
Mani, low walls against which stone Odan, or Wodan, supposed to be
derived from the root budi5, 328,
slabs bearing inscriptions or images
note.
of deities are leant, 196.
Offerings, 228.
- prayer-cylinders, 229.
- pills to be taken in cases of ill- Om mani padme hum, the powerful
six-8yllabic prayer delivered to man
ness, 266.
by P d m p i n i , 84, 120, 266; Atlas,
Mani Kambum, an historical Tibetan
Platen XIV., XV.
work, 77, 83, and ecq.
Manjusri, the god of wisdom, 65;
Padmapini, the particular protector
Atlas, Plate VI.
Manla, a Buddha of medicine, 266;
of Tibet, 52, 63,83, 88; Atlas, Plate
Atlas, Plate V, XI.: the uncovered IV, XIL
Padma Sambhava, an Indian eage, 67,
$Fur136; Atlas, Plate XIII.
Manushi, or human Buddhas, 51.
Meba gu, "the nine blots," 297.
Panchen Binpoche, the i n m a t e d
Meditation, 24, 36, 39, 44, 47, 54, 163, Lnma residing at Tashilhrinpo, 163.
Pandita Atinha, an Indian priest, 69,
248.
Melha, the lord of the genii of fire,
136.
Pammirthasatya, one of the two troths
207, 251.
by which the emptiness of thingr is
'
Metempsychosis, 9 1.
Monasteries, 179.
demonstrated, ~ 5 41.
,

j
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P&amitia, the si. traneoendental vir- Rock temples in India, 152, note.
tues, 36.
- I)issartationn on, 342,344,352,355,
Paratantra, existence by causal con359, 362, 364, 36% 368.
nexion, 34.
Rosaries, 174.
Parikalpita, the supposition, or error,

,

34.
Sadag, the lord of the ground, 271.
Pariniahpnna, the unchangeable true
Sakyap, a sect in Tibet, 73.
. existence. 34.
~ i t a l i ~ u t r aSite
, ' of the town of, 21, s f i d w i n , the beings who have
entered the second of the four paths
836, a43.
26.
leading to NimPiitra, the alme-bowl, 210, 295.
Peacocks, occur in representations of S a y a m m i Buddha, the founder of
Buddhimn, his life and death, 3,86,
Sikyamani, 211.
167.
Phurbu, an instrument for keeping off
the evil spirits, 215, 257; Atlas, - period of hie existence, 7.
innnmerability of his axistenoes
Plate XVIII.
Picturea of deities, 190, Atlas, Group I. previous to the reception of the
Buddhaehip, 130.
Plantic representations of deitiea, 205.
Prajnti Ptiramibi, the mpreme intellihis images, 207; Atlee, Plate I.:
gence "arriving at the other side 1 the central jigure.
- native biographies, 336, 387, 339,
of the river," 33.
- also the title of a large compila- 844, 351, 865, 557, 360.
Samapiitti, the acquirement of intion, 78, 98.
difference, 54.
Praeenga - Medhgamika, an Indian
school, now the most reputed in Samatha, the state of perfect tranquillity, 54.
Tibet, 41, 68.
Pratyeka Buddhae, beinge smved at Sambhala, a country in Central Ania,
supreme intelligence, but inferior 47.
to the Buddha4 28.
Sarnbhogakiiya, the body obtained by
the Buddhas when becoming perfect
Prayern, 117.
in intelligence, 38.
Prayer-cylindern, 120, 229.
Samein, the circle of existences, 36,
Prayer-flap, 198.
Precious thingq The seven, 63.
1 87.
PrBtas, imaginary monsters, 92.
Samfemale genii, 108; Atlm,
'
Plate II.: the jigurce placed within
Printing, Ad of, in Tibet, 80.
Priesthood, the Tibetan, 146-76.
I circh.
Samvritisatya, one of the two truths
by which the e m p t i n a of thin*
%hu, a monster, 115, 267.
Ranja alphabet, 80.
in demonstrated, 35, 41.
Raven, devoted to Lhamo, 261.
Sanskrit Works; period when they
were written, 32.
Be-birth, 90.
Santa Rakahita, an Indian priest, 67.
Relics, 175, 193, 194, 201, 206.
Revenues of the Lamae, 160.
Satsa, or Tsataa, a cone or plastic
Road-prescription, a document in re- , figure enclosing sacred objects, 2%.
ference to the routes my brothers Sects in India, 21.
should be dlowed to take in Can- - in Tibet, 72.
tral Tfbet, 278.
, Shinje, the lord of the dead, 93.

-

-
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Siddhidha, the name given to Siikyamuni at his birth, 4.
Siddhi, or supernatural faculties, Rites
for arriving at, 66, 243.
Sikkim, Date of the introduction of
Buddhism into, 71.
Skandhas, the emential properties of
sentient exbtence, 43.
Soothsaying, The art of, 166, 290.
- a table with numerou figurea and
oentenceq 320; Atlm, plate XIX.
Spirits, The, of the =on,
298
Ypirita, Mslignant, 109.
- means for defeating their obnoxious
machinations, 247-72.
Sramana, "an ascetic who restrains
his thoughts," 18, 149.
Snivaka, '&hearer," 18, 149.
Srongtaan Qampo, king of Tibet, born
A.D. 678, died 698, 66.
Srcitiptti, the being0 who have entered the path leading to N i n a ,
26.
Statues of deities, 506.
SthavirU, the sixteen, 97.
Stiipes, conical monuments erected in
India over relics, o r to the glory
and memory of B u d d h q eainb, &c,
192.
- Dimertatiom on, 884,387,338,340,
848, %& 8661 3571 85% 864, 365,
868.
Sugata, a name of the Buddha, 4.
Suicide does not annihilate h n o e ,
the cause of paim and sorrows, 138.
S d a v a t i , the abode of the pious
who have been rewarded with delivemce from metempsychosis, 42,
98.
Yiinpti, emptinw or nothingness of
things, 33.

Tantras, rites for the acquirement of
supernatural faculties; also the boob
detailing these rites,. 48,. 56.
Tantrica ritual, The, of the Hindu, 48.
Taehilhrinpo, meaning of the
152.
Twistidon, meaning of the name, 155.
164.
Tath%Pt% an epithet of the Buddha81
4, 15, 126.
Tea, Preparation of, 168.
Temples, 150, 188
Thisrong de ban, king of Tibet, born
A.D. 728, died 786, 67.
Thothori Nysntsan, king of Tibet in
the 4th century A.D., 63.
Th6ling, meaning of the name, 179.
Thugdam Kantaai, ceremoniee for eusnring the aseistance of gods, 260.
Thumi Sambhota, an Indian priest
who formed the Tibetan lettern, 65.
Tibet, Date of the introduction of
Buddhiw into, 61.
Tibetan language and dialects, 65, 82,
184, 874.
- grammars and dictionaries, 83.
native boob quoted, Titlea of, 66,
71, 72,78,84,97,101, 109, 110, 112,
114, 123, 157, a02, 257, 26& 266,
281, 305, 310, 316. '
Tirthikq Brahmanical sactsriea, 25,
823.
Tortoise, the basis of the nniveme,
297, Wj.
Trianla, the trident, 216.
Trims, "three vehicles," or three
gradations in spiritual capacities, in
perfection, and h a 1 reward, 104.
!hutha, The four excellent, 16.
- The two, 35.
Tamdin, a proteator againat the evil Tsonkhap~,the great Tibetan Lama
epirite, 110, 259.
of the 14th. century AD., 69.
Tanjur, a compilation embodying the Tuisol, LLtopray for ablution;" cereworka translated from Sanskrit into
monies for getting rid of sins, 95,
Tibetan, 78.
239.

-
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Univem, The ten regions of the, 126,
307.
Untimely death, 109.
U p d a , a lay follower, 98, 149, 162.
Urgyenpa, a sect in Tibet, 73.
Uma, the single hair on the forehead
of Buddha figurea, 209.
Ushnisha, an excrescence of the skull,

209.
Utpala, see Lotus.

Vajraaattva, the god above all, 50;
Atlas, Plate 11.
Vicarius apoatolicua, .still nominated
for Lhbsa, 147.
Vihiira, a monastery, 150.
Week has seven days, their names,
289.
Wheel, a symbol expressive of the
127,
preaching of the Buddhas, h.,

802.
VBir6chana, a fabulous Buddha, 129.
Vaiaravanan, gods granting riches, 264;
Atlaq Plate VU.
Vajra, a symbol of power over evil
spirib, 215.
VajradhPre, a name of Adi Buddha, 50.
Vajraphi, the moat energetic protector of man against the evil epirib, 114; an image fama also this
Page.

Worship, Objecb of, a01.
- daily aervice, 227.
- s a c d days and f e a t i d , 237.
Yangug, or Yangchob, a ceremony for
insuring luck, 263.
Year, names for; number of months,
dayq &c., 287.
Yoga, abstract meditation, 40, 47.
Yogiichiirya system, 32, 39, 67.

